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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a narrative inquiry to investigate teachers’ meanings for imagination and its 

potency for teaching and learning. Six teachers who identified it as central to their 

practice shared stories of how imagination is an effective pedagogy through in-depth, 

semi-structured interviews. Imagination is a living, mercurial phenomenon contested in 

philosophical circles yet taken-for-granted amongst the populace. Consequently, 

imagination in teaching and learning is under researched and widely regarded as mere 

decoration - helpful for engagement but unrelated to cognition. The literature review 

situates the research in international discussions concerning imagination’s value for 

teaching and learning. Several conceptualisations of meaning for imagination lead to a 

theoretical framework which re-conceptualises Bakhtin’s dialogic imagination and 

combines his philosophy of discourse with Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination, and 

Brockmeier’s narrative imagination. Data analysis to compare and contrast the teachers’ 

meanings to the framework strongly suggests that, contrary to existing stereotypes, 

imagination is cognitive: it catalyses metaphoric meaning-making events as dialogic 

imagination. Since an open living discourse and narrative imagination are conditions for 

such meaning events, the teachers’ pedagogical choices are consequently rational and 

supportive of learning. Australian educational policy-makers have increasingly leveraged 

a closed classroom discourse over past decades: teachers must ensure students comply 

with national testing regimes that demand monologic responses tied to finalised syllabus 

requirements. Over that period students’ accomplishment has either seriously declined 

or flatlined. The teachers in this narrative inquiry keep living discourse and imagination 

open and alive but in spite of, not because of existing policy: the research presented 

here permits their understandings and professional art to be given voice in educational 

debates on effective teaching. I conclude policy makers might seriously consider the 

impacts of policy dynamics and whether they are slowly suffocating opportunities for a 

living atmosphere that invites imagination – a powerhouse of learning – into their lives.     
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Chapter One: Introduction  

This thesis reports on a qualitative research study created to explore how six Australian 

teachers express imagination in their classroom curriculum; how each makes meaning of 

imagination as pedagogy; and how each perceives imagination as potent for teaching 

and learning. I draw upon a narrative methodology in which writing is the ‘method of 

inquiry’ (Richardson 2000, p. 959); narrative is embedded at every stage in the process. 

It is reflexive research framed by constructionist theory: throughout I have digested 

scholarly thought relevant to the emerging thesis and filtered it through my own 

changing sense of self; by combining and building from this thought and applying it to 

the teachers’ interpretations of practice I have reached a new, substantial framework for 

conceptualising imagination. The thesis clarifies current understandings about 

imagination through this framework which combines theory from Bakhtin (1981) 

Brockmeier (2009) and Ricoeur (1994), to open up a substantial rationale for 

imagination’s broad use in education. The revisioning that is accomplished by the 

framework can be encapsulated by the terms: narrative and dialogic imagination. The 

thoughts of these and other philosophers encountered in the thesis, and the thoughtful 

practice of participants have enlightened my understanding. I have learned ‘in light of’ 

others and this resonates with Bakhtin’s (1981), term for education: ‘prosvescenie’ (p. 

430). In the introductory chapter I set out a rationale for the research focus on 

imagination in pedagogy and establish the research context; I also outline the thesis’ 

significance and set out the research questions.  

Rationale for this research study 

‘We talk about teachers having imagination but what do we really mean by that?’ This 

was a teacher friend’s response when I described my research to her early on. I see her 

question as a plain language version of my thesis intent and return to it as to a rudder 

that can keep theory and practice close. So while it is a truism that good teachers 

possess imagination, the research presented here aims at clarity: we need to actually 

make sense of what that means in planning and in practice, and understand its value as 

a pedagogy.  
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It is not only teachers who want such clarity. Lev Vygotsky (2004), a Russian educational 

researcher, psychologist and philosopher whose theory has for decades contributed 

substantially to current Victorian educational approaches (see State of Victoria, 2005). 

Vygotsky (2004) has said:  

 In everyday life…imagination refer[s] to what is not actually true, what does not 

 correspond to reality, and what thus, could not have any serious practical 

 significance. But in actuality…the entire world of human culture, as distinct from the 

 world of nature, all this is the product of human imagination… (p. 10)  

Vygotsky here points out – paradoxically – that imagination is fundamental; yet almost 

by definition it is viewed as insignificant. Its history in philosophy, psychology and 

education for over a century also reflects this paradox (Thomas, 2004). While some 

propose it to be of core importance to education for many it is simply an airy-fairy 

‘nothing. ’ Is this because it is invisible? Like listening, like space, like breathing, patience, 

peace and stillness? These too are invisible yet crucial to human life, culture and 

resilience; like imagination they may be disregarded until their absence becomes 

conspicuous.  

Blenkinsop (2009); Dart (2001); Eckhoff & Urbach (2008); Egan (1997, 2007); Egan & 

Madoc-Jones (2005); Fettes (2005); Gadjamaschko (2005); Greene (1988a); Jones, 

Clarkson, Congram & Stratton (2008); Egan & Nadaner (1988); and Takaya (2007), 

amongst many other scholars write of imagination as powerful yet neglected in teaching 

and learning, lamenting the little attention that is given to its efficacy. Despite their 

many calls for change it remains broadly ‘taken-for-granted’. The research presented 

here is significant in that it addresses two key reasons imagination’s potency is 

underestimated. One is the needed greater clarity mentioned above: Egan & Nadaner 

(1988), for example stated, ‘…a clear concept of the imagination is needed if the decline 

of imagination in the curriculum is to be halted’ (p. x), and Greene (1995), argued that if 

we do not make the effort to make sense of imagination as a professional community of 

educators, it will be difficult to decide, ‘what education ought to mean’ (p. 3). 

Philosophers of education and more broadly, over past decades (led by Egan, 1986, 

Greene, 1978; and Brann, 1991) have contributed insightful interpretation but little 
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equivalent work to research teachers’ own meanings for it as a pedagogy has occurred. 

This research does so: it may substantiate many prior scholarly meanings for 

imagination. My intent, through interviewing experienced teachers currently working 

with imagination as pedagogy, is to demonstrate its meaning in their practice. If, as may 

emerge, imagination is less a concept, and more an action that happens in present 

moments – hence tied to practice – the research presented here could offer a crucial 

turning point for clarity of meaning.  

The second core reason imagination’s potency is underestimated is that, being invisible, 

it is difficult to research (Egan, 2007). It is thus hard to make ‘evident’. This is particularly 

pertinent in the present historical period when the term ‘visible learning’ is used by John 

Hattie (2008, 2012) and ‘evidence-based’ teaching (The Australian Society for Evidence-

based teaching, n. d.) are buzzwords of influential researchers, politicians and 

commentators. Meanwhile, the pedagogies of teachers of imagination are labelled 

‘facilitation’ (Hattie & Yates, 2013a) and dismissed as of dubious effectiveness under this 

regime; instead a pedagogy of ‘activation’ is suggested as the platinum standard. If the 

Australian educational community continues down this path imagination may slip into 

obscurity, despite the fact that we are largely ignorant of teachers’ productive use of it. 

Terhart (2011) states that Hattie’s (2008) use of the word ‘visible’ is not meant literally, 

his meaning is actually that ‘…teaching has to connect itself to the already existing 

concepts and ideas of…students’ (p. 430). It is my considered estimation that this is also 

the intent and accomplishment of teachers of imagination – regardless of its visibility. It 

is also in agreement with Wegerif & Yang’s (2011) view of dialogic learning, as quoted by 

Stenton (2010), ‘learner and teacher…learn to see the task through each other’s 

eyes…the student…is an equal and engaged agent in the generation of dialogue’ (p. 18). 

Hanson (1988) states that being specific with regard to imagination matters; its 

marginalisation may arise because teachers do not identify how imagination is part of 

their pedagogy: where it is actually in evidence. Its value may also be overlooked 

because too many meanings come to be applied to it. An important goal of this research 

is thus to showcase the curriculum expressions of experienced teachers, their reasoning, 

their understandings about its effectiveness, and what motivates them to use it, and to 

compare and contrast their meaning to the theoretical framework. Despite imagination 
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being largely invisible, this thesis offers a rationale for it as a positive and effective 

choice. We witness these teachers’ personal styles of operation and sample their 

practical theorisations; we get a taste of each person’s professional confidence in using 

imagination and sense the autonomy from which they act. Imagination as a pedagogy 

can be time intensive: some of these teacher’s stories reveal how they find energy, 

space and time in their lives to teach this way: their nuanced, thoughtful expressions 

and examples may well be valued for their professional learning potential. Narrative 

inquiry offers a holistic way to draw out their meanings in a form that does justice to 

complexity while respecting teacher integrity and allowing room for individual 

interpretation.   

This research contributes to a growing body of literature that has emerged over the past 

two decades about imagination in education. That literature was scant before the 

initiation of the Imaginative Education Research Group (IERG) by Kieran Egan in 1990. 

The IERG, through its enormous energy, has successfully widened global awareness of 

imaginative approaches to education. It has shown imagination to provide vital tools for 

learning which can be used strategically across the unfolding course of a student’s life 

‘from birth to adulthood’, tools that are ‘…culturally embedded strategies of imaginative 

engagement with the world’ (Fettes, 2010, p. 2). More recently Fettes and Judson 

(2010), Judson (2010), and Egan, Cant and Judson (2014) have provided practical, 

inspiring tools for bringing imagination into place-based teaching and learning to engage 

students with their local worlds and to help teachers develop a sense of wonder for 

students in their classrooms.  

While the work of the IERG has increased attention to imagination’s potential for 

curriculum development more broadly, there remains a paucity of research that invites 

teachers’ voices about how imagination is understood and applied individually. This 

thesis focuses on imagination as a pedagogy. This is important because, as McKernan 

(2007) indicates ‘Interpretations of curriculum and educational imagination are always 

the idea of an individual thinker; the idea emerges in the mind…These ideas are almost 

always processed by practitioners…they are practical theories…’ (p. 10). 
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As I explore teachers’ perceptions and understandings of imagination, my intent is not to 

reify them so they can become much-vaunted evidence. I wish to show the benefits that 

may follow when imagination’s potency for learning via narrative knowing is considered 

and respected; alongside the individually wrought pedagogies that develop it. At the 

very least the research I present will enable imagination to be represented in current 

debates.  In a recent review of the Australian Curriculum (Australian Government, 2014) 

to ‘a holistic approach to schooling’ (p. 234) was defined as desirable for Australian 

education. Imagination as a pedagogy offers potency for such an approach in aspects 

such as strengthening student wellbeing, individual progress, provision of sound 

curriculum: in particular increased capacity to conceptualise, teacher motivation and 

appreciation, and, possibly, even systemic school improvement.   

Practice is significant; so is theory. As Gadjamaschko (2006), states ‘…in recent years, the 

urgency of reviewing the general theoretical framework in our approaches to 

imagination is apparent’ (p. 15). This study differs to prior, similar investigations such as 

those by Dart (2001) and MacKnight (2009), in its construction and application of a re-

visioned theoretical framework for imagination. Dart (2001) carried out a small-scale 

pilot study, she invited English teachers to share understandings of imagination in 

pedagogy in half-hour interviews. My study diverges from Dart’s in that it asks different 

questions and increases the depth of investigation. I also extend upon her interview 

times, incorporate reflexivity, and increase rigour of analysis via the theoretical 

perspective. I also invite participants to select and share the story of a particular 

curriculum artefact, which enables meaning and pedagogy to mutually inform; allows a 

vocabulary of imagination in pedagogy to emerge; and increases rigour. This thesis 

provokes deep participant reflection: its dialogic and responsive method invites ongoing 

development of understanding and provides room for complex meanings of imagination 

to emerge.   

Macknight’s (2009) thesis explored the ‘teaching imagination’. It has aspects in common 

with the research presented here, in particular her goal to find out ‘how teachers define 

and practice imagination in their classrooms…’ She considers a key theoretical idea, 

defined as ‘logic of realization’ (adopting Verran’s (2001) concept of ‘relational 

empiricism’). She also explores the Victorian curriculum of the time. MacKnight (2009) 
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invited five primary school teachers to share their meanings and methods using 

participant-observation and semi-structured interviews in a series of case studies, each 

of which showed ‘one way to understand and practice imagination’. MacKnight defined 

imagination, following the teachers’ curriculum and verbal expressions, in various ways: 

as ‘creative transformation …representation… [and] making connections…’ amongst 

other conceptualisations, (p. 3).  

This thesis differs from MacKnight’s (2009) in that I do not treat participants as ‘cases’: 

each person is an individual drawn into in-depth conversation to elicit personal 

understandings, pedagogy and perceptions of imagination’s potency through an 

expository artefact. Out of the exercise I do not categorise ‘types’ of imagination as 

MacKnight does: I understand the teachers to ‘own’ their pedagogy as a personal art, 

which is backed up by their intention and their practical philosophy of teaching. I assume 

each person to know and act autonomously and express ‘who they are’ in their 

professional role. The theoretical framework assists me to understand my participants’ 

personal theories of teaching and learning in detail in light of the theoretical 

underpinnings in the literature.  

Barone (2010) evaluated the field of narrative research and set out a ‘wish-list’ for 

further development. This thesis, as an inquiry into how teachers make meaning of 

imagination as a productive teaching and learning strategy, satisfies his call for research 

that asks: what is ‘good’ schooling? He also called for research that brought together a 

wide range of experience and values ‘…including those of the narrator-researcher him- 

or herself’ (p. 123); the reflexive methodology of this thesis offers that. Barone (2010) 

also called for a more open methodological and definitional inquiry strategy so as to 

invite genuine conversation: this is used here. Finally he called for ‘…a rich and complex 

public dialogue in which a wider range of possible meanings regarding educational 

issues…and phenomena’ are explored (p. 146). This thesis satisfies many of Barone’s 

criteria.   

Through this thesis we can be clearer about imagination’s value for teaching and 

learning and may start to re-imagine teacher practice. There is much contemporary 

discussion about what constitutes an ‘effective’ teacher. Whitehead (2007) characterises 
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the effective teacher of imagination. Students, he says, ‘want’ to be in this teacher’s 

classroom in which the focus is on ‘love of learning’ over performance. This teacher fires 

students’ imaginations, inspiring them to think in different ways while tapping them into 

‘real-life situations.’ They are creative: they probably weave the arts through their core 

curriculum subjects while generating ‘never-to-be-forgotten’ experiences. He describes 

their teaching as, ‘more than a science… [it]…is an art…’ He also lists a range of subtle 

gestural and verbal expressions such a teacher may use to communicate with students. 

He emphasizes the eyes: this teacher watches for strategic teaching opportunities, their 

attitude is positive, they are alert to humour. Whitehead (2007) says this teacher 

understands their own effect, and is concerned that students feel a strong sense of 

belonging; they have carefully considered how best to teach the curriculum content and 

carry out concerted evaluation of their accomplishment. While they have clear, well-

prepared, often formal and focused lessons based on what students need to know; they 

also let themselves be guided through interacting with students themselves. Earlier in 

the article he contrasts this kind of pedagogy to a safe ‘same-old-same’ teaching 

approach which delivers the basics.  

There is a different camp in this debate that seeks to profile the effective teacher: the 

proponents of ‘visible’ or ‘evidence-based’ learning founded in the theory of John Hattie. 

Hattie’s body of research is claimed by some as a ‘holy grail’ of effective teaching and 

learning (Australian College of Educators, 2016; Waack, 2016). Through Hattie’s research 

a clear shift of rhetoric away from teaching as an art toward framing it as a science is 

emerging. This is particularly the case since Hattie teamed up with Yates, a cognitive 

psychologist, to write ‘Visible Learning and the Science of How We Learn’ (Hattie & 

Yates, 2013a). Yates and Hattie (2013a) explicitly oppose the ‘activator’ profile (scientific 

teacher) to the ‘facilitator’: a category of teaching as an art into which teachers of 

imagination fall. The ‘activator’ is presented as the most effective teacher through use of 

a certain combination of teaching behaviours which promote visibility of learning. A 

question that arises from this debate is whether effective learning is, of necessity, 

‘visible’: whether it must be evident, and explicit (Hattie, 2012). Alternatively, can strong 

learning result from indirect strategies that are subtle, intrinsic and artful (Whitehead, 

2007), such as those of a teacher of imagination?  
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When I began this thesis I naively thought imagination was in common use by teachers 

as they strategically planned, projected and enacted curriculum: I had always taught this 

way and assumed many teachers did likewise. I encountered comments like, ‘Oh you 

won’t find teachers who do that these days’ and ‘I’ve never had a teacher like that. ’ I 

next encountered great difficulty in finding research participants who self-identified as 

teachers of imagination. As evidence-based approaches attain overwhelming 

momentum I realise imagination as a pedagogy may be not only rare but endangered. 

This is alarming, particularly in light of Hattie’s clear identification of the strengthening 

of teacher-student relationships as the most pressing teaching/learning issue of our time 

(Australian Society for Evidence-based Teaching, 2016b). What sits strangely for me with 

this picture is that imagination, which is a classic way to increase engagement and bring 

learning alive, is curiously absent from contemporary Australian educational discourse 

on this issue. The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (n.d.) explicitly 

probes this issue, uses the word imagination once and not with reference to pedagogy.  

The significance of this research study 

The present thesis is significant because it fills a gap in the literature by garnering holistic 

depth of insight from thinkers of diverse times and nationalities to construct a nine-

tiered, multi-dimensional review of imagination’s meaning to enlighten educational 

practice. The culminating tier forms the thesis’ theoretical framework: a new 

amalgamation of the philological thought of Bakhtin (1981), Brockmeier (2009) and 

Ricoeur (1994), (henceforth called ‘the B.B.R. frame’). This resonates with the work of 

Azano and Stewart (2015), who use a theoretical framework combining Bakhtin’s 

philosophy of discourse and Gruenwald’s critical pedagogy to help them to ‘make sense 

of the complexities that are present every day in our classrooms’ (p. 3). It brings insight 

into imagination’s potency and value for teaching and learning by describing four key 

dimensions – living discourse, the teacher’s art, narrative imagination, and dialogic 

imagination. As a framework it brings clarity and meaning to all stages of a teacher of 

imagination’s pedagogical art: their purposes and intent; their planning and enactment. 

The research is designed to open the teachers’ creative practice to public view and to 

interrogate the fundamental premises behind teaching with imagination. And this is 

rendered possible through these confident participants who have, over years of 
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experience, developed a bottom-up understanding of how learning happens through 

imagination.  

Imagination in education is generally associated with the arts, early childhood learning 

and creative writing. This study also has value in that it demonstrates how it can be an 

effective strategy for learning at any school level and across a broad range of subject 

disciplines. In this thesis we meet teachers who employ it for teaching science, Earth 

education, English grammar and spelling, thinking, mathematics and history, and much 

else besides.  

As long as imagination is all things to all people it remains amorphous and difficult to 

research; its value for teaching and learning stays beyond our grasp. By conceptualising a 

new theoretical framework (the ‘B.B.R frame’: dialogic and narrative imagination) 

valuable insight and clarity may be brought to its meaning and effectiveness. This clear 

gap is one this thesis addresses. Greater clarity may also be brought to constructionist 

meaning-making: if so the thesis may contribute to theory of learning. A feature is that 

more precise understanding of the relationship between facilitation and activation of 

narrative knowing is made possible (Bruner, 1985). We can make theoretical sense of 

teachers’ professional decision-making to use imagination as a pedagogy; this thesis 

introduces a rationale and criteria for that choice.  

Imagination as pedagogy is here understood as an art that is launched from living 

persons. Through showcasing the human, responsive practice of teachers’ of 

imagination it may, along the way, answer some commentators’ calls for teaching to be 

more explicit (Hattie & Yates, 2013a); and for more ‘chalk-and-(teacher)-talk’ (Donnelly, 

2014). The first implies that what makes effective teaching is now finalised; the second 

seems to advocate for a finalised - monologic - atmosphere (this term is discussed in 

chapter 4). The thesis may also address current lapses in Australian teaching and 

learning toward lifeless teaching, identified by Luke (2010): text-book work, ‘busy-work’, 

‘same-old-same’ pedagogy that goes through the motions. Student responses to these 

may similarly be ‘same-old’ and monologic.  

This thesis may also lead to a re-visioning of public policy which, through over-zealous 

centralisation and control, inclines a closing down of imagination’s meaning-making 
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processes in our classrooms. Imagination may be sometimes light-hearted whimsy – but 

that does not make it automatically trivial. It has been used by writers in both fact and 

fiction-based literature across human history to help us understand our own humanity 

and our world. So while many see it as merely decorative to learning and peripheral to 

education’s core business – therefore dispensable – in the research presented here new 

clarity about imagination’s use and value for teaching and learning may introduce 

changes in these attitudes. The rationale for policy change I offer could even bring about 

a more productive direction for Australian education.  

The following questions were developed to shape the research. They each respond to 

the literature as set out above, and are explored in detail in Chapter Eight.   

The thesis questions: 

1) How do teachers express imagination in their classroom curriculum? 

2) What meanings do they bring to it as they employ it as a pedagogy?  

3) How do they perceive it to be potent for teaching and learning?  

4) In what ways and to what extent is dialogic imagination – derived from Mikhail 

Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism and infused with Paul Ricoeur’s philosophy of 

imagination, and Jens Brockmeier’s theory of narrative imagination – congruent 

or not congruent with the teachers’ meanings for imagination, their perceptions 

of its potency, and their perspectives on practice? 

5) What implications arise from the teachers’ perspectives on imagination as a 

pedagogy?  

Formal outline of the thesis contents in sequence, from this point: 

Chapter 2. In the next chapter I examine the Australian policy context in detail and 

conclude with a rationale for my study focus – why imagination is worth examining in 

more depth.  

Chapter 3. Literature Review – I examine prior theory to set out a range of 

conceptualisations of imagination that emerge from the literature. These are sourced 
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from ancient history to the present day. I then discuss the knowledge gap that this thesis 

seeks to address.   

Chapter 4. The thesis theoretical framework: I set out a conceptualisation of imagination 

that culminates those presented. The Bakhtin-Brockmeier-Ricoeur framework combines 

theory from Mikhail Bakhtin’s philosophy of discourse (Bakhtin, 1981) and dialogic 

imagination, Jens Brockmeier’s theory of narrative imagination (Brockmeier, 2009), and 

Paul Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination (Ricoeur, 1991). It is abridged to ‘the B. B. R. 

frame’ from this point forward. This theory combination offers potential to understand 

how imagination works as a living process in classrooms. I conclude this chapter by 

setting out four dimensions of the framework and indicative conditions.   

Chapter 5. The moderate constructionist epistemology, narrative methodology, and 

detailed interview method are described and justified.  

Chapter 6. Presentation of data: the participant displays. Here the teachers’ responses 

to the thesis questions are offered: I set out how they express imagination as a 

pedagogy; the meanings they give to it; the potency they understand it to have for 

teaching and learning.  

Chapter 7. Discussion: comparison and contrast of the displays with the theoretical 

framework, the B. B. R. frame.  

Chapter 8. I draw conclusions on the basis of the discussion and consider contemporary 

Australian policy in light of the discussion. I then discuss implications of these 

conclusions and recommend future directions.   
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Chapter Two: The Australian Policy Context 

In this portion of the thesis I examine the Australian educational policy context within 

which the study nests. I begin by describing my own story in relation to that policy at the 

time my teaching career began, and then I tell the story of subsequent policy changes up 

to the present day. This grounding of the discussion in the human and personal adopts a 

narrative approach, as is explained in the methodology chapter. I aim to assist the 

reader to envisage the details and impacts of the long term historical background to the 

existing policy landscape through a living case.  

My story, the influence of policy upon my early career 

I left Victoria’s capital, Melbourne, in 1976 to begin teaching in a small, central Victorian, 

country school. I had studied English and European literature, history and biology at 

university and afterwards enrolled in a one-year Diploma of Education at a state college. 

I emerged vastly underprepared to be a teacher; fortunately my sister, who had recently 

left her position as a primary teacher, supported me. At the time I was only vaguely 

aware that outcomes from a major report into Australian education – the ‘Karmel 

Report’, were changing the national policy picture (Karmel, 1973). The report described 

‘…serious deficiencies in Australia’s schools…’ (p. 139). These included a lack of 

resources, ‘gross’ inequality of opportunity for students, inadequate training of teachers; 

and poor provision of professional development. The committee of review proposed 

improving equality of opportunity as a priority:  

An equal valuing of people based on their common humanity…would emphasise the 

right of every child to…develop…socially desirable attributes [and]…afford personal 

satisfaction [as well as] improved quality of community and cultural life. To…relate 

to others…enjoy the arts… [and] exercise developed mental powers in all aspects of 

living… [provide a]…means to a more generous and fulfilling life (p. 14) 

The committee’s policy was to devolve responsibility to ‘the people involved in the 

actual task of schooling…parents… [and] at senior levels…the students themselves…’ (p. 

10). In tandem they called for, ‘…less rather than more centralised control over the 

operation of schools’. This approach was designed to provoke effective choices by those 
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directly involved in educational decision-making. The committee also set out key ‘values 

and perspectives’: they listed diversity of resource provision; prioritisation of public 

funding for public schools; encouragement for community and parental involvement, 

and provision for lifelong learning opportunities. While reinforcing the traditional 

functions of schools which they presented as: ‘acquisition of skills and knowledge, 

initiation into the cultural heritage…valuing of rationality and…opportunities to… 

participate in artistic endeavours’; they also set out ‘special purposes of schools’ in light 

of a changing world, calling for:  

confident, self-initiated learning [and]…creative response[s;] … [for] individual 

children [to be given] the experience of being a member of a diverse group through 

which…to feel concern for others and…develop…[one’s]…own sense of identity…  

(p. 14)    

The committee emphasised that, ‘No choice exists between education for enjoyment 

and education for learning’ (p. 14). One striking statement resonates with the 

constructionist theory of the present thesis: 

All that is specifically human is an artefact of culture…it has to be learned. The 

capacity to value other people as ends in themselves rather than as means of 

fulfilling one's own purposes is learned as surely as is the cognitive skill of 

computation…(p. 14)  

I have taken time to describe the Karmel Report’s (1973) spirit of equality and 

responsible autonomy because its practical recommendations directly influenced my 

developing capacities as a teacher. These influences included the identification and 

funding of ‘disadvantaged schools’ (mine was one); the establishment of community 

‘education centres’ run by practising teachers (I used mine regularly); the provision of 

teacher ‘in-service education’ (I personally benefitted); and encouragement of greater 

community involvement in schools (a key strategy I used).  

My school was a rural one-teacher school with 7 pupils in a range of grade levels. It was 

disadvantaged because of its remote location on a flat, windy, almost tree-less 

landscape on the volcanic plains of western Victoria. Many people of the community 

were farmers, some commuted to larger centres nearby for manufacturing and 
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bureaucratic work, and some were tradespeople. It was my second school. I wanted to 

‘prove’ myself as a teacher (or alternatively leave the profession).  

I found few materials and resources and the briefest of outlines for a syllabus, but I was 

told I could apply for supplementary grant money from the Disadvantaged Schools 

Program. I wrote submissions and over time the school came to possess exciting new 

resources: thinking games, great story-books that inspired new ideas. I developed a 

pedagogy of imagination for key curriculum areas - literacy, social studies, art and 

science: almost half my curriculum. At the newly established, welcoming Community 

Education Centre in nearby Ballarat I borrowed resources and equipment and attended 

skills development sessions for Information Technology. Meanwhile, in consequence of 

Karmel Report funding (1973), I was allocated time to attend professional development 

opportunities at the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority’s Carlton premises. I 

learned a lot.  

To generate my pedagogy I would lie on the floor at home over the weekend and hold in 

mind the children I was teaching whilst mentally trying out various possibilities and 

combinations for a range of subject areas in the week to come. I had a regular classroom 

routine in operation for the different grade levels but sometimes I developed 

imaginative, long-term, integrated units of work that would satisfy the learning needs of 

the small cohort of upper school students. My Borneo game: the curriculum I shared in 

this thesis’ pilot interview was one of these. It was inspired by a funny, adventurous 

newspaper story I read one Saturday morning: ‘A day in the life of Kalimantan’ by Eric 

Hansen (1983). Imagination was something I used in the normal course of my school day 

wherever it was appropriate; it helped me set in place the kind of confident and self-

initiated learning activities the Karmel Report recommended (Karmel, 1973). It also gave 

me time: the upper school students were motivated when learning was fun so I could 

attend to the young ones just starting to read and write.  

To assess student accomplishment I developed my own forms of evaluation, but twice a 

year used external Australian Council of Educational Research (ACER) tests for literacy 

and mathematics. Though such testing was informative for my ongoing curriculum 

decision-making it did not dominate school life. The principal of a large nearby school, 
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head of my local rural schools network, would occasionally drop in to watch me teaching 

and give me educative, supportive feedback. Regular meetings of that network enabled 

a sharing of ideas and mutual support between colleagues. If students looked tired I 

changed tack and did something restful or different to pick up their spirits. Once I took 

them to the beach: some had never seen the sea; I also took them to the Queen Victoria 

Market in central Melbourne: the looks on their faces watching live lobsters in the fish 

monger section said it all. I was assessed annually by a district inspector with whom I 

was otherwise in regular contact.  

Things might not have turned out well. The little school, in continuous operation since 

1860, was on the brink of closing when I took up my position there. I can, also, still bring 

to mind the faces of a number of children who needed ‘assistance in developing a 

variety of socially desirable attributes…’ (Karmel, 1973, p. 14). I drew parents and 

community members into the day-to-day running of the school: for example a gentle 

woman who lived next door brought her new baby each week so senior students could 

chart infant growth and development (this was a literacy and health unit of work). I still 

relish memories of the children’s imagination-based school work they authored 

themselves. It was presented in evening events: films, dances, story-telling and plays. I 

treasure the joy these brought for students, families, and me (in planning and 

implementation). When, at one point, parents declared concern for their children’s 

levels of attainment, I took up an opportunity through my network to have them attend 

a large mainstream school in our local provincial city for a week. The children were 

absorbed into the different year levels while I roamed between. I was reassured that our 

students were at or above the median level of accomplishment in every grade.  

After three and a half years I left a revitalised school with twenty-one children over 

seven year levels; a second teacher was soon to be appointed. Imagination played a 

significant part in this improvement. Along the way it re-‘vita’-lised the school (vita 

means life). One of my farming parents kindly said as I left, ‘Well you’ve fixed up our 

school I guess you’re off to fix another?’ As I see it now, it was the other way round – the 

school was the making of me as a teacher through all these multiple engagements and 

supports. A quotation from the Karmel Report (Karmel, 1973) sums up my experience:  
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Participation in…a caring community which sets out to build social relationships 

through its methods of teaching and learning can, by reducing the alienation of the 

individual, be a regenerating force in society’ (p. 14).  

Australian policy since the Karmel Report: a contrary dynamic  

Over the thirty-three years that followed, in particular from the early 1990s on, the 

policy direction for Australian schools reversed away from the spirit that characterised 

the Karmel Report (Karmel, 1973). Devolution of responsibility reversed toward 

strengthened centralised control. Two decades on from Karmel, Hattie (1993) identified 

the changing dynamic. He described it as a four-pronged push to increase political, 

market, bureaucratic and social control over schools. He predicted that, regardless of 

the politics of the existing government, schools would become ‘more uniform, audited 

and accredited as part of the move back to the centralised system, and national 

curriculum, national assessment, and competency based systems…[would] give primacy 

to centralised political control,’ (p. 3). He also stated that, ‘less powerful stakeholders’ 

such as teachers, principals and universities would come to be ignored as a ‘greater 

interest in efficiency and productivity instead of quality teaching and learning’ took hold. 

This approaching policy framework would, he said, lead to ‘teachers and students being 

treated as objects of economic value… [to] be enhanced via…testing…and benchmarks.’ 

In his view, Australia could expect ‘more narrowly skilled rather than critically reflective 

students and teachers…/ [and]…no progress’ (p. 17/18, my emphasis). National 

assessment he said, would bring ‘pervasive influences’ (p. 12); reporting to parents 

would take priority over, ‘the teaching and learning of students’ (p.13). Hattie tried to 

rouse the Australian educational community: he called for a redefinition of the ‘plot for 

the future’ and for teachers and principals to be included in forthcoming policy 

discussions. Significantly he closed his argument by setting out a wish-list: it began, ‘We 

need more imagination and more discussion…’ (p. 18).  

Curriculum was first to be centralised: the Victorian Curriculum Standards Framework 

arrived in 1995, the Victorian Essential Learning Standards followed in 2006, the 

Australian Curriculum in 2014, and more recently the Victorian Curriculum in 2016. 

Centralisation of assessment began globally in 2000 with the Organisation for Economic 
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Cooperation and Development’s (OECD, n. d.) Program for International Student 

Assessment (PISA). This has run every three years since. In 2012 half a million students 

from sixty-five ‘economies’ (they are not called countries) participated. Australia 

subsequently generated its own centralised testing regime – NAPLAN: a National 

Assessment Plan for Literacy and Numeracy, which rolled out for year 3, 5, 7, and 9 

students in 2008. Each Australian school’s results are now published annually on a ‘My 

School’ website (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, n. d.). 

Centralisation of teacher registration was initiated in 2001 with the Victorian Institute of 

Teaching, and was followed, in 2012, by AITSL. Centralised teacher standards ensued for 

the profession and for graduates.  

Consequences of policy reversal  

The rationale for this centralising of education policy came from education’s significance 

for economic outcomes which led to explicit links being made between education and 

national and international economic purposes and ends. The Australian decision to 

centralise appears to have emerged with the birth of PISA (see Hanushek & Woessman, 

2010) and this led to governments seeking greater control and a stronger say over 

schools.  

How did this unfold? By the mid-1990s economic language began to appear in education 

policy documents. Then, in 2007, the Australian Labor Party titled an education 

discussion paper, ‘Australia’s economy needs an education revolution’ (Rudd & Smith, 

2007). This was quickly abbreviated to the more palatable, ‘Education Revolution’. In 

2009 centralisation for economic ends reached early childhood education policy. The 

Council of Australian Governments (2009) stated, ‘A sustainable high quality early 

childhood education…sector…contributes to achieving Australia’s economic goals, both 

by supporting workforce participation now and by providing the best possible start for 

the workforce of the future’ (p. 1). This is in stark contrast to the language of Karmel 

(1973) where communities were encouraged to develop a school climate in which:  

…the cash return…and the access [education can] give to power…become… 

incidental rather than a determining reason for valuing [people. In this climate] 
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…education and people are valued…the influences of the market place do not 

dictate the price placed upon individual talents…’ (p. 14)  

Centralisation brought regulation, review and reporting; these collectively ballooned 

into a heavy industry. Five years after it was written the Federal Department of 

Education commissioned PricewaterhouseCoopers Australia (PwC, 2014) to do an ‘Early 

Childhood Education and Care Workforce Review’ (2013). That review saw PwC 

recommend that the recently formed ‘Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality 

Authority’ (ACECQA) establish a National Quality Framework (NQF). They deemed this 

necessary to reduce administrative burden and streamline regulation. They also 

recommended research into ‘paperwork’ burden for the Early Childhood sector 

(Australian children’s education and care quality authority, 2014). We see here how, in a 

very short time, a whole policy accountability regime was instituted to control inputs 

and outputs for an educational sector for children under five as if it was a mechanistic 

business system.  

Alongside this centralisation, coincidentally, an economic supply chain was generated: 

an extraordinary growth of commercial opportunity tapped into the potential profits of a 

testing culture. At my local newsagent I recently bought a ‘Year 3 NAPLAN-style 

workbook and tests’ (Park, 2012) with fun stickers for $10. On page 4 I am told this book 

will ‘fully prepare’ my child ‘for the NAPLAN assessment test. ’ No teacher required!  

The goals of politicians to mesh economic and educational goals led to large sums of 

money being spent on centralisation; teacher accountability intensified as a result, but 

little value for money in terms of student learning eventuated. In 2016 we can now 

compare Australian students’ performance from 2000 to 2012 against other 

participating ‘economies’. We can also weigh up our ranking changes over that period: 

Australian children’s reading declined from 4th to 17th; mathematics 5th to 19th; and 

science 7th to 16th (Thomson, De Bortoli & Buckley, 2013): we see marked declines. 

When PISA testing began, in 2000, Australian student attainment was in the top ten 

across the globe; as policies of centralisation took hold it dropped to a position that is 

now (only just) within the top twenty. Curiously, we might have known. When Hattie 

(1993) first made his predictions researchers in the United States were analysing the 
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effect of similar policies in that country. They found that despite rapid increases in 

expenditure per student little improvement in performance ensued (Hanushek, Rivkin & 

Jamison, 1992). It is difficult not to ask whether the money spent to centralise and make 

schools accountable might have been better spent directly supporting Australian schools 

and their teachers. This question is yet to be asked by politicians and bureaucrats; 

another yet to be asked is whether the government’s centralising culture has actually 

harmed student attainment.  

Australian politicians and commentators now assert that money is not the answer to 

declining standards and a new policy direction in response to our schools’ malaise is now 

being chased. In 2014 our then minister for education, Christopher Pyne addressed this 

decline saying, ‘Our brightest 30-40 per cent of students are falling behind’ (Pyne, 2014): 

the quality of our teaching and…teachers is…important, if not [the] most important, 

determinant affecting education performance…What goes on in the classroom, how 

and what our students are taught, probably matters most. We know this from our 

own school experiences…a good teacher made a difference. It is also what 

Australian and international research evidence overwhelmingly tells us.  

To improve teachers is the forthcoming policy goal. As Mills and McGregor (2016) state, 

‘…despite the research being very clear that issues of poverty and background had to be 

considered in relation to academic outcomes’, the focus has now come to be, ‘very 

much on the teacher rather than on the conditions that supported teachers’ (p. 123). 

Meanwhile the centralising directive intensifies. In 2016, politicians flag the intention to 

mandate particular approaches to pedagogy (Savage, 2016): 

The Coalition has said it will ensure spending is “tied to evidence-based initiatives” that 

improve student performance, suggesting conditions will be placed on the funding, such 

as introducing standardised literacy and numeracy testing for students in year 1, and 

linking the salaries of teachers to the national teaching standards.  

Impacts of policy centralisation remain ignored despite the increasing Australian and 

international research evidence that they are profoundly, negatively affecting schools 

and their culture (Mills & McGregor, 2016; Luke, 2010; Milburn, 2011; Thomson, Lingard 

& Wrigley, 2012; Thompson & Harbaugh, 2013; Hardy, 2013; Richardson, Karabenick & 

http://www.aitsl.edu.au/australian-professional-standards-for-teachers
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Watt, 2014; Mason & Matas, 2015; Terhart, 2011; Dinham, 2013; Hattie, 1993; Polesel, 

2013; Lobascher, 2011).  

Impacts of policy change on Australian education 

Pyne’s (2014) enthusiasm for ‘quality’ teachers using evidence-based initiatives directly 

refers to ‘visible learning’ and Hattie’s (2012) profile of the effective teacher. Terhart 

(2011) reviewed Hattie’s research and discussed a growing debate, which he described 

as a ‘…bottom-up school reformer argument’ versus top-down, ‘technocratic, 

administration-driven, centralistic, and economically motivated neo-liberal strategies…’ 

(p. 434). Put simply, Terhart (2011) says teachers contend that the visible, evident 

approaches championed by Hattie will squeeze out both their creativity and the 

individual teaching approaches they have, ‘…developed in a bottom up-manner in the 

practical field of teaching…’ (p. 434). Some are said to understand their professional 

expertise to now be on the line. This may not be without reason. Hattie’s research, seen 

as highly credible by politicians, promotes a particular now attractive pedagogy (Hattie, 

2008): attractive because of a vast (but blunt) quantitative evidence base that supports 

it. Hattie has also developed an armoury to push its agenda forward by teaming up with 

Yates, a cognitive psychologist (Hattie & Yates 2013a, 2013b). Their work is presented as 

a ‘break-through’ enabling us to definitively understand teaching as a ‘science’. It 

appears Hattie has adapted to and has joined the push toward centralisation. This is of 

concern to my thesis because the approaches Terhart (2011) refers to above could easily 

describe those of the participants of this study.   

Gregory’s (2016) work follows upon Hattie’s (2008) research; she takes up his cause to 

find the ‘ideal’ teacher, which he names the ‘activator’. Gregory deems Willingham an 

authority on teaching and learning even though he has no teaching experience, he is a 

cognitive scientist. Gregory explains that Australian students dislike school because their 

teachers don’t understand the human brain and proposes a storying about ineffective 

teaching that de-humanises the teaching relationship: ‘a teacher who doesn’t know how 

the brain works is like a mechanic who doesn’t know how engines work’ (p. 6). 

Politicians now grow enthusiastic at the prospect that education is to be ‘fixed’; teachers 

resist. Some academics, for example Dinham (2013) encourage teachers to come up 
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with an evidence base to contest externally proposed remedies. Stewart (2010) 

emphasises John Dewey’s caution: ‘inadequate elucidation of the theoretical framework 

supporting a new conception of schools “gives reactionaries a too easy victory”’ (p. 4), to 

make a similar point.  

Terhart (2011) picks up a key aspect of this debate when he discusses Hattie’s (2008) 

distinction of two types of teacher: the ‘activator’ as against the ‘facilitator’. Gregory 

(2016) states, ‘Facilitation is only the guide on the side, but activation means being 

integrally involved with students as a partner in learning’ (p. 4). She lists curriculum 

events carried out by facilitators: gaming, simulation, inquiry based activity, problem 

based learning, and inductive teaching. The expressions of teachers who use pedagogies 

of imagination, such as the participants in this research, would clearly be classed as 

facilitative. Whitehead’s (2007) description above shows they often use subtle, indirect 

and implicit teaching in combination with ‘direct’, ‘evident’ and ‘explicit’ approaches. 

The emerging polemic now surfaces in newspaper commentary such as when 

Buckingham (2016) states, ‘Research strongly supports explicit teaching as more 

effective than “inquiry-based” approaches…’  

Facilitate and activate are verbs, they are not descriptors of people. People do them. If 

all teachers are to become ‘activators’ we will have to start cloning in earnest. The false 

dichotomy of the ‘activator’ and ‘facilitator’ categories may march imagination from 

school precincts. Of key issue is that they are arbitrary, artificial constructions allocated 

at a level beyond actual research findings: certain types of teaching are grouped to fit 

with these ‘new’ titles, and then allocated effectiveness based on quantitative data 

processing. In addition, Hattie’s (2012) new-found activator category fails to 

acknowledge that teachers adjust multiple strategies to real people and their 

requirements, to their living contexts and their unique constraints. His research 

surreptitiously privileges a more simplistic, mechanistic and reductionist approach which 

purports to offer black and white, blunt specifications about what works and doesn’t 

work. He could, alternatively, work with qualitative researchers to enable greater depth 

of insight and deeper understanding of the complexity of educational work carried out 

by individuals in particular contexts. That is what the research presented here attempts.  
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Terhart (2011) discusses Hattie’s (2008) distinction between facilitators and activators. 

In contrasting them as types, he says Hattie’s actual intention is to critique a 

‘constructionist orientation in teaching’ (p.433). In promoting ‘visible’ learning Terhart 

(2011) claims Hattie is asserting the effectiveness of:  

…active, guided instruction, which formulates clear requirements to…students and 

supplies…continuous…feedback about…progress and performance… [over] … 

unguided, facilitative, ‘helping’ teaching, which relies on inductive problem-solving 

processes…Hattie… [is telling us that] …the construction of conceptual knowledge 

should not be confused with the current fad of constructivism.  

(p. 432, my emphasis) 

Constructivism is an epistemological understanding that individuals interpret reality and 

construct knowledge: ‘knower and the known are interactive and inseparable’ 

(Pennsylvania State University, 2010): each student makes personal meaning of what is 

presented: it becomes who they are. If Terhart (2011) is right that Hattie (2008) sees 

constructivism as a fad, this would be a failure to recognise it as describing the 

construction of conceptual knowledge thus intimately part of constructionism. This is a 

false dichotomy. When imagination is the pedagogy students’ path to learning may be 

circuitous, even while their teacher keeps the intent to address curriculum at the centre 

of their work (McKernan, 2007). It is an artful approach, whereby students are invited to 

experience learning (Whitehead, 2007); students’ own autonomy (and personal 

motivation) is thereby respected and acknowledged. It appears that Hattie’s intention in 

advocating for visible and explicit teaching is to deliberately counter such approaches: 

the words he uses suggest exposure and closure; goals are explicitly formulated, their 

attainment depends upon the conscious, concerted endeavour of the student (Education 

Services Australia, n. d.). Educational rhetoric which promotes intrinsic love of learning, 

leading on to life-long learning (Chapman, Gaff, Toomey & Aspin, 2006) thus looks set to 

fade from public and professional view when these policies are pursued.  

Teachers of imagination may always struggle to defend their approach: their subtle style 

of learning may never be ‘evident’ in operation. Is it logical to maintain that nothing is 

happening in consequence? Because we can’t literally, concretely and visibly see a 
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specific chain of cause and effect? It is sad to see the debate so divisive. That is the last 

thing the profession needs right now. I do not doubt that Hattie’s ‘activator’ describes an 

effective teacher – I do doubt that the activator teacher profile is the only descriptor of 

efficacy (that is visible learning is a holy grail). As we saw above, one of these categories 

is now in the ascendant: it is the new, the desirable; while the other is suddenly old hat.  

As teachers use their imaginations to connect with their students’ imaginations and 

bring learning to life their pedagogy may be expressed only in fleeting, present moments 

that enact meaning in ‘between’, that is dialogically: nothing may therefore be ‘evident’. 

Meaning-making as a cognitive processing happens beyond possibility of explicit views. 

Teachers who facilitate such learning may not be hiding the process away, but may 

accept this understanding that learning is a private cognitive event; and they may accept 

that learning emerges from interactions between people with unique identities and life 

histories. An inability to find a direct supply chain should not rule a pedagogy out. The 

efficacy of subtle, facilitative learning events that employ imagination may be grasped 

under the understanding that a learning ‘mind’ is a centre ‘of…activity in which 

emotions, intentions and memories… intermingle with what is newly learnt to give 

meaning’ (Egan, 2007, p. 13). It is when imagination’s ‘flexibility, energy…vividness’ (p. 

19) bring learning to life that possibilities for cognitive, affective, and embodied 

understanding are strengthened.  

Hattie (2008) clearly implies in his establishment of activator and facilitator categories 

that facilitators do not activate knowledge construction for their students, thus teachers 

who use facilitation are unlikely to impact student concept formation (learning). The 

question therefore arises: do teachers who use pedagogies of imagination (with their 

facilitative, indirect approaches) also activate concept formation? One of my thesis’ 

goals is to examine how the teachers of imagination understand this. While the debate is 

presently dominated by John Hattie’s voice, the research I present here offers an 

alternative and gives them a say. To my mind an effective teacher employs thoughtful 

intention to skilfully and knowledgeably adapt curriculum content in multiple ways for 

students in their care so as to provoke learning. I concur with Luke (2010) who states an 

effective teacher can bring dry curriculum content to life and help make it real for all 

students. In that making real the student makes it their own. 
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The imperatives for effective teaching that Hattie (2012) promotes include a positive and 

dialogic approach that involves peer collaboration and to welcome error as an 

opportunity for effective learning. Each of these is clearly fostered by mutual trust and 

co-operation, yet each is actively undermined by a centralising culture. Dialogic teaching 

and learning, in particular, is underpinned by a dialogically open learning atmosphere; by 

contrast a centralised atmosphere, being monologic, is likely to be counterproductive.  

Therefore, at best, ‘activator style’ teachers are likely to be effective in spite of this kind 

of educational policy culture due to the mixed messages that currently drive their 

professional work. Calls for them to collaborate and, at the same time, be more effective 

than the next teacher, are likely to increase anxiety and stir mutual distrust. Positivity is 

likely to be sapped from teachers’ work atmosphere. There are signs that this is the case 

from recent teacher research.  

Thompson and Harbaugh (2013, p. 301) for example assert that erosion of collegiality is 

a consequence of social and economic competitiveness between teachers and schools, 

brought about by testing and publication of school attainment on the ‘MySchool’ 

website (Australian curriculum, assessment and reporting authority, n. d.). Mason and 

Matas (2015) say ‘…the teaching profession is becoming devalued in a context of 

heightened pressure to perform on standardised testing, intensification of teachers’ 

workloads, and a broadening of the role that teachers play in the lives of their 

students…’ (p. 60). And Milburn (2011) describes significant teacher dissatisfaction and 

attrition as now applying to ‘…between 25 and 40 per cent of teachers [who] leave the 

profession within five years of starting’. This attrition is admittedly complex: it involves 

an intersection of social, psychological and structural factors, but wider research 

evidence that centralised policy change damages the culture of teaching and learning in 

classrooms by lowering teacher morale and increasing student anxiety is now emerging.  

Richardson, Karabenick and Watt (2014) examined the impact of government reform 

agendas, in particular national testing, to conclude that current school and policy 

contexts may now actually be in conflict with the motivations and goals that draw 

people into teaching. They say while it is hard to contemplate that policy reform could 

be at the expense of teachers’ health and positive motivation, the situation of teacher 

retention in Australia indicates just that. They indicate that mandatory standardisation 
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of students by governments through national testing is simultaneously pressuring the 

standardisation of teachers and that, they say, is counterproductive when another of 

their research conclusions is taken into account: that effective teachers are not standard 

or routine in their teaching behaviours, nor do they understand students as passive 

learners. Since policy-makers remain distanced from living classrooms few teachers have 

opportunities to question their decision making. Hardy (2013) indicates that centralised 

control by government appears to society at large as objective, unproblematic and 

automatically in students’ interest. NAPLAN carries the express authority of the federal 

government, which insulates it from criticism. Hardy states that ‘high NAPLAN results’ 

are now socially manoeuvred as the ‘symbolic capital of most value’ in education (p. 358, 

this is reflected in the NAPLAN handbooks for sale in my newsagency; in contemporary 

news features; and when school publish their results on billboards).  

In support of the argument that a centralising culture is harmful to teaching and 

learning, Thompson and Harbaugh (2013) surveyed teachers to find that in consequence 

of NAPLAN teachers are inclined to ‘teach to the test, [and] spend less time on those 

curriculum areas and skill not assessed…[this having] a negative impact on student 

engagement’ (p. 301). These conclusions they say, are corroborated by Polesel, Rice, and 

Dulfer (2013); Reid (2009); and Ryan and Weinstein (2009). At a recent teachers’ 

conference I attended I heard stories of schools in which the entire curriculum is built 

around testing. Yet Barry McGaw (Chairman of the Australian Curriculum, Assessment 

and Reporting Authority) said in a newspaper interview ‘…there's no point in teaching to 

the test…the best preparation for the test is a good, rich curriculum…’ (Abo, 2014). It is 

hardly possible to imagine politicians involving themselves this closely in any other 

profession – Lawyers? Scientists? Nurses? Accountants? I call to mind the Karmel 

committee’s rejection of centralisation as unproductive, and how they instead devolved 

control to local communities to spur schools’ accountability to their communities 

(Karmel, 1973).  Their policy innovations coincided with a rise in Australia’s educational 

standards from ‘poor’ to global top ten in 2000. I can’t help but wonder, was it really 

coincidence?  

In pondering this question I explore other explanations available for Australia’s lowered 

performance. Luke (2010), for example, reviewed all the Australian school reform 
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literature for research into the enacted curriculum (the teaching and learning events 

that actually take place in Australian classrooms. He intended to evaluate potentially 

significant factors for improvement. His conclusions were that current dominant 

instructional patterns were to blame, whether or not they were (Luke, 2010): 

traditionalist/didactic or progressivist/activity‐based – much of the instruction was 

devoted to basic skills and basic curriculum content…Classroom observation studies 

found high frequencies of…lessons where students are completing worksheets, 

copying of the board, answering questions at the end of chapters and…activity‐

based ‘busy work’ of various orders… (p. 5)  

Thomson, Lingard and Wrigley (2012) call this a ‘curriculum of small measurable bites’ 

(p. 2). They claim the problem is that such a curriculum is insufficiently meaningful for 

students. To contrast with this kind of curriculum, Luke (2010) declares that effective 

teaching happens when a teacher takes official syllabus and brings it to life for students. 

In his words:  

Specific knowledges and skills can only be ‘named’ in official curriculum documents 

at a level of technical abstraction. They are remade through the/lenses and 

practices of teachers’ substantive world, field and disciplinary knowledge, then 

brought to life in classrooms in relation to teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge 

and students’ cultural scripts and background schemata, which include a host of 

other available messages of media, institutions and community cultures…there is no 

direct ‘hypodermic’ effect between the official curriculum and the enacted 

curriculum. (p. 1/2) 

Luke’s (2010) review reveals that a ‘curriculum of small bites’ neither translates 

nor brings to life; closer examination shows that direct student-teacher 

engagement is minimised: the learning relationship is between student and object 

(worksheet, I-pad, text book) not student and teacher. In 2011 Hattie 

demonstrated agreement with Luke that this is not effective teaching: he saw the 

dialogic relationship of teacher and student to rich content at the heart of a 

teacher’s work. He also asserts the importance of fostering intrinsic motivation; 

engaging students in continuous improvement, inspiring team work, and ensuring 
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teachers impact all students. Contrariwise he identified as ‘failed levers’ of 

educational improvement the reliance on using test results, teacher appraisals to 

reward or punish teachers and schools, over-reliance on digital resources, 

promoting individual solutions over that of a group and fragmented strategies 

(p.23).  

Earlier in his career we see John Hattie placed the teacher as a living person at the 

centre of the educative project; he addressed the whole situation of teaching and 

learning and took its full complexity into account (Hattie 1993, 2003). Now he seems to 

put the method at the centre to assert divisive distinctions between ‘kinds’ of teacher 

while proposing a set cure-all for Australia’s slipping attainment. I take the time to weigh 

up such things because his view is influential with Australian politicians; and it is 

simultaneously detrimental in the long run to imagination as pedagogy.  What happened 

to change John Hattie’s mind? Stewart (2016) states, ‘it is the assumptions about 

teaching and learning – not the pedagogical tools – that truly underpin any pedagogy a 

teacher seeks to enact…’ (p. 10), assumptions guided by theory, made by living persons.  

In my view the instructional patterns of Australian teachers as set out by Luke may be 

explained by a variety of influences. I offer an interpretation below.  National testing is 

probably influential: for example in years 3, 5 and 7: early in the school year, teachers 

MUST prepare their students for NAPLAN. Meanwhile, in the lead-up, teachers late in 

years preceding (2, 4 and 6) are acutely aware their student levels will impact on their 

school’s performance. A culture of testing at these points may thus directly affect 

curricular decision making. Cumulatively, the last and first thirds of these years 

represents a significant portion of students’ educational experience from foundation to 

year 12. Year 1 NAPLAN testing is also now mooted. Reproducible worksheets, 

textbooks, practice tests are attractive: they reduce pressure on teachers’ preparation 

time. Such materials can target national testing requirements precisely and reliably. 

Because they are created by authoritative others, such materials may reduce the 

pressure on teachers to personally know content: the item itself can do the teaching. We 

see intimations of a cause-effect production line that can ‘prove’ a teacher is doing their 

job.  
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Broader effects on the wider socio-cultural fabric of schools of a testing culture also 

need to be considered. These conditioning influences may shape classroom teaching 

indirectly; media and parental pressure about NAPLAN results may incline principals to 

advise teachers to alter practice. Teacher professional development approaches may 

respond to these wider pressures; businesses may spruik particular educational goods to 

improve standards, all these and more escalate a testing culture until it becomes the 

norm. Hardy (2015) says testing is an ‘…inherently relational…social practice’ (p. 336), 

and, in his view the present testing culture is disturbing the relational dynamic between 

teachers, students, parents and the educational community – a dynamic that is meant to 

be mutually supportive. He says that dynamic is now, ‘infused with [the] power relations 

of government policy’ and they are now embedded in, ‘the very nature of teachers’ 

work. ’ Decades ago Greene (1988b) commented that results-driven restrictions risked a 

culture of teacher resignation. She described teachers’ ‘acquiescence to existence within 

boundaries or frames: a contained, systematized way of living closed to alternative 

possibilities’ (p. 45). Is Australia following America in this trend?  

Such framing of student ‘being’ may reduce student motivation and Lobascher (2011) 

confirms this is a consequence of centralised testing. A logical outcome of reduced 

motivation would likely be escalation of behavioural management problems. This is, in 

fact, is the trend in Australian schools: our students are increasingly failing to listen, are 

more noisy and disruptive (Thomson, De Bortoli & Buckley, 2013) A deterioration of 

positive teacher-student relations is also noted in Australian schools (OECD, 2014).  

To make sense of this I consider the value of a ‘curriculum of small bites’ for the teacher 

and how a vicious circle may develop. The contestations of classroom management bring 

interpersonal challenges that teachers experience both physically and emotionally. 

When they escalate teachers may adjust their pedagogy. A curriculum of ‘small 

measurable bites’ brings incremental, hence short term, manageable learning events 

that do not centre on direct teacher-student relationship. For students the short term 

attainment of a work sheet that directly targets syllabus requirements may satisfy. 

Teachers working with students with difficult behaviours may be particularly drawn to 

student-object over student-teacher engagement. The downside could be deterioration 

of personal relationship and loss of positive teaching impact including positive impacts 
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of teacher embodiment upon the learning situation. Watkins (2007) examines the 

potency of teachers’ ‘corporeality’ and ‘intercorporeality’ for teaching and learning. She 

states a teacher’s human bodily presence is an important instructional component for 

learning which has a powerful impact during the ‘performance of teaching’. She also 

draws in the power of ‘affect’. In her words, ‘Different pedagogies…appear to possess 

different affective force…teachers use their bodies differently’ (p. 768).  

Impacts of education reform on pedagogies of imagination  

Stewart (2016) contends that ‘The notion of teacher accountability [now] drives the 

rhetoric in education reform debate’ (p. 146); he suggests that Hattie (2011) has a major 

influence in leveraging that rhetoric. When faced with national accountability measures, 

teachers are literally between a rock and a hard place. Should they give in to political, 

societal, school and parental pressure which portrays teaching and learning as a 

competition? This turns education into a continual ‘problem’ for both themselves and 

their students. As Stewart (2016) points out, the rhetoric puts teachers into a double 

bind: ‘They are relegated to acting only…within traditional dialogue structures yet held 

responsible for pervasive problems’. Is their solution a curriculum of small measurable 

bites that explicitly targets NAPLAN and takes pressure away? Should they allow 

themselves to be coerced by policy to adopt new ‘evidence-based’, top-down solutions 

that rob them of professional autonomy? Or should they resist, continue to use their 

pedagogy of choice and teach according to their professional instinct by practicing their 

‘art’; while generating a rich culture of meaning-making built from existing principles of 

effective teaching? These are some of the questions Australian teachers may be asking 

themselves right now. In choosing the latter AND a pedagogy of imagination their 

teaching is likely to be labelled ‘ineffective’. How can we expect teachers to willingly 

take on the complex challenges in living classrooms when policy makers place so many 

stones in the road?  

Polesel (2013) reports, after a decade-long era of ‘testing culture’:  

negative impact on teacher pedagogies with…resultant degradation of students’ 

experiences of learning…more limited range of activities in the classroom…fewer 
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opportunities to link…learning with the world beyond school…impacts on creative 

and effective teaching… 

[T]he benefits of a broad curriculum that encourages creativity, problem-solving … 

the development of contemporary skills…[which] provides for physical activity and 

engaged learning, are well established…[but despite this] teachers will focus on the 

areas in which students will be tested… (p. 643)  

Lobascher (2011) draws on extensive research to argue that ‘high-stakes testing 

discourages teachers from being creative, and instead encourages didactic teach-to-the-

test approaches that reduce motivation’ (p. 14). As we see: these scholars understand a 

creative approach (which signals the use of a pedagogy of imagination), makes a positive 

difference. It seems plausible to ask whether government efforts to ‘fix’ Australian 

education through centralisation are too effective: they hit the mark in a counter-

productive way. Politicians favour certainty. They are unlikely to admit that centralised 

enforcement and accountability are detrimental. A productive atmosphere for teaching 

and learning is primarily an open one: it appears their policy changes are rapidly closing 

it; and it is clear that a teaching culture manifestly geared to competitiveness and 

external rewards opposes intrinsic learning. In sum these policies may actually be setting 

teachers up to attain mediocre results. Hardy (2015) perceives the educative purposes of 

Australian schools are undermined as these influences multiply. Why isn’t this ringing 

alarm bells for politicians? Luke’s (2010) statement that, ‘The overall picture counters 

the Vygotskian axiom of teaching in advance of development, of stretching students’ 

knowledge…capacities and imagination beyond what they can readily do’ (p. 4), says the 

same thing in different words.  

Revitalising teaching and learning, the contemporary situation  

Greene (1988b), as indicated above, proposes teachers become resigned and their 

teaching subsequently becomes desiccated in a testing culture. They are ‘…discouraged 

by literalism, by complacency, by technical rationality, by obsession with predictable 

results…’ (p. 55). The overwhelming emphasis on end-goals of accountability and 

achievement as she saw it meant that school life lived by students, with its transient 

events and experiences as moments of living learning came to have lesser importance, 
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have less substance and meaning than this ‘evidence’ of learning: the piece of paper that 

demonstrates the attainment of an educational standard; or the step toward one’s 

supposed future employment. She saw pedagogies of imagination as a healthy antidote. 

The teachers using them could show the way through such resignation toward a more 

freeing classroom context, that could supports greater everyday happiness, enthusiasm 

and passion for educational work. In her view enhanced accomplishment might follow.  

Thomson, Lingard and Wrigley (2012) call for a re-imagining of policy to bring about 

system-wide change and a reframing of Australian education. They ask teachers to come 

up with ‘pedagogies of difference’ that can revitalise and inspire a new approach and call 

for an education which is life-enhancing, rich and contextualised to living schools ad 

their communities. In their view if teaching and learning could be unshackled from 

narrow economic purposes and a culture of testing, the broader societal and personal 

human purposes entwined in the life of each student and teacher could be 

acknowledged. This would return and strengthen face-to-face engagement and 

meaning-making in classrooms.  

Rationale for this research 

In this thesis the theory of three philosophers (Jens Brockmeier, Mikhail Bakhtin, and 

Paul Ricoeur) will be brought to bear to argue for Luke’s purpose for teaching: to bring 

dry curriculum ‘to life’. Stewart (2010) says that in this kind of teaching: ‘Words come 

alive’ and language is dynamic (p. 6). John Hattie’s approach, whereby a teacher 

category of facilitator is differentiated from the activator, excludes many voices from 

current discussions for improvement. It is clear that Hattie’s position has changed. In 

Hattie (1993) he predicted the emerging centralising dynamic in Australian education 

and correctly identified it as an exercise of political power over teachers and schools, 

which would see their interests wane. He also clearly understood the implications: the 

emphasis would come to be on narrow skills over critically reflective students and there 

would be no progress. These events have taken place now and the outcome is worse: a 

clear overall decline. My studies have led me to believe that John Hattie’s views are now 

diametrically opposed to his previous position (Hattie & Yates, 2013a). He now adds his 

weight to the centralising push and is mandating a particular ‘kind’ of teacher.  
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A damaging side-issue of his domination of Australian educational discourse is the 

emerging confusion – for teachers, policy makers, and parents – between ‘visible’, 

‘explicit’, ‘direct’ and ‘evidence-based’ teaching. For example a search for ‘evidence-

based instruction’ lands me at, ‘The Australian Society for Evidence Based Teaching’ 

(2016a), a website that claims to offer ‘independent advice’ though it has no identified 

author and advertises multiple products. Enthusiastically it promotes direct instruction: 

‘A…curriculum of knowledge and skills…[and] the explicit teaching of that curriculum…’ 

while relying heavily on Hattie’s (2008) body of research associated to ‘visible learning’ 

(Australian Society for Evidence-based Learning, 2016a). Hattie remains silent; however 

Luke (2014) differentiates the terms. He explains that direct instruction refers to a 

prescriptive, scripted system tied to operant conditioning whereas explicit instruction 

describes ‘teacher-centred instruction…focused on clear behavioural…goals and 

outcomes’ (p. 2).      

Stewart (2016) indicates that teachers in America are starting to ‘question reform 

narratives’ (p.153). They are entering the dialogue as ‘civic actors’ to speak for 

themselves instead of being continuously ‘spoken for by others’ in educational policy 

debates (p.156). This thesis gives six Victorian teachers a voice. It may restore respect 

for the ‘art’ of teaching. It may also suggest ways to lift student accomplishment. The 

conditions that foster sound learning may simultaneously help to bring about happier, 

more enthusiastic and passionate teachers and students. That this is a matter of urgency 

is confirmed by Illeris’ (2017). In a recent text on contemporary learning theory he 

asserts that schooling across the globe is being treated, ‘almost as a matter of industrial 

production, while…insight into how human learning and non-learning take place has 

been marginalised and biased’ (p. xiii). Stewart (2010) asserts that ‘policymakers must be 

willing to engage in dialogue with teachers and researchers about what counts as 

teaching and learning if there is any hope of creating lasting reform’ (p. 16).   

Here I further this quest through study of teachers’ expressions for imagination as 

pedagogy, their meanings and their perceptions of its value and potential for meaning-

making in depth. Azano and Stewart (2015) use Bakhtin (1981) to support theorisation 

that ‘understanding and response are pre-requisite components of meaning-making’ (p. 

2); in this thesis I add imagination to that equation. Even though the teachers of this 

http://evidencebasedteaching.org.au/crash-course-evidence-based-teaching/explicit-teaching/
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study are manoeuvred by the demanding culture of centralisation that is now the norm 

in Australia; even though they, too, experience the pressure of school, parental, 

community and political opinion; in their choice of pedagogy they show a trust that 

teaching is most effective when filtered through their own imaginations in living 

moments in interaction with a syllabus they ‘bring to life’. Their knowledge needs to be 

shared, their voices heard.  

The idea of a culture of centralisation is picked up later in the thesis’ theoretical 

framework through Bakhtin’s (1981) theory of discourse dynamics. One dynamic he 

identifies is monologic and centripetal; it can operate at a micro level (within the 

discourse of a human mind); or a macro level (the discourse of the political regime of a 

country); or anywhere in between (the discourse of a classroom). At the time and place 

his theory was composed (1930s Russia) and in his own work as a teacher (at secondary 

and tertiary levels), he witnessed the impacts of the dominance of a centralising 

dynamic at the societal level playing out at the classroom level. While the B.B.R. frame is 

composed from three philosophers’ scholarship, only Bakhtin directly discussed teaching 

and learning: before I move on to discuss the academic literature for the thesis I draw in 

some pertinent words that offer potential commentary on our contemporary situation.  

Bakhtin (1981) described schools as places where others’ discourse, ‘the word of a 

father, of adults and of teachers’ is assimilated into the individual meaning systems of its 

youthful members. Their word, he says, ‘does not know internal persuasiveness’ (it does 

not make meaning from within the language negotiation itself, but instead is externally 

mandated) (p. 342). Bakhtin perceived the ‘authoritative word’ to rule in the schools of 

his era: a word which, ‘demand[s]…that we make it our own; it binds us…/ [a word]… 

conjoined with authority – whether the authority is recognised by us or not’ (p. 342/3). 

Because this word arises from prior (previously finalised) meaning-making he theorised 

it to be ‘…considerably more difficult to incorporate semantic changes…even with the 

help of a framing context: its semantic structure is static and dead…it has but a single 

meaning’ (p. 343). The effect of such a ‘word’ Bakhtin states: is to actually distance a 

student from living meaning-making. To my mind Bakhtin’s meaning for the 

‘authoritative’ word connects to centripetal policies that penetrate and dominate 
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Australian classrooms: from international (PISA), through national (NAPLAN), to State 

(curriculum); these directly influence tests of individual teachers.  

Bakhtin (1981) describes a one-sidedness in schools of his context and time: monologic 

(deadened) discourse was the norm; dialogic discourse was: 

 denied all privilege, backed up by no authority at all…frequently not even acknowledged 

 by society (not by public opinion, nor by scholarly norms nor by criticism [even though the] 

 struggle and…interrelationship of…[dialogic and authoritative discourses] usually 

 determine the history of an individual ideological consciousness (p. 342).  

For pedagogies of imagination in our current time the situation reflects this. Bakhtin 

(1981) maintained, even then, schools do not have to be this way: ‘Both the authority of 

discourse and its internal persuasiveness may be united in a single word – one that is 

simultaneously authoritative and internally persuasive…’ (p. 342). He thus offers hope 

that classrooms can foster a union of discourses to involve students in living, dialogic, 

teaching-learning events at the same time as they are learning syllabus content 

mandated by an authoritative discourse. Such teachers may be those who plan and 

generate curriculum to bring meaning ‘to life’ via an interplay of teachers’ and students’ 

imaginations in an open dialogic meaning-making atmosphere in which words persuade. 

In this possibility we find a rationale for studying imagination in greater depth. 
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Chapter Three: Literature Review  

Introduction  

We make meaning of imagination via language. In this thesis chapter nine qualitatively 

different conceptualisations are proposed according to a range of philosophies and 

cultural perspectives. Although I present them as separate in this review I understand 

each to intertwine and resonate with the others because imagination, ultimately, is both 

indivisible and boundless. In the work that follows I explore scholarly thought from the 

research literature on imagination to present and analyse these nine conceptualisations. 

The last forms the thesis’ theoretical perspective which includes narrative and dialogic 

imagination. Hillman (1975), states that my thesis’ goal of clarity is attainable, ‘There is 

no necessary opposition between clarity and imagination’ (p. 246).  

This endeavour to find clarity is dampened by educational policy trends which extend 

internationally; and by a poor ongoing estimation of imagination’s value for education 

and more broadly in philosophy and psychology: this was particularly the case during the 

middle twentieth century before 1960. As language became ascendant in philosophical 

thought, as behaviourism took hold in psychology, both image and imagination were 

sidelined and overshadowed. In this philosophical climate they were ‘generally not taken 

seriously’ (Thomas, 2004, p.1).The rise of ‘computational cognitivism’ (Thomas, 1997, p. 

2) added to their demise. At this time Thomas, (1997) states, many scholars were, 

‘…peculiarly averse to mental images…the very concept…was suspect…it was…banished 

from playing any major role in theories of mind and of thinking’ (p. 1). He describes this 

historical period as iconophobic, because of its prevailing, ‘skepticism toward all 

explanatory invocations of imagery, and…even…the…reality of the experience of 

imagery’ (p. 3).  It was, he says, an attitude in stark contrast to the status of imagination 

during its extensive theoretical history prior to the twentieth century when images were, 

‘almost universally considered to be both the prime contents of consciousness, and 

vehicles of cognition’ (p. 1).  

While individual western philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Paul Ricoeur and 

Cornelius Castoriardis and educational philosophers such as John Dewey, Jerome Bruner, 
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Kieran Egan, Maxine Greene and Elliot Eisner kept a thread of developing thought 

regarding imagination through that time; it was Eva Brann’s scholarly work titled The 

World of the Imagination: Sum and Substance, which seems to have broken the drought 

(Brann, 1991). Over the past two decades we see attention returning again to 

imagination. Brann’s in-depth analysis brought together literary, scientific, aesthetic and 

theological interpretations of imagination as she set out a history of philosophical 

understandings from ancient times to the present. She also reviewed psychological and 

scientific experimentation and offered arguments for and against inner images. That 

work is now augmented more recently by Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) and the recent 

publication of a handbook of philosophy of imagination (Kind, 2016).   

A traditional historical review of the literature of imagination is beyond this thesis’ 

purpose; and while there are many philosophers whose influence in the literature of 

imagination is profound, a broad review of philosophy of imagination is beyond its 

reach. Nor do I examine major schools of thought such as Enlightenment philosophers 

(Immanuel Kant, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and David Hume and others), or Romantic 

philosophers: Samuel Coleridge, William Wordsworth, Percy Shelley, William Blake and 

other great poets. Instead I review a selection of literature drawn from a broad range of 

thought from general philosophy of imagination to philosophy of education; from the 

literature of recent cognitive science and linguistic studies; literature that extends 

historically and geographically from ancient Greece and Rome, to 16th century southern 

India, and on to contemporary times. This includes research literature that can increase 

clarity about imagination’s potential as pedagogy whilst doing justice to its nuances and 

complexity.   

I do not rule in or out any conceptualisation of imagination presented here; nor do I put 

one kind forward over another. With clarity as my goal I present each view or 

theorisation as a window to help open our minds to a rich complex of philosophical 

ideas. Each window facilitates an alternative focus upon the larger landscape we call 

imagination; each casts its particular ray of light (understanding) upon the study’s key 

ideas – narrative and dialogic imagination. After the display and analysis of the data with 

the theoretical framework, I return to explore this review to enrich discussion of the 

thesis questions: how teachers express imagination in curriculum and bring meaning to 
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it as pedagogy, and how they perceive it to be potent. These questions assume that 

imagination is a means to teach, and that imagining is mediated dialogically between 

teacher and student during learning negotiations. This review may throw up suggestions 

about how these might happen. It may generate reference points for how teachers plan 

and prepare, using their own imaginations.  

I now present the nine, qualitatively different, conceptualisations of imagination.  

Conceptualisation One – A myriad imaginations are performed.  

In my university library’s catalogue there are hundreds of imaginations. A brief 

illustrative selection, arranged alphabetically, looks like this: architectural, boyish, 

creative, daemonic, educational, fantastic, global, historic, inspirational, judicial, kinetic, 

lethal, moral, national, oppositional, political, quantum, religious, sociological, tribal, 

unlimited, visual, western, youthful and zero imaginations. Each offers imagination as a 

lens or ‘way of seeing’ an aspect of the world. In our postmodern and, subsequent 

‘poststructuralist’ eras, essentialism is questioned; ‘one’ imagination is questioned too. 

Social contextualisation, pluralism, simultaneous narrative tellings and human 

embodiment are seen to be significant; meaning is always made by living human beings 

in present moments.  

Frein (1997) considers the implications of ‘multiple’ versus ‘single’ imaginations. He 

refers to the tension between imaginations: when viewed as a cultural construct versus 

its definition as a literal, singular, mental faculty. This tension closely parallels qualitative 

versus quantitative epistemologies as ways of making sense of the world. He says that 

how we conceptualise imagination makes a difference because different effects follow in 

light of increasingly centralised education policy regimes – the so-called neoliberal 

approach in which education is connected to economy. He sees a danger in presenting 

imagination as a literal faculty rather than as something boundless and full of possibility 

since it comes to be at risk of being measured. Frein (1997) asserts it would be then be 

appropriated and reduced to the ‘testable’: a measurable imagination, a standardised 

quotient (see Llewellyn, 2014). He states that an ‘evidence-base’ is at odds with 

imagination as a cultural construct, which, ‘when teachers look for evidence that they 
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are succeeding in developing…cannot possibly find anything whatsoever’ (p. 12). Yet for 

this very reason Frein says, imagination is unlikely to be taken seriously since what is 

testable is the priority for education in our times.  

As things stand Frein (1997) says imagination currently waffles ‘back and forth… 

between literal and figurative meaning’ (p. 9). He advocates for a view of imagination as 

a general human ‘facility’ (not faculty), with a range of ‘…forms of expression and 

language’ (p. 205) and in order to make conscious pedagogical choices teachers need to 

approach it through, ‘open discussion, critique, and argumentation about…values…’ (p. 

205). He adds: 

this does not remove the possibility that certain groups will claim stakes 

over…imagination [but]…it changes the debate from argument over something in 

the head (ostensibly a testable “something”, hidden to all but specialized 

researchers), to argument over norms and language…/…Making educational choices 

does not mean that the atmosphere within the bounds of those choices must be 

restrictive and closed…As educators…we must make our classrooms places of 

reflective, thoughtful, directed experimentation…[and]…work to develop our own 

language of public debate and dialogue… [to use a] …framework [of] respect for 

others and critical thought. (p. 205/6) 

MacKnight’s (2009) research inclines toward imagination as a cultural construct: she 

expresses it as relative to the perspective of her teacher-participants. Her work adopts 

Frein’s (1997) approach and, in my earlier description of her thesis’ topic, we can see 

similarities to this thesis. MacKnight presents her teacher/participants as each 

‘performing’ a different imagination. She speaks of ‘kinds’ of imagination a teacher 

might choose for different purposes (p. 217) using fluid categories, some of which sound 

like the conceptualisations set out here. Her kinds of imagination, she says, are ‘not 

mutually exclusive, but can be mutually enriching’ (p. 218). I find her concluding move 

away from typologies to instead profess that, ‘being relational is a large part of my 

answer of how teachers might teach imagination’ (p. 216) as a valuable shift toward 

‘dialogic imagination. ’ She goes on to advocate for research into a ‘relational’ 

imagination as a fruitful future direction, which resonates with this thesis.  
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Takaya (2007) pushes for a middle position in the unitary literal, versus cultural 

construct debate: he discusses Richard Kearney’s warning that extremities of both 

essentialism (a ‘faculty’ position: imagination is an essence or power) and nominalism 

(imagination that is whatever one imagines it to be: relative or random in meaning) are 

unhelpful. Takaya asserts that this middle ground lies in viewing imagination as an 

agreed-upon, socially constructed, and meaningful concept. This is the constructionist 

approach I adopt here. This imagination can be ‘present’ to current circumstances and 

its meaning can be shared. It can be evident through linguistic and embodied sign 

systems (shared semiotics). In one sense, as I see it, myriad imaginations do exist: since 

the living, personal, unique imaginations we express are always our own. I find no 

barrier between this understanding and imagination’s boundlessness. That is said with a 

caveat that this conceptualisation ultimately cannot help us understand imagination 

with more clarity or in greater depth: a myriad categories of imagination seems 

arbitrary. In the following section I shift to a discussion of its characterisation as 

creativity: in which myriad forms emerge from imagination.   

Conceptualisation Two – Creative, productive imagination has a myriad expressions.  

Stokes (2016) describes the idea of imagination-as-creative. It is ‘future-oriented’: this is 

imagination with intention: ‘voluntary mental activity that involves mental 

representation of subjectively nonpresent objects and events’ (p. 247). This aligns with 

the idea that we each express our own personal imagination.  

A creator’s artistic image, which lies behind and leads to an object’s creation, represents 

a new act of consciousness. The created object (whether visual, auditory, olfactory or 

tactile) is its outflow. It emerges via its creator’s personal agency through particular 

processes. The meaning made (both during creation and in its reception), is relative to 

the historical context within which the creator works: the socio-cultural milieu. Whether 

it is dubbed creative by those who evaluate it aesthetically (Stokes, 2016, p. 248) also 

depends on the receiver’s prior and existing experiences: it may be received as 

‘nonsense’ and not accepted; it may be received as representing the current zeitgeist of 

that historical moment – seen as ‘new’ or ‘cutting edge’. This implies dialogism.  
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The potency of imagination-as-creativity arises from the artist’s exploration of ‘non-rule-

bound imaginative activity’, according to Stokes (2016, p. 248). It is the outcome of 

human ‘free-play’ combined with intent to develop purposive form. Stokes draws upon 

Kant’s philosophical view when he states that the artist or author exercises their 

personal, discriminative ability upon aesthetic ideas to bring imagination and 

understanding together. Stokes (2016) states that as they do so they tread a fine line 

between social constraints and social affordances. He discusses Sartre who asserts 

flexibility to be an essential ingredient to creativity: this also applies to the object’s 

audience; therefore the capacity to receive an artwork can be ‘genuinely creative’ (p. 

250).  

To deepen thought on the artist’s intent Stokes (2016) sought inspiration from Jean-Paul 

Sartre that a consciously created artistic object is, ‘shot through with a flow of creative 

will’ (p. 251). It is in communicating their will that the artistic image becomes 

‘transparent’ to the receiver in a lived experience: a new way to make sense is thus 

made apparent (p. 249). A new act of consciousness is successfully communicated (it is 

not a carbon copy of the initial intent – instead meaning is made). Stokes says this 

communication is about more than the simple object, it is about the creative reflective 

action of the receiver, ‘To determine the characteristics of the image as image, it 

is…necessary to reflect…the look is turned away from the object and directed at the way 

the object is given…’ (p. 250). The receiver expresses creativity as they reflect internally 

to access imagination in relation to the object; in doing so they mentally realise the 

object as a living expression: simultaneously they appreciate the artist’s ‘imaging 

consciousness’.  

The process of an artist giving expression and being received is thus dialogic. And the 

voluntary and spontaneous response of a receiver’s imagination (via free will) is both 

‘self-making’ and, in addition, helps to conserve the integrity of the artist’s original 

aesthetic intent. This is the potency of an artistic work. Stokes discusses the freedom 

associated to such creativity: a freedom to act upon and change social reality and to 

change our personal identity. Stokes (2016) writes that: 
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We are not compelled to live in the world as we find it. We can and do act to 

change it…this involves imagination. In turn, these imaginative doings are central to 

how we create, through an imaginative narrative, our selves. (p. 252) 

He articulates here a relationship between art-making and ‘self’-making for both artist 

and audience. He also indicates that narrative and imagination are common to both.  

Brann (1991) similarly proposes imagination as potent for the origination of human 

expectations and activities; while reflective review is the other side to this ‘coin’: 

imagination is, in her view, ‘a prelude to action, [and] an incitement to reflection’ (p. 

798). Although imagination-as-creative as portrayed above is through the eyes of the 

artist Brann (1991) reminds us that during our ordinary lives we all carry out processes 

that ring true to the imagination depicted here. We all originate activities and carry out 

reflective review. What lies behind this creative, productive imagination? Imagination-

as-creativity as presented by Stokes (2016) is an act of consciousness: this suggests 

cognition lies behind it. In the next conceptualisation that arises from the literature I 

discuss scholarship that offers insight into imagination’s place in our cognitive lives.   

Conceptualisation Three: Cognitive imagination makes meaning manifest.  

Thomas (2004) outlines that, Immanuel Kant, in his work ‘The Critique of Pure Reason’, 

sets out a theory that images underlie our mental concepts. Kant proposed imagination 

helps us synthesise our diverse representations of sensory experience and helps us grasp 

the world holistically. Thomas says that Kant viewed imagination as possessing a 

mysterious patterning power, ‘an art concealed in the depths of the human soul’. The 

mental image expresses that power.  

Two centuries on, William Irwin Thompson explores that power further (Thompson, 

1989). He describes imagination as ‘the ancient brain’ which existed prior to language; 

this is supported by Kind (2016, p. 5). Over time and along its evolutionary path the 

human brain has accommodated this ancient brain and now works with it. He states 

some human beings still think in images, ‘thought is developed through 

correspondences, homologies, and participations of identity… [it is] paraduction as 

opposed to [the] deduction, induction and abduction’ we associate with contemporary 
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thinking (p. 80). We see links to Kant’s thought in Thompson’s words: beneath thoughts 

lie images; through them imagination synthesises with its ‘patterning’ power. Perhaps 

the adage: ‘A picture tells a thousand words’ explains (somewhat) that synthetic power.  

To access imagination, Thompson (1989) says we voluntarily surrender to its involuntary 

cognitive process. Imagination is not something we consciously control: but as we allow 

the mind to wander and gather associations we let imagination take us where it will. 

When an image arises we mentally ‘unpack’ implications and let ourselves be led to ‘new 

understandings of the nature of the original object of attention’ (p. 81). Thompson 

suggests imagination’s patterning power is not arbitrary: it operates from an ‘expanded 

perception of the nature of identity…beyond what we construe as logical identity’ (p. 

81). When our sense of self goes wandering, we allow it to momentarily participate 

elsewhere – beyond material we might customarily associate to our current ‘self’. As it 

wanders imagination helps rework and adapt what is gathered ‘into the imagery of our 

habitual world…the socially approved rationality of our institutional world’ (p. 82). In 

sum, Thompson (1989) says:    

The Imagination is like a transformer that takes electricity and steps it down to 

household current so it can be used to run the appliances of our daily lives/ [this is] 

the metaphoric process through which The Imagination takes in knowledge and 

steps it down into the conventional imagery of the sensory world with which we are 

familiar (p. 83/84).  

This simile of imagination as a ‘transformer’ stepping knowledge down to the everyday 

resonates with a teacher’s work as they ‘step down’ curriculum to make it 

comprehensible for students. Luke states, no ‘direct ‘hypodermic’ effect’ exists ‘between 

the official curriculum and the enacted curriculum’. Syllabus statements are initially 

largely meaningless to a student: a teacher must enact and make them real for students. 

When I translate this idea to a teacher using a pedagogy of imagination I wonder if the 

teachers’ own capacity to imagine facilitates their students’ living relationship to that 

dry curriculum content: perhaps the teacher offers more personally relevant or familiar 

imagery to provoke comprehension: this would be to act as a ‘living transformer. ’ I note 
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that Thompson (1989) depicts imagination as a metaphoric process: I will return to this 

conceptualisation later in the review.  

At the close of her exhaustive study Brann (1991) takes up a view that resonates with 

Thompson’s. She concludes that imagination is the means by which the raw material of 

reality is stepped down or made meaningful. Imagination is a ‘…psychic realm in which 

factual reality…’ [Thompson’s ‘knowledge’ taken in] ‘…is transfigured into significant 

actuality…’ [becomes part of our familiar sensory world] (p. 782). Once this occurs 

significance arrives and the meaning is grasped holistically. As Brann puts it ‘the world’ 

does not ‘manifest significance’ before imagining occurs: it is un-envisioned, ‘exposed 

but not revealed’ (p. 776).  

Castoriardis (1994) extends this idea beyond the individual and out to society. He calls 

imagination ‘radical’ because, he asserts, it is the means by which human society 

operates as a shared ‘social imaginary’ (p.  136), ‘To put it bluntly [he says]: it is because 

radical imagination exists that “reality” exists for us…and exists as it exists’ (p. 138). He 

also states that this imagination is – of necessity – pre-factual: it operates ‘before the 

distinction between “real” and “fictitious”’ (p. 138). I interpret his meaning as follows: 

radical imagination plays a role in forging what is real and true for us, so it must be 

antecedent to ‘reality’ and ‘truth’. This is intriguing when we consider Greene’s (1988b) 

view that imagination is strongly paired with what is ephemeral, ‘non-cognitive’ in-the-

moment, and with fictionalising (p. 45) a situation which means it is seen as unstable 

and linked to what is untrue. Greene states that these associations lead to prejudice 

against imagination and subsequently to its minimisation and neglect in education and 

to its overwhelming association with the arts, young children’s play, and story.  

Like Brann (1991), Thompson (1989) and Castoriardis (1994), educational philosopher 

Eisner (1993) understands imagining to be involved in construal of the raw material of 

reality: he too understands that by its action what is immediately present to the senses 

becomes meaningful. He also associates imagining to personal agency. He adds to this 

discussion by bringing the concept of experience to the table by relating it to both 

imagination and meaning-making. He says:  
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Experience is the bedrock upon which meaning is constructed… [And] experience… 

depends on our ability to get in touch with the qualitative world we inhabit. This 

qualitative world is immediate before it is mediated, presentational before it is 

representational, sensuous before it is symbolic. This “getting in touch” [is not] a 

non-cognitive, affective event… [it is] an act of discrimination, a fine-grained, 

sensitively nuanced selective process in which the mind is fully engaged…the eye is 

part of the mind…construal, not discovery, is critical. (p. 5) 

Eisner (1993) here draws out an understanding that imagination is involved in 

meaning construction. We find his words resonating with Stokes. He says:  

 out of experience, concepts are formed. Concepts are imaginative distillations of 

 the essential features of the experienced world… [O]ur conceptual life, shaped by 

 imagination and the qualities of the world experienced, gives rise to the intentions 

 that direct our activities. Intentions are rooted in the imagination… [they]…depend 

 upon our ability to recognise what is, and yet to imagine what might be (p. 7).  

In depicting learning as active construal Eisner (1993) sees it as a mind-making process. 

He thereby implies it to also be a self-making process. In a flowing process of 

discernment, the student gets in touch with the qualitative world: guided by their 

senses, in particular the eye, which Eisner understands as ‘part of the mind’. It is not 

one-size-fits-all process however. He says, ‘…there are different ways to understand the 

world… [And] different forms…make…understanding possible’ (p. 8). I understand his 

different ‘forms’ as distinctions between disciplines: for example the ‘forms’ of 

mathematics are different to those of English, the Arts or science. Eisner (1993) 

proposes that teachers further their students’ capacities to learn by developing a range 

of sensibilities that accord to the forms of the disciplines, and as a particular sensibility is 

refined, the student’s concurrent capacity to construe in that domain increases (p. 6). 

This is a more subtle understanding of learning than the metaphor of a ‘construction’ 

site in some part of the brain where building blocks of knowledge are used to mentally 

‘fabricate’ a concept. It is a powerful way to understand constructionism as learning 

theory.  
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Here is a story from my own experience that rings true to Eisner’s (1993) view of 

concepts as ‘imaginative distillations’; it may throw light on imagination’s role in 

construal. I was far from home as a young adult, travelling with a friend. We accepted a 

lift to the next town and along the way the driver pulled into a semi-circular driveway 

and offered to show us something unusual. We followed him through some shrubbery 

and I saw it. He was right I had indeed never seen such a thing. …Time slows… I think I 

‘see’ a giant white rabbit. As I think I see it I do see it as a rabbit, I see its image in my 

mind superimposed on the living animal, before my eyes. But the ears dissuade me and I 

think it must be a giant white cat. As I do so a cat image is overlain on the animal; but 

the shape of the face gives cause for doubt. I might have continued this thinking-and-

seeing process, had not our kind host spoken: ‘Bet you’ve never seen a white wallaby 

before!’ With that word wallaby I instantly saw a white wallaby – what was remarkable 

was I could not see it (make sense of it) before those words were spoken. This is the only 

occasion in my adult life to be presented – under everyday circumstances – with an 

object I had never seen before. The unexpectedness and novelty of its presentation 

focused my mind to an acute awareness of the process by which I was interpreting what 

I was seeing: a process in which my imagination attempted to ‘step down’ what I saw to 

my everyday understanding. I struggled to conceptualise in that moment, I hovered on 

the cusp of intention and expectation. Who knows how my mind might have behaved if 

I’d had no knowledge of the word and had never experienced a wallaby? The experience 

also brings greater respect for the learning efforts of young children who may constantly 

live in a world of psychological conundrum like this.  

Greene (1985) quotes Dewey’s words, which augments Eisner’s (1993) view: 

experience becomes conscious…only when meanings enter it that are derived from 

prior experiences. Imagination is the only gateway through which these meanings 

and values can find their way into a present interaction…the conscious adjustment 

of the new and the old is imagination (p. 168).  

When Scheiter (2012) discusses Aristotle’s theory of phantasia (imagination) she states 

that he understands an experience of perception can be overlain by an image from 

imagination – a seeing ‘in combination’. She states that according to his theory:  
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it is entirely possible for our current perception of an object to set into motion the 

image that most closely resembles or is often associated with the perception so that 

the two are combined… [she goes on to explain that such]…images…are not mere 

copies of past perceptual experiences; they are accumulations of numerous past 

experiences that have combined to make a single unified image that cannot be / 

traced back to any one particular perception’ (p. 271).  

If, Scheiter (2012) says, our ‘…perceptual experience…resembles this unified image, the 

perception automatically sets our perceptual system in motion, calling up the image and 

then combining with that image’ (p. 271/272). Could Eisner’s (1993) concepts-as-

imaginative-distillations apply to the ‘single unified images’ as set out by Scheiter? 

When educational philosopher Maxine Greene (1985) says that imagination helps shift 

our configuring of the world from ‘…what is already known and understood to what is 

newly given…’ (p. 168). I sense a resonance with my white wallaby experience. But there 

is a difference between literal configuring – as in my story, and the teacher who conveys 

abstracted content: this seems far more complex and adds to my respect for the child’s 

learning. Greene (1985) speaks to this too, describing imagination as the ‘…capacity to 

create new orders in experience, to open up new possibilities, and to disclose alternative 

realities…’ (p. 167). She here portrays imagination as opening up inner mental vistas 

hitherto unseen. This suggests that conceptualisation happens metaphorically. Greene 

echoes the words of Louise Rosenblatt, ‘…it is a matter of… [the student]… living through 

a series of events, relating them, and organizing his or her emotional responses to 

them…’ (p. 169). This introduces ‘self’ and personal agency or intention to the picture 

and resonates with Eisner’s (1993) understanding. Greene (1985) refers to Merleau-

Ponty’s theory: she locates imagination’s proximity to perception, as is true to my white 

wallaby experience. She also uses Kant’s language as she refers to imagination as a:  

process of configuring, of patterning the lived world… [that is]…mediated by the 

body… [It is]…an active process…the field opened up by perception is continually 

enlarged by imagination, which opens up the possible…’ (p. 168).  

Greene (1985) supports this by referring to Sartre, who sees, ‘…imagination as giving 

intelligibility to the present moment…’ (p. 168), and relates it to, ‘the image-making 
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function… imagination in its meaning-giving role…is an active process,’ (p.168). She 

summarises imagination as ‘…what sees the meanings in the objects of which we 

become conscious in the course of our perceiving’ (p.170)  

I have in this section reviewed the literature to discuss imagination as ‘cognitive’. Many 

of the ideas expressed here are productive for later understanding of the theoretical 

perspective. We see imagination portrayed as a synthetic power that helps transfigure 

raw sensory reality to bring significance and meaning home to the student; as involving 

their sense of identity or ‘self’ as hovering in behind as intention is expressed. 

Imagination, the ancient brain, is also a facility with images in which we let go of 

conscious control and allow the ‘sense of self’ to voluntarily wander and seek out, 

‘correspondences, homologies, and participations of identity’ (Thompson, 1989, p. 80) 

when new knowledge is presented to us. Then imagination-as-transformer steps raw 

reality to the everyday level and makes it real for us. Imagination is thus prior to the 

‘real’. Concepts emerge from construal-as-discernment: distillations of sensory 

experience shaped previously and continuously by imagination. They accord to 

alternative forms from different learning domains.  

These rich, articulate theories help clarify imagination as cognitive – how it is a mental 

phenomenon involved in our ‘seeing. ’ This offers fuel toward its potency for education. 

In the conceptualisation that follows I chart scholarship that argues for imagination’s 

significance in light of the above and the practical implications that follow from it. I 

consider the mental ability to entertain the ‘as-if’ and the suppleness that imagination 

brings to our mental life, as against ‘fixity’ of mind.   

Conceptualisation Four: Imagination, antidote to fixity of mind and the literal.  

Vygotsky (1994) draws close to Castoriadis’ (1994) radical imagination: the means by 

which, he deems, our human ‘social imaginary’ is made possible. Vygotsky gave deep 

consideration to what characterises a person who cannot imagine in order to cast light 

on imagination’s reach. He considered the work of Cassirer who observed the behaviour 

of persons unable to imagine because their higher intellectual functions were 

disordered. These people relied upon their direct engagement with the concrete context 
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and familiar, everyday cues from the immediate context in order to act. Because they 

were unable to imagine could not find motivation beyond that context. What struck him 

most was they were ‘not free’ – they could not access what related beyond their 

proximal world. This contributes to notions of imagination’s involvement in abstract 

thinking and supports Gillespie and Zittoun’s theory (2016). Modrak (2016) says that two 

and a half millennia ago Aristotle also maintained that abstract thought depends upon 

imagination.  

Educational philosopher Kieran Egan systematizes a pragmatics of imagination in 

teaching and learning based on the theory of Vygotsky: applying his conception of 

‘cognitive tools’ of which he understands imagination to be one. Egan and 

Gadjamaschko (2003) altered Vygotsky’s terminology, instead calling such tools: 

dispositions of mind…ways of engaging and being engaged by the world and 

experience… [they are]…mediators – we…use [them] to make richer sense…they do 

for our minds something like what tools do for our bodies. They extend our powers. 

(p. 97)  

Here he conjoins self to a student’s imagination and adds it is a ‘…powerful and 

energetic learning tool…’ in fact the richest source of intellectual and emotional energy 

for learning. His description of it as a mediator reminds me of the core assumption I set 

out at the start of this review: when imagination is conceived of as a pedagogy it is 

understood to be a means for communication: therefore it is mediated between teacher 

and student (this is consistent with constructionist theories). It can be a mediator, Egan 

indicates, because it ‘…lies at a kind of crux where perception, memory, idea generation, 

emotion, metaphor, and no doubt other labelled features of our lives intersect and 

interact…’ (2007, p. 8). Egan also agrees with the philosophers whose thought was 

shared in the section above: that imagination shapes the ‘sense’ that a student makes of 

the world.  

As a mediating power for understanding the material world Egan (2007) says that 

imagination is involved as we restructure, compose and reassess meaning so as to ‘…fit 

whatever is to be learned into [our] unique complex of meaning-structures…already in 

place (p. 13), in this he anticipates the theoretical framework of this thesis. Using 
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imagination he says we make ‘…metaphoric leaps’ not necessarily ‘…logical connections 

…’: because of the mental dexterity it brings, imagination offers freedom to grasp ‘…the 

universe of knowledge…’ (Egan, n.d.2). Greene (1988a) qualifies this theory of its 

mediating power: she says it is ‘…only when individuals are empowered to interpret the 

situations they live together do they become able to mediate between the object-world 

and their own consciousness’ (p. 122). Egan might, in return, qualify that by saying the 

capacity to interpret using imagination as a disposition of mind varies according to the 

student’s developmental stage. Following Vygotsky’s theory he proposes that children 

graduate through ‘understanding stages’ of imagination: the somatic, mythic, romantic, 

philosophic and ironic (this echoes Piaget’s stages of educational development). Egan 

views learning as a ‘narrative knowing’ (this accords with Eisner’s, 1993, different 

sensibilities): and each learning discipline tells its own story of knowing.  

As we saw above, Vygotsky (1994) says imagination introduces the freedom to access 

what is relevant but not literally present to a person in a learning situation. This could be 

potentially valuable input such as a memory, a prior experience, an understanding, an 

abstract concept, a previously-arrived-at principle or value and so on. It could, in 

addition refer to a freedom to exercise ‘as-if-ness’: what could possibly be of relevance 

to the learning moment: a wide and rich palette of association. The mental dexterity of 

imagination opens up this freedom and enriches taken-for-granted, literalistic thinking. 

As they access it a learner can set aside the overwhelming impact of what is concretely 

and literally present in a particular moment to associate more broadly to what is 

presented. As they reach beyond the situation to access what is remembered and what 

is abstractly possible, they symbolise.  

Hillman’s (1975) thought can contribute depth at this point through his discussion of 

both the literal, and the idea of deliteralizing. He says there is much more to this than 

simply aligning ‘concrete’ and ‘literal’ as if they are synonyms and then differentiating 

both from ‘abstract’, that is they describe a dialectic. He points out that abstractions can 

be literal (p. 136/7). This is the case when words (socio-culturally communicated 

concepts) are asserted as laws, fixed truths, didactic instructions and dogmas. He is thus 

portraying literal as unitary: with but one meaning. In his view it is wrong to equate the 

literal with the concrete. He uses the human body to illustrate: the body is always 
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concretely present but it is not always, or of necessity, literal. For example when we 

play, dance, perform rituals, enact plays and sporting games, or make love, we are not 

being literal with our bodies, we are using them to symbolise: to bring together ‘action 

and idea’ (p. 137). Again I call up Luke’s statement in which he describes effective 

teachers as bringing curriculum ‘to life’. In light of Hillman’s (1975) interpretation of 

literal his meaning is that such a teacher draws together action and idea (action equals 

‘enactment’ of pedagogical strategy; idea is the syllabus statement). As the teacher 

brings them together a symbolising can take place so that the statement appears ‘as-if’ 

real, ‘as-if’ relevant to the student. In doing so the teacher deliteralizes that dry syllabus 

(just add the water of life!). This helps us understand the intentions of teachers who 

employ imagination as a pedagogical strategy: I contend that these teachers go the extra 

mile to make this ‘as-if-ness’ happen.  

To literalise, to insist on a unitary meaning, is also to stereotype. As Higgins (2009), 

states: imagination itself is subjected to such treatment; we presently don’t consider the 

wider potential of imagination due to a tendency to see ‘…reason and imagination as 

more or less discrete, and mutually anti-pathetic categories’ (p. 7). Brann (1991) 

succinctly adds that, ‘The worlds of the imagination are not at odds with the world of 

reason, and contempt for one is no qualification for citizenship in the other’ (p. 775). 

Higgins (2009) agrees – he claims, ‘we still don’t have the theory of imagination we 

need’ (p. 2), due to a tendency ‘…to see reason and imagination as more or less discrete, 

and mutually anti-pathetic categories’ (p. 7). We might consider whether this 

observation runs in parallel to the ideas of Jerome Bruner as discussed by Monteagudo 

(2011). As Monteagudo points out, Bruner (1986) discriminates paradigmatic or logical-

scientific thinking from narrative thinking. Imagination is more tied to narrative thinking 

which we use to express and share our everyday stories and understandings, our 

practical knowledge and matters to do with our agency in the world. It is clear that these 

kinds of thinking are both deeply relevant to educators’ work. The question is: could this 

be a false dichotomy? For example Blenkinsop (2009), states imagination is particularly 

useful for communicating abstract understandings – he suggests students, through 

imagination, gain a more accurate scientific picture of the world.  
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Nadaner (1988) considers the issue of imagination and stereotyping and suggests 

imagination itself is involved. He says that when we actively stereotype we adopt 

‘selective images’ that incline us toward ‘rigidity and oversimplification… [to] black-and-

white thinking…’ (p. 204) – that is, we literalise. It is more imagination that is needed to 

break out of such rigidity! It enables us to open our minds to alternatives, to become 

more mentally flexible, to allow ourselves to entertain alternative conceptualisations. As 

he describes it we fall into patterns of image-making and interpretation (as will be 

recalled, Kant also proposed imagination as a mysterious patterning power). Nadaner 

(1988) says it is important for educators to be more open to emergent understandings 

from cognitive psychology about the action and potency of mental images so 

imagination’s value for learning can break free of stereotypes. He also recommends we 

acknowledge the value of the arts for children’s cognitive development (as noted on the 

Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority’s website, the arts make the difference).  

Greene (1995) speaks of literalisation too. She discusses the ‘resigned’ teacher who 

spends his or her teaching days in a literal search for results. This teacher, she says, 

suffers from the ‘too real,’ and, like Nadaner (1988), she says it is imagination that can 

help them to break from, ‘what is supposedly fixed and finished, objectively and 

independently real’ (p. 19). She also says teachers who use pedagogies of imagination 

may deliberately disorder students’ prior stereotypes or assumptions with the intent to 

provoke a break from their fixed normalisation of what is ‘real’. Opportunities are 

created for students to make the world new, strange, or perhaps suddenly visible so an 

old way of seeing can be transformed by new understanding. Things are seen in a new 

light. New patterning is configured.  

We next transition to the next conceptualisation that emerges from the literature. 

Within it imagination is portrayed as more than cognitive – it is proposed that it engages 

our broader embodiment and draws in our emotions and sensory awareness. This 

supports the argument that imagination is part of one’s ‘self’. Below we will find 

imagination conceived as ‘representational’. Within this frame Eisner’s (1993) ideas 

about construal-as-discernment are enriched, as well as his idea that one of a teacher’s 

roles is to develop their students’ ‘sensibilities’.  
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Conceptualisation Five: Representational imagination draws in emotion.  

Egan (n.d.1) theorises ‘affective’ images. As the descriptor suggests these are images 

that stir the senses and emotion to draw in one’s sense of self. He states, ‘the student 

can inhabit or get inside of’ such images and they can have ‘as powerful emotional 

effects as reality might.’ I associate this to my twelve-year-old self moved to tears by 

stories. Both spoken and written words can evoke these images. For the purposes of 

pedagogy, Egan says evocation of affective images makes ‘content memorable and, 

relatedly, meaningful in terms with which children are familiar.’ I still recall the names of 

those books and their authors. Affective images, he says, vivify knowledge and concepts. 

The word ‘vivify’ also references Luke’s bringing learning to life (2010) mentioned 

earlier.  

The affective image evolved, Egan says, (n.d.1) when oral language was traditional in 

human society: prior to the introduction of writing. They were therefore powerful when 

the knowledge exchanged by human beings was predominantly sonic. These images, 

provoked by spoken word and vivid story brought felt psychological impacts: they 

possessed an ‘affective charge’ – it was this that made them memorable, it ensured that 

the social knowledge conveyed was anchored in the mind, helping to preserve that 

knowledge. Egan says that though these images retain their power to vivify, humans 

have long outlived the original social purpose they satisfied: we no longer live in an 

oral/sonic culture and no longer need to be affected emotionally to remember (in the 

21st century visual information and images are constantly at our fingertips). Yet he 

contends they remain valuable for teaching and learning.  

The ‘affective charge’ that accompanies these images, according to Egan, Cant and 

Judson (2014) shows that imagination goes beyond the limits of the cognitive; it draws in 

our senses, perception, feeling and emotions. This suggests that meaning-making is 

embodied: learning is not something separated off to the mind: our bodies help us make 

sense of the world. Egan says we only need watch how imagination engages students to 

become aware it is tied, ‘in complex ways with our emotional lives…’ Putting meaning-

making, embodiment and emotion together, he advises teachers who use a pedagogy of 

imagination to purposely connect the curriculum to their students’ emotions and says 
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they can do that as they plan by identifying how the content ‘touches’ them personally 

(including ‘felt’ bodily responses): this can give access to other, related images. The 

teacher’s body becomes a membrane for translation of imagination to curriculum. 

Words and images conveyed and digested via mind, body and emotions, help curriculum 

content ‘come to life’. This could include concepts. Egan, (2003) discussing Vygotsky’s 

insight into cognitive tools, quoted him as saying ‘…a real concept is an image of an 

objective thing in its complexity’ (p. 90). I interpret his use of the word ‘real’ here as 

indicating a concept which has ‘come to life’ for the one who makes sense of it: 

therefore it is considered real and meaningful.   

Egan’s theory resonates with the representational imagination first articulated by 

Aristotle two and a half millennia ago. His word was phantasia a word I will use too, to 

remind myself that the roots of this theory lie long ago in our human history. They come 

from a socio-cultural milieu and world view that was deeply imbued with mythic 

imagination. In ancient Rome daily rituals were performed for gods and goddesses at a 

family shrine (lararium) and in domestic dwellings (domus). Mythic images adorned 

entranceways and domus interiors. Phantasia’s ancient beginnings should not lead to an 

underestimation of Aristotle’s ideas. Thomas (2004) asserts that his thought on 

imagination is the root of most later theorising: this includes, ‘…all Western 

philosophical schools: Stoics, Epicureans and Neoplatonists quite as much as avowed 

Aristotelians; Muslims as much as Christians; and, come to that, Empiricists quite as 

much as Rationalists. ’ He makes no mention, however, of Eastern philosophies of 

imagination. I will discuss one of these later in this review.  

According to Shephard (2015) imagination as phantasia was understood in three senses 

in the classical world. Firstly as mental imagery: for example an author focuses inwardly 

to witness images that arise as they describe a story – and their audience may visualise 

in response (I do not suppose such images would be identical – each person’s would be 

individual). The second sense is as an image-carrying capacity to and from the human 

senses and the intellectual faculties. Thirdly as a creative power to enable human beings 

to evoke images that express ideas beyond everyday experiences. To consider the first I 

turn to O’Gorman (2005) who describes the mental images understood in classical times 

as like to experiences; the image expression momentarily ‘lives’ in the mind as a kind of 
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exhibit: hence the term representational imagination. If an image appears to ‘live’ in the 

mind is it a literal representation? What is the difference between ‘represent’ and 

‘exhibit’? Is an image ‘presented to’ the mind a ‘display’? Is it likely to be a ‘copy’? We do 

well to make no quick assumptions about meanings for ‘representational’.  

Ekphrasis 

As with Egan’s affective images Aristotle’s phantasia as described above is deeply 

intertwined with words which provoke a living, internal expression to appear before the 

mind’s eye. They are brought by the sonic: by the ‘sounding’ of words, and this is true to 

the context of Aristotle’s time, which was a time of change from an oral to a written 

tradition (Egan, above, stated that affective images arose during oral traditions). Webb 

(2009) nests phantasia in the psycho-cultural context of classical times at an inter 

section between imagination and emotion. Webb’s (2009) description of ekphrasis – a 

form of ancient Roman rhetoric – is as ‘…a special use of language to bring the subject 

matter ‘before the eyes’ of the listener…a type of speech that creates immaterial images 

in the mind. The speaker of a successful ekphrasis is…a metaphorical painter’ (p.27). This 

resonates with a teacher using a pedagogy of imagination to present a metaphorical 

picture to aid student learning. During an ekphrastic exchange a human mind becomes a 

kind of canvas – a ‘locus of interaction between word and image’ (p. 27). Webb 

describes how words, as they sound, exert a ‘quasi-physical force which penetrates into 

the mind’ (this resonates with Egan’s ‘affective charge’). Webb (2009) describes it as an 

‘event’ in which the listener ‘seems to see’ (p. 38). In this event ‘…The act of seeing…is 

imitated…by the creation of a phantasia ’. An ‘internal re-enactment’ which 

approximates to ‘what an actual witness may have felt’ (p. 128) is prompted by the 

words’ sounding, accompanied by a mental representation, an image, which thus 

‘mimics’ perception. Sounding provokes seeing.  

Ekphrasis was used for oral persuasion, narration, and historical texts. With the reading 

of historical text the reader’s ‘imaginative and emotional involvement’ was invited, 

‘…the text opens up to the reader’s imagination: the words on the page dissolve into 

images as they impact upon the mind’ (Webb, 2009, p. 195). I assume the reader 

transfers a potential literal sounding of the words to ‘sound’ them – virtually – within his 
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or her own mind, as I do when I read, that is an internalised event of ekphrasis occurs. In 

classical times the historical author’s intent was to ‘open a window’ for the reader to 

‘view’ the turbulence of historical events rather than to convey a ‘…dispassionate and 

objective account’ (p. 195). Webb (2009) calls imagination, ‘the most untrammeled and 

individual of faculties’ (p. 89) suggesting imagination as both highly personal and 

limitless. Ekphrasis shows that in classical times a process of manipulating imagination 

using selected words was sufficiently grasped to make of it a high rhetorical art.  

Bradley (2014) guides us toward a deeper grasp of the representational imagination and 

to just what might happen at Webb’s (2009) ‘locus of interaction between word and 

image’ (p. 27). He suggests that in the world view of classical times ordinary ‘seeing’ was 

imbued with metaphoric imagining. Using colour perception as an exemplar, Bradley 

draws on Homer’s oinops pontos, or ‘wine-dark sea’ (from The Odyssey) to demonstrate. 

While I acknowledge that the phrase’s meaning is contested amongst classical scholars 

(Wilford, 1983), Bradley’s view is valuable for its explanatory potential. I propose it may 

help us understand the representational imagination, both in ancient times and, 

potentially, now. I do so with the caveat that Shephard (2015), states that:  

The word phantasia is used in different ways by different ancient authors…there is 

no single ancient concept of imagination, any more than there is a single modern 

concept. Just how a particular thinker conceives of imagination will depend on their 

overall approach to both psychology and metaphysics… (p. 102)  

Cognitive psychologist Neisser (2003) who describes contemporary metaphor as located 

at the intersection of linguistic (word) and psychological processes indicates Bradley’s 

(2014) understanding has endured. I discuss Bradley’s in the next conceptualisation 

arising from the literature; for the moment we remain with Aristotle’s phantasia and 

ekphrastic rhetorical processes. I next explore how imagination brings about a particular 

‘way of seeing’: metaphoric seeing. Elsewhere in the thesis it is referred to as ‘seeing-

through’ (Hillman, 1975); or ‘seeing-as’ (Ricoeur, 1994), there are a number of 

alternative designations; Scheiter (2012), as we saw above describes an image being 

called up and combined with current perception to generate a seeing ‘in combination’. A 

curious question that arises in response is whether a layering of images not only occurs 
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between mind and actual seeing but can also occur intrapersonally: that is a ‘called up’ 

internal image might overlie a memory image; and whether we not only ‘layer’ but inter-

mingle images in three dimensions. Vygotsky’s contention that ‘a real concept is an 

image of an objective thing in its complexity’ (see Egan & Gadjamaschko, 2003, p. 90) 

resonates here. Imagination may be a facility to play with images.  

Conceptualisation Six - Imagination as metaphoric seeing.  

To comprehend ‘oinops pontos’: Homer’s ‘wine dark sea’, Bradley (2014) invites us to 

‘see’ using the mind-set of an ancient Roman. We must first let go, he says, of the sea’s 

literal aquamarine, and of our scientific idea of colour as a spectrum of light rays that 

reflect from a physical surface. Oinops pontos, he next points out, actually translates to 

‘wine-faced sea’. The sea has its face. The ‘face’ of an object: its surface or skin mirrors 

its metaphoric inner life just as a human face expresses that person’s internal life. So the 

sea’s face metaphorically expresses its internal life. Bradley (2014) says an ‘object’ from 

an ancient Roman perspective is more correctly called ‘object-metaphor’. He uses the 

example of colour, which, for an ancient Roman was:  

Chroma…the skin of an object… [A] table…was…wood-coloured. A window…glass-

coloured. Hair…hair-coloured, skin…skin-coloured…[When things are] object-

coloured…the perception…of that colour can tap into other ideas such as smell, 

liquidity, saturation, touch, texture… other senses come into play…[I]n pre-modern 

societies there is much more capacity for the way you describe the world to tap into 

several different senses simultaneously. . .  

From this point of view to look at an object is to be with it: at one in holistic sensory 

embodiment. It is more an experiencing than a detached mental witnessing. While the 

world of this time can only be theorised – and it would be wrong to impose such 

theories uniformly – the examples of objects-as-metaphors and ekphrasis (see above, 

the art of provoking inner images in a listener’s mind-space), indicate that the classical 

world view may have been rich with engaged, embodied, experiential consciousness 

permeated by imagination. And that is the understanding of many scholars. The classical 

world view was powerfully influenced by mythology: a word deliberately chosen over 

‘religion’ because no religious authority, codification or dogma was in place. In Greco-
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Roman times it was custom or nomizein to pay homage to gods and goddesses, who 

had: ‘…their rightful place in the scheme of things, and were to be given their due. ’  

Imagine yourself as a warrior of Rome. Your family stand together as you leave the 

domus in your toga - you are set to travel far away to war. Approaching the outer door 

you stop at the threshold and regard the god Ianus, ‘divine doorkeeper’: god of journeys, 

beginnings and endings. This god has one face that faces outward, the other inward to 

your home. Ianus’ two faces mirror the inward and outward faces of the object-

metaphor of the door itself: both look forward, look back. You stop. It is nomizein or 

custom to pay homage (home: man) in Ianus’ mythic space. Paying homage evokes 

feelings, memories, emotions, and meanings: all-at-once. The invisible god becomes 

visible to you in that moment, meaning connections are aroused in the context of this 

journey, its significance – including the prospect of return, ‘hits home’. (I note here Ianus 

persists in our January 1, the moment many of us look back over the year just past and 

forward to the year to come).  

Before you step into the street to walk on, you turn to acknowledge Forculus, god of the 

door (fores means door) and Limentinus, god of the liminis or threshold (from who m 

our word liminal derives). Finally you turn to Cardea, goddess of the door’s hinge, to 

take a moment to commune with the guardian of the heart and the body’s vitality. You 

become aware that this object-metaphor: this fragile door hinge is all that literally holds 

departure and return together. The encounter leads you to call heart, vitality, and your 

life’s power to mind; memories and stories wash through you. You are excited to be 

leaving, emotion has peaked: these moments of contemplation have prepared you for 

what lies ahead. You hug your family, wave a farewell and step into the street to head 

off toward mortal danger.  

My story speculates on how the literal and metaphoric mingled in the world view of 

classical times. It accords with our contemporary understandings that Romans instituted 

rituals to gods and goddesses to mark out sacred spaces or locations of connection 

where literal places connected to cosmology. Here resided guardians (gods and 

goddesses) of living moments in which significant cycles of life and change became 

potent. I have read articles that ridicule the Romans for their homage to Cardea, yet 
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such ridicule may actually show a failure to grasp a complex world-view. This goddess 

was also deeply associated to, ‘the cardines… the north-south pivots of the axis on which 

the sphere of the world rotates…’ The cardines, in turn were, ‘analogous to the top-and-

bottom pivot hinges of a Roman door…’ The power of homage to Cardea at the point of 

leaving home to march to war may be informed when we grasp that: ‘The cardo was…a 

principle in the layout of the Roman army's marching camp, the gates of which were 

aligned with the cardinal points to the extent that the terrain permitted’ (Wikipedia, 

2016a). Here we see something like Thompson’s (1989) ‘thinking in images’ mentioned 

above. My brief story to portray the ancient Roman world view clearly falls short of the 

actual awareness, depth of feeling and experience of a living person at that time in the 

sacred space of the doorway: I can’t actually know what it is like to be an ancient Roman 

– but perhaps ripples extend the dialogue across time. As Holquist quotes Bakhtin 

(Holquist, 2002):  

There is neither a first word nor a last word. The contexts of dialogue are without 

limit. They extend into the deepest past and the most distant future. Even meanings 

born in dialogues of the remotest past will never be finally grasped once and for all, 

for they will always be renewed in later dialogue…nothing is absolutely dead: every 

meaning will someday have its homecoming festival. (p. 39).  

In light of this ‘possible’ world view let us return to Homer’s ‘wine dark sea’. Bradley 

(2014) says the author of this phrase’s intention was to provoke the reader/listener to 

experience ekphrastically an internal image of the sea. Not just ‘any’ image: a particular 

metaphoric seeing. We need to keep Bradley’s description of ‘chroma’ in mind here. He 

explains that ‘wine’, ‘faced’ and ‘sea’ each arouse separate images and associations: in 

presenting them together Homer primed his respondent to imagine a meaning-fusion 

that could provoke a new idea: ‘the sea is dangerous, it's captivating, it's intoxicating 

…like wine’. Our imaginations are personal so we probably experience this fusion 

individually. For example when I metaphorically experience these words through my 

embodied senses I am not ‘captivated’: that is romantically excited. I return to my first 

experience of being intoxicated: in this event I had no idea I was drinking alcohol and fell 

‘wine-dark’ to the ground. I simultaneously return to my first experience on the ocean in 

a boat when I was violently sea-sick. When I read these words with Bradley’s insight in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_army
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mind I actually feel my stomach stirred. How does ‘wine dark sea’ as ‘wine-faced sea’ 

arouse a virtual experience that ‘mimics perception’ in a living event for you?  

In the rich fabric of Aristotle’s time Bradley (2014) says Homer used his words to 

manipulate phantasia through ekphrasis. An inner ‘seeing’, provoked by the words 

guided the respondent to an embodied and sensory imagining of this emotionally-

intoxicating experience. I wonder whether a teacher who uses imagination as a 

pedagogical strategy might similarly develop such a facility with words to provoke 

images in their students’ minds; and whether they assume a metaphorical imagining 

manifesting before the eyes of their students. Do they, as does Bradley (2014), assume 

an imagination that is less noun (‘The Imagination’), less adjective (the imaginative): 

more verb (image, imagine)? Lockhart (1983) states the root of the word verb is verve 

that is life (p. 101). Once again Luke’s idea of bringing curriculum ‘to life’ resonates with 

this thesis.  

I mentioned William Irwin Thompson above, a scholar who speaks of inner images as 

involving a ‘pre-linguistic’ form of mind (Thompson, 1989). When they are in play 

‘…thought is developed through correspondence, through homologies (similarities of 

structure), and participations of identity. This is like that…’ (p. 80). He calls it 

‘sidestepping’ thinking; it is paradoxical because it tends to arise when one mentally 

surrenders: an image pops into the mind uncalled; a thought arises involuntarily after 

the mind has been allowed to wander and gather associations. When we receive 

imagination in this way, according to Thompson (1989), images ‘…seem to operate with 

an expanded perception of the nature of identity…’ we become more than: 

 a tight rationality locked up in an ego that is “simply located” in an information-

 processing brain…consciousness begins to take on a new shape, or a new 

 topology…this larger Mind knows much and has its way of knowing and learning…[a 

 ‘way’] enhanced by “not thinking”… (p. 81)  

At the time ‘wine dark sea’ was coined, writing was strengthening and oral traditions 

were fading. At this same time imagination, story, physical objects and metaphor were 

powerful means for encoding knowledge. The method of loci and its reliance on 
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imagination as a means to retain and encode knowledge is traditionally associated to 

Greco-Roman times. It actually evolved over thousands of years of human history and 

persists in cultures with oral traditions today as recently determined by the scholarship 

of Kelly (2016). This key memory aid is a technique by which imagination unlocks 

content through associations to landmarks, small objects, paintings and/or patterns. 

Metaphor was a key strategy: Kelly states, ‘Oral tradition had to record a great deal of 

information in memorised stories so…it was encoded with many metaphors. A few 

words… [can] convey an entire concept. ’ Metaphors and the stories used to sequence 

them were often specific to the languages of particular communities. Since knowledge 

brought status they were kept secret and special: particular stories were (and still are) 

revealed only to increasingly exclusive initiate levels. Kelly (2016) describes the 

encyclopaedic, living traditional knowledge of Australian Aboriginal people that is 

encapsulated by songlines for example, in which storied knowledge is associated to 

place and object then brought to life, and back into being, through imagination. 

Songlines use significant landmarks. These are visited in a particular order across the 

Aboriginal nation’s ‘country’ and at each location rituals are used to enact and unlock 

knowledge that is linked to it. Kelly’s (2016) research shows that ancient peoples of oral 

traditions across the world used built structures like Stonehenge to ‘store’ knowledge 

which was brought ‘back to life’ via living recitations. The power of imagination in such 

oral traditions resonates with Bradley’s theorisation that people of classical time ‘saw’ 

the world in a metaphoric way, that is, an embodied, affective imagining could be 

triggered by apparently ordinary objects within the living context.  

Egan (n.d.1) like Kelly (2016), speaks of the power of images for people of oral traditions, 

and agrees on their crucial role alongside stories through an ‘…urgent need to preserve 

knowledge in cultures without writing…’ He speaks of myths:  

 with vivid…often bizarre images, that give them…a powerful literary impact… 

 stimulating…psychological effects, which continue today in quite different 

 circumstances, long outliving the social purpose they were developed for.  

Such ‘affective images’ are for Egan, ‘powerful communicators of meaning…’ that can 

influence us ‘throughout our lives…’ He urges teachers to heed ‘the potency of our 
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unique images generated from words… [They can]…carry more imaginative and 

memorable force than…the concept…’ and concludes that ‘the use of images should play 

a large role in teaching.’  

These interlinking understandings suggest that an ancient reliance upon imagination to 

make and retain meaning was in play for tens of thousands of years before writing 

arrived. I suggest it persists in our contemporary world and teachers use it in their 

pedagogies without realising its deep roots in human being and knowing. Despite 

possible changes over time and cultural context, it is feasible that students may still 

learn through associations between image and meaning. Could it be that we are primed 

to ‘know’ via story and coded metaphor? Could our imaginations be heavily involved 

with that knowing, even in our everyday conversations?  

As we saw above, Egan’s affective images have many parallels to Aristotle’s conception 

of phantasia. Egan (2007) speaks of a close relationship of metaphor and imagination, 

‘…The logic of imagination seems to conform more readily with that of metaphor than 

with any scheme of rationality we can be explicit about’ (p. 9). He also draws attention 

to ‘…the centrality of metaphor in children's intellectual lives’ (Egan, 2001). 

This ease with metaphor…seems tied to the active, generative, imaginative core of 

human intellectual life. There is in metaphor a logic that eludes our analytic grasp. 

Metaphor does not reflect the world, but is crucial to generating novel conceptions 

of it.  

The idea of generating ‘a novel conception’ is close to the idea of learning.  

If metaphoric seeing provoked by words still has potency in our contemporary world 

there could be strong support for teacher’s use of imagination and metaphoric seeing as 

a pedagogy. While we usually associate metaphor to words and it is via words that 

teachers carry out their work, metaphoric seeing may not necessarily be constrained to 

spoken and written words. There may be many ways to provoke metaphoric seeing in 

light of Bradley’s (2014) ‘object-metaphors’. If imagination was powerful prior to human 

writing and if it was powerful prior to human speech, both the manipulation of objects 

and of ‘atmosphere’ by a teacher as a living storyteller are important. If a metaphor can 
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potentially tap into the physical senses, emotion and one’s sense of self the world itself 

is the limit.  

For the moment I restrict my discussion to metaphoric speech and consider scholarly 

support for Egan and Bradley’s ideas. While both assumed their theories to be 

embedded in classical world views hence anachronistic, emerging cognitive science 

research suggests they remain current today. It indicates metaphor has multiple impacts 

including emotional, conceptual and social. A news report on the power of metaphor, by 

Kelly (2014), discusses experimental research by Adele Goldberg and Francesca Citron 

exploring human brain activity activated when literal versus metaphorical expressions 

are read. In the report Goldberg states research findings suggest that metaphoric 

associations ‘engage our brains on an emotional level’. She and Citron (in their study of 

2014) conclude there is ‘initial evidence that conventional metaphorical expressions… 

may be chosen over literal expressions because they are more emotionally evocative,’ 

(p. 2593). Benjamin Bergen in the same report adds that metaphoric expressions, ‘…are 

likely to have the effects on reasoning, inference, judgment and decision-making that 

emotion is known to have’. In terms of the effect of that associated emotion Citron (in 

Kelly, 2014) proposes that ‘Figurative language may be more effective in communication 

and may facilitate processes such as affiliation, persuasion and support.’   

Bergen states that metaphors allow ‘people to think about new or abstract concepts in 

terms of concrete things they're familiar with,’ while Goldberg indicates we may be 

engaged with ‘abstract concepts when we use metaphorical language that ties into 

physical experiences.’ Here they suggest how concrete and metaphoric may interact in 

the mind. Bradley’s contention that metaphoric seeing belongs only in the ‘once-upon-a-

time’ of ancient Rome and is irrelevant today looks less and less likely. Bergen (2012) 

supports an ‘Embodied Metaphor Processing hypothesis’ to sketch what may happen in 

the brain as metaphor is experienced. He says that on hearing metaphor our sensory 

and motor and perceptive systems may be activated and that these may simulate for us 

a virtual semblance, (this resonates with Aristotle’s understanding) so that we 

experience what is represented by a metaphor both visually and haptically (as feeling).  
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Neisser (2003) draws imagination into this equation. He indicates that ‘metaphoric 

thought’ is itself:  

An act of imagination, mediated by the contingent form of human embodiment. 

Metaphoric cognition is…productive interplay between intentional imagery and the 

body scheme, a process of imaginal frameworking. (p. 27).   

His words help explain my feeling of ‘seasickness’ as I tapped into Homer’s ‘wine dark 

sea’: the words themselves combine the literal and the metaphoric into a new fusion 

that mimics an experience of meaning. The key point for this thesis is that Homer likely 

understood and meant to communicate an imagining with his words. It is also feasible 

that he actually did communicate an imagining. Putting these together we have a basis 

for proposing a ‘constructionist’ imagination: a ‘dialogic’ imagination; an imagination 

that teachers could feasibly use to deliberately provoke a particular imagining for the 

specific purpose of bringing curriculum to life in a living context. Rapp (2010) states that 

at the time Aristotle was writing about phantasia he actually referred to ‘…the cognitive 

function of metaphors… [and said they]…bring about learning’. In Aristotle’s view, when 

presented with a metaphor, ‘…the hearer has to find something common between the 

metaphor and the thing the metaphor refers to’. Could this refer to the kind of 

overlapping of images that Scheiter (2012) spoke of above?  

Citron, Goldberg and Bergen’s agreement (above) that metaphor may permit us to think 

about new or abstract concepts in terms of familiar concrete things, resonates with 

Greene’s (1995) philosophical theorising. She says that to become aware of our 

relationship with the world (which we take for granted most of the time), we must 

suspend mental activity and see the new in the taken-for-granted: ‘imagination opens 

windows in the actual, discloses new perspectives, sheds a kind of light…’ (p.36). Her 

words suggest that as we take familiar, concrete things we use them to access new or 

abstract concepts, and in the process our internal perceptions are changed and our 

capacity to make meaning is deepened. Imagination for Greene plays out in the gap 

between present and past as students adjust to what is presented to them by teachers. 

At such moments a student accesses past experience, they take the risk required in the 

moment to reinterpret; they dare to break fixed moulds of thought already formed. 
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Greene describes here a liminal moments: our student stands at a threshold, just like our 

Roman traveller who contemplated the possible. At such moments, Greene (1988a) 

maintains, ‘stock responses…fixed ideas of the actual’ are challenged and imagination 

‘opens windows in the…taken-for-granted toward what might be and is not yet’ (p. 46). 

She also (1995) suggests imagination provides glimpses of wonder in the middle of 

ordinary thought and ordinary life; glimpses that bring ‘expansions of ordinary 

awareness…’ and arouse a capacity to ‘look through the ‘windows of the actual, to bring 

as-ifs into being in experience,’ (p.140). ‘A space of freedom opens…she or he feels what 

it signifies to be an initiator and an agent,’ (1995, p. 22). Imagination, she says, ‘must be 

understood as a reaching out, an intending, a grasping at the appearance of things…the 

felt possibility of looking beyond the boundary’ (1995, p.26).  

Greene references a ‘bigger picture’ when she talks of imagination’s potency: a larger 

story that invites the more-real (whether literal or metaphoric) into the student’s world-

view. Imagination renders the more-real accessible. In so doing it may disrupt prior 

understanding, re-organise and transform what we previously took as given. In addition 

she says imagination creates common ground for the flourishing of dialogue between 

teacher and student; and aids students to develop personal identity; it also facilitates 

empathy and enables them to apply concepts. All of these marry with understandings of 

imagination set out above in this section.  

When I scan Greene’s words about imagination above some catch my eye. Put together 

a complex of meaning emerges: one that brings the unusual up close. I notice words like 

defamiliarize, making strange, gaps, expansions of awareness, breaking moulds, 

liminality and risk, glimpses of wonder, disordering and transformation, flourishing and 

keeping things alive. All these may arise when imagination is invited into what is 

conscious and concrete in present awareness. The next conceptualisation of imagination 

in the literature takes these very elements and extends our understanding of them.  
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Conceptualisation Seven - Imagination is vital and alive.  

Romantic poet Coleridge called imagination ‘…essentially vital, even as all objects (as 

objects) are essentially fixed and dead…’ (Coleridge, 2013). During this literature review I 

have from time to time drawn attention to Luke’s (2010) words in which he describes 

teaching as a bringing to life of dry curriculum statements. Could this involve the 

teacher’s provocation of living meaning-making via imagination? Such a feat assumes an 

interaction of teacher and student meanings. Holquist wrote in the glossary for Bakhtin’s 

The Dialogic Imagination (Bakhtin, 1981), may signal this interpretation in his discussion 

of the word ‘interillumination’ (in the Russian - ‘vzaimnoovescenie’), which he equates 

to ‘interanimation’ and ‘mutual illumination’. It is an ‘action’ which is said to occur when 

a ‘culture’ (or ‘language’ system) is understood ‘in light of’ another, via living, open 

exchange. When I discuss monologic versus dialogic meaning below it will become clear 

why interanimation cannot occur in unitary meaning conditions: when these prevail 

‘cultures are closed and deaf…to one another’. I find it feasible that the ‘action’ of 

interanimation refers to the coming-together of the teacher’s culture (expressing their 

syllabus-conveying purposes) and the student’s (personal, possibly resistant-to-learning) 

culture in a learning event. Some teachers may ‘presume… [theirs]…to be the only 

language…’ (Bakhtin 1981, p. 430), others actively engage with the student’s culture. 

When ‘interanimation’ occurs both cultures are recognised and equalised: the prevailing 

‘myth’ of each culture dissolves and a certain ‘novelness’ appears. Holquist points out 

that Bakhtin, in using this word, plays with another Russian word ‘prosvescenie’, which 

means, simultaneously, education and enlightenment that ‘…comes about only in light 

of another. ’ I draw out the detail because I associate Bakhtin’s ‘prosvescenie’ to 

pedagogies of imagination and see it as referring to a teacher who kindles, provokes or 

generates meaning through such pedagogies. Certainly a kind of living energy, brightness 

and a motivating enthusiasm are associated to imagination’s use in the classroom. 

Sometimes that energy is interpreted negatively as I discovered on an occasion of 

describing my thesis topic to an elderly person of a religious culture. This person 

displayed alarm, saying, ‘Children run wild with imagination, it is dangerous: teachers 

must have control!’  
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This was interesting in light of a conception of imagination I now introduce, which 

speaks purposefully to this notion of liveliness and of ‘bringing to life’. It arises out of 

that very person’s culture, albeit around four centuries before their time. Its cultural 

context is remote from those of scholars drawn upon so far. At a time when western 

philosophy was moving away from valuing imagination – during the late 15th, 16th and 

17th centuries – coincidentally, a remarkable sophistication of thought flowered in 

southern India. What developed was not an overarching or scholarly philosophy of 

imagination but a theoretical conversation based on arts practice: imagination as 

performed and received. Shulman (2012) inductively extrapolates this theory from the 

stories, poems and theatre of the time. I am aware that such theory can neither be 

separated from its sources, nor from the particular linguistic and socio-cultural fabric of 

the time and place in which it arose: I know it is not merely ‘transferable’; yet I offer its 

ideas so they can enrich and deepen the discussion in place here.   

Shulman describes a number of conceptualisations for imagination, expressing them 

through the Indian words of bhavana, cintai and pratibha. This multiplicity testifies to 

the discernment and subtlety of thought that played out in relation to imagination by 

thinkers of that time (if there can be fifty words for snow there can be many nuances for 

imagination). Below I summarise Shulman’s argument as set out in his recent book: 

‘More than real – a History of the Imagination in South India’ (Shulman, 2012).  

Bhavana is intralinguistic imagination: in it word and image are inseparable, they 

pervade each other. Bhavana arises because mind has an appetite for knowing (for 

perceiving the real) through language. This follows the understanding that mind and 

speech are mutually determined (as is compatible with constructionist understandings). 

The mind’s appetite is to make meaning visible: such visibility is offered by imagination. 

The human ‘self’ seeks to articulate in language because such articulation creates self 

and bhavana is inherent to self. In sum, as bhavana is activated, imagination and 

language intertwine to present living meaning to the mind. But, Shulman says, 

imagination as cintai is more than this. The words as they make meaning provoke tactile 

feeling which draws in the senses, the body, and a wider conscious awareness that 

associates on to, from that meaning. When cintai is in operation the internal images one 

experiences are detailed, concrete, and focused. They are experienced as internally real.  
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Mind must be open if imagination is to come into play as bhavana. To experience it, 

certain attitudes of mind must be left behind: such as doubt or certainty (but scepticism 

always remains). An inclination toward judgment – for example of truth versus falsity; of 

unreal versus real, must also be relinquished. These relinquishments are necessary 

because I must release to the fictive – to the ‘as-if’ – in order to receive the ‘real’, that is 

new meaning. I am released to know some-thing new: the thing I don’t yet know. When 

first presented to me in the moment of my attentiveness, this new thing is immanently 

fictional – it is, as yet unreal. With the right kind of presentation and the right kind of 

attention and listening by me, bhavana can configure ‘the real’ and bring it into being: it 

can cause it to manifest.  

In the ‘articulation’ stage of bhavana speech is infused with, and emerges with 

imagination. Bhavana thus helps makes speech intelligible: as word and image are 

integrated they bring coherence. Bhavana has both connective and generative 

properties, but until activated by the circumstances of the moment these remain latent 

and implicit. Activation ultimately depends for its living expression upon the existential 

context with its varying expressions, including the word choices that are made within it.  

Bhavana is a pragmatic, creative process rich with generative power: words activate 

imagining via sound. Word and sound are not ‘signs’ or representations. Instead, as they 

present to the mind during speech, they crystallise for us the potential that is latent 

within and between self, and the province of known meaning presented. Mind and 

world are mediated as sound-as-word issues forth from self. Word-as-sound resonates 

within the self at all levels: emotionally, bodily and psychologically; provoking a revision 

of what is known and taken for granted within the province of known meaning. In 

speech bhavana is said to be particularly activated through the use of verbs which unite 

sentence concepts with their action potential: verbs are viewed as linguistic triggers 

which catalyse specific connections of self to one’s latent personal agencies and 

empathies. Such linguistic triggers simultaneously heighten the sense of self.  

As bhavana enters a subsequent, generative stage, new meaning is actualised. Here 

imagination moves the mind toward ‘the real’ (a kinetic process). The real is fashioned 

and presented as ‘a visible and tangible surface’ to the mind (p. 49): this ‘surface that 
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presents’ is the mental image. This agrees with Ricoeur (1994), who calls it ‘a body, a 

contour, a face’ (p. 122).  It is not a two dimensional representation. Because it involves 

the self and its embodiment it also includes multiple dimensions of the senses. This is 

imagination as cintai. Vygotsky’s view of a concept as ‘an image of an objective thing in 

its complexity’ (Egan & Gadjamaschko, 2003, p. 90) comes to mind.   

In a state of suspended judgment (beyond true and false, beyond judgments of real and 

not real), as meaning is portrayed artistically from actor (speaker: potentially teacher) to 

spectator (participant: potentially student) bhavana manifests new meaning. It brings 

that new meaning into being (that is to ‘life’: to be part of the living discourse). The 

process is super-impositional: it is a ‘seeing-as’. Imagination engulfs the respondent’s 

predisposed meaning so they ‘see’ (understand) this as that (X is seen as Y or Y is seen as 

X) to provoke an imaginative leap. That leap generates an emotional bond (because it is 

a process of ‘self’ enmeshed with human agency). The ‘state’ described here suggests an 

experience in which a person is momentarily mentally distanced from the immediate 

context.  

How and why does it happen? Shulman (2012) describes the state of ‘suspension’ as 

highly ‘tensile’ (p. 58); because it happens in an emotionally heightened moment in time 

and in a specific context. A particular kind of attention and listening are presupposed; it 

can thus be described as an ‘experience’. Possibilities are presented in words as they are 

performed in the moment: perhaps they present contrary ideas; perhaps this puzzles the 

recipient. ‘A certain space’ (p. 58) opens up in which bhavana ‘comes into play’ and in 

that moment a dual awareness is made evident to the mind (a clash of subject and 

object). In the struggle that ensues, as this is seen as that, new meaning manifests. This 

is sphota – a bursting open: the world is suddenly alive with ‘phonic energy’ and 

simultaneously alive with imagination. The ‘real’ is experienced in the image which is 

offering an inwardly visible surface. That image is the meaning – it has come to life for 

us: as you may recall – the verbs are understood to have marshalled the self with its 

empathies and agencies.  

Imagination as bhavana is not so much representational as manifestational. The 

moment of sphota is accompanied by a sense of pleasure. This is the ‘enjoyment’ stage 
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of bhavana. We who consider it here might assume that it arrives in consequence of an 

intellectual resolution or finalisation of the tension or conflict but that is not so: the 

complexity of the original duality lives on and the meaning remains open and unfinalised 

(remember this takes place in a fictive space beyond true/false). The pleasure arises, 

according to Shulman, due to a shift of consciousness in which the participant 

understands – to their core – the meaning of this moment. It is insight (a form of 

intensified knowing), a process of illumination which is inherently pleasurable. In turning 

inward to face my own mind, as meaning-making is ‘brought to life’, life itself glows with 

inner depth, complexity and illumination. I am gifted with psychological, emotional and 

physical satisfaction that resonates and reverberates across my ‘self’. The actor’s words 

and actions have built a bridge from mind to mind and have given meaning perceptible 

form. Therefore my soul can rest within itself in a state of rasa – in which understanding 

is perceived directly by the heart in a unique, yet intersubjective, event.  

That is how Shulman (2012) describes bhavana: imagination as part of living discourse in 

the context of the arts of South India performed three to five centuries ago. It is 

imagination as provoked by human artifice via language. The language in use is 

predetermined and purposeful: a poet, actor, and artist (as teacher?) has planned and 

prepared to bring it to life in performance. The spectator/participant who is attuned to 

their embodied feeling listens deeply and willingly suspends judgement. They get to 

‘taste’ a reality which can claim a certain ‘truth’ through the experiencing of it. Such a 

truth that can never be ‘imposed’ because a moment of insight can only occur through 

the potentialities for meaning that are already present in the participant (see Eisner’s 

sensibilities, above): these come to the surface as the meaning-event is experienced and 

the expressions of ‘self’ are ‘reorganised’ by that experience. The final word for 

imagination that Shulman (2012) employs, pratibha – links bhavana to instinct: the 

power of imagination that is expressed in a bird’s motivation to sing and to nest. 

Shulman says that the potential in bhavana is unlimited.  

As I look back over conceptualisations of imagination described to this point, one 

emerges from the literature that could encompass them. This is the one McKnight 

(2009), in concept one, proposed: a ‘relational’ imagination. This idea offers the 

boundless potential expressed in concept two: our creative, productive imagination, 
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because we can come into attentive relation with all that ‘is’ in our world. It is also 

compatible with concept three, the notion that imagination is cognitive and what is 

presented to us (the raw material of reality) can be ‘transfigured into significant 

actuality’ (Brann, 1991, p. 782) to become meaningful. Concept four falls into place in 

the emerging pattern too, if we are to open to new meaning it makes sense that we 

must surrender to the ‘as-if’ and let go of our existing ‘literal’ meanings and the mind’s 

fixities. Since we are personally attached to our pre-existing meanings (they express not 

simply ‘beliefs’ but ‘who we are’), the play of affect, emotion and embodiment as set out 

in concept five feasibly belongs with an imagining process. The influence of words – as 

they sound – upon the image making process, enriches the sensory potential of such an 

imagination. Concept six also nestles within this mapping of imagination as relational. If 

it is a vehicle for new (received) meaning that helps us to deliteralise; if it involves our 

senses and emotional lives and is shared through empathic attention, there must be a 

way for it to be communicated: it does not happen via magic. The idea that the words I 

use could provoke a metaphoric seeing and are experienced by my respondent in 

concert with a living, already meaningful context with all its’ shared semiotics seems 

plausible. I can also grasp that an overlay of images from the now and from past times: a 

‘seeing-as’, could feasibly trigger ‘leaps of meaning’. Conceptualisation seven, of 

imagination as vital and alive could well express this living, relation meaning-making 

process in heightened form. Shulman’s (2012) description of such bringing to life is 

accomplished through ‘artifice’; this could clearly relate to the work of a teacher using a 

pedagogy of imagination.  

All scholarship included so far thus prepares us to consider the possibility of a relational 

imagination: a narrative and dialogic imagination; a socially constructionist imagination.        

Conceptualisation Eight: Imagination is socio-cultural and relational.  

Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) propose imagination as a process that ‘…exists only in the 

making…’ one that is ‘…made possible by social and cultural artefacts…’ (p. 2). This view 

emerges from the field of sociocultural psychology in which it is theorised that ‘…any 

human action…is already and always part of social relations or an internalized dynamic 

which connects these activities to other people, institutions and our own collective 
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history…’ (p. 2). It is a view that synchronises with the theoretical framework, which will 

be presented in the next chapter, and the underpinning socio-constructionist theory of 

this thesis.  

Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) set out, as stepping stones to an ontology and epistemology 

for a socio-constructionist imagination, the following assumptions. We each have our 

own ‘lifecourse’ (life story) that tracks and traces our experiences across space and time; 

it is self-created. Those experiences are specific to ourselves: we approach the world out 

of our unique, personalised trajectory. As human beings we are also – always – in 

relationship to each other and to our socio-cultural worlds. The time, space, place and 

various objects of our particular ‘materially given’ world at any moment are 

‘…intersubjectively and symbolically shared’ (p. 7). This affords our meaning making and 

helps frame our intentions and interpretations. Arendt expresses this thought in a 

different way, calling on the thought of Socrates. She says the world itself is different for 

each of us but, at the same time, we all view the same world. This to Arendt is a 

plausible view of the objectivity-subjectivity dichotomy.   

Time, say Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) is a dual consciousness for human beings. On the 

one hand it passes in present moments; on the other we tap into an ongoing stream of 

consciousness that gives access to what once was and what might be. Meaning-making 

rests upon the traces of experience that remain with us from events that take place. 

Once internalised these traces become signs which can be later called up to enrich 

further sense-making. We as humans thus use semiotic process to make sense of 

ourselves and social reality over time which affords distance and brings opportunities to 

name, interpret and encapsulate what is presented to us. The flow of time that shifts out 

meaning-making forward is a two-way, living flow of embodied, emotional, sensory 

meaning making that is adjusted as our minds change in present moments.  

These two ways referred to by Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) are ‘internalisation’: whereby 

we actively draw awareness of social meanings toward us; and ‘externalisation’ in which 

we send awareness outward to express our understandings and thus make them ‘visible’ 

(p. 5). The latter is what we call ‘expression’, it gives others access to our meaning-
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making. We see that what they describe is a dialogic flow of awareness sent and 

received from the self, and expression of that awareness.  

These authors differentiate the all-encompassing, given social world of any moment in 

time, which they call ‘paramount reality’ – from the ‘spheres of experience’ in which our 

particular lifecourse occurs. My sphere of experience will manifest its own particular, up-

close, social and cultural patterning: they call this my ‘province’ of meaning. As I engage 

with it I encounter ‘specific ways of experiencing… [and] of relating to others… [I am 

aware of]…a particular time-perspective…a certain type of attention, relation to doubt, 

and goal-directedness…’ (p. 8). In the course of daily life I shift between my province and 

paramount reality. When I engage with my province my experience is proximal (I am 

immediately present to the material ‘now’ and focus on my living embodiment); when I 

engage with paramount reality my experience is distal (my focus is abstracted and 

explorative, I am momentarily outside ‘linear or causal temporality’ p. 40).  

A ‘looping’ process helps me move between the two: I ‘uncouple’ from the proximal, 

move to the distal, later recouple to the proximal. Such looping happens as a ‘dynamic 

stream’ (p. 12) that is not always smooth; on occasion a shock may be encountered 

during the shift. Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) say this dynamic looping process is 

imagination. In discussing uncoupling and recoupling they describe them as shifts of 

consciousness from ‘as-is’ to ‘as-if’. They speak of Proust’s reverie while eating a 

Madeleine cake (in Recherche du Temps Perdu), as an example. Eating the cake ‘triggers’ 

a ‘loop’ of imagination and the meaning-making that follows is immersed in the senses. 

Clive James (2016) poem, ‘Origami of the Madeleine’ describes that ‘trigger’ and what 

unfolds. James writes: 

From the taste of the scallop-shell of cake 

Made moist by the decoction of lime-blossom 

It all unfolds inexorably, the vast 

Structure of recollection – in his tongue 

L’édifice immense des souvenirs – 

Though it’s a structure only in the sense  

That Gaudi’s cathedral in Barcelona 

And the weird Watts Towers in Los Angeles –  
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Eclectic stalagmite of junk – are structures,  

Or the sandcastle you helped your daughters build 

Before you sat with them to watch the sea 

Dismantle it and smooth it out and take it  

Back down to where it came from…   

James, imagining on from Proust’s madeleine experience, uses profoundly sensory 

expression; we can almost ‘taste’ his response. The poem beautifully illustrates the ideas 

that Gillespie and Zittoun (2016) spell out: James shows us how imagining is embedded 

in social relations and in connections to ‘other people, institutions and our…collective 

history’ (Gillespie and Zittoun p. 2). He also reveals through his words how imagining – 

as meaning-making – is dialogic and responsive (he himself both responds to Proust and 

evokes William Blake). To reveal his artifice and render intelligible the meaning-making 

journey he provokes for me, I examine his words to show how Gillespie and Zittoun’s 

(2016) ‘dual’ layers of time are clearly experienced.  

At the word ‘unfolds’ James uncouples me from the proximal moment in which I savour 

the madeleine. With him I ‘loop’ via imagination to shift to paramount reality as he 

presents Gaudi’s cathedral and Watt’s tower to my mind. I erect these ‘concrete’ 

monuments as mental images – via his words – only to be shifted again to play by the 

seaside as James collects me up like a wave and deposits me in that vivid, familiar, 

sensory story: (I experience my own memories and experiences). Next he provokes 

mind-play; he guides me to think of the cathedral and tower: the literal monuments, ‘as 

if’ they are sandcastles. I stand with him to watch them dissolve in the sands of time. I 

am satisfied, I smile, I real-ise his intention. He has shown me (without having to directly 

say so) that all human edifices, whether concrete or social, will ultimately wash away; all 

human structures end up where they came from; they ultimately return to the matrix or 

underlying matter that constitutes the human mind. Just as, at some historical time, 

they were constructed, so, ultimately, will they be de-constructed. Using my socio-

constructionist, relational imagination the poet takes me travelling to mentally real-ise 

an experience via his words. I am primed to expect a meaning; as it manifests in my 

mind I feel pleasure. I get it! His meaning is now ‘mine’.  
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James here paints a picture ekphrastically to show complex meaning. Through his 

artifice, he strategically (poetically, perceptively), provokes an experience of meaning-

making to play out in my imagination. I follow his lead to witness it and I learn. Along the 

way he excites my imagination. It dialogically travels on: when the seaside moment 

arrived, I remembered Blake’s ‘Auguries of Innocence’ (Blake, 1807). I read it in light of 

James’ (2016) art. Rather than leading me sequentially toward a shift of consciousness, 

Blake guides me to simultaneous awareness of proximal and distal streams: he provokes 

me to experience them metaphorically as one, in an ever-present now. I now 

understand the artful, gentle, sequential shifts that accompany each of Blake’s lines. This 

is quintessential metaphoric seeing.  

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower 

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 

And Eternity in an hour.  

As I introduce poetry to the thesis and witness the clarity and beauty of their words I see 

the importance of acknowledging the insight poetry can bring to scholarly work. I realise 

too that I have failed to comment upon something profound about imagination. Without 

it beauty might not be. What dry, barren lives we then would live!   

What about the science? 

Is there a compatible understanding in contemporary cognitive science for Gillespie and 

Zittoun’s (2016) imagination as a ‘looping’ process that comes to life in present 

moments? And how can the mental image be theoretically explained? Nadaner (1988) 

considers Arnheim. He comes close when he says ‘…the image is not a picture in the 

literal sense, but a record of the mind’s activity in structuring significant visual 

information… [it] …may exist at several orders of abstraction’ (p. 199). This is 

conceivably another perspective that can help us consider what is involved with as we 

shift consciousness and ‘loop’ toward paramount reality. Hillman, 1975 quotes the 

words of E. S. Casey:  concurs, ‘The image is not what is present to the awareness – this 

is the content proper – but how this content is presented’ (p. 237). Thomas (1998), 

discusses Neisser’s ‘perceptual activity’ (PA) theory of the image (p. 206). He says that as 
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we perceive we do not store ‘descriptions (or pictures) of perceived scenes or objects’; 

instead we constantly refine our perception process and update our ‘schemata’ (sets of 

exploratory procedures) for understanding the world. We use schemata to actively 

interrogate our context (intentionality is thus significant); we search out what comes 

toward us, recognise it then make sense of it. Schemata inform and incline our 

perceptual decision making. We decide how best to direct our attention in a specific 

situation and how best to explore what is presented to us, (Thomas 1998). At the same 

time our ‘perceptual instruments’ (eyes, cochlear vibrations, neural maps and so on) 

report that perceptual process to the brain. A key point Thomas makes is that the 

conscious mind reaches out into the world; it does not merely passively receive. We see 

here a similarity with Shulman’s understanding of bhavana above, in which mind has an 

appetite for knowing.    

Perception is here portrayed here as living activity. It is steered by who we are and by 

prior experiences. These come to incline our perceptual schemata. Using Neisser’s PA 

framework as applied to mental images, Thomas (1997) proposes that when perception 

is intrapersonal, (when we focus inward, toward internalised mental activity) the 

internal perception process directs our schemata to use our sensory systems [eyes, ears, 

neural maps] to make internal tests and measurements. Thomas (1999) says the object 

of our gaze in such a circumstance, (the internal image) is a product of our mental 

intention even as it mimics the material object we bring to mind.  

For Thomas image and imagination do not literally exist: no literal ‘end-product of 

perception, no inner picture or description…No thing in the brain is the percept or 

image,’ (p.223). He emphasises the power of intentionality as we imagine as if 

consciousness and intentionality are two sides to a coin. Thomas (1998) suggests the PA 

framework is ‘…closely related to the Aristotelian sensus communis…’ a unifying facility 

that serves to integrate ‘our sensory experience of bare colors, smells, sounds, tastes, 

and feels’ (page, 1998).  

Thomas’ (1999) framework understands perceiving-as-seeing and perceiving-as-

imagining to use similar brain zones and suggests both simultaneously activate our 

perceptual, motor, and affective systems. Thomas (1999) also sees Neisser’s PA as ‘the 
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missing link between imagination as mental imagery and creative imagination in the arts 

and sciences’ (p. 235). He discusses imagination as ‘seeing-as’ and declares this:  

 non-literal sense of “seeing” is…perfectly conventional. To say…one sees Polonius as 

 pompous or the Dodgers as winners, is not to say…these things are literally visible or 

 even perceptible. The application of “imagine” and its cognates to the arts is the result 

 of a parallel…equally conventional, metaphorical extension of meaning… 

 “imagination” / …just is our name for the faculty of seeing as…[it is clear we would 

 not] use “imagine” …to imply…seeing things as they truly are. (pp. 235/6)  

Within the literature review so far I have set out the philosophical and academic 

context within which the imagination of this thesis can be contextualised. In the 

coming chapter I describe the ninth and final conceptualisation – narrative and 

dialogic imagination, the theoretical frame through which I examine the research 

participants’ meanings for imagination and their perceptions of its potency. This 

conceptualisation comprises Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse (which is 

penetrated by the image), augmented by Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination; and 

Brockmeier’s concept of narrative imagination. This framework emerged in the 

course of research reading. It is a new theory combination that may explain 

imagination’s cognitive action through the idea of dialogic imagination: a catalysis 

of living, enacted, intersubjective meaning-making that brings image and word (a 

sounding) together. A narrative context in which one sees and experiences 

different contexts at once – narrative imagination – prepares the ground for that 

action.  

This combination of theory also allows a comprehensive theorising of the 

individual intent and agency discussed by many scholars to this point; and the 

practical application by teachers, of a meaningful pedagogy of imagination. The 

ninth conceptualisation gathers in conceptualisations set out above. It is 

simultaneously an imagination with boundless potential for creativity (Stokes, 

2016); it is open: a gateway to new meaning, as Greene, (1988a) attests; it is 

cognitive: as Brann (1991), Thompson (1989) Thomas (1999) Castoriardis (1994), 

Eisner (1993), and Scheiter (2012) propose. It is an imagination prior to truth 
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and/or fiction (Shulman, 2012) which embraces the ‘as-if’. It is also an antidote to 

the literal in accordance with the thought of Vygotsky, (1994), and Hillman. It is 

representational but also draws in embodiment and emotion: it is therefore 

holistic, as O’Gorman (2005), Shephard (2015) and Webb (2009), perceive. It 

involves metaphoric seeing, as Bradley (2014), Citron et al (2016), Citron & 

Goldberg (2012), Neisser (2003), and Bergen (2012), suggest. It is vital and alive, as 

perceived by Coleridge (2013), and Shulman (2012)  

Furthermore, with the implicit agreement of all scholars represented here, and as 

Gillespie & Zittoun (2016) propose, it is intrinsically socio-cultural and relational, 

and its action involves a looping between levels of consciousness. Finally, it is 

quintessentially dialogic. While I am sure there are many other conceptualisations 

for imagination that I have not included here, for reasons of space I am unable to 

discuss them. Quietly embedded in Bakhtin’s theory, we find active, dynamic, 

catalytic, dialogic imagination. It is perceptible in all conceptualisations of 

imagination to this point and possibly offers a comprehensive picture. As I step up 

to describe it I recall my goal of clarity. Despite the apparent complexity of the 

task, consistent with Bakhtin’s prosvescenie, I have confidence that when the light 

of many is collectively brought to bear, clarity increases.  
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Chapter Four: Theoretical Framework.  

Conceptualisation Nine – the combined philosophy of Bakhtin, Brockmeier, Ricoeur.  

The final conceptualisation of imagination is also the thesis’ theoretical frame which I 

later compare and contrast with the research participants’ meanings and insights into 

imagination as pedagogy. The rich fabric of scholarship previously drawn upon provides 

a platform to launch this conceptualisation, yet it is distinct in its own right. It 

circumnavigates the combined theory of three philologist-philosophers: Brockmeier  

(2009) - also a psychologist, Bakhtin (1981), and Ricoeur (1994). This theoretical frame 

will deliberately link to teachers’ work. The ideas, drawn together, offer potential to 

understand imagination’s living process in classrooms and the conditions that can foster 

that process; its contribution to meaning-making as words are exchanged between 

teacher and student; and how imagination is involved when a teacher sets intentions 

and plans for curriculum enactment. In keeping with a constructionist epistemology the 

analysis outcomes will dialogically support future meaning-making about imagination’s 

potency for learning.  

I begin with a caveat. For each of the philosophers whose thought I set out below my 

goals are to avoid a mechanistic or reductionist approach. I do not imply definitive, 

‘authorised’ conclusions about imagination or its relevant philosophical theory which 

could later be expressed as unitary or monologic. Instead I adopt the spirit of Brann’s 

(1991) recommendation that, ‘trusting attention… [be given to imagination’s]… 

phenomena, and observations expressed in frameworks and analogies… [as this 

can]…better preserve its substance and its life’ (p. 789). In generating this frame for how 

imagination may work as a living phenomenon it is tempting to heroically offer a 

solution to its mystery and to fix a theoretical position in words. If I were to do so I 

would risk killing off the very phenomenon I value so highly; a phenomenon to which I 

have dedicated years of study. Early in the research process, Gillian Judson of the 

Imaginative Education Research Group suggested I carefully consider which was more 

desirable: to pin imagination down? Or open it up? I chose the latter and have kept her 

wise question in mind throughout. Imagination is to me like a living bird, not to be 
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locked up, or pinned down. Jacques Prevert’s poem, ‘Au hasard, des oiseaux’ (‘Birds, at 

Random’) comes to mind. Here is an excerpt.  

birds set an example 

a proper example 

the example of birds 

the example of the feathers the wings the flight of birds 

the example of the nests the voyages and the songs of birds 

the example of the beauty of birds 

the example of the heart of birds 

the light of birds  

Prevert’s words reveal the rich ‘example’ a bird’s life brings to us as human beings. This 

is in stark contrast to a literal avian specimen pinned and boxed within a museum. While 

we may still marvel at the dead bird it is a shell, an object: as against a live expression we 

can dialogue with. Bakhtin’s approach to imagination is quiet and toned down; he 

assumes imagination brings life to discourse but makes no attempt to pin it to any 

definition – he simply calls it ‘image’. When it is present in the living atmosphere and 

enlivening our words they change from merely neutral or half-dead sound-objects strung 

together, to become dynamically provocative. They express lively potential for meaning-

making – they animate and interanimate. The transient joy that comes with the 

manifestation of a bird in a living moment is comparable to the transient manifestation 

of dialogic imagination in the living moment as it interacts with the power of words. We 

could even substitute ‘bird’ with ‘word’ in Prevert’s poem – to find ourselves close to 

imagination’s truth.  

In the section that follows I begin by setting out Brockmeier’s (2009) theory which is 

closely connected to the practical use of imagination by teachers. Planning and 

preparatory practice, Brockmeier says; involve human action that directly links to 

imagination. His theory has ramifications for teacher intentions and motivations as they 

are enacted. His words accord with a living and open approach to imagination yet he 

also offers valuable detail for how it is involved in teachers’ planning and preparation of 

curriculum.  
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Brockmeier’s theory of narrative imagination.  

Brockmeier (2009) brings a wealth of subtlety to this theoretical discussion. All that I 

discuss of his theory below is derived from his article on narrative imagination (2009). 

Brockmeier elaborates on Brann (1991) who, in conceptualisation two, spoke of 

imagination as ‘…a prelude to action, [and] an incitement to reflection’ (p. 798). He also 

ties together many threads of theory encountered so far. His theory of narrative 

imagination helps us understand how practice and theory come close and how they are 

both embedded in particular contexts, and connected to broader society. Practice and 

theory are, he says, mediated through a person’s (in this case, a teacher’s) intention, 

‘…the conduct of action is under the sway of intentional states, such as beliefs, desires, 

emotions, and moral commitments, states which in turn are interwoven with culture, 

society, and history’ (p. 219): these words indicate we each synthesise an individual and 

societal position ‘as we come to know the world’ (p. 221). This is in sympathy with the 

proximal and distal layers of Gillespie & Zittoun (2016) and with constructionism more 

generally. Brockmeier emphasises imagination’s links with human agency: he describes it 

as playing a significant role as we construct intentional ‘possibilities for action’; he builds 

from the thought of Holzcamp, Bruner, and Harré. He states that narrative imagination is 

a ‘form and practice of human agency;’ (p. 228) his theory is thus compatible with a 

teacher’s intention and agency, and is congruent with Thomas’ (1999) description of P. 

A. theory.  

Brockmeier (2009) proposes personal agency provides a platform for relationship 

between ‘individuals, on a biological, social and psychic level to their external world … 

[as well as] to themselves’ (p. 219). He says what carries our personal agency into being 

is narrative which facilitates the making of connections between inner representations 

and external objects. During actions of personal agency as we connect to the other and 

to our context, imagination attaches to the prevailing narrative which is thus its ‘vehicle’ 

(p. 227). Brockmeier (as do Bakhtin and Ricoeur) takes an action-oriented perspective 

toward meaning-making.  He sees it as anchored only in present (fleeting) moments and 

theorises that the human mind ‘…interprets meanings as possibilities of action that 

reach beyond its own limits…[and] every new interpretation also enriches and opens up 

all other interpretations’ (p. 229). He thus proposes our minds to be inherently open and 
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unfinalised. My cultural understanding has always been that a meaning registers a fixed 

position, but Brockmeier (2009) advises that we think of meanings as more like a state of 

inclination (p. 217). Interestingly, he also indicates that the very idea of ‘making 

meaning’ implies a stepping bac’ from the world and this aligns with Gillespie and 

Zittoun’s (2016) imagination as a ‘looping’ between proximal and distal levels.  

Brockmeier proposes that as imagination interacts with the narrative function of 

language it motivates human planning and practice (such as a teacher of imagination 

might carry out). This comes about, he says, because imagining is a different kind of 

seeing. Like Thomas (1999), Brockmeier (2009) describes imagining as perception that is 

internally directed, (I recall here Eisner’s 1993, claim that the eye is part of the mind). 

Like other scholars presented here Brockmeier (2009) discusses how narrative and 

imagination together ‘seamlessly mingle …the factual with the fictitious, the real with 

the possible’ (p. 227). He deems this ‘…pivotal in probing and extending [both] real and 

fictive scenarios of agency’ (p. 215). The example of teachers’ planning comes to mind. 

To turn theory/curriculum into a plan for practice/learning events we need to bring ‘the 

real’ and ‘the fictive’ together in mutual suspension. We try out possibilities and 

mentally manipulate ideas to test what is practical. This involves both what is and what 

could be: that is the real and the fictive. Narrative imagination also motivates  human 

agency, and affords the mind’s projection into the future; Brockmeier calls this ‘action 

potence’ (p. 218). We use it as we translate ‘theory’ into practice.  

Context is crucial in planning. Each of us is already in relationship with a world of objects 

enmeshed with prior meaning We plan knowing that objects will provide vital 

connections that will afford meaning-making Brockmeier (2009) calls this object 

affordance. This plays out in a classroom through various resources a teacher may use to 

illustrate and engage students in meaning-making. In life we rarely have to construct 

meaning solely in our heads: we often build on from inherent meanings embedded in 

contexts. Brockmeier says, ‘We do not perceive, through sense-data…‘neutral’ physical 

objects to which we then cognitively ‘add’ meanings or whose meanings we cognitively 

‘decode’ (p. 220). Brockmeier quotes Koffka in support of this idea that our context 

offers a pre-existing ‘semantic field’ in which objects ‘tell’ us what they are: ‘Every 

mailbox “invites” a letter. (Brockmeier, p. 220).  
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Our world presents its ‘face’ to us – a face embedded with existing meanings in which 

objects invite our agency. Imagination’s ‘action potence’, hitched to our personal agency 

in the narrative of the moment, helps us connect our inner representations to those 

objects. The objects’ faces set up meaning ‘expectations’ which motivate us. I am 

reminded of Bradley’s ancient Romans who saw the faces of objects embedded with 

metaphorical sensory associations (the sea was wine dark). While we have a literal – 

evident – object: it is embedded with multiple associations that are simultaneously 

afforded by the human senses that relate to it. We see and we also imagine-as-we-see: a 

‘dual’ seeing. Brockmeier (2009) agrees with Bradley (2014) in understanding objects as 

presenting guided and emerging possibility-relationships. These afford a meaning-

making that is immediate, relational and multi-sensory.  

As our intentions and agency play out, Brockmeier (2009)states, we are continuously 

offered both ‘freedom’ and a ‘necessity to choose’ (see p. 222). Transferred to the 

classroom this could mean that while a student through situational agency) intends to 

learn more (they have the freedom) to actually enrich understanding they have of 

necessity to go beyond their existing meanings within the context. It is a position also 

echoed by Frederickson (in Frie, 2003 p. 217) who allies it with a personalist 

philosophical position: 

[W]e are free and determined. Necessity and freedom exist as an antinomy. We are 

influenced very powerfully by many forces in the world (necessity). And we have the 

capacity to exercise  our agency (freedom)…Although contextually embedded, we 

have the capacity to…gain more freedom from whatever limiting forces we deal 

with. (p. 217)  

The forces he speaks of are congruent with Bakhtin’s notion of heteroglossia. Freedom 

and necessity play out in this way whether their arena is external or internal for example 

when imagination is used to plan for action). The importance of allowing both the real 

and the fictional into the human learning equation now becomes clear: before we make 

new meaning, the knowledge it represents is always fictional; only as we make meaning 

does it become real or true for us. If we could not reflect open to the fictional we could 

not open our minds to learn something new. Brockmeier, (2009) states that, ‘Reaching 
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beyond one’s limits implies reaching out to difference’.  Here he introduces the idea that 

‘[i]magination is seeing this difference…’ (p. 229). These precise words may be the link 

that crucially connects Brockmeier’s to Bakhtin’s and Ricoeur’s theory which is 

presented soon. While he does not explore this further, arguably his ‘seeing the 

difference’ is Ricoeur’s ‘seeing-as’ and Bakhtin’s ‘dialogic imagination’ which will be later 

discussed.  

Narrative imagination, via our subjective sense of agency, sets us up to meet the future 

and offers way to construct new meaning. In Brockmeier’s (2009) words narrative ‘opens 

up the hypothetical, the possible and the actual. It invites us to live in more than one 

context of meaning, in more than one order of time… [and is]…part and parcel of 

autobiographical self-construction’ (p. 228). This again resonates with Gillespie and 

Zittoun’s (2016) ‘looping’. Imagination loops us away to the ‘hypothetical’ and in doing 

so opens a door between proximal and distal to help us entertain possibility in light of 

the actual. Narrative imagination enables us to: 

explore…the reach of the symbolic space of a culture by actualizing its meanings as 

reasons for a particular kind of action…imaginative actions. Imaginative actions can 

be down-to-earth and realistic, deeply embedded into the business of everyday 

life… [b]ut…can also be tentative and playful, fantastic and fanciful. They can be try-

outs, thought experiments, airy scenarios of dreamt-about life projects and 

blueprints of possible lives…[Narrative imagination is a] form and practice, both in 

literary and everyday discourse and thought, that enables the subject to probe his 

or her “action possibilities”. (Brockmeier 2009 p. 227) 

Brockmeier’s theorises that autobiographical self-construction is concurrent with 

narrative imagination. Through narrative we as individuals are bound into the broader 

cultural world of our society, and at the same time the meaning of this world is bound, 

‘into [our] individual…mind’ (Brockmeier & Homer, 2014, p. 310) Such ideas provoke in 

me the response that human self-confidence is likely to be deeply enmeshed in this 

process. It relates to the bringing of curriculum to life since a meaning that is actualised 

is brought to life in the mind (Luke, 2010). If the meaning I thus make is my personal 

‘possibility of action’ it will likely relate to my ‘potential’: imagining may trigger it as we 

encounter present moments and we can step beyond known limits. My capacity as a 
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human being to imagine is thus likely to have profound impacts on my capacity to reach 

beyond current difficulties in my life. Partly this may be because imagination underpins 

metaphoric comprehension. Hillman states, ‘without metaphorical understanding, 

everything is only what it is and must be met on the simplest, most direct level’ (1975, p. 

115) This agrees with Vygotsky’s earlier discussions (1994) If I cannot imagine I may be 

stuck with a self-concept currently imposed on me or which I impose on myself. This has 

profound implications for my sense of future agency and confidence.  

Brockmeier (2009) agrees with Thompson (1989), and Brann, (1991) that imagination 

acts as a transformer that steps content (for example a curriculum statement) from a 

high abstracted level down to a household current. Through imagination what was 

previously unknown and alien comes to be moved and altered in our consciousness. It 

‘…reconstitutes the inconceivable into the perceivable…the physical body is both 

membrane and metaphor…/Imagination takes in knowledge and steps it down into the 

conventional imagery of the sensory world with which we are familiar,’ (Thompson, pp. 

83/84).  Narrative imagination thus renders what was unitary (of singular or monologic 

meaning) accessible. We then discern what is personally relevant to us in a particular 

time and place. It therefore has an immediate relationship to personal meaning-making. 

Brockmeier says that, ‘Imagination is seeing this difference’ (p. 228).  

For Brockmeier seeing and imagining form a pair: while seeing is ‘a sensual act’, 

imagining is ‘…a metaphor or metonymy of a sensual act’. And both seeing and 

imagining, according to Brockmeier, can ‘turn…difference from an abstract notion into a 

subject of sense certainty …’ (p. 229). Is this what happened with my white wallaby 

experience? Did the animal (the object) remain an ‘abstraction’ until I actually saw it 

with the aid of a word and imagination? Did its narrative suddenly become accessible in 

that living situation? If so it may well be an example of Brockmeier’s narrative 

imagination in action. We see theorised here a process by which narrative imagination is 

demonstrated as having the capacity to manifest universal, abstract, monologic content 

into meaningful and decipherable ideas in living moments. Imagination facilitates the 

meaning of what was unitary or abstract to be actualised – to become real – to a 

person’s mind in a given location and time (for example a classroom). Just as Chinese 

paper flowers come to life in a glass of water to enliven the imagination of a child: that 
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same imagination – of both teachers and students – can render a dry ‘object’ of 

curriculum alive to the mind.  

Here we come full circle to Luke’s (2010) idea that teachers are mediators who take dry 

syllabus statements and bring them to life. His words make sense, their acute relevance 

to this thesis is actualised. Let us now recall his assertion that curriculum statements are 

technical abstractions that must be remade and projected into practice through the 

mind of a teacher. Brockmeier (2009) would say that happens via narrative imagination. 

This is the beginning of its potency. Brockmeier shows that what-is-imaginable has the 

potential to render up what-is-knowable. Within his frame, in which meanings are seen 

as ‘action possibilities’, imagination facilitates the translation of ‘universals’ (such as 

curriculum statements) and renders them comprehensible, so the abstract can become 

obtainable, relevant and relatable.  Imagination’s ‘action potence’ guides toward 

metaphoric, multi-sensory, three-dimensional meaning-making.  

At this point I introduce Bakhtin’s theory. It takes us more deeply into these notions. He 

gives insight into this meaning-making. Bakhtin’s thinking resonates with many of 

Brockmeier’s ideas: particularly his theorisation of ‘living discourse’ in which words in 

dialogic exchange penetrate the image. His theory provides another perspective on 

narrative imagination as he theorises dialogic imagination.  

Bakhtin’s overarching purpose in the book with that name was to discuss the philosophy 

of discourse in the context of the novel, yet he often steps back from literary 

commentary to explain his theory’s application to broader, everyday discourse. These 

two philologists are very different: Brockmeier (2009) expresses his theory explicitly and 

deliberatively whereas Bakhtin’s (1981) writing is enormously insightful but 

unsystematic: his goal as a scholar is to explore rather than define. His expression is 

dialogic that is he writes to purposely provoke and permit ongoing dialogue. He does not 

enforce singular meanings or facts; he resists definition, literalisation and concretisation 

in his works. Not once in The Dialogic Imagination does he attempt to secure the 

concept of imagination, it was his editor and translator, Holquist, who gave the work 

that English title; Bakhtin called it: Voprosy literatury I estiki (‘Problems of literature and 

aesthetics’). I fancy Holquist named the work whilst intuitively calling to mind Bakhtin’s 
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dialogic space into which the image’s action penetrates, but we may never actually know 

whether Bakhtin himself definitively understood imagination to manifest within it at all.  

Before I describe Bakhtin’s (1981)theory I will sketch lines of congruence between his 

thought and Brockmeier’s (2009). A common focus between them is intent and agency: 

their theories agree that these are deeply intertwined with imagination and sense of 

self. For both authors imagination is associated with meaning-making. Bakhtin expresses 

it as the dialogic image – which Holquist (1981) articulates as dialogic imagination.  

Brockmeier (2009) describes imagination as narrative imagination). Ricoeur, (1994) and 

Gillespie & Zittoun (2016) agree, along with Brockmeier (2007) that we step away from 

the world to make meaning. Brockmeier allocates deep power to the meaning-making 

that is an utterance: he says, for example, ‘consider how infants’ use of one-word 

sentences marks a way to step out of the temporal flux of sensations and perceptions 

and hold on to them, consider and reflect on them, putting them in new contexts of 

meanings’ (date, p. 226). Bakhtin (1981) emphasises words whereas Brockmeier (2009) 

emphasises narrative. The links between them as concepts is clear.  

Both Brockmeier (2009) and Bakhtin (1981) focus on how existing conditions within a 

living context incline and leverage meaning-making. Context is crucial for both: meaning-

making always happens within a world of objects that make sense to us; the world 

presents an intelligible ‘face’ which invites agency. For Brockmeier this is object 

affordance, for Bakhtin the socio-verbal intelligibility of the object (1981, p. 277). Their 

differences are of emphasis. Brockmeier (2009) emphasises the proximal sphere for 

example when he presents personal agency as being what motivates (and provides a 

platform for) relationship between people. Bakhtin’s focus is more in the distal sphere: 

he points out how human agency is itself shaped by our world view or idea-system 

embedded in human discourse at a range of levels, languages and roles. When he claims 

our idea-systems are signalled through ‘…the concrete exchange of signs in society’ 

(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 429) he describes how this distal sphere enters the living context. 

Brockmeier (2009) would agree with Bakhtin that objects contribute to, or ‘condition’, 

possible meanings in a living discourse negotiation; but Bakhtin augments this idea, 

adding that a word is an object too (the object of a sentence: what the utterance aims to 

express). So words, as they sound have a kind of materiality. For Bakhtin (1981) a word 
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can be both a puzzle and a place: an aural puzzle for the respondent who hears it 

sounding; a place for meaning-making taking place through that sounding. No emotion is 

intrinsically embedded in a word even one like hate. Emotion is instead generated in the 

sounding of that word. This is a reason Bakhtin calls discourse a living thing. An abstract, 

pre-fabricated discourse is dead discourse because no emotion or values are part of such 

words. This is why we call them dry.   

Both philosophers affirm the dialogic foundations to meaning-making. Both assert that 

we are both free and determined by circumstances in living moments. Both also 

emphasise the significance of meaning being made in present moments, and both view 

meanings as ‘possibilities of action that reach beyond [the mind’s] own limits… [so that] 

every new interpretation also enriches and opens up all other interpretations’ 

(Brockmeier, 2009, p. 229). Both also view the mind as ever-hovering on an expectant 

edge, ever alert for new meaning. Bakhtin calls this is the powerful ‘apperceptive 

background’ of the listening, aware mind which steers the making and finalising of 

dialogic meaning.  

A key point of difference arises between Bakhtin and Brockmeier in that Bakhtin 

qualifies aspects of the above. The mind, he says, is not always open, expectant, and 

alert to new meaning as ‘the possible’. He also says imagination is not always available 

to carry meaning between inner and outer, and vice versa. Bakhtin identifies a powerful 

discourse dynamic, present in living situations, which can close down the mind’s 

inherent openness; it is a factor that can deny possibility and prevent imagination’s play. 

Fundamental to Bakhtin’s notion of living discourse is the play of two different dynamics 

in meaning-making contexts. These are the dialogic (which furthers a centrifugal, 

opening-up atmosphere); and the monologic (which furthers a centripetal, closing-down 

atmosphere). Stewart (2016) adopts and discusses this theorisation. These dynamics are 

not literal, they are metaphoric. If the eye is part of the mind we might think of mind as 

like the pupil of an eye: it can be narrow like a pin hole or open wide. Both an eye, and a 

mind, can close altogether. Bakhtin indicates that the contrary of a living discourse is 

quite as likely to play out wherever meaning-making happens. When a monologic 

dynamic dominates the dialogue a dead discourse prevails; words remain dried up and 

abstract in meaning. Stewart (2010) states, ‘When authoritative discourse 
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dominates…the tension between the centripetal and centrifugal forces of language 

ceases to be healthy (p. 8). The linguistic atmosphere then closes, stifles discussion and 

denies imagination. Linell (2003) in his discussion of dialogism, states this is because 

‘…there is no place for constructive processes of communication in monologism, (p. 6).  

The exercise of power is strongly associated to the monologic: whether it be consciously 

or unconsciously exercised. This connects us to discussions of construct which propose 

power as endemic to human meaning-making. Bakhtin advises that power does indeed 

permeate meaning-making contexts at all levels of discourse: from intrapersonal to 

international. It may be evident in the physical and psychological relations between 

living players in conversation, language used, objects within the situation. It may also 

extend to wider policy-making that leverages meaning and so on. In other words it too is 

a significant conditioning (heteroglossic) factor.  

Another key difference of emphasis between Brockmeier and Bakhtin is that Brockmeier 

is concerned with agency and intent, and how narrative acts as a vehicle for imagination 

between inner and outer. Bakhtin addresses the moment of dialogic imagination as it 

enters meaning-making in the living present. Ricoeur, bridging the two: takes up 

Bakhtin’s moment of meaning-making. He articulates its reference points in greater 

detail but also extends into practice: how imagination assists us to project into the 

future, to foresee and make plans.   

Bakhtin’s philosophy of living discourse.  

Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse allows us to peek into meaning-making of a 

particular kind: dialogic meaning-making. He also offers glimpses into how images may 

be involved. Holquist conceptualised this theory and named it dialogic imagination, a 

courageous act of theorisation. Holquist’s work ‘Bakhtin and his World’ (2002) is a 

powerful and scholarly rendition of Bakhtin’s epistemology and ontology.  I take the 

term on face value. I believe Holquist that Bakhtin does indeed propose dialogic 

imagination. In the section that follows my thesis articulates it. Bakhtin’s theory of 

language arose out of a penetrating reading of Einstein’s theory of relativity (Holquist, 

2002). That physicist’s genius lay in his acute understanding – beyond what was 
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immediately evident – of what connects, what ‘lies between’: that is the ‘relation’. 

Bakhtin’s dialogic space makes feasible a socio-cultural theory of relativity in living 

discourse. A ‘space’ (literal or metaphoric) expresses the thirdness necessary for relation 

to occur. Coincidentally in yoga an inner space of the mind is theorised in which we can 

interact with our own consciousness: this is ‘chidakasha, [the] psychic space in front of 

the closed eyes, just behind the forehead’ (Saraswati, 1994, p. 338): a space that is said 

to be infinite.  

The dialogic space 

There are many views and interpretations of Bakhtin’s dialogic space. Wegerif and Yang 

(2011) state it is ‘the space of possibilities that opens up when two or more 

incommensurate perspectives are held together in the creative tension of a dialogue 

where two or more perspectives are held together in tension’ (p. 4). This accords with 

Brockmeier’s theory, which states that ‘seeing-the-difference’ occurs when we live in 

more than one reality, context of meaning or time. I find it impossible however to 

finalise Bakhtin’s understanding of the dialogic space in a definition. He clearly relates it 

to everyday communication, but then he also discusses it in the context of literature and 

the authoring of a narrative. Particularly when his theory is extrapolated to teaching and 

learning situations, as is done here, multiple views must, I think, be kept in mind. When I 

discuss it in relation to teaching and learning I relate it to an artist’s, or author’s 

projection of their intent into the space, in interaction with a respondent. I translate that 

situation to the teacher-as-artist.  This also accords with Stenton’s (2010) view that 

learning, as it occurs in the dialogic space, is ‘a process…of knowledge exploration…what 

is known at any one time is not static or final but is dependent upon continued dialogue’ 

(p. 18). This makes sense when imagination and a looping from proximal to distal 

consciousness are understood to be involved.  

To even contemplate a dialogic space we must face how truly strange and non-literal the 

act of exchanging words is. The generation of this metaphoric space relies on trust: to 

speak to another we must act ‘as if’ the space is real. From it and into it we cast our 

words trusting upon their future reception. It is thus both a physical space in which 

words ‘sound’ and an inner space – the space of our consciously-receiving and/or 
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consciously-formulating mind. Grasping all of this we can conceptualise two (or more), 

minds meeting in dialogic interanimation (or not). Bakhtin’s notion of living discourse is 

theorised as opening up this space. In the space meaning, co-created by speaker and 

receiver, can come ‘to life’.  

The essay, ‘Discourse in the novel’ from which my understanding of dialogic imagination 

is garnered, is, according to Holquist, ‘one of Bakhtin’s most suggestive and… 

comprehensive statement[s] of his philosophy of language’ (p. xxxiii). The possibility that 

his ideas can be related to teaching and learning arises not only because his philosophy 

of language is multi-dimensional, but, as Holquist describes, Bakhtin was himself a 

secondary teacher. For 25 years he was also a university academic, ‘A beloved teacher… 

[who]…influenced generations of young people who went out to teach’ (p. xxv). While 

there is much in Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse that invites insight into (for 

example) a teacher’s use of words to provoke learning, his understanding of dialogic 

imagination is less accessible. In ‘Discourse in the Novel’, his essay, he does not speak of 

imagination per se yet he uses the word ‘image’ frequently. That he meant imagination 

is supported in a late essay (written in 1953; published in 1986).  Here Bakhtin returned 

to his philosophy of discourse and here he does use, explicitly, the word imagination 

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 77) in the specific context of dialogic speech exchange. I refer to this 

within my discussion below.   

Bakhtin also speaks often of ‘the image of a language’, a phrase that seems to synthesise 

‘imaging’ with the ‘sounding’ of words. My interpretation of the term was as a reference 

to how an author (potentially a teacher) provokes a ‘picture’ to appear in the mind of a 

respondent via words (see concept of ekphrasis referred to earlier). Holquist’s 

interpretation is that while ‘the image of a language’ is a ‘central concept’ it is:  

difficult to conceptualise because few…associations that cluster around either 

“image” or “language” [help us grasp] what Bakhtin means… [if we relate it to a 

person] selecting what is to be said, the overriding concern should be to highlight 

the ideological impulses behind an  utterance rather than any local meaning an 

utterance might have when conceived as a mere linguistic expression. (p. 429 my 

emphasis) 
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In using the term ‘ideological impulses’ here, Holquist highlights that Bakhtin’s theory 

emphasises a person’s idea-system as ‘driving’ selection of words during speech 

formation. He directs the reader to contemplate its connection to these impulses over 

and above local, contextual meanings. This suggests the ‘image of a language’ accords 

with Gillespie and Zittoun’s, (2016) theorisation that imagination is a looping between 

levels of consciousness (for  example from proximal to distal). As indicated previously 

Bakhtin’s concepts are complex and contested. Further along I will discuss Bakhtin’s 

metaphor of dialogic imagination – in particular what happens during living acts of 

meaning-making as words are directed from speaker to respondent. Before I do so I 

tease out certain of Bakhtin’s meanings to help us in theorising the ‘micro-atmosphere’ 

that fosters dialogic imagination: I aim to describe a dialogic atmosphere.  

Ten steps to a living discourse.  

All content below is sourced from Bakhtin’s essay Discourse in the Novel in ‘The Dialogic 

Imagination’ (1981), page numbers are supplied.  I include Holquist’s commentary where 

applicable to reinforce Bakhtin’s points of philosophy from his work ‘Dialogism, Bakhtin 

and his World’ (2002).   

1. Living discourse is dialogic. (Bakhtin, p. 276, 282; Holquist, p. 48)  

2. The utterance conveys one’s intended meaning in words via agency, it also 

conceptualises and forms self and expresses one’s ‘idea-system’ (Bakhtin, p. 

271/272 and p. 292/293; Holquist p. 23/24, p. 42 and p. 47)  

3. Multiple meaning ‘conditions’ surround, inform and influence meaning-making: 

these are, collectively, heteroglossia (Bakhtin, p. 262/263; Holquist, p. 24): they 

incline the making of a dialogic meaning (Bakhtin, p. 276/277; Holquist, p. 59-61).  

4. A key ‘conditioner’ of meaning is the prevailing discourse dynamic: dialogic or 

monologic (Bakhtin, p. 342-347). Dialogic dynamics are associated to a ‘living 

discourse’ (Bakhtin, p. 345; Holquist, p. 48, p. 58/59) 

5. The respondent’s receptivity is a key ‘conditioner’ that leverages meaning-

making (Bakhtin, p. 280-282; Holquist, p. 48/49).  
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6. As meaning is negotiated during dialogic interanimation, an image forms 

(Bakhtin, p. 277).  

7. Imagination’s action happens during interanimation as dialogization (Bakhtin, p. 

276/277 and p. 284/285; Holquist, p. 63, and p. 49).  

8. When this occurs a three-dimensional meaning results (Bakhtin, p. 277-279).  

9. This means it was an event of living discourse (Bakhtin, p. 279 and p. 284).  

10. A successful dialogic utterance is internally persuasive (Bakhtin, p. 343-347) 

To set the context for this discussion in which I explain living discourse I begin by 

highlighting how Bakhtin understands the power of words. He does not see them as 

neutral or passive vehicles for a meaning which is prepared ahead of time and projected 

from a physical brain to (for example a student’s) listening ears. Instead words are 

themselves key living players in such a negotiation and if they are engaged with the 

living context this gives them power. They generate and resonate with living meaning. As 

they sound they have living impact in current moments. Meaning may (or may not) 

occur as they sound. Their quality (timbre, emphasis, calibre, and so on) is crucial in the 

forging of new knowledge (examples range from you and me talking in a room, to 

broader social discourses between governments, and so on).  

I later incorporate Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination into my discussion of these steps 

below. It relates specifically to steps 6, 7 and 8 of the steps to a living discourse..  

1. Living discourse is dialogic.  

Bakhtin proposes that in a dialogic negotiation three elements are in play: the utterance 

or expression sent forth via an utterer’s intent (Brockmeier’s agency), the living response 

(the apperception) and the dialogic space. The latter is, ‘…the most important of the 

three, for without it the other two would have no meaning…they would be 

isolated…nothing is anything in itself…’ (Holquist, 2002, p. 38). The distinction of these 

three elements of mind and world indicates the reasons meaning is a negotiation. 

Holquist states that for Bakhtin, ‘…we are always outside meaning insofar as we are 
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never identical with it, we must enact meaning…’ (2002, p. 194). The thirdness of the 

dialogic space frees our singular selves to relate:  

‘I’  is dialogic, my existence is not a lonely event but part of a larger whole. The 

thirdness of dialogue frees my existence from the very circumscribed meaning it has 

in the limited configuration of self/other relations available in the immediate time 

and particular place of my life (Holquist, 2002, p. 38).  

Without the dialogic space we would be restricted to concrete, material meanings from 

our immediate contexts (see Vygotsky’s 1994 discussion and Hillman, 1975). The dialogic 

space is a mutually agreed-upon arena available to us in our literal time and space that 

allows us to express and share our non-literal inner worlds (such as our sense of 

personal experience, memories and so on). Because the dialogic space is intra-personal, 

inter-personal and societal, Gillespie & Zittoun (2016) looping process applies. In speech 

exchange this is more like a joint looping. It enables our separate idea-systems to come 

into contact. Such ‘joint looping’ continuously plays out across all populations of global 

society collectively at any moment in time. As Bakhtin states:  

Everything means, is understood, as part of a greater whole – there is constant 

interaction between meanings, all of which have the potential of conditioning 

others. Which will affect the other, how it will do so and in what degree is what is 

actually settled at the moment of utterance. (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 426.  

Meaning-making is a living process leveraged by living conditions, hence the term ‘living 

discourse’.  

2. The utterance conveys one’s intended meaning in words via agency, it also 

conceptualises and forms self and expresses one’s ‘idea-system’ 

Bakhtin claims we bring our sense of self (which is always in touch with our world view 

or idea-system) to any meaning negotiation. We forge that sense of self as we utter and 

share our thoughts with others in the dialogic space. Holquist says that in Bakhtin’s view, 

‘self’ is ‘an event with a structure…organized around…space and time’ (2002, p. 21), ever 

made and remade in present moments. Frederickson (2003) discusses Bakhtin’s theory 

of the person and states  it allows for both individual agency and the emergence of self 
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during relationship. He quotes Bakhtin: ‘Nothing in Being, apart from myself, is an I for 

me. In all of Being I experience only myself my unique self as an I’ (p. 216). Frie too  

consolidates Bakhtin’s view when he proposes a, ‘prereflective individual self-

consciousness [as] the condition of possibility for self-other reciprocity and dialogue…’ 

but, he says, that ‘does not imply that the self exists as a solitary person’ (1997, p. 205). 

These ideas are consistent with a constructionist ontology and epistemology and with 

self as co-constructed along with words (this does not imply it is only created in this 

way).  

Bakhtin says the word ‘I’  represents my individual, human sense of self. It may be a little 

word, he says, but it lies, ‘…at the center not only of one’s own existence, but of 

language as well…there is an intimate connection between the project of language and 

the project of selfhood…both exist in order to mean’ (Holquist, 2002, p. 23). As the word 

‘I’  is uttered my dialogic meaning-making comes to be intimately enmeshed with self-

making: ‘one must take the word, and make it one’s own’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 294). As I 

speak a word I make it my own, I make manifest my own, ‘unique and unified event of 

being’ (Holquist, 2002, p. 24). Because of the intimacy of utterance and self, Bakhtin 

says, everyday dialogue, including that which takes place in our classrooms can, 

‘determine the very bases of our ideological interrelationships with the world, the very 

basis of our behaviour’ (DI p. 342). Potentially profound implications for schooling arise 

from this statement.  

Bakhtin’s position regarding intention, the social nature of language and his 

understanding of meaning is akin to Brockmeier’s: as the possibility of action allied to 

the person’s agency and intention. Skukauskaitμe & Green (2004), in a discussion of 

Bakhtin’s approach to teaching discusses Egan-Robertson’s ideas. They neatly show the 

congruence between Bakhtin’s and Brockmeier’s approaches.  

Language is…social because any language act is a response to other acts, both those 

that preceded it and those that will follow (Bakhtin, 1935/1981). The meaning of an 

utterance or other language act derives not from the content of its words, but 

rather from its interplay with what went before and what will come later…When 

language is viewed as part of an ongoing dialogue, as part of how people act and 
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react to each other, then it is seen not as meaning per se but as meaningful, 

strategic action that is materially realized. That is, in order to engage in a dialogue, 

regardless of whether that dialogue is a face-to-face conversation or something else 

(e. g. , an exchange of letters, this article), people must do so  in ways such that 

others can understand their actions and intentions in the event.  

 (Egan-Robertson, 1993, p. 309) 

Brockmeier discusses the negotiated nature of personal agency: he states that it is not, 

‘just out there in the world…it is not a biological, historical, or psychological “given” 

…there always is someone who assigns it to agents and actions. This includes the 

putatively neutral and objective observer, the scientist, police detective, and judge’ (p. 

225). I add the educational policy-makers of government to this list.  

3. Multiple meaning ‘conditions’ surround, inform and influence meaning-making: 

these are, collectively, heteroglossia: they incline the making of a dialogic meaning  

Bakhtin refers to myriad conditioning influences that arise in living moments to affect 

and incline dialogic meaning-making. Collectively heteroglossia is all possible ‘…living 

dialogic threads of socio-ideological consciousness’ (p. 276) that are relevant to an 

utterance in a living meaning-making moment. Heteroglossia means ‘many tongues’: it 

proposes meaning-conditions as a variety of ‘voices’ that sound as dialogic meaning is 

made. These voices may speak through the words I use (for example the voices of those 

who explained or negotiated the meaning I utter); they may be voices of a social role I 

adopt as I speak (teacher, parent, shopkeeper, politician); they may also be the ‘voices’ 

of objects (see above: objects afford societal meaning); and physical or psychological 

conditions also express a kind of ‘voice’. All these voices comprise ‘polyphony’. The 

sheer multiplicity of voices means dialogic discourse is unfinalizable or inconcludable 

and the potential meaning of any dialogic exchange is ultimately inexhaustible.  Holquist, 

in his ‘glossary’ to The Dialogic Imagination describes heteroglossia as:  

the base condition governing the operation of meaning in any utterance… [it]… 

insures the primacy of context over text. At any given time, in any given place, there 

will be a set of conditions – social, historical, meteorological, physiological – that 

will insure that a word uttered…will have a meaning different than it would have 
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had under any other conditions …[it is]…that locus where centripetal and centrifugal 

forces collide… (DI p. 428)  

The last phrase shows that both discourse dynamics are essential to a living discourse. 

Meaning is made in moments when two or more idea-systems (as living 

consciousnesses) come into contact. It is their difference that underpins meaning-

making: if a singular or monologic meaning is enforced: dialogic meaning cannot be 

made. The moment itself is significant: each living negotiation of meaning-making 

happens in a unique moment that will never be repeated (this is in accordance too with 

Einstein’s theory. Bakhtin describes the atmosphere in which events of meaning-making 

occur during living discourse as a ‘dialogically agitated and tension-filled environment of 

alien words, value judgements and accents’(p. 277). The word is here ‘an active 

participant’ (1981, p. 276). The locus that Holquist refers to in the last quote describes a 

particular moment at which meaning is settled as idea-systems collide influenced by 

multiple conditions as heteroglossia plays out. The living embodiment of speaker and 

respondent, their physical presence, also brings its particular influence: for example tone 

of voice makes a difference. Heteroglossia also encompasses threads of past and present 

meaning-making that are incidentally aroused in the moment – associations, 

provocations, memories and so on. The sounding of words must cut through myriad 

conditioning influences to interact with our consciousness and form a meaning 

negotiation. Heteroglossia shapes, enriches and complicates as the image forms.  While 

our intention may be to form one specific meaning in the mind of our respondent much 

cannot be controlled.  

The conditioning threads, or heteroglossia, have different weights or values in a living 

situation (they thus express different leveraging influences) to incline the meaning made 

in that moment. As I form an utterance to articulate my current consciousness: my 

words sound (they project my meaning). As they do so I simultaneously differentiate my 

‘self’; (at the same time I acknowledge that you are making meaning too). Together we 

invite new understanding. The significance of heteroglossia emerges during the 

meaning-making event. To receive your words and make meaning, I must be open. 

Simultaneously the particular blend of ‘weights’ that plays a part shapes the emerging 
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meaning. As the process plays out, we individually separate from, or conjoin with the 

broader collective social and cultural discourse.  

This may not be a smooth process! Bakhtin describes an event of dialogue with these 

words: 

Within the arena of almost every utterance an intense interaction and struggle 

between one's own and another's word is being waged, a process in which they 

oppose or dialogically interanimate each other. The utterance so conceived is a 

considerably more complex and dynamic organism than it ap/pears when construed 

simply as a thing that articulates the intention of the person uttering it, which is to 

see the utterance as a direct, single-voiced vehicle for expression…There has been 

no comprehensive philosophical grasp of all the ramifications of this fact.  (Bakhtin, 

1981, p. 354/5)  

Such events of dialogue can happen inter-personally and intra-personally (I can reflect 

upon my own meanings within my personal dialogic space); any dialogue may lead me to 

construe and/or revise my ‘ideational system’ (my world view). As the outcome of this 

meaning-making I will carry changes to my idea-system forward. My ‘I’  is inseparable 

from my personal physical embodiment during this event – it is embedded in the living 

context of these present moments: as Bakhtin states ‘…there is no figure without a 

ground…’ (H. p. 22) and no ‘I’  without a living context. This little pronoun ‘I’  shifts 

between us during living discourse yet we each of us remain unique, embodied persons: 

centres of self, forged through our living experiences and dialogic interchange.  

In the course of such a speaking-listening negotiation all kinds of living (invisible) 

qualifiers, disputes, value judgments, shared interpretations, alternative points of view 

and varied accentuations are encountered (heteroglossia). We are largely unaware of 

this invisible atmosphere that surrounds our verbal interchange: Bakhtin also informs us 

that it is difficult to penetrate. The word itself must cut through: ‘…the word plunges 

into the inexhaustible wealth and contradictory multiplicity of the object itself…’ (DI p. 

278)  
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4.  A key ‘conditioner’ of meaning is the prevailing discourse dynamic: dialogic or 

monologic. Dialogic dynamics are associated to a ‘living discourse’.  

One meaning condition prevails in meaning negotiation: the prevailing discourse 

dynamic which is expressed in the specific living atmosphere in which an utterance is 

made. From that dynamic flows an energy that powerfully affects meaning-making. As 

described above the dynamic may be living – a dialogic dynamic that opens meaning-

making up to invite heteroglossia; or dead/half-dead:  a monologic dynamic which closes 

down alternative voices in the meaning-making event. The former dynamic is 

centrifugal; the latter centripetal (it draws inward to a singular meaning).   

As indicated earlier Bakhtin viewed the classrooms of his context and time as being 

overwhelmingly monologic. He theorised that the broader culture of educational policy 

sends a centralising message to authorise the operation of a centripetal, discourse 

dynamic in the classrooms of his time. In my view just such an ‘authoritative’ word and 

discourse dynamic is reflected in the current centralising policies which, after past 

decades, enforce multiple testing regimes on our classrooms. What follows from this 

policy is that students fail to experience an atmosphere of living discourse which means 

they are distanced from living meaning-making and its many benefits. It seems 

inevitable that since meaning-making lies at the heart of the educational project there 

are ramifications for student attainment.    

For Bakhtin a core issue is the failure of society at large to value, authorised, or even 

acknowledge dialogic discourse, even though human individuation, autonomy and sense 

of self hinge upon its use. Yet he offered hope in his proposal that certain teachers 

develop a classroom discourse that is ‘…simultaneously authoritative and internally 

persuasive…’ (p. 342). I interpret this as his word prosvescenie in which the student 

learns ‘in light of the other’.   

 A dialogic dynamic fosters the opening of the dialogic space and offers opportunities for 

‘self-making’ as utterance is made. Invited to meaning-making are embodiment, the 

senses, feeling, insight, emotion, curiosity, speculation, possible meaning, and a 

welcoming of questioning and wonder (many associate to imagination). This open 
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dialogic multiplicity permits depth and insight to follow from meaning-making in fertile 

options for arousal of broad personal association and connection. For that to happen 

however, both speaker and listener must willingly acknowledge each other as an ‘I’. 

Dialogic meaning-making is desirable because it is transferable, creative and productive. 

Bakhtin explains: 

such a word awakens new and independent words…[it] does not remain in an 

isolated and static condition…[it can be] freely developed, applied to new material, 

new conditions…[and] en/ters into interanimating relationships with new 

contexts…Our ideological development is just such an intense struggle within us for 

hegemony among various available verbal and ideological points of view, 

approaches, directions and values. . . the semantic structure of an internally 

persuasive discourse is not finite, it is open [and] in each of the new contexts that 

dialogize it, this discourse is able to reveal ever newer ways to mean.           

(1981, p. 345/346, Bakhtin’s emphasis)  

Monologic discourse 

As indicated above: both monologic and dialogic dynamics are prerequisite to living 

discourse. The stabilisation of meaning (in any circumstance) requires the focusing 

centripetal action of a monologic dynamic. Agreement might never be registered and 

meaning never established without it; our social worlds would be chaotic, eccentric, 

random, and arbitrary. But should a monologic dynamic prevail it closes the dialogic 

space: and meaning-making is then limited to the concrete situation (this is the situation 

Vygotsky, 1994, and Hillman 1975, describe above when imagination or metaphoric 

understanding is lacking). ‘Undialogized language is authoritative or absolute’ (1981, p. 

427). When a monologic dynamic prevails words, Bakhtin says, words must either be 

wholly taken up, or entirely rejected. Monologic, unitary, ‘authoritative’ discourse is 

characterised by retrospectivity: meaning is made prior to the moment and is 

disconnected from living meaning made ‘now’. It is passed on whole; basically it is 

repeated. This does not only refer to so-called facts , it applies to all attempts to ‘fix’ or 

‘literalise’ meaning: for example the stereotype, the political slogan, jingoism, the 
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byword, the political slogan, pigeonholing, jargon, fundamentalism of all kinds and so 

on.  

Such discourse, disconnected from the living context, cannot be made dialogically one’s 

own:  

Discourse lives…in a living impulse…toward the object; if we detach ourselves 

completely from this impulse all we have left is the naked corpse of the word, from 

which we can learn nothing at all about the social situation… [this] is just as 

senseless as to study psychological experience outside the context of that real life 

toward which it was directed and by which it is determined (1981, p. 292)  

The meaning that arises from a monologic discourse dynamic is not contextualised, nor 

is it initiated from a current impulse to know. In terms of freedom and necessity, with a 

monologic dynamic necessity prevails. A respondent is not free to ‘step back’ from the 

world to make meaning (see Gillespie and Zittoun’s, 2016, ‘looping’ between streams of 

consciousness). The dialogic space is closed down. The context itself subsequently 

becomes concrete.  Imagination is absent and with it, Vygotsky (1994) might say, go the 

higher intellectual functions. Bakhtin indicates that a monologic dynamic brings:  

semantic and emotionally expressive (intonational) changes…[and] a weakening and 

degradation of the capacity to generate metaphors…discourse [is] more reified, 

more concrete, more filled with everyday elements and so forth… (p. 345).  

Bakhtin says this discourse seeks an overwhelming authority for its singular completed 

meaning. It does not anticipate future meaning making. The reason this dynamic 

deadens the meaning-making atmosphere is because words in this circumstance, lose 

their ability to sound. One may hear words but be unable to experience them as 

meaningful; the words become dense and impenetrable and their capacity to make 

meaning withers. They become more like things, shells or objects and in consequence 

representation of meaning becomes opaque. I understand Bakhtin’s this idea that 

meaning is ‘represented’ to the living mind to resonate with Shulman’s (2012, p. 49) 

‘visible and tangible surface’ of the mind which ‘presents’ an image; and Ricoeur (1994, 

p. 122), ‘body…contour…face’ to discourse. When this dynamic prevails meaning cannot 

not be brought to life to be available for negotiation in the respondent’s mind.  Because 
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the monologic dynamic is centripetal, meaning clumps together: it can only, therefore, 

be enforced and replicated, or otherwise rejected. This is how words become dogma: an 

externally-authorised script that circulates in the consciousness as a whole. Such scripts, 

subsumed whole into consciousness, may go on to dominate a person’s behaviour in the 

long term: Bakhtin refers to the ‘monologue that lasts a whole life’ (p. 345). Sadly, if such 

discourse predominates across most meaning-making in a person’s life, they may fail to 

individuate because they cannot become an autonomous agent, a centre of self-making.  

The respondent within a monologic atmosphere may comply with the power of the role 

and idea-system expressed through the content conveyed by a teacher, priest, politician, 

lawyer, parent, scientist, or a ‘currently fashionable book’ or song (1981, p. 343). Bakhtin 

says such ‘truths of the official line’ (p. 344) are seductive because they ‘feel 

hierarchically higher’ (p. 342) through association with authority. They appear to deliver 

truth in an unmediated, explicit, and concrete fashion. In actuality, the respondent is 

being bound from a distance through words. (This could also be said to apply to the 

effect of policy dictates upon classrooms).  

Dialogic discourse 

Dialogic meaning-making depends on relation (teacher to student) in a living context. 

Recognition must be given to the other’s autonomy and difference; one is invited to use 

one’s own words so that one’s personal voice is heard. This only happens when the 

freedom to express oneself is offered. When a centrifugal, dialogic dynamic is set in 

motion, an articulation and experimentation of self is invited. The utterer brings their 

own meaning to life in the collaborative meaning-making event that ensues. As I voice 

my living meaning I express myself and populate ‘I’  to simultaneously become a centre 

of being and knowing. Such ongoing self-making involves actions of self-authoring which 

are intimately connected to narrativity or self-storying (as supported by Brockmeier, 

2009). Holquist explains this aspect of Bakhtin’s ontology: 

[i]n order to remain a constantly potential site of being, my self must be able to 

conduct its work…as a flux of sheer becoming. If this energy is to be given specific 

contours, it must be shaped not only in values but in story. Stories are the means by 

which values are made coherent in particular situations (Holquist, 1990, p. 37).  
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Over time, as I learn via family, school and society I come to differentiate my own 

thinking and values from the unitary social ‘truths’ that are pressed upon me. As I speak 

my truth, my voice comes to be deeply rooted in and expressive of my own self. My 

personal language subsequently evolves as I express myself; this develops my evolving 

ideational system: I become autonomous. Meanwhile, as I accept another as (like me) 

‘one-who-is-becoming’ I learn to be sensitive to their personal value system. I invite 

dialogic meaning-making with them while, at the same time, supporting their developing 

autonomy. If, alternatively, I adopt a monologic approach that enforces meaning – I 

abstract and distance the other: I treat them as ‘object’ not subject. In doing so I 

objectify their consciousness as if it were a ‘thing’ instead of a living responsive human 

being in expression. Between us the field of meaning-making is literalised or reified too. 

Bakhtin says that monologic words, stripped of context, lead to the reign of ‘brute 

materiality’ (1981, p. 432).  

What is the application to pedagogy here? Matusov (2010) coined the term dialogic 

pedagogy and used it to name an international online journal. In that journal Aukerman 

(2013) asserts that dialogic and monologic pedagogy are summed up as follows: a 

dialogic pedagogy, ‘sees meaning-making as fundamentally unfinished, contingent work 

that centrally depends on the refraction of multiple voices.’ A monologic pedagogy, by 

contrast, is represented by ‘…Comprehension-as-outcome pedagogy [that] makes little 

or no room for multiple perspectives, favoring a ready-made, monologic view of 

meaning’ (p. A8). Matusov (2011) differentiates dialogic and monologic pedagogies as 

‘education for agency’ versus ‘education for standards’: the latter is curriculum 

constructed to address a student’s ‘…deficit: a gap between the preset curricular 

endpoint and the student’s performance; solving preset well-defined problems. ’ The 

purpose of such pedagogy is, he says, the ‘reproduction and consumption of ready-made 

culture’.  Dialogic pedagogy addresses student ‘…Interest, inquiry, tension, question and 

concern-raising, problem-posing, goal-defining…’ for the purpose of ‘… [a]ctive and 

creative production of culture-in-making…’ (Matusov, 2011). Stenton (2010) points out…  

readings of dialogism range across the spectrum of educational theory from literal 

to abstract-conceptual interpretations…in common [they hold]…the idea that 

learning  might be most meaningful when the material under consideration (facts, 
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information, ideas) is…placed into a discursive space which allows for knowledge-

generating discussion resulting, potentially, in higher levels of understanding.         

(p. 16). 

This interpretation incorporates quite strict statements of definition on what is and isn’t 

monologic in teaching and learning. I am concerned that so much of what counts for 

education across the globe right now is potentially excluded by this view, it could be 

interpreted as monologic itself! I acknowledge that as a global community, we are early 

to such discussions. My understanding of Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse is that it 

always expresses both monologic and dialogic discourse dynamics. To my mind this 

indicates room for pedagogy that can permit working both toward outcomes and 

multiple perspectives.  In my view, education for agency does not have to be opposed to 

education for standards. It is inevitable that teaching and learning will concern both 

reproduction, alongside the forging of culture: this does not prevent student interests 

and questions being part of it. Particularly if dialogic imagination is involved such 

pedagogy can still actively create culture. I acknowledge the vast treasure-trove of 

literature for dialogic pedagogy that has emerged since the Journal of Dialogic Pedagogy 

began. I have only touched briefly upon this literature because my major focus is 

imagination as a pedagogy. Dialogism’s relation to imagination emerged as the thesis 

developed. The nature of dialogic imagination as such seems currently taken for granted 

in dialogic pedagogy but I stand ready to be corrected If I am wrong. In this thesis I 

attempt to help it surface so we can understand it better.  

I deliberately approach the theory of Bakhtin, (1981, 1984, 1990); Ricoeur (1994) and 

Brockmeier (2009) out of their original sources in this thesis not through those who 

interpret them; even so, I acknowledge the deep scholarship that has taken place in 

relation to both dialogism and imagination.  

Bakhtin himself has faith in the word. He shows that the apparent unity of the 

monologic utterance is ultimately illusory. The dialogic always holds true in the end: 

simply because it contains both dynamics. A monologic discourse dynamic is not 

enriched with the ‘gloss’ of heteroglossia. A ‘living’ discourse brings an attracting sheen 

to the learning atmosphere. It glows with life. Glossia also refers to the tongue (in 
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French la langue) reflecting that this discourse echoes with many-languages, many 

tongues: with polyvocality. Living discourse is a kind of eco-system of words and ideas 

that is intrinsically satisfying. It leads to life-long engagement with learning and this 

benefits both the individual and society. By contrast a monologic discourse is a kind of 

concrete freeway: it smooths the path for – who? I think of Luke’s words: ‘there is no 

direct ‘hypodermic’ effect between the official curriculum and the enacted curriculum’ 

(Luke, 2010). Do we really want learning that merely loops in consciousness? Do we 

want people who can autonomously and confidently negotiate their own meaning and 

decide their own future? 

5. The respondent’s receptivity is a key ‘conditioner’ that leverages meaning-making  

Bakhtin (1891) understands words to have living power but he speaks with even greater 

fervour of the potency of attentive listening. He describes, ‘[r]esponsive understanding 

[a]s a fundamental force…’ (p. 280) The respondent in a negotiation of meaning has the 

greater influence in conditioning the meaning ultimately made. This aspect of his theory 

helps us make sense of Brockmeier’s idea of ‘reaching’ for meaning.  

Even though only one person speaks at any time, dialogue is considered ‘co-creation’ 

(Bakhtin, p. 282) because, the individual respondent’s attentive, living consciousness 

‘shapes’ the utterance as it is negotiated in the dialogic space and all utterances, as 

spoken, are structured ‘…in the answer’s direction [they are] determined by that 

which…is anticipated…’. Bakhtin describes utterance and response as mutual ‘activating 

principle[s]’. For him they are, ‘dialectically merged [they]…mutually condition each 

other; one is impossible without the other’. The attentive listening of the respondent 

‘prepares the ground for an active and engaged understanding’, while dialogic meaning 

‘only comes to fruition in the response’ (1981, p. 282). The silent, receptive presence of 

a living consciousness, reverberating with attention, is ‘active listening’ which is quite 

different to ‘passive understanding’. Bakhtin says the latter is ‘…no understanding at all… 

[it is] only the abstract aspect of meaning… [it] in no way enriches the word 

[dialogically]…’ (p. 281).  
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In step 3 I mentioned Bakhtin’s reference to ‘an intense interaction and struggle 

between one's own and another's word’. The utterance as shaped may be agreed to by a 

respondent or contested (this could be partial). The persons involved will often signal 

this in the living context. The apperceptive background ‘…pregnant with responses and 

objections… every utterance is oriented toward [it]’ (DI p. 280). Communication success 

depends upon one’s words being received and acknowledged as meaningful during 

dialogic discourse – ultimately this is the measure of effective communication.  

Within the context of this active reception of the utterance dialogic imagination’s action 

manifests. This is discussed further in later steps. The entry of dialogic imagination at 

this point is described in Discourse in the Novel (1981) through use of the word ‘image’. 

Bakhtin says:  

an “image” of the object, may be penetrated by this dialogic play of verbal 

intentions that meet and are interwoven in it; such an image need not stifle these 

forces, but…may activate and organize them…the living…play of colors and light on 

the facets of the image…the atmosphere…makes the facets of the image sparkle. 

The word, breaking through to its own meaning…is able, in this dialogized process, 

to shape its…stylistic profile and tone. Such is the image… (and so on)   

(p. 277, my emphasis).  

Weinberg (2014) discusses meaning making and resonates with Brockmeier when he 

says that the knowledge we gain is the outcome of our personal actions in reaching for 

it. This reinforces the significance of a teacher (for example) activating and addressing a 

respondent’s apperceptive background. Within the specific context, between utterer 

and respondent, a full-bodied dialogic meaning is nuanced and shaped. Intonation, 

gesture, and the general embodiment of one’s living presence all add power for 

meaning-making. We may ask: is the teacher or student ‘all there’ as meaning is 

negotiated? Haynes (1995), in addition, says that for dialogic meaning to be made the 

possibility of surprise and openness is essential. A respondent may be deterred from 

participating if alternative interpretations are not permitted. In this context a unitary 

meaning prevails and will remain abstract and difficult to apply to living circumstances.  
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6. As meaning is negotiated during dialogic interanimation, an image forms.  

During dialogic (or living) discourse, as words are spoken they ‘sound’ in the living 

context. An open attentive mind is ready to negotiate them; then an intermingling of 

world views (idea systems) occurs in the dialogic space between each living 

consciousness. This is the inter of interanimation – it indicates that both persons are 

responsively involved. Animation refers to the ‘life’ of living discourse.  

From this point on I discuss Bakhtin’s dialogization and with it how imagination is 

involved in the making of meaning. I see in ‘dialogization’ a blending of dialogue and 

imagination. The event of dialogic imagination brings a meaning ‘to life’ in the dialogic 

space. The formation of an image signals the birth of a dialogic meaning which is felt in 

its full complexity in the consciousness of a respondent. This kind of meaning-making is 

only associated a living meaning-making atmosphere. That meaning accords with the 

person’s idea-system. It simultaneously enriches/enlarges it. As the image manifests, the 

respondent ‘sees-as’: that is they see in the dialogic space of their mind. A new meaning 

is born, one ‘in light of’ their previous complex of understandings and the other.  

7. Imagination’s action happens during interanimation as dialogization 

The word dialogization, in the glossary to Bakhtin’s Dialogic Imagination (1981, p. 427) is 

designated by Holquist as follows: ‘A word, discourse, language or culture undergoes a 

‘dialogization’ when it becomes relativized, de-privileged, aware of competing 

definitions for the same things. Undialogized language is authoritative or absolute. I 

discuss the application to human verbal exchange such as arises during teaching and 

learning. Bakhtin (and Holquist as his editor) discuss dialogization from an enlarged and 

multi-layered perspective: the philosophy of discourse. This applies beyond spoken 

words in context to global discourses of society in a myriad diversity of forms. Holquist 

emphasises the power aspect of the word in his use of ‘de-privileged’ and ‘relativized’. I 

emphasise the internal action of dialogization that happens as meaning is made in a 

living situation but also the equalisation of minds between the  teacher and their 

students. Through events of dialogic imagination one makes what is heard ‘one’s own’ 

(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 294). Bakhtin says ‘the speaker populates it with his own intention, his 
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own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and 

expressive intention’ (p. 293). The power application to my mind is the power of 

education. As the previously unitary meaning is made one’s own it is refracted to 

express multiple voices in my idea system and it is enriched. Everyone has their own 

unique history hence world view; if an authoritative word is made my own in a dialogic 

living meaning-making situation, my living ‘I’ , through dialogization become ‘aware of 

competing definitions for the same things’ and accommodates that complexity.    

Bakhtin’s metaphor  

Bakhtin’s (1981) metaphor is portrayed on pages 276-277 of The Dialogic Imagination, 

through it we ‘see’ the living action within which dialogic meaning-making occurs. This 

makes it seem ‘special’. Bakhtin states however it is part of the ordinary life of discourse 

we experience in living atmospheres. Even so, it is special, if only because we simply take 

it for granted. In his metaphor we discover how we as humans become (individuate) 

through our words. We are ‘…a unity of the material and psychological…of the societal 

and the personal…’ (Vygotsky cited in Wolf-Michael, 2013 p. A43).  

In his metaphor Bakhtin tells a theoretical ‘story’.  He pictures words, driven by the 

speaker’s agency and purpose as white light rays directed toward their meaning-making 

goal in the respondent’s consciousness. All the ‘possibilities’ they provoke come to be 

suspended in that consciousness like a living pattern of interacting colour: some are 

strong others fainter: they leverage alternative meanings. An image forms. It is like a 

prism – its contours shape the profile of the emerging image and offer the boundaries of 

the word’s meaning and style. Dialogic meaning-making blends hearing and seeing: word 

and image come together as a ‘felt’ meaning that multiply sensory and multi-

dimensioned. The meaning that is the mental image activates and organises 

heteroglossia. The representation that emerges is not flat and unitary but an image with 

facets or faces. It is a living hologram of meaning that wakens in the mind. Bakhtin says 

the ‘contours’ of the image ‘shape’ its ‘profile’ and offer the ‘boundaries’ to present the 

word’s living style. The image is ‘artistic (it is stimulated by the utterer’s spoken 

artfulness). It generates a social atmosphere full of heteroglossia that ‘…makes the 
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facets of the image sparkle’ (1981, p. 277). This discourse is living and this meaning-

making is ‘enlivened’ by the action of words, the image and the dialogic atmosphere.  

Within the context of active reception of the utterance (see step 5 above) lies the 

moment of dialogic imagination. The point at which its action manifests. Its 

manifestation at this point is described in Discourse in the Novel (1981) through use of 

the word ‘image’. Bakhtin says:  

…an “image” of the object, may be penetrated by this dialogic play of verbal 

intentions that meet and are interwoven in it; such an image need not stifle these 

forces, but…may activate and organize them…the living… play of colors and light on 

the facets of the image…the atmosphere …makes the facets of the image sparkle. 

The word, breaking through to its own meaning…is able, in this dialogized process, 

to shape its…stylistic profile and tone. Such is the image… (and so on)… 

(p. 277, my emphasis).  

Bakhtin (1984) elaborates on the active respondent’s awareness of the utterer’s intent 

or ‘speech plan’ (step 5 above) at the moment of the utterance’s receipt. He does not 

use ‘image’ but here refers directly to imagining. And it is an imagining that goes on to 

be fused with the making of semantic meaning. This what he says:  

In each utterance – from the single-word, everyday rejoinder to large, complex 

works of science or literature – we embrace, understand, and sense the speaker’s 

speech plan…We imagine to ourselves what the speaker wishes to say…This plan – 

the subjective aspect of the utterance – combines in an inseparable unity with the 

objective referentially semantic aspect, limiting the latter by relating it to a concrete 

(individual) situation of speech communication with all its individual circumstance, 

its personal participants /…from the very beginning…[we] sense the developing 

whole of the utterance.  (1984, p. 77/78, Bakhtin’s emphases).  

Certain aspects of Bakhtin’s metaphor could be said to be congruent with Thomas’ 

discussion of ‘enactive visual theory’ (2009), in which he states that ‘image 

representations may be spontaneously evoked by…concrete words…’ (p. 4); and in his 

(2008) discussion of Neisser’s P. A. theory described above, where he describes 

imagining as ‘an activity directed at an [internal] object of perception’ (p. 15).  
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Bakhtin’s metaphor describes an imagining that takes place with eyes open during the 

exchange of words. It is evocative of my experience with the white wallaby which also 

happened in daylight (when my eyes were open). I was reaching for meaning 

(Brockmeier, 2009) but was unable to see or make sense of what I saw. I had no 

precedent to identify the animal. The situation was transformed when the word 

‘wallaby’ was uttered. Bakhtin describes a different circumstance. While my example 

was a literal animal his word are determiners of meaning uttered to provoke imagining: a 

‘seeing’.  What is seen is non-literal (Thomas 1999, p. 235): it is a metaphoric seeing, 

such as Bradley (2014) discusses; a ‘seeing-as’.  

a) the words of the utterance sound to provoke a meaning which is qualified by 

environmental and internal personal conditions.  

b) heteroglossia arises through multiple association (external and internal),  

c) objects in the context afford and contest meanings; uncountable additional 

conditions apply.  

d) an image arises – it activates and organises the living meaning.  

According to Nadaner, (1988) support for this conceptualisation also comes from 

Arnheim’s view of images as ‘…a record of the mind’s activity in structuring significant 

visual information [that]…may exist at several orders of abstraction’ (p. 199). It is also 

compatible with Thomas’(1999) discussion of Neisser’s P. A. model which declares 

imagination to be an activity, ‘which takes different forms according to what is perceived 

or imagined’ (p. 223), and which understands perception as an active and ‘attentive 

process of searching out the distinctive features of the things before us’ (p. 218). 

Perception (which thus aligns to Brockmeier’s ‘narrative agency’ and is a vehicle for 

imagination) furthermore ‘…carries intentionality and embodies our perceptual and 

imaginal awareness’ (p. 224). Thomas adds that it amounts to ‘the making of active tests 

and measurements… [that are] applicable to all sense modes’ (p. 219). Active meaning is 

being searched out as words are spoken and an image is forming within.  
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This conceptualisation of imagining-as-action is, Thomas (1998) states, the ‘missing link 

between imagination as mental imagery and creative imagination in the arts and 

sciences (or…in practical affairs)’ (p. 235). Thomas discusses Hamlyn’s view that 

imagination is able to bring about new ways of ‘seeing’ but not in a literal way. While 

their ideas are congruent Bakhtin, to me, takes P. A. theory a step further. Language 

provokes images in the living mind as a respondent reaches for meaning. Bakhtin’s 

metaphor blends hearing and seeing, word creation and reception, human idea-systems, 

the physical context with all its living conditions, power relations and potentiality for 

multiple possible interpretations in the living moment. All comes together as dialogic 

imagination.  

8. When this occurs a three-dimensional meaning results.  

The emerging image reflects the diverse meaning-conditions which created it: they 

include human embodiment, emotion and aesthetic (stylistic) intention. Being multi-

faceted it is three dimensional: its meaning offers ongoing opportunities for dialogue: 

any one of the original facets of meaning, as part of the whole, can leverage further 

meaning. This is Bakhtin’s dialogic ‘meaning-event’. As it occurs I ‘see’ or understand 

what is presented to me and allow my current view to be influenced. What was 

projected in the utterance is ‘seen-as’ my existing understanding in a new unique 

meaning tied to the living context. All this is organised by an emerging image. I ‘see’ in a 

new light and have now a new imagining of ‘what is’. The action of the image or 

dialogization arises out of interanimation: a coming-together of minds/ideas as words 

are shared. It occurs after invitation to meaning-making, it cannot be enforced. Bakhtin 

also calls it ‘inter-illumination’ or ‘mutual illumination’ (1981, p. 429).  

9. Dialogization means this was an event of living discourse.  

‘Living discourse’ is distinguished from monologic discourse in that neither the form nor 

the outcome of words can be predetermined (Aukerman, 2013). A monologic dynamic 

represents authoritative discourse and is characterised by non-negotiable, unitary, 

singular, pre-determined meanings that are ‘authorised’ by social norms. Meaning-

making is closed down: the facts are the facts. Living discourse is a living negotiation 
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determined in the moment according to the meaning conditions of the time: nothing is 

fixed. The one who utters is not acting from random motives: they still act from 

intention and are purposive. What is salient is that both participants trust that meaning 

and truth will emerge from the discourse event itself and meaning is thus acknowledged 

as a negotiation made in context. The significance of living discourse in relation to self-

making becomes evident in Bakhtin’s (1981) statement that follows: 

Such discourse is of decisive significance in the evolution of an individual 

consciousness: consciousness awakens to independent ideological life precisely in a 

world of alien discourses surrounding it, and from which it cannot initially separate 

itself…When thought begins to work in an independent, experimenting and 

discriminating way, what first occurs is  a separation between internally persuasive 

discourse and authoritarian enforced discourse…Internally persuasive discourse – as 

opposed to one that is externally authoritative – is…tightly interwoven with “one’s 

own word.” (p. 345)      (Note: the word ‘alien’ here simply refers to ‘other’).  

Bakhtin proposes an ‘ineluctable association’ (Holquist, 1990, p. 27) to be in play 

between one’s own word and generation of self. The living word contributes to a kind of 

‘self-authorship’. Bakhtin expresses the view that we as human beings must take up the 

responsibility of ‘authoring’ ourselves – there is ‘no alibi for existence’ (date p…). The 

dialogic dynamic plays a powerful part. Bakhtin states:  

The importance of struggling with another’s discourse, its influence in the history of 

an individual’s coming to ideological consciousness, is enormous. One’s own 

discourse and one’s own voice…will sooner or later begin to liberate themselves 

from the authority of the other’s discourse…/An independent, responsible and 

active discourse is the fundamental indica-/tor of an ethical, legal and political 

human being. (p. 348/50, my italics)  

10. A successful dialogic utterance is internally persuasive 

The marker of a dialogic dynamic is that words themselves persuade: they stand on their 

merits in the moment they are heard: as they sound. Bakhtin uses the term ‘internally 

persuasive’. If my utterance convinces, my words cut through to persuade of the unique, 
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contextualised, living meaning I am generating. If it fails to do my utterance falls flat. 

Internally persuasive discourse opens meaning up to invite dialogic response.  

Above I described Bakhtin’s living discourse and the action of imagination bringing 

meaning to life in the dialogic space. Three fundamentals of living discourse support and 

co-exist in the dialogic space. They are the collision of both centrifugal and centripetal 

discourse dynamics; multiple voices (polyvocality), the situation of self-making , the 

utterance as internally persuasive, and words understood as expressing a living potency 

as they ’sound. ’ The meaning made is assumed to be an ‘expression’ to the mind – it is 

brought to life.  

It was when I read Bakhtin’s dialogic metaphor that I myself experienced a dialogic 

moment and ‘saw’ imagination ‘as’ dialogic imagination. Questions remained: how is 

imagination playing a part in this event of dialogic meaning-making? What is the inner 

action of the forming image? From whence comes the emerging meaning? Bakhtin 

evoked a tantalising merging of words and image but in between the forming of the 

crystalline ‘image’ and the word ‘breaking through to meaning’: mystery remained. It 

was in reading Ricoeur: philologist and philosopher, that I realised he was responding to 

Bakhtin’s conceptualisation of dialogic imagination. Ricoeur (1994) also offered further 

theorising on living discourse and dialogic imagination as practice (for example in a 

classroom).  

As I persevere with the theory I do not seek to finalise the dialogue; nor do I seek 

resolution, instead I seek further insight, a movement toward the interior that eludes 

the literal and the concrete. Hillman (1975) expresses it this way:   

Rather than explain I would complicate, rather than define I would compound, 

rather than resolve I would confirm the enigma….Paul Ricoeur said…“Enigma does 

not block understanding but provokes it…That which arouses understanding is 

precisely the double meaning, the intending/of the second meaning in and through 

the first… (Hillman, 1975, p. 152/153)  

With these words I move on to discuss Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination.   
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Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination.   

Bakhtin, (1981) as we saw above, speaks of the image as ‘shaping’ a ‘profile’ that gives 

‘boundaries’ to and crystallises a linguistic communication’s meaning and style. When 

the image manifests in the mind it has ‘facets’, is ‘contoured’; it sparkles with life. He 

also describes it as playing an activating and organising role of heteroglossia. I take it to 

be represented to the mind as an image. It is at this point that Ricoeur’s theory takes up 

the thread.  

The synergy between Ricoeur (1994) and Bakhtin’s (1981) theory is supported by 

Messori (2002) who aids conceptualisation of dialogic imagination when she says:  

the more one investigates the nature of imagination, the more one is led to a careful 

analysis of that which appears to be the product of imagination: the image. The 

semantic working of metaphoric language, moving beyond the empirical definition of 

the image as a weak impression, as a sign that replaces a presence, opens the way to a 

joint reinterpretation of meaning and image, suggesting that the image does not simply 

accompany or illustrate meaning, but rather constitutes its body, its contour, its form. 

The image thus leaves the realm of impressions and enters that of language. This is 

indeed the most original aspect of Ricoeur's approach: to move from language to image, 

and not vice versa.  

As set out above, it is my understanding that Ricoeur (1994) builds from Bakhtin’s living 

discourse then extends further to detail imagination’s precise dialogic action: 

metaphoric action – a ‘seeing-as’. Collington (2001) states that, ‘Ricoeur makes explicit 

reference to Bakhtin’s work on several occasions’ (p. 221) and suggests their theories 

are compatible.  

While Bakhtin’s metaphor focuses primarily on the utterance and interanimation, 

Ricoeur’s (1994) focus is primarily upon the living, receptive mind that dialogically opens 

up to the speaker’s utterance. He asks, what, in particular, happens in the apperceptive 

background as it actively reaches for meaning? As it carries perception and imagination 

along, anticipating and searching for relevance and potential meaning it is an active 

mind preparing for ‘the new’. Ricoeur (1994) defines imagination from the point of view 

of a person imagining, describing it as ‘…a free play of possibilities, in a state of 
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uninvolvement with respect to the world of perception or action’ (p. 123). This clearly 

resonates with Gillespie & Zittoun’s (2016) looping between levels of consciousness.   

Ricoeur (1994)  describes imagination’s action during interanimation, and details it with 

precision. In brief he says the action is provoked in the mind when ‘deviant…predicates’ 

(p.121) are presented to a respondent’s apperceptive background: that is, old 

(previously understood) and new (fresh) predicates are presented simultaneously to the 

mind. Being simultaneous, alternative semantic fields overlap and that action is 

experienced as a living ‘event’: it is perceived ‘as if real’ (this also evokes Bakhtin’s idea 

of ‘living’ discourse). He says when ‘predicative non-pertinence’ (incongruence) is 

presented to the mind – provoked by imagination – it introduces ‘a…shock between 

different semantic fields…’ (p.121) which ‘stuns’ the mind into neutrality. I understand 

Bakhtin’s dialogic space to manifest at this point.   

I will add next the specific detail that Ricoeur (1994)offers while drawing on Bakhtin as 

relevant. Firstly Ricoeur specifies it is imagination that calls up or activates the myriad 

dialogic conditioning threads of heteroglossia. He says it ‘…radiates out in all directions, 

reanimating earlier experiences, awakening dormant memories, spreading to adjacent 

sensorial fields’ (p. 123). It apparently provokes the senses and these trigger 

associations. The mind, immersed in a play of possibilities and prior understandings, 

experiences a clash of old and new predicates in the dialogic space. A mental 

reverberation is felt across the consciousness. The now ‘stunned’ (neutralised) mind 

steps back from direct perception (it shifts from proximal to distal consciousness). As 

Ricoeur expresses it, ‘…the image introduces into the entire process a note of 

suspension, an effect of neutralization… a negative moment thanks to which the entire 

process is placed in the dimension of unreality…’ (1994, p. 123) As the ‘shock of the new’ 

is expressed to the mind, unreality and/or ‘neutrality’ indicates contemplation prior to 

(or beyond) fact and fiction: a space of ‘wondering’. In this neutral space the mind is 

challenged to come up with new ‘predicative pertinence’ (p. 121).  

Meaning threads of heteroglossia incline and weigh in; pressure builds (a pressure to 

‘ex’-press also pushes out from the living self). ‘Seeing-as’ occurs: the old predicate is 

‘seen’ in light of the new. The mind focuses to accommodate this seeing. Momentarily, 
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an emerging image (the new meaning) shatters ‘…previous structures of what we call 

reality…’ (1991, p. 85). A new, dialogically open meaning is made which, through further 

dialogic process can go on to connect ever-onward. It is not a new fact – it is a new sense 

of ‘the real’. The word breaks through. The emerging image is momentarily displayed: 

and the two predicates are metaphorically merged. Ricoeur (1994) says that in this 

moment: 

It is as if metaphor gave a body, a contour, a face to discourse. But how? …the 

imagination offers its own special mediation…the apperception, the sudden view, of 

a new predicative pertinence…It is, to use Wittgenstein’s expression in the 

Philosophical Investigations, ‘seeing as…’ (p.122, my emphasis) 

His use of the words body, contour, and face are redolent of Bakhtin’s metaphor with its 

facets, colours and contours. Ricoeur describes this meaning-making action of 

imagination as a metaphoric expression to the mind. This action as I understand it is 

simultaneously a focusing of the mind. At a workshop I attended at the Yoga Association 

of Victoria (2014) I was assisted to this insight through Swami Sumitrananda’s careful 

and thoughtful understanding of imagination.  

We see an accord with Thomas’ (1999) discussion regarding P. A. theory. Ricoeur says:  

Suddenly we are ‘seeing as…’; we see old age as the close of the day, time as a 

beggar, nature as a temple…and so forth…the work of the imagination…gives an 

image to an emerging meaning. Before it is a faded perception, the image is an 

emerging meaning… (1991, p. 122)  

This is the moment, I think Bakhtin calls dialogization, a living cognitive action that 

blends perception as reaching out and calling up what is with reception as the attentive, 

interpretive work of the mind. It is constructionist. Imagination in this interpretation is 

not a noun (the imagination); nor an adjective (the imaginative); but a living verb. We 

‘see’ (metaphorically) one-thing-as-another (see Bradley, 2014). We see ‘in-combination’ 

(Scheiter, 2012); we see ‘through’ and ‘into’; we experience insight (Hillman, 1975). We 

also ‘see-the-difference’ (Brockmeier, 2009, p. 229) so that inner meaning is ‘brought to 

life’ (Luke, 2010, p.3).  
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At the climax of the dialogic encounter mind steps back from what is presented and 

focuses on what could be if one ‘sees’ this in light of that. In that moment word breaks 

through to new meaning by means of image: a comprehensive, three dimensional image 

(like a prism). It emerges from active searching and personal motivation that includes 

our senses and emotions. As the image organises multi-faceted, many-coloured 

heteroglossia, a new window to ‘reality’ opens and we ‘get’ that metaphoric meaning. 

This theory offers a practical resolution to the issue of how a ‘self/mind’ can be both 

individual and social: both distinct from the world and able to engage with it dialogically.  

This is to make meaning according to constructionist view.  

Reference points for meaning-making.  

Ricoeur (1994) discusses the reference points for meaning (the epistemological roots) 

and the reliance of dialogic metaphorical action on fiction’s potentiality. I do this with 

care, my intention is not to interpret Ricoeur as saying that the outcome of this process 

is ‘a fiction’. This would be to take Ricoeur literally. Since the reference points for 

meaning lie between minds (in the dialogic space) and in the individual world views of 

speaker and respondent to say that the individual mind is constructing a fiction is at 

odds with constructionism.  

Ricoeur (1994) articulate fiction’s ‘power…to redescribe reality… [its] heuristic force, 

that [brings the] capacity to open up and unfold new dimensions of reality, suspending 

our belief in an earlier description, [bringing the potency to] …remake reality’ (R. p. 

123/4). This evokes Brockmeier’s (2009) understanding of narrative imagination. Human 

beings carry meaning between their internal and external realities via story (a blend of 

narrative and imagination). All narrative is (usually) simultaneously true and fictive. At 

the same time, ‘truth’ is what we humans agree upon as truth in our living moments.  

Imagination as verb manifests the action of fiction. To step back and open to ‘possibility’ 

is to allow a fictionalising action. Only then are we able to entertain the predicates of a 

new idea and allow them to be organised. Only then can ordinary language references 

and prior understandings be dissolved so that a new idea makes sense. Here I note that 

Bakhtin’s (1981)  dialogic imagination and Ricoeur’s (1994) augmentation of it are not 
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fixed, structural, finalised, defined nor concrete. They express a living idea with living 

meaning. In the dialogic space of consciousness we are always able to ‘real-ise’ the new.  

Like Bakhtin, Ricoeur makes it clear that his theory is transferable to everyday linguistic 

contexts: it is transferable and dialogic – ‘…covertly at work in the construction of all 

semantic fields…’ (p. 82). Ricoeur’s idea of fictionalising is present in seed form in 

Bakhtin’s theory too – but he calls it myth. Bakhtin, without fanfare, proposes our 

human meaning-making has ever been thus.   

When Ricoeur (1994)  describes the action of imagination as a shift from ‘sense’ to 

‘reference’ through the power of fiction, he says a ‘shattering’ takes place. Alternatively 

he calls it a ‘…rapprochement in which the logical distance between farflung semantic 

fields suddenly falls away, creating a semantic shock which in turn sparks the meaning…’ 

(p. 122). This is how metaphor enables a leap of imagination. We step away from the 

hard facts of concrete reality to make this new meaning. We do so because imagination 

has allowed us to be freed from the concrete context. As Greene (1988a), describes it 

‘…An individual’s experience reveals itself as otherwise than it usually does; it is 

defamiliarized. Opportunities are provided to see through the taken-for granted, to 

disrupt the normal, to see reality anew,’ (p. 53, my italics). The renewal of one’s vision of 

the world, brought about by the power of imagination, restores meaning and 

significance. This is another description of ‘seeing-as’; Greene, like Ricoeur, understands 

a metaphoric seeing to be involved. Ricoeur’s moment of fiction is a kind of wonderment 

or puzzlement as the ‘possible’ rushes in. The shock of the new shifts the mind so that 

we ‘see’ in a new way.  

Dialogic imagination as ‘praxis. ’ 

We may go through our lives with a ‘working hypothesis’ which I equate to Bakhtin’s 

‘idea-system’ or ‘ideology’. This is our cumulative ongoing world view. Thomas might call 

it our perceptive/ imaginative schema which is forged through encounters and 

experiences with other people and objects. This is the common meeting point between 

Brockmeier, Bakhtin and Ricoeur. I next discuss how their theory links to practice. I 

consider how each contributes his own considered commentary to praxis. In 
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combination their perspectives on imagination can assist in understanding links to 

teaching practice.   

Brockmeier contribution to praxis.  

Brockmeier (2009) draws in imagination as he focuses on its value as we ‘reach’ for 

meaning as an act of agency. Narrative imagination is central to a looping between 

worlds: Brockmeier says, ‘the narrative construal of meaning enables us to live 

simultaneously in distinct worlds, extending in this way the scope of human agency’ (p. 

230). Imagination bridges worlds: we step virtually onto that bridge in order to reach for 

meaning. His view of how this translates to relationship to the world of action is one in 

which narrative imagination helps me a) to imagine my ‘self’, and the other’s subjective 

states (their intentionality): for example to respond with empathy; b) to reach out to 

explore what is beyond the limits of my experience; c) to explore cultural symbolizations 

that I encounter and actualise those symbols into meanings and actions; d) in 

combination with ‘agentive discourse’ (p. 226) I construe to navigate and adjust to the 

multiple, shifting, symbolic meaning-contexts I encounter in life. These all can translate 

to teaching practice: for example a) facilitates teacher-student empathy; and b) c) d) 

facilitate my planning as I prepare to enact syllabus as learning events.  

Bakhtin adds to praxis  

In this thesis I am proposing teachers as both artists and authors. To connect Bakhtin’s 

and Brockmeier’s ideas I explore these notions. I begin with how a teacher might 

practise their work as an ‘art’, and then proceed to how teachers’ work can be viewed as 

an authoring. The first requires consideration of Bakhtin’s theory of aesthetics, the latter 

his philological discussions on how authors shape their work.  

Bakhtin wrote primarily of the novelist’s art but he was also a well-loved teacher at 

secondary and tertiary levels; I join Miyazaki (2015) and Stewart (2010) in proposing 

Bakhtin’s thought makes feasible the teacher as author and artist. A novel (by extension 

a curriculum event), is truly developed as an ‘art’. Bakhtin states, when it ‘becomes, as it 

were, an event of discourse itself, animating from within… [as such it becomes] a crucial 

force for creating form’ (DI, p. 284, my italics). This is significant in Bakhtin theory of 
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aesthetics because, ‘Artistically creative form… gives a form to the whole human 

being…and gives…form to the world…by humanizing and vivifying it…’ (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 

317). The artist’s own human being and the world’s form in an event of co-construction 

which Bakhtin views as a ‘vivification’ arises in a living discourse. This is peculiarly 

transferable to a teacher’s art and their use of a pedagogy of imagination. I understand 

the transfer as follows: the teacher authors a curriculum plan which gives ‘form’ to 

mandated syllabus understandings – or other – depending on their curriculum intention 

(the plan is the artistic form). The creative act is self-expressive and self-affirming (gives 

form to the human being). That form is realised when it goes on to give form to 

students’ emerging conceptualisations of the world: as new understandings. The event 

of this ‘art’ thus brings triple effects. Following Bakhtin’s logic these effects bring about 

the vivifying and humanizing. His use of word ‘animate’ (see above) synchronises with 

Luke’s (2010) discussion of a teacher bringing curriculum to life.  

Bakhtin (1981) uses the word ‘orchestration’. In Holquist’s glossary to the Dialogic 

Imagination (pp. 430-1) this refers to a shaping that permits multiple voices to co-exist in 

a living discourse. Orchestration takes place in particular when an author shifts the 

experience of the art from ‘seeing’ to ‘hearing’ (it is a musical reference). This shift, 

Holquist says, is ‘crucial’ for Bakhtin (431). It makes possible an individualisation (for 

example to individualise meaning for a student. To ‘author’ and provoke Brockmeier’s 

narrative imagination a teacher of imagination intends to develop a narrative for 

teaching purposes to connect the student’s inner world to the outer context in concert 

with meaningful curriculum objects. The teacher as author may also employ a narrator, a 

plot with actions, characters with roles, a story context: any of a range of potential 

narrative devices available to ‘story’ curriculum and bring it to life. Part of orchestration 

involves the purposeful sounding of words alongside curriculum-associated images and 

expressions. Orchestration brings opportunities to individualise student understanding 

because words provoke images and persuade of their ‘reality’ as they sound.  

Answerability 

Holquist (1990) in his analysis of Bakhtin’s dialogism describes it as a hybrid of 

epistemology, aesthetics and axiology. His theory of aesthetics has what Holquist calls an 
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axiological dimension, that is it involves ‘values’ (Holquist, 1990, p. 152). This dimension 

is wrapped up in an artist’s ‘answerability,’ it is, as I understand it, highly significant to 

the art of teaching. Answerability is the responsible deed or act. To briefly summarise 

the philosophical background from Bakhtin’s perspective: time and space, are always 

‘…experienced by subjects,’ the outcome of perceptions which are ‘always tied up with 

judgments…’ Subjects constantly evaluate ‘what is perceived’ (Holquist, 1990, p. 152). 

Values are thus a crucial element of the teacher’s art and are expressed through the 

teacher-student relation. Holquist adds, ‘social and ethical values [are] the means by 

which the… I/other split articulates itself in specific situations’ (p. 33). As the authentic 

teacher-as-artist perceives, they evaluate, judge and articulate their social and ethical 

values in the living situation to living students. These represent who they ‘are.’  

Haynes (1995) discusses Bakhtin’s answerability in this way. From Bakhtin’s point of 

view, Haynes says, an artist is not obliged to act from theoretical norms or values - these 

are abstractions detached from actual being. Such ‘theoretism’ for Bakhtin was the 

‘enemy,’ (Haynes, (p. 6). The artist is obligated by answerability. Just as a living dialogic 

discourse contrasts to lifeless monologic discourse, the practice of an art can be 

‘external and mechanical’ (that is theoretical and unresponsive) or ‘internal and organic’ 

– (living and responsive). When art and life are answerable one acts out of a sense of 

personal responsibility and obligation, ‘A genuine life…genuine art, can only be realised 

through concrete responsibility toward others.’ This extends to my personal 

responsibility in this thesis, to the teachers whose pedagogy I represent here. The 

responsibility of a teacher to students means planning and enacting curriculum on their 

behalf the teacher creates for them always keeping them in mind. The student in the 

living situation is intrinsic to the art: in effect they co-create it through their living 

responsiveness. The teacher-as-artist contemplates the teaching event (while co-

experiencing it and co-evaluating it). Through their art, they also make it their own, part 

of their living ‘I’ (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 305).     

Haynes (1995) helps us conceptualise the teacher-as-artist through Bakhtin’s aesthetic 

theory. She says that in Bakhtin’s view, ‘art must be deeply connected to life’ (p. 36). An 

artist works from an external perspective: they work from the outside upon a ‘whole’. To 

me this is equivalent to the teacher planning a holistic scenario (be it lesson plan or unit 
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of work) for enactment in the classroom. It is creative endeavour in which they keep 

their students as ‘whole’ persons in mind. It is during the performance of that plan that 

art becomes a theory-practice nexus. When theory and practice relate (through the 

teacher/artist’s human action) their artist’s principles (aesthetics) as the ‘cognitive-

theoretical’ (in the background as their pedagogical choices) are brought together with 

the ‘ethical-practical’… [via] ‘an ethically /acting consciousness’ (Haynes, p. 4/5). This 

agrees with Holquist’s interpretation of Bakhtin’s axiology as set out earlier.  

Haynes (1995) says Bakhtin’s artist, Janus-faced, looks outward at lived life and inward 

to their art (which is an authored form of human culture). The artistic act is a (two-way) 

doorway between theory and practice. Brockmeier’s ‘action potence’ is evident here: 

the artist reaches for meaning and experiments with theory by trying it out in practice 

and practice shows up the need for further theorisation. At every point values and ethics 

become real through the artist’s practical action. Theory is responsibly completed by 

practice. Bakhtin speaks of the ‘aesthetic love’ or ‘social sympathy’ of the artist: a kind of 

love in which ‘we create and consummate each other’ (Haynes, 1995, p. 12 -13). To me 

this could express the objective, unselfish love of the teacher for his or her students, a 

lovingly interested attention that is necessary to accomplish the aesthetic task (p. 10). 

This accords with the idea that ‘…aesthetic culture presupposes that life is enveloped by 

a warm atmosphere of deepest trust’ (p. 36). I discuss these aspects of Bakhtin’s 

philosophy of aesthetics to deliberately draw links to teaching as an artistic practice.  

Authoring 

I now add Bakhtin’s philological discussions about how authors shape their work in order 

to consider a teacher’s work as a narrative authoring: the art with which Bakhtin 

involved himself. The living word expressed as an art form. The living word moving a 

respondent through sound, signification, meaningful connection and association, 

through intonation (expressing emotion and will); which, altogether, is the word’s 

‘verbal activeness’. Authoring is a holistic human activity of generation. It is supported 

by articulation, gesture, facial expression, values, meaning position, personality and a 

unity of intention (Brockmeier): its inner directiveness. When the author as artist acts 
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out of their ‘answerability’ as a whole human being they organise and express meaning 

to realise the word (Bakhtin, 1990, pp. 308-9).   

Authorship for Bakhtin is an expression of ‘authority’: another is power (that is power 

over another’s ‘I’). It is also ‘a form of governance’ (Holquist 2002, p. 34). What defines 

the authorship of the artist is that the other is responded to ‘…as a self’ – that is one 

permits the other to be a living ‘I’ with their own subjective ‘voice’. For a narrative 

author this means characters are not ‘mouthpieces’ for the author’s views but selves in 

their own right. Authority as power over another means their ‘I’ is ‘snuffed out’. 

Transferring this to the classroom, the teacher-as-artist treats their students as ‘I’ 

permits them to speak for themselves rather than expecting them to simply parrot back 

what they were told. Similarly the teacher’s own voicings would not be such parrotings. 

A dialogic principle: of difference between mind and world/and between mind and 

mind, is behind this. Accepting the other as an ‘I’ is fundamental to dialogic meaning-

making; it cannot operate if the ‘other’ is not treated as a separate consciousness: or if 

the self is not expressed with integrity. The dialogic space opens via mutual respect and 

mutual agreement if dialogism’s axiological character is accepted. Holquist, in explaining 

Bakhtin’s theory concerning this, says that the author who treats their characters as 

objects creates ‘formulaic pseudo-art’ (H. p. 34).  

In summing up the teacher’s art I draw upon Bakhtin’s words about the relationship 

between artistic authoring, the art form and the participation of the respondent 

(Bakhtin 1990, p. 304-317). A teacher who authors their art creates an art ‘form’ as they 

actively integrate their experience of life (including its axiological dimension) with the 

curriculum content. This is ‘answerability’. As practice this ‘form’ purposefully draws in 

conventions of narrative: the expression is a narrative storying of the content. It is also 

deeply connected to life and brings curriculum ‘to life’ for the student: the meaning 

connects to the concurrently existing wider world and its many layers of living discourse. 

Integrity of meaning is generated as the living relation between teacher and student 

plays it out through the form: words shape and express the ‘I’ holistically. As the 

outcome of the teacher’s art the ‘form’ (as a living event) gives meaning to the world, 

vivifies and humanises it, and connects the student’s feelings and values to it. As the 

‘sounding’ occurs it brings a personalised meaning. With the positive realisation of the 
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form creative energies and feeling are released for both author and respondent. The 

sense of self is active and both are personally invested; the values, aestheticism, 

feelings, and senses are heightened. Words sound, image and feeling intertwine and an 

affective charge may manifest; it is embodied meaning-making: a living ‘experience’.  

Ricoeur adds to the conversation on praxis.  

Ricoeur (1994) also takes his philosophy of imagination ‘from discourse to praxis’ (p. 

124). In doing so his work resonates with Brockmeier’s (2009) thought on narrative 

imagination. While, as we saw above, Ricoeur takes us deep into the fictionalizing action 

of imagination he also extends it beyond momentary manifestation during meaning 

making: as ‘seeing-as’: to show how imagination may play a pivotal role in practical 

planning. He says, ‘the first way man tries to understand and to master the ‘diversity’ of 

the practical field is to provide himself with a fictional representation…’ I assume he 

refers here to human imagining. I also see clear parallels between his understanding and 

Brockmeier’s narrative imagination when he says that it is through, ‘narrative 

structures… [that] the framework of an ordered fiction [is applied] to the diversity of 

human action…’ (p. 125): in other words we make connections between inner 

representations and outer reality by sequencing and plotting an imagined narrative.  

I next translate his theory to convey a possible scenario for how (for example) a teacher 

carries out their planning functions. Ricoeur (1994) says imagination ‘has a projective 

function which is part of the dynamics of action itself…’ (p. 126) in effect linking this 

projective function of imagination to human motivation and the creation of new 

projects. The meshing of planning with the dynamics of action (practice) is evident when 

he says that out of prior experience – formed beforehand as a narrative in my mind – ‘in 

the anticipatory imagining of action…I ‘try out’ different possible courses of action… 

[and] ‘play’…with practical possibilities …’ (p. 126). Here he offers a succinct explanation 

for how a teacher imagines for the purposes of planning. He also explains how 

imagination can be something pragmatic: turning my mind toward the future, and also 

projective: it turns my mind to the past (to gather narratives already formed). 

Imagination thus is Janus-faced: it is between past and future; it is between my existing 

theories and my approaching practice and is inclusive of both functions.   
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Ricoeur says:  

Imagination provides the milieu, the luminous clearing in which we can compare 

and contrast motives as different as desires and ethical demands, which in turn can 

range from professional rules to social customs or to strictly personal values.  

(p.126) 

We see imagination here offering a ‘seeing-as’ to permit internal meanings to be 

witnessed and weighed up, each in light of the other. Ricoeur, like Bakhtin (Holquist, 

1990) suggests there is an axiological dimension to imagination. Into the dialogic space: 

that ‘luminous clearing ground’, a many-faceted plan can be projected within one’s own 

mind which can simultaneously carry, embody and express my values, emotion and 

aesthetics. From that space, as an artist, I can confidently carry my plan into actuality, 

knowing it expresses these values.  

Summary and indicative conditions for the B.B.R frame 

The construction of meaning for dialogic imagination I have presented here is generated 

from Brockmeier, Bakhtin and Ricoeur’s scholarship: the outcome of a living discourse 

within which their theory of dialogic imagination (dialogization?) and narrative 

imagination comes to life and expression. To ascribe a precise overlap of meaning for 

their philosophical intentions and definitively assert they are talking about the same 

imagination is not possible, but it is clear that: both terms combine word and image. In 

my view there is substantial congruence between them. It may be hard to tell whether 

Brockmeier’s (2009) ‘seeing the difference’ (p. 229) is the same ‘seeing’ Ricoeur (1994) 

calls ‘seeing-as’. I have tried to show the ways these philosophers’ thoughts resonate 

together. I have also shown that they may plausibly reflect Bradley’s (2014) ‘metaphoric 

seeing’ which he identified a different kind of seeing in classical times, a metaphoric 

seeing. It is understood that as a person ‘saw’ an object that seeing was coloured by 

meaning associations, (Homer’s ‘wine-dark sea’). Multiple metaphoric/sensory 

associations played out in the mind. Scheiter’s (2012) ‘seeing-in-combination’ supports 

this conclusion. Brockmeier’s ‘seeing the difference’ (p. 229) does seem to reflect 

Hillman’s (1975) ‘seeing-through’ but the latter’s emphasis is more upon insight: seeing 

by means of ideas and penetrating them ever more deeply. Later we shall see that while 
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Bakhtin does not name this process at all he implies it through the action of the image. 

Ricoeur, to my mind, develops Bakhtin’s metaphor in finer detail. It is important to 

remember that all these great thinkers are investigating a most mercurial topic – one 

that for over two millennia has eluded, and will continue to elude, our grasp.   

Below I summarise dimensions of the B. B. R frame: dialogic and narrative imagination. I 

understand the conditions indicated within them to apply to teaching and learning 

situations in living classrooms. I use my own words. As is fitting for a dialogic research 

study I have developed my own voice, and now understand, in some small measure, the 

thinking of these great philosophers. I now personally express that understanding.  

Establishing dimensions provides a substantial basis for comparing and contrasting the 

theory with the perspectives of the teachers. This process enables me to address the 

fourth thesis question: In what ways and to what extent is dialogic imagination – derived 

from Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism infused with Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination, and 

Brockmeier’s theory of narrative imagination – congruent with the teachers’ meanings 

for imagination, their perceptions of its potency, and their perspectives on practice? 

There are four dimensions with potent indicative conditions that comprise the B. B. R 

frame: dialogic imagination, living discourse, the teacher’s art, and narrative 

imagination. In the discourse of any specific classroom the presence of these dimensions 

with their indicative conditions depends on multifarious leveraging influences such as 

the choices a teacher makes and the extent to which the existing political discourse that 

governs education delivery at a particular time in history and in a particular place closes 

down or opens up the potential for dialogic imagination. Such a policy-making regime 

may be centripetal (monologic) or centrifugal (dialogic).   

The theoretical framework  

Dimension one: Dialogic imagination - The opening to the fictional accomplished by 

narrative imagination prepares for the action of dialogic imagination. The model for this 

is a speaker and respondent constructing meaning together: the speaker sends living 

words to make meaning and is met by the respondent’s receptiveness. The student, 

whilst enacting a story is prepared to experience dialogic meaning-making (a ‘looping’ 
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from proximal to distal – that is to paramount reality). The story facilitates their 

existence in more than one reality, context or time. The dialogic space is the arena in 

which minds meet and where dialogic imagination manifests meaning-as-image.  The 

energy, context and expressions of the living moment are powerful contributors to 

meaning-making. Heteroglossia: the conditions of the moment and the voices of other 

discourses incline meaning-making in the living context (memories and prior 

experiences, the voices of prior meaning, weather conditions, objects and so on). When 

the catalytic action of dialogic imagination impacts the mind, a metaphoric, 

instantaneous ‘seeing-as’ (via a momentary mental image) takes place: one thing is 

understood in light of another. The living (ekphrastic) image activates and organises 

meaning in light of the living heteroglossia (meaning-inclining-conditions) of the 

moment. The new meaning, unique to the moment, is a shift or new act of 

consciousness. It is a construal and is intrinsically enlivening. This is the imaginative leap. 

Dialogic imagination offers intelligibility within the current moment (the student ‘gets’ 

it). The teacher’s art has facilitated ‘dead’ monologic discourse (the abstract: what was 

not known and had no meaning) to be ‘stepped down’ or transformed to an ‘everyday’ 

consciousness. It now makes sense in context; (for example an abstract curriculum 

statement is made meaningful for a student in the living context.  

Dimension two – Living discourse.  The atmosphere of this living discourse is 

semantically open and voluntary; ‘ever newer ways to mean’ are invited (Bakhtin 1981, 

p.346) and dialogic imagination’s action is ‘invited’; meaning is not enforced. Both 

teacher and student are responsive. Students feel relaxed about spontaneously bringing 

their personal understandings to the meaning-making event; these are not pre-

determined. In this living discourse students access their own broader, socio-ideological, 

cultural idea-systems but do not make literal meaning. It is an atmosphere that offers 

space for the play of creative meaning-making. Metaphors strengthen; multiple 

meanings and multiple perspectives are invited. The teacher differentiates between 

dialogic (living) and monologic (dead or unitary) discourse.   

Dimension three: The teacher’s art is a form of authoring of narrative imagination that 

draws in conventions of narrative. The teacher forms up living discourse as an 

autonomous agent: their art arises from their personal motivation, out of their intention 
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and it emerges from the living relation between themselves and their students. The 

teacher’s art is deeply connected to life and brings curriculum to life for the student.  

Meaning is connected to the concurrently existing wider world and its many layers of 

living discourse. The pedagogical approach represents these. The student learns ‘in light 

of the other’ (this is Bakhtin’s (1981) prosvescenie).  Words shape and express ‘I’: the 

students’ and teacher’s developing sense of self. Both teacher and student may thus be 

personally invested (including emotionally) in this learning: their sense of ‘self’ may be 

heightened and their ‘ideological becoming’ is touched. The meaning-making draws in 

values, aesthetics, sense of empathy, alternative perspectives which all may contribute 

to the meaning-making event. Learning is presented so as to involve the student in 

‘experiencing’ content in an ‘as-if’ or experimental way (as against transmission of 

content) – it mixes authority and play. The learning expression acknowledges this and 

permits individualisation, negotiation and speculation (this is also congruent with the 

teacher’s own sense of agency and intention); learning can be personalised and/or 

adopted partially and mistakes can be made. The dialogic image manifests a multi-

faceted meaning which draws in emotion and the senses; as words sound, image and 

feeling intertwine. The teacher remains, ‘attentive to the transactions that occur as 

words are used in live speech’ (Stewart 2010, p. 7.): the student is involved in a living 

‘experience’. An affective charge may also manifest. This connects with impact, the new 

meaning to the student’s broader embodiment.  

Dimension four: Narrative imagination’s ‘action potence’ is a vehicle that allows us to 

‘reach’ for meaning in living moments.  It invites us to ‘see the difference’ (this is 

interpreted to be Ricoeur’s (1994) ‘seeing-as’ and Bakhtin’s (1981) ‘dialogic 

imagination’). This enables new meaning to be made: the narrative aspect facilitates an 

opening to the fictional: we are then invited, ‘to live in more than one reality, in more 

than one context of meaning, in more than one order of time…’ (Brockmeier, 2009, 

p.228). Narrative imagination is a living action of the self (we ‘live’ it) that mediates a 

person and their exterior world via ‘storied’ pathways. It also facilitates the ‘reach’ for 

intra-personal meaning: such as when a person mentally projects in order to plan, 

visualise and so on.  
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In this section I have summarised four dimensions with indicative conditions that 

comprise the theoretical frame. These are based on scholarly perspectives and the 

theoretical writings of Brockmeier, Bakhtin and Ricoeur, augmented by prior 

conceptualisations of imagination. Later I use these dimensions to compare and contrast 

the teachers’ research understandings so that, through them, we can discern whether 

their combined theory is congruent with the teachers’ pedagogy, meanings for 

imagination and perceptions of its potency.   

Below I describe the thesis methodology of narrative inquiry.  
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Chapter Five: Epistemology, Methodology and Method.  

Thesis epistemology: constructionism.  

Below I describe and justify constructionism as the thesis’ philosophic foundation.  

Constructionism is a diverse philosophy within which human development is understood 

as integral: ‘…a unity of the material and psychological…of the societal and the 

personal…’ (Vygotsky cited in Wolff-Michael, 2013, p. A43). Constructionism’s core 

premise is that knowledge, meaning and truth are not just internally and independently 

generated by individual, singular psyches (they are not self-created); nor are they simply 

discovered ‘out there’ (they are not handed to us by society or simply ‘found’ in the 

world). Instead they are made between people (and/or objects and expressions in 

contexts) through dialogic interrelationship. Knowledge, meaning and truth are ‘co-

created’. Co-creation is understood as a linguistic action: words are not viewed as simply 

neutral ‘carriers’ of individual meaning from one person to another, instead language is 

social action. Below I discuss the power of discourse and language to make meaning at a 

personal and societal level, co-creation of knowledge, meaning and truth, and other 

constructionist ideas such as the significance of embodiment and the constitution of self. 

The theory of each of these philosophers comes under the overarching philosophy 

constructionism.  

Assumptions constructionists make about knowledge.  

Constructionists assume that all that constitutes the humanly collected knowledge of 

our private and social selves, and of the empirical world, is derived from and grasped via 

the mediation of our human minds, in situated, historical contexts, between self and 

other. Parker (1999) refers to the concept of indexicality:  

Words, phrases and complete accounts are never independent of context…we can 

make sense of them only in relation to a specific occasion or set of occasions… 

social constructionism always locates its descriptions in specific contexts rather than 

pretending to find universal realities… [this serves to]…highlight the ubiquity of 

interpretation. (p. 28) 
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Indexicality means knowledge statements are never viewed as neutral, uncontested 

representations of truth, and acts of knowing are never simply passive: instead 

knowledge is actively construed and actively conditioned by existing and pre-existing 

‘socially inherited meanings [that living] actors confer’ (Weinberg 2014, p. 7). In every 

human situation people are making diverse personal meaning. In consequence diverse 

claims arise. Constructionists are consistent in proposing that their own epistemology or 

theory of knowledge is itself:  

inevitably a product and feature of human practice…its value can be measured only 

with respect to the practical objectives it serves…epistemology is…a sociohistorically 

situated eth/ics of truth… (Weinberg 2014, p. 154-55) 

This situatedness means theory and life are up close to each other. Weinberg says that, 

for constructionists ‘…reason and knowledge are not detached and disinterested but 

historically conditioned and materially embodied forms of practical engagement with 

the world…’ (p. 14). Theoretism, ‘…the tendency to consider the inner meaning of an 

action and its historical specificity in isolation from each other…’ is resisted. The 

evaluation of knowledge claims is always understood as constrained by conditions within 

which that knowledge was created and: ‘…within the specific practical contents within 

which it [was] accomplished’ (Weinberg, 2014, p. 15). In other words judgement of 

‘knowledge’ remains with the epistemic standards of the historical times within which it 

was made. As Lincoln and Guba (2000) also state ‘…the criteria for judging either 

“reality” or validity are [never] absolutist…but rather are derived from community 

consensus’ from the community of that time (p. 167). Within current meaning 

constraints knowledge evaluation may include an estimation of ‘validity, importance, 

innovation, incisiveness, relevance and usefulness as opposed to triviality, stagnation, 

superficiality, irrelevance and uselessness’ (Lincoln & Guba 2000, p. 154/55).  

The significance of language.  

Language and discourse are understood by constructionists to be overwhelmingly 

influential in shaping human meaning-making of all kinds: and our predominating 

medium of communication. Language is instrumental in our emerging understanding of 

reality, in human perception and even our sense of self in present moments. Bakhtin 
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(1981) directly reflects upon how students in schools ‘assimilate others’ discourse’ and 

how significant this is for ‘…their ideological becoming in the most fundamental sense…’ 

(p. 342). According to Weinberg (2014) while human discourse nests within the non-

discursive broader world and the latter inevitably has its own impact on meaning-

making, pre-predicative grasping of the world is largely embedded in discursive practice. 

Eisner (1993) qualifies this contention, he instead claims that: 

Meaning is shaped by the form in which it appears…/humans have the capacity to 

formulate different kinds of understanding…[these are] intimately related to… 

forms of representation…Discovering…how such forms of understanding are 

secured and the kinds of meanings they make possible is a core theoretical as 

well/as practical problem.  

It’s one thing to speculate about the validity of an idea. It’s another to demonstrate 

it empirically…[such questions are]… crucial for educational practice and research 

that does justice to the development of human intellectual capacities…[is] how we 

think about mind, the enlargement of human understanding and what counts as 

meaningful…(p. 6/9/10)   

Constructionists acknowledge that humans use language to ‘invent concepts, 

frameworks, and schemes to make sense of experience, and we continually test and 

modify these constructions in light of new experience’ (Schwandt 2000, p. 197). In this 

thesis I use the B. B. R frame to analyse the participants’ ideas about imagination as a 

pedagogy.  

Constructionist debates.  

Philosophers of constructionism take up a variety of positions ‘…each striking a different 

balance between traditional sociological arguments and postmodernist innovations’ 

(Elder-Vass 2013, p. 4). A key issue is the degree to which language and discourse 

predominate in human perception and meaning-making and their ensuing control over 

our ‘sense of reality’ - is that control partial or total? Elder-Vass calls the partial position 

‘moderate’ and the total position: ‘radical’. Schwandt (2000) and Weinberg (2014) call 

them ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ positions. Burr (1995), who uses a ‘nested’ schematic instead 

of adopting a graduation or polarisation of their qualities, prefers ‘macro’ and ‘micro’. 
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She argues these positions are ‘not…mutually exclusive; there is no reason in principle 

why they should not be brought together in a synthesis’ (p. 26). I agree with her, though 

I also realise the arguments for these different positions are complex and unlikely to be 

resolved soon. In this thesis I take a moderate constructionist position.  

A moderate constructionist position.  

Moderate constructionists contest ‘linguistic hegemony’ – the contention that there is 

an absolute disconnect between language and the world. Elder-Vass (2013) for example, 

points out that congruence between words and the world is plausible because human 

language systems are consistent within themselves. We are ‘shaped’ toward the real via, 

‘a variety of discursive [or linguistic] norm circles…that regulate what we may say and 

influence how we think’ (p. 11). He argues that ‘…an individual may belong to many 

linguistic circles, and several of these may interact to influence any given speech act’ (p. 

113). He points out words have aligned human beings with collectively generated 

representations of the world over our entire history, sufficient to our needs. The 

mastery of external reality human beings have demonstrated across time (whether or 

not this be deemed ‘success’) shows the ‘alignment’ has worked, therefore reality must 

be influencing our linguistic categories enough for us to generate, ‘at least 

approximately accurate representations’ (p. 121). In a recent study by Blasi, Wichmann, 

Hammarstrom, Stadler and Christiansen (2016), it was found that sound-meaning 

associations are more common than previously thought and highly unlikely to be 

coincidental, so while linguistic categories may not match precisely with what is present 

to the senses as the natural world we as human beings do sufficiently share a reasonable 

approximation of that world through our perceptions. Bakhtin’s philosophy states that 

truth and reality exist, but are always only ‘settled’ in present moments.  

Elder-Vass (2013) claims moderate constructionism helps us avoid both ‘sterile 

structuralism’ – which renders us unable to relate to real events; and ‘ad hoc 

empiricism…that claims to explain events through the convergence of interacting 

influences but cannot justify the implicit claim that those influences are causally potent.’ 

(p. 19). He synthesises realism and constructionism even while he acknowledges the, 

‘sheer complexity of the actual world and the enormous demands of subtlety that this 
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imposes upon anyone wanting to come anywhere near an apprehension of it in a given 

time and place’ (p. 19). He proposes a causality attuned to present moments, saying, ‘…if 

we are to understand causal powers we must ultimately demonstrate their rootedness 

in the material’ and while it is clear that people are material:  

The relations that bind them together and generate their causal powers are not 

spatial relations but rather intentional relations. They depend on the beliefs and 

dispositions that individuals hold, and in particular on the commitments to each 

other that these entail (p. 20).  

His emphasis on intentional relations connects profoundly to the theory of Brockmeier 

(2009) and Bakhtin (1981, 1984, 1990) incorporated into this thesis. The words ‘beliefs’, 

‘dispositions’ and ‘commitment’ he uses introduce a values-generating dimension to 

human knowing, which is acknowledged by Holquist, to be essential to Bakhtin’s 

dialogism (date, p. 33).  

The hegemony of words as providing the only way for human beings to know empirical 

reality is disputed by Frie (1997), who argues from the theory of Jean-Paul Sartre, Ludwig 

Binswanger, Jacques Lacan and Jürgen Habermas that human expressions such as 

embodiment, the power of silence, shared love, and the expression of ideas which go 

beyond words (for example in music and dance) all show that self, materiality and 

human consciousness can and do exist beyond the realm of language and discourse. Frie 

(1997) also says that, consistent with constructionist assumption of meaning as ‘co-

created’, ‘…the facticity of prereflective individual self-consciousness is the condition of 

possibility for self-other reciprocity and dialogue’ (p. 205). Frederickson (2003) agrees: 

he rejects the implied determinism and subversion of the human subject that follows 

from radical constructionism’s emphasis on language because ‘…by viewing the human 

being as the place where…forces of language, culture, and society intersect, they deny 

our capacity for freedom’ (p. 207). He calls for greater emphasis on recognition of the:  

dynamic relation of persons. Only I can relate to you as a person and encounter 

your purposes and agency that are different from mine. You, as a person are more 

than your world-view… [and the latter] can only point to the concrete living 

experience of being with you…’ (p. 208) 
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His reference to present moments of dynamic living relationship resonates with 

Bakhtin’s philosophy of living discourse. Frederickson (2003) also cites Ricoeur who asks, 

in relation to the conceptualisation of a human ‘self’, ‘…to whom does identity no longer 

matter?’ (p. 208). Elder-Vass (2013) qualifies this position saying, ‘…kind of subject or 

agent that we become … [and] which positional norms we find ourselves expected to 

conform to …[may still be] products of…social interactions’ (p. 202), but he still 

maintains that we are ‘embodied being[s]’ with causal power that derives from our: 

physical composition…structure… [and] capacity to vocalise speech… [we] make 

decisions on how to act…/… [and these are] both socially constructed and 

neurological… [He says] autonomy is not an illusion… it includes the capacity…to 

knowingly choose to conform or not to conform to normative pressures… (p. 

200/201)  

Frederickson (2003) joins Elder-Vass in asserting that it is our ability to be conscious 

agents that enables us to change our social determinants. If ‘self’ is to be accepted as 

merely a discursive construction, our individual agency within present moments 

becomes hard to explain! He also points out that as we learn, we come to be: 

larger than our pasts. We keep growing and creating ourselves in unpredictable 

ways. We communicate to others not just through words but actions, our 

embodiment in life. Our meanings grow because of our self-creation through 

agency (p. 210).  

As Burr (1995) suggests, this argument over constructionism does not have to be a 

matter of extremes. There are some aspects of our understanding of reality that may be 

solely brought about through language exchange; others plausibly exist beyond 

language. When Elder-Vass (2013) conceptualises how constructionism might be 

enacted in real situations, his description of ‘causal’ power for social entities is 

congruent with Bakhtin’s dialogic philosophy. Specifically, he says ‘…Actual events… [are] 

the result of interactions between multiple causal powers… [which] operate as 

tendencies…’ He then adds that they depend on a specific mix of relations that arise 

within events as causal powers interact. Events express ‘emergent properties of the 

things possessing them…They exist only when the relevant type of whole exists’ (p. 17). 
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Later we will see, in Bakhtin’s metaphor, a similar view about events is proposed; the 

B.B.R.is consistent with this proposition.  

While moderate social constructionism assumes a degree of compatibility with reality, 

no claim is made that complete or final accounts are ever possible. Parker (1999) calls 

this the principle of inconcludability: ‘…a complete description of a phenomenon is 

impossible. There is always more that could be said, always a further layer of theoretical 

and meta-theoretical reflection that could be added’ (p. 28). Inconcludability will be 

further discussed as an aspect of Bakhtin’s dialogism, and of living discourse, below.  

Brockmeier (2009, p. 216) states: 

it is far more important to investigate the ways human beings construct their real 

and possible worlds than it is to classify and evaluate their ontological status…[it is 

also]…more important than to judge these worlds in terms of their being true or 

false, that is, by truth values taken from one of the many worlds we inhabit…  

I conclude my discussion of constructionist epistemology. Below I discuss the thesis 

methodology of narrative inquiry and outline its assumptions, meanings, sources, 

underpinnings and dimensions; including their compatibility with the thesis paradigm, 

social constructionism. Along the way I discuss the concepts of narrative, imagination, 

reflexivity and wakefulness as pertinent to narrative research in education and raise key 

issues.  

The thesis methodology: narrative inquiry - key principles, dimensions, directions.  

The concept of narrative.  

Narrative is how human beings organise personal identity, thought and meaning. Moen 

(2006) explains:  

As we make our way through life we have continuous experiences and dialogic 

interactions both with our surrounding world and with ourselves. All of these are 

woven into a seamless web, where they might strike one as being overwhelming in 

their complexity… [narrative is]…a practical solution to…creating reasonable order 

out of experience (p. 2).  
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The need to tell a cohesive and persuasive story lies behind how we as human beings 

view and act in the world and also contributes to the forging of our sense of self. 

Through narrative we maintain an ongoing story of our relationship with ourselves and 

the world; this story emerges through our intrapersonal and interpersonal dialogic 

interactions in the living contexts we interact within. Narrative carries and helps 

generate meaning, because, as Elliott (2005) states, ‘a narrative organize[s] a sequence 

of events into a whole so that the significance of each event can be understood through 

its relation to that whole. In this way a narrative conveys the meaning of events’ (p. 3).  

Narrative inquiry methodology and how narrative applies within it.  

Narrative is understood as both process and product in narrative inquiry methodology 

(Scheffel, 2013). This is abstract: Moen’s (2006) detail reveals narrative as all-

encompassing: it is the research thinking, the knowing, the doing:  

A frame of reference, a way of reflecting during the entire inquiry process, a 

research method, and a mode for representing the research study. Hence, the 

narrative approach is both the phenomenon and the method, (p. 2). 

Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) set out that in a narrative inquiry the researcher explores 

narratives of human experience in everyday life which are often taken for granted. This 

certainly applies to imagination in pedagogy.  

In the research presented here oral and written narrative is represented by the 

participants’ own stories, in original transcripts and field texts, in the applications of 

theory and analysis, and in written thesis. Clandinin, Pushor and Orr (2007) call it:  

…a deliberative research process founded on a set of ontological, epistemological, 

and methodological assumptions that are at play from the first narrative imaginings 

of a research puzzle through to the representation of the narrative inquiry in 

research text.  

Narrative inquiry’s relation to constructionist theory.  

The epistemological and ontological assumptions that underpin narrative inquiry are 

consistent with constructionist philosophy and with Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogism. 
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Knowledge, meaning and truth are co-constructed – that is – made between people as 

an active process of mutual construal. Narrative knowing is a knowing-in-action; one 

knows as one does, thinking is not separated from doing (Clandinin & Connelly 2000, p. 

35). Congruent with Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse, narrative knowing takes place 

within the present moments of research conversations. New knowledge emerges from 

the diversity of knowledge shared as expressed by both researcher and participants in 

and of itself, and in relation to theory. The raw material for the ‘constructed’ narratives 

emerges from the inter-mental, living experiences and the intra-mental images and 

thoughts of participants, which are not accessible to direct observation: as is clearly true 

of research into imagination. Polkinghorne (1988) states that when participant stories 

are constructed as narratives this raw material starts to become available for direct 

observation and interpretation. The thesis accounts for meaning shared, therefore 

reflexivity is incorporated into the research design so I consider both my own 

perspective alongside those of my participants. I can never sufficiently account for which 

knowledge is mine or theirs: to make this cake our individual eggs must be broken, once 

baked they’ll never be differentiated again. The knowing of narrative inquiry is 

understood to be sensory, embodied knowing (p. 37).  

Complex understandings are facilitated by narrative inquiry because, as the 

constructionist and dialogic underpinnings of narrative inquiry show, ‘multi-voicedness’ 

is embedded in the narrative process at every stage. Fullness of meaning is made 

possible because multiple aspects of living human experience are dialogically expressed. 

Such experience includes emotions, sense of value, the felt experience of the world, 

memories and narrative explanations of one’s past, to mention but a few possibilities 

(Clandinin & Connelly, p. 37). A successful narrative is able to convey complexity while 

sequencing and structuring a cohesive, interrelated ‘telling’ of the topic. Moen (2006) 

argues a narrative remains an ‘integrated whole…a living and unified entity…’ even if it 

possesses ‘…internal contradictions and oppositions…’ (Moen, p. 4). Bakhtin’s notion of 

‘living discourse’ and his dialogic philosophy is confirmed in narrative inquiry when 

Moen claims that a narrative ‘must possess…the potential for being transformed into 

something that differs from its initial form…’ (p. 4) that is it is internally dialogic. No 

story’s meaning can be exhausted.  
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A logical concomitant of complexity is a key requirement that narrative inquirers 

maintain responsive, ‘wakeful’ attention toward their inquiry, and be alert for multiple 

levels of meaning across research phases (Clandinin & Connelly 2000, p184). Clandinin 

and Connelly (2000) describe a ‘fluid’ wakefulness: the inquirer must be consistently 

thoughtful, questioning, and reflective; they add the importance of being, ‘wakeful to 

critique’ (p. 184). I understand ‘wakefulness’ as a conscious, responsive awareness in 

present moments as research is conducted, and have consistently maintained this 

awareness to endure the rigour of the research.  

Sociality, temporality, place: dimensions and directions of narrative inquiry.  

Connelly and Clandinin (2006, p. 479) identify three dimensions: sociality, temporality 

and place; and four directions: inward and outward, backward and forward to help 

frame a narrative inquiry ‘space’. The dimensions resonate with Bakhtin’s notion of 

‘conditions’ or heteroglossia which ‘incline’ meaning-making events in local, particular 

contexts. ‘Sociality’ for example incorporates inner and outer factors which colour and 

incline, such as, ‘personal conditions…feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions, and 

moral dispositions’ [and] ‘social conditions…existential conditions, the environment, 

surrounding factors and forces, people and otherwise, that form each individual’s 

context…’ (Connelly & Clandinin 2006, p. 480, my emphasis). Heteroglossia or ‘many 

tongues’ is a key element of Bakhtin’s living discourse: when multiple languages – with 

varying centripetal and centrifugal discourse dynamics – collide in living moments when 

the minds of speaker and respondent meet, heteroglossia is the locus where meaning is 

settled (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 428). Connelly and Clandinin’s (2006) examples indicate that 

many ‘conditions’ are invisible, and/or inaudible: their ‘voicings’ or ‘soundings’ 

reverberate from previous dialogic meaning contexts because sociality is the interplay of 

both existing and prior life-worlds of inquirer and participants. The relationship is 

paramount: ‘…Inquirers are always in an inquiry relationship with participants’ lives. We 

cannot subtract ourselves from relationship’ (Connelly & Clandinin 2006, p. 480). The 

awareness and actions of a researcher themselves impact research outcomes.  I discuss 

this later in the present chapter and outline to outline the concept of reflexivity which 

helps bring rigour to the narrative inquiry process.  
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The dimension of ‘temporality’ accounts for the situation of the narrative in time: which 

is time past (I speak from what was); time present (right now – what happens/exists); 

and time future (what is my meaning trajectory?) The narrative may be singular, but 

simultaneously it is a narrative of society because it arises from a multi-voiced past; is 

expressed in a multiply-perspectived present; and projects toward multiple, possible 

futures. People, events and meanings are always in constant transition. Connelly and 

Clandinin (2006) state that, because of this, ‘In narrative thinking, interpretations of 

events can always be otherwise. There is always a sense of tentativeness…about an 

event’s meaning…other ways of explaining things are possible’ (p. 31). This is consistent 

with moderate social constructionism: meaning is ‘co-constructed’ as speaker and 

respondent are part of different linguistic norm circles which ‘incline’ meaning in 

different ways as it is made. Communication is always negotiation; causation is not 

direct, instead ‘an interpretive pathway between action and meaning [is] mapped out’ 

(Connelly & Clandinin 2006, p. 31).  

The third dimension: of place, is one which Connelly and Clandinin (2006) describe as, 

‘The specific concrete, physical and topological boundaries of place or sequence of 

places where the inquiry and events take place’ (p. 480). Place locates the research 

inquiry and gives a context needed to make sense. It demonstrates the particularity and 

uniqueness of both event and person. It thus contributes to and conditions meanings 

that are made. In this research ‘place’ is each participant’s classroom with its local 

meaning, detail and specificity; two teachers also invited further research conversation 

in their homes. At a bigger picture level the research is conditioned through its situation 

in Ballarat in western Victoria, through the particular school contexts, and its nesting 

within the national Australian story. In this context participants constructed a ‘telling’ of 

past curriculum events (how they planned for, created and enacted imagination as a 

teaching and learning strategy) and their stories emerged from each person’s personal 

and professional history in response to their particular students. As we dialogued they 

described their meanings in present moments (now past); time carried us on and 

refinements to our thinking took place. They set up a platform for future practice of 

imagination as a pedagogy.  
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The research began as teachers chose an artefact to represent their pedagogy of 

imagination. Rankin (2002) builds from Bakhtin, Ricoeur and McIntyre to discuss 

narrative as like a prism with three faces: ‘the narrative work or artefact, the narrative 

mode of consciousness, and the relation between these two, characterised as 

communication’, (p.1). To me this pictures the teachers’ focus upon their narrative 

artefact during research conversations.  Rankin goes on to describe narrative as the 

‘ground’, the ‘relation’, and the ‘vehicle’ through which people come to know 

themselves and their world. Moen (2006) states:  

interpretation starts immediately when one story is selected out of any number of 

other possible stories…it…continues during the entire research process…both… 

researcher and…research subjects participate…the interpretation does not end with 

the finished research report…the final narrative opens for a wide range of 

interpretations by others who read it…’ (p.7)  

Attention to the three dimensions of sociality, temporality, and place allows the 

researcher to resist tendencies to generalise and stereotype the outcomes. The four 

directions articulate the dimensions and heteroglossia more acutely: Connelly and 

Clandinin (2006) describe the ‘inward’ direction as ‘internal human conditions’ – 

including many mentioned above as sociality; the ‘outward’ direction concerns 

interactions with ‘existential conditions…the environment’; ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ 

refer to the temporal dimension. In a narrative inquiry each research phase is 

experienced ‘simultaneously in these four ways…’ (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 50).  

It is in bringing the dimensions and directions together that we see that personal and 

social narratives are constantly intertwined: just as Bakhtin’s theory of living discourse 

sets out. Multiple narratives (individual, political, social, educational, cultural and 

national narratives and so on) concurrently play out during a narrative inquiry 

conversation. At the same time we make localised meaning that is specific and unique, 

of particular relevance in the moment: it is thus never generalised, remote or 

abstracted. As I inquire it is important that I ensure each teacher’s voice – which 

expresses their story, values, experience, and knowledge – is represented in the 

research: they are not ‘cases’ to be generalised. Narrative inquiry, as Moen (2006) 
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states, means ‘pitfalls of individualistic and societal reductionism’ (p. 4) can be avoided. 

Monteagudo (2011) states that, Bruner, too, was wary of the ‘danger of reifying and 

essentializing narratives, considering them as objective data, and upholding traditional 

conceptions of self’ (p. 301) In my research – even with the assumption of co-

construction – each participant’s understandings, meanings and ideas about imagination 

remain theirs: they have emerged out of each person’s ‘self-making’ events and endure 

as part of the greater dialogic story of their lives; even as they are nested in a larger 

discourse of ‘teaching and learning’. Narrative inquiry is not a methodology in which 

averaging out, standardisation or homogenisation occurs. In addition narrative inquirers 

reject abstraction and formalism (Clandinin & Connelly 2000, p. 38). In the same way, 

Bakhtin rejected ‘theoretism’.  

Genres of narrative inquiry in educational research.  

In educational narrative inquiry approaches fall into genres: curriculum stories; stories of 

teacher’s lives and identities; studies of the interaction of knowledge and context; 

stories of change and stories of diversity in teaching. The research presented here 

represents the genre of ‘curriculum stories’: it concerns how imagination is understood 

as a pedagogy. I generate stories with my participants’ in order to contemplate how they 

express and experience it and the meanings they make (Moen, 2006). During research 

conversations and as readers of the narrative inquiry explore meaning, the opportunity 

to generate ‘a new sense of meaning and significance with respect to the research topic’ 

is rendered possible. We are all, further, able to vicariously test ‘life possibilities’ 

associated to imagination, each of us can ‘imagine their own uses and applications’ 

(Clandinin & Connelly 2000, p. 42) while experiencing these curriculum stories. The intra-

personal ‘place’ in which this happens is Bakhtin’s (1981) ‘dialogic space’ and Ricoeur’s 

(1994) ‘luminous clearing ground’. In so doing we experience the action associated with 

Brockmeier’s (2009) narrative imagination in making meaning.  

In this inquiry into imagination in teaching and learning I pay heed to Eisner (1993) who 

speaks of the importance of educational researchers and teachers asking questions that 

relate to their core purposes in the profession: how does learning actually happen? How 

is meaning made? Can it ‘be secured in direct…encounters?’ He calls upon us to be 
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inquisitive about the role of context in the construction of meaning and weigh up 

whether the language we use ‘requires referents to be meaningful?’ He seeks 

examination of, ‘…how we think about mind, the enlargement of human understanding, 

and what counts as meaningful’ (p. 10). In his words we see referents to a narrative 

research methodology: a meaning-making methodology. The research method, which 

will be set out next, is designed to ask such questions – some directly, others indirectly.  

A summary of the method.  

The research took place in Ballarat in western Victoria, in south eastern Australia. It 

involved six participants (five female, one male); all were experienced teachers who had 

worked for more than four years. Two were from the public (state) school system while 

three worked in private schools – two of a religious denomination (one Catholic, one 

Anglican); one a Waldorf Steiner School. The sixth teacher worked at Sovereign Hill, 

Ballarat’s outdoor Historical museum, in the ‘Ragged’ school for destitute girls and boys.  

The research was initiated with a successful ethics application, along with permission to 

proceed from the Victorian Education Department. I sent letters to every Ballarat school 

seeking teachers who identified as using a pedagogy of imagination. I included a Plain 

Language Information Statement to induct participants into the research purposes and 

requested written Expressions of Interest. I specified a preference for participants who 

were experienced teachers; who taught subjects other than the creative arts; who 

worked in classrooms for ‘middle’ years students (4 through 9: not early years or senior 

levels). The emphasis in this research is on imagination used for generalist teaching and 

learning in subjects such as science, mathematics, English, humanities and so on. The 

creative and performing arts, or early childhood – traditionally linked to imagination, 

were excluded so as to avoid their disciplinary associations, pre-existing assumptions, 

and automatic responses. I deliberately sought teachers of imagination who forged their 

own path, experienced teachers whose approach to both imagination and pedagogy was 

original. In my introductory letter I outlined the research process as one-to-one 

explorative conversations about how the teachers perceived the value of imagination as 

a teaching strategy in their classrooms with an estimated conversational time of two 

hours with extensions optional (up to 6 hours), at their request.  
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Preparation for the conversations involved an introductory telephone exchange. I 

supplied written ‘starter’ questions:  

o How do you conceptualise imagination?  

o What has influenced you to use imagination in the classroom?  

o What is the story behind this curriculum choice? What motivated you to choose it for 

the classroom? 

o What are the educational purposes of this curriculum; in what ways do you think 

imagination as a pedagogy addresses them?  

o Can you depict this curriculum in use in the classroom? What are students doing? 

o Which aspects of your curriculum use imagination? How?  

o How do students respond to the aspects that use imagination?  

o How do you understand learning to occur when imagination is used?  

 

My research process was first piloted with my supervisor so I could experience the 

questioning process first hand. I kept a reflexive journal to chart my knowledge as it 

developed.  

Each teacher chose a curriculum artefact to focus and clarify meaning; data generation 

(see Azano & Stewart, 2015) was accomplished through conversational narrative 

interviews in which teachers’ meanings and enactments of imagination were 

collaboratively explored in relation to the artefact and by extension on from it. The 

participants made it clear they use a variety of teaching approaches, they do not only 

teach via imagination: their artefact allowed us to focus on one succinct example of a 

pedagogy of imagination. The research conversations took place in the participants’ 

classrooms after hours (two people chose to converse in their allocated breaks during 

their school day). To prepare, the permission of the school principal was obtained. The 

interviews were audio-recorded on a zoom recorder. Participants were invited to extend 

their conversations if they wished; two decided to do so: I visited their homes and 

recorded further discussion. Transcriptions of the verbatim interviews were written, 

then I summarised my understanding of the teachers’ ideas in ‘field notes’. I constructed 

the field notes from the end back to the start of the conversations, a choice that was 
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intuitive – the conversational end point was freshest for me, and the culmination of the 

teacher’s meaning-making; moving back to front helped ‘defamiliarize’ the content 

because it reversed the natural flow of conversation and forced me to engage with 

specific ideas. To ensure rigour of representation I carried out participant checking: I 

wrote a field text to outline and summarise the participants’ intended meanings and 

verify relevant facts and sent it to each person to determine its accuracy and that it 

reflected their intentions. Amendments were minor; all the participants felt I had 

represented their thoughts well.  

I went on to construct narrative displays of the teachers’ stories: many different forms 

were tried. At the point of beginning a research representation my supervisor suggested 

I play with a metaphor that I felt incorporated imagination. I developed the metaphor of 

a house from ancient Greece and Rome (a domus) in which to house the thesis. This 

proved fruitful for opening up the representational process, it gave me an inner ‘place’ 

to visit in my imagination as I considered the thesis as a whole, and piqued my interest in 

classical theorisation on imagination. I used narrative analysis (thematic) and reflexive 

self-questioning to interrogate the data in order to answer the inquiry questions. Below I 

will justify the method in detail and set out criteria for evaluation. The shape that a 

particular narrative inquiry takes depends upon the emphasis and goals of the 

researcher. An element of rigour in narrative inquiry is justification of my decision 

making and the significance of setting out criteria for analysis and evaluation of 

accomplishment. Meaning was my research goal: specifically teachers’ meanings and 

expressions for imagination in curriculum when used as a pedagogy, and their 

perceptions of its potency. Keeping language and its meaning consistent within the 

research process was important and such consistency was checked for regularly along 

the way: this includes clarity and consistency of meaning for constructionist theoretical 

terms across the discussion.  

Theory of reflexivity and reflexive process.  

My embodied self is the instrument through which interpretation of data and knowledge 

generation is exercised in this research, and this underpins the choice of reflexivity: a 

tool to acknowledge the researcher’s humanly embodied participation in the process of 
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knowledge creation, and the material constraints of living contexts (Pujol & Montenegro 

1999, p. 88). Reflexivity is an expression of awakeness, mentioned previously. To be 

reflexive means to incorporate:  

ongoing self-awareness…[which] aids in making visible the practice and construction 

of knowledge…[to]…produce more accurate analyses…demonstrate…awareness of 

research problematics…locating…intersections of author, other, text, and world, 

and…penetrating the representational exercise… (Pillow, 2003, p. 178).  

I, as an evolving knowledge generator, carried out reflexive targeted practices: for 

example I sifted each research conversation to identify points at which the research 

relationship indicated emotionality in myself and the participant; I also sifted for the use 

of metaphor; I wrote about the specific picturing of imagination for each person, and so 

on. These helped me understand the data from many different points of view. I used the 

research journal to progressively record meaning-making for both theory and data. 

Reflexivity was included too, in the formal process of piloting the research processes.  

Justification of reflexivity.  

Under the paradigm of constructionism the researcher’s being and life bring social, 

personal and material facets of existence together: via reflexivity these are reconciled. 

Dualisms like ‘…the individual versus the social and the objective versus the subjective’ 

are filtered through the researcher’s consciousness, making possible a ‘realization of the 

richness of the mental, social, psychological, and linguistic worlds that individuals and 

social groups create and constantly re-create and cocreate…’ (Lincoln & Guba, 2000, p. 

176/177). A shift away from oppositional dualisms becomes possible: we can understand 

each side of the story as mutually constitutive. An example is the concept of ‘objectivity’: 

what is ‘externally given’; which is generally proposed as contrary to subjectivity: what is 

‘internally understood and interpreted’. In fact objectivity supports and frames 

subjectivity - they are not antithetical, we can consider them ‘…in terms of…mutuality 

and relationship’. The position of moderate constructionism described in the theory 

chapter allows for such reconciliation of the ‘real’ with the socio-culturally ‘constructed’; 

the personal with the social. It also complies with Bakhtin’s observation that one must 

be ‘answerable’: researchers must take responsibility for their words.  
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Reflexivity, according to Alvesson and Skoldberg (2000) allows for the researcher’s:  

judgement, intuition, ability to ‘see and point something out’… [and carry out] a 

more or less explicit dialogue – with the research subject, [and] with aspects…not 

entrenched behind a research position… (p. 248) 

The words ‘explicit dialogue’ clearly resonate with Bakhtin’s dialogism: it too is deeply 

intertwined with reflexivity. Though I may assume different roles in the research, 

boundaries between them do not actually exist: to keep track of them ‘awakeness’ is 

needed so each may express its dialogic voice in the whole. Since my research goal is 

‘depth of insight and understanding…’ (Woods, 1996, p. 93) ‘I’ am all my roles, and all 

are accessible to me. Through reflexivity I am able to consider how I am changed by the 

narrative’s close, and how I have come to ‘know’: all experiences can be available to 

inform my process: image (meaning image or dream image), word, physical 

embodiment, event, and so on.  

My ‘roles’ in the thesis.  

Over the course of the research I became an author at three levels: 

a) author of the research design in consultation with my supervisor.  

b) author as participant sharing insights about and from my own curriculum artefact 

– I told my own story of my pedagogy of imagination during the piloting phase.  

c) author narrating the thesis.  

And researcher at two levels:  

a) researcher in interpersonal dialogue with participants to inquire into their 

pedagogy; we work collegially to co-construct displays of their meanings and 

pedagogy – which flow from their previous teacher-student dialogue and 

histories.  

b) researcher in intra-personal dialogue, first through the research journal in which I 

dialogue with myself; second in response to my reading of theory as I consider 

the data in light of it.  
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Simultaneously I am my ‘self’ – in many life roles. These many roles in dialogue 

reflexively contribute to shift thinking and bring about insight. Knowledge is formed and 

the process of writing enables my consciousness-under-construction to be made 

evident. Through the journal, behind the scenes, I store up impressions, thoughts and 

meanings, then later, in an iterative working process I return to them and develop my 

argument. Reflexive process also reverberates through analysis: over time as I read and 

consider theory and apply my understandings to the participants’ words my awareness 

and understanding of the contents of our conversations deepens. Each time I read or 

listen to the research conversations I am immersed anew; another layer of 

interpretation can occur – then, as insights emerge I can thread them through my 

writing. The reading process accompanies this immersal and dialogues with these 

insights: some drop away, some are confirmed and consolidate my research direction.  

These reflexive considerations are consistent with Bakhtin’s ontology and epistemology, 

as well as his thoughts on identity and the idea of self as a living centre of meaning-

making. They speak to the dialogic power in the ‘utterance’ and receptive response with 

the dialogic space between them – the place where meaning, held ‘in suspension’ brings 

about an intrapersonal intersection of words and images.  

Reflexive method.  

1. Piloting.  

The research method was piloted before each stage so I could experience and learn from 

it. Piloting informed my process and exposed my meanings and put me in a participant 

situation.  

2. The reflexive journal.  

By continuously adding my thoughts to the journal I recorded my dialogic response to 

the research events; identified puzzling aspects and mused upon them; expressed my 

feelings and insights; commented on ideas from the literature. I also charted my 

evolving understandings of imagination as I engaged with the teachers’ words.  
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3. Reflexivity during the research conversation phase.  

Moen (2006, p. 6) argues for the identification of moments when ‘researcher and 

research subjects interpret specific events in different ways or…research subjects 

question the interpretive authority of the researcher. ’ These are points, she says, that 

reveal equity must be maintained. One such event occurred and I wrote a reflective 

piece in response to it to address Moen’s assertion that at such nodes, ‘both the 

researcher’s and the research subject’s points of view [should be included] in the 

research report… [and] the multivoicedness of the narratives… [should] appear more 

clearly’ (Moen, 2006, p. 6). This proved valuable: I later understood the participant’s 

point of view through the B.B.R. and have included it in the report.  

4. Reflexivity during research reading phases. 

Reynhout (2013) discusses a rigour that applies to the narrative researcher as she faces 

the world of a text which is written for her as reader. This is to take up a responsibility to 

understand themselves through their reading. He refers to Paul Ricoeur ‘ To understand 

oneself in front of a text is quite the contrary of projecting oneself and one’s own beliefs 

and prejudices; it is to let the work and its world enlarge the horizon of the 

understanding which I have of myself’ (p.47). This is also to respect the text and 

negotiate its meaning dialogically. It was through applying this rigour as I read that I 

could accomplish this thesis.    

Theory and method for research conversations.  

The teachers’ research conversations about their pedagogies of imagination are 

understood as, ‘narratives under construction’ (Moen, 2006, p. 7). Our relationship was 

of a ‘collaborative, dialogic nature… [with] time and space to develop a caring 

situation…a nonjudgmental attitude…and a sense of equality between the participants… 

[with the goal of reaching]…a joint intersubjective understanding…’ (Moen, 2006, p. 6). I 

call them ‘conversations’ to establish the atmosphere of relaxed equity. I met most 

teachers in their own classrooms out of hours one-to-one, within the comfort of their 

own teaching space and surrounded by their students’ work. My thought was that their 

everyday professional world could offer triggers and prompts to further the 
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conversation. I presented myself as an interested teacher-researcher not as an ‘expert’ 

on imagination. I wanted my participants to view our relationship as a partnership for 

education and presented it to them as inductive research: generated from the ground 

up. I emphasised that I valued their own personally-generated meanings as practice: 

they need not have read theory or studied imagination (one participant had in fact done 

both). In preparation for our meeting I had asked them to choose a curriculum artefact 

that could help demonstrate their meanings for imagination. As Moen states, its 

selection is, simultaneously, a decision to select one episode out of a, ‘complex social 

situation… [an] event [that] has already been interpreted and infused with 

meaning…ascribed to it by the narrative under construction,’ (Moen, 2006, p. 7). The 

artefact gave a way to make imagination visible. This everyday word we ‘seem’ to 

understand in common is amorphous and slippery: an artefact could provoke an 

articulation – which Mikhail Bakhtin would call a ‘language’. The physical object offered 

a concrete site to mediate meaning and focus our collaboration about its meaning. In 

this site the dialogic space might manifest: a space for our minds to meet. In this way 

imagination would not remain airy-fairy or abstract: the artefact permitted it to be 

agreed upon ‘as real. ’  

As each participant and I co-constructed the meaning of imagination through our 

dialogue we entered into a meeting of minds: an imagining in the dialogic space. This 

dual, imagined, intellectual yet embodied space is where the research negotiation and 

exploration occurred in depth. My intent was to draw out the participant’s ever-deeper 

understanding. As they expressed their own descriptive images in the course of our 

conversations I imagine in response: in this way imagination is woven throughout, it is 

there in the language and metaphors; in the gestures and interpersonal communications 

we embody. Thesis readers’ imaginations also become part of this process: they may 

experience images that are triggered; all of this process generates a sense of shared 

imagining.  

Nevertheless our research encounters were not ‘conversations’ in the ordinary sense of 

the word – their express purpose was to serve as narratives to portray and be true to the 

participant’s lived and experienced teaching life. They were stories ‘situated’ in time and 

place. I understand them to be both ‘multi-voiced’ (Moen, 2006); and authentic to the 
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speaker. Within their telling, as Bakhtin indicates, is a forging of the participant’s ‘self’: 

the emerging, embodied meanings are inseparable from personhood. During the process 

‘images, feelings, sentiments, desires, thoughts, and meanings known to the person 

whose life it is’ (Moen, 2006, p. 7) are understood to be made available: all this 

intrapersonal and interpersonal ‘raw material’ (Polkinghorne, 1988) is drawn upon and 

woven in to become the basis of a life ‘told’:  

A life told is a narrative or several narratives influenced by the cultural conventions 

of telling, by the audience, and by the so-/cial context. One can imagine a life that is 

lived, experienced, and told about in a way that depicts a complete relationship 

between these three terms… (Moen, 2006, p. 7/8)  

As this ‘life told’ is shared (and later presented as a ‘participant display’), according to 

Huberman (1995) the reader gains a ‘sense of “intersubjective resonance”, of living the 

account vicariously, of having it ring true…’ (p. 155). As set out in the summary of the 

method each conversation was transcribed and summarised in ‘field notes’ which were 

returned for participant appraisal. Alterations were made according to feedback 

supplied. As Moen states ‘…creating a narrative implies a process whereby an accurate 

story…occurs in collaboration between… researcher and…research subject becomes 

fixed in a written text’ (2006 p. 6). The ‘fixing’ of the text went on to be threaded 

through the narrative construction of the thesis.  

At this point imagination and metaphor were deliberately incorporated into the writing 

method; these are intrinsically pertinent to the thesis topic. Woods (1996) indicates 

‘…the use of imagination can stimulate the imagination’; to know a cake one must eat, 

to know imagination as a thesis one must construct with it.  

Theory and method for the narrative construction phase.  

The purpose of the narrative construction phase – participant displays – was to frame 

and integrate the research by forming a holistic narrative that incorporated all 

participants’ voices. I aimed to construct and display my ‘intersubjective understanding 

of the narrative [’s]’ (Moen 2006, p.8) whilst also incorporating relevant theory. I 

experimented with a range of possible representations which familiarised me with the 
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participant stories in multiple ways and provoked my own imagination. With supervisory 

assistance I chose a narrative form that closely represented the teachers’ stories to bring 

‘as much harmony as possible’ across all research levels (Moen, 2006). This narrative 

was, for each participant, something that could represent ‘her or his life as a teacher’ 

and harmonise with ‘her or his life as lived or experienced’ (p. 8). A key aim was to 

‘capture each research subject’s voice’ (Moen 2006, p. 8).  

In my process of forming the displays I set out goals and checked them along the way – 

as follows…  

1. The teacher’s voice sounds; the story’s perspective is their own.  

2. Their meaning for imagination and its expression in pedagogy are displayed.  

3. Their context (the living place and time) is embedded.  

4. The relation to their student is foregrounded.  

5. Superfluous material is gone.  

6. A story unfolds.  

7. The reader’s senses are stimulated and they too can imagine.  

Goals 1/2 were chosen to ensure that the teacher’s own ‘art’ was made visible. Goal 3 

fixes the display as anchored in the specific – it is not remote or abstract; goal 4. ensures 

that the crucial connection to (absent) students is made central: since this is their 

professional purpose. Goals 5-7 were to ensure comprehension, narrative flow, interest 

and connection to the reader’s own imagination as a research process. Through these 

goals I felt I could faithfully reflect agreed-upon meanings identified by the participants 

and express accurately their unique, autonomous thoughts and expressions about their 

pedagogies of imagination: including how each person used imagination for both 

planning and implementation or enactment of curriculum. A criterion for sound reflexive 

research listed by Flick (2006) is whether, ‘the text [is] faithful to the context and the 

individuals it is supposed to represent’ (p. 406). In my trialling of various forms for the 

displays I noted a loss of vibrancy with translation from audio to written word, and when 

I constructed my own stories about their meanings. This brought home to me the 

significance of context to meaning-making as spoken of by Bakhtin. The living expression 

has tonality, musicality, emphasis and accentuation, and this brings the vitality. In the 
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displays the reader experiences the research conversations vicariously, I have tried to 

retain each person’s ‘voice’ to maximise this sense. After working on the displays I 

turned to the literature analysis; I returned to re-evaluate them with the final 

construction of the thesis. For reasons of concision and constraints of form the final 

displays directly express the teachers’ own spoken words to address the thesis 

questions. I also aimed for reliability and equitable representation. Although the audio 

recordings would have offered the richest sense of each person’s meaning, the written 

word’s capacity to provoke images – such as when reading a novel – means each more 

than one-dimension, and using their own words means each person’s unique voice will 

be heard.  

Imagination and metaphor find a place in the method.  

I experimented with a range of possible metaphors to frame and shape the thesis 

narrative then chose one that appealed – an imaginAtrium: a fictional domus from 

classical Greco-Roman times (the original architectural atrium originated in those times. 

This became the place I homed into; where I housed the thesis. For two years my 

research work was anchored in this three dimensional virtual ‘place’ – which shape-

shifted as my thinking altered. I researched classical history, sourced visual 

representations; I walked within the domus walls as I worked. The metaphor awakened 

my imagination and gave the thesis height, breadth and depth. Once I dreamed of diving 

into its glowing depths. As I learned about the ancient domus I developed a classical 

vocabulary which tuned me into those times. The methodology was housed in the 

foundations: the hypocaust, from whence it was ducted upward to each thesis space. 

Reflection was centred at the impluvium: the domus’ rain basin and fountain. I viewed 

the participants’ conversations in light of theory at the compluvium – the domus’ central 

light well. There were also rooms ‘cubicula’ for multiple teacher narratives: to express 

their unique perceptions of imagination as a pedagogy.  

Below is one of my sketches of the imaginAtrium, there were multiple versions: the 

floorplan changed as my thesis thinking evolved and as I learned more about the ancient 

structure. I imagined it in three dimensions and walked (virtually) inside its walls.  
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Sketches of the imaginAtrium 
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Through the metaphor my attention was drawn into the world view of those who 

walked in ancient Greece and Rome when imagination as a concept was first formally 

discussed as a philosophical notion; two thousand years ago. It set up a conversation 

across cultural eras; as I immersed myself in that ‘other’ world view I started to see 

imagination differently: my contemporary prejudices limited by a western scientific 

world view dissolved away and allowed new meaning-making. The use of a metaphor 

also nourished my process by keeping my artistic side engaged. It also fostered inductive 

and intuitive links to readings I would otherwise not have contemplated. The metaphor 

is behind all references to ekphrasis and how imagination was understood in ancient 

history. It ended up contributing much to enrich the thesis – there were odd but often 

fascinating leads that ultimately led to a far deeper understanding of how imagination 

than would otherwise have been possible. The metaphor primed my attention toward 

the world-view of ancient times – the domus companioned my process and kept me in a 

liminal space between truth and fiction, between concrete and virtual. This was 

productive of an inter-textual dialogue about imagination between eras – then and now.  

Ricoeur (1991) affirms the value of bringing different world views into dialogic relation, 

saying the ancient way of ‘seeing’ was no less real for inhabitants of ancient Greece or 

Rome than ours is for us. That era became, for me, a ‘possible mode of being… [with]…a 

symbolic dimension’; the domus brought ‘…that symbolic dimension to [my] being-in-

the-world’ (Ricoeur 1991, p. 314). Reading the works of classical scholars like Webb 

(2009) and Bradley (2014) helped me ‘see’ through ancient Roman eyes then transferred 

that seeing’s relevance to my contemporary meaning-making. As Ricoeur would put it, 

this gave, ‘face, body and contour’ (Ricoeur 1991, p. 122), to the concept of dialogic 

imagination. It also freed me up to explore in a more interdisciplinary way; to step 

beyond social sciences into a range of other reading. A metaphoric space allowed 

imagination to be ‘real enough’ for serious consideration but meant I could avoid fixity 

and literalism: I stayed with emergent meaning-making process as it opened up.  

All kinds of surprising links were made through this metaphoric process. One example 

encountered along the way arose from deciding that the domus’ floorplan could act as a 

mnemonic for readers: they would locate themselves in the thesis to remember where 

they were through the different rooms. Imagine my surprise when I researched the word 
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mnemonic and discovered it came from the ancient Greek goddess of memory, 

Mnemosyne. I searched for a picture and found an ancient Roman mosaic from a domus 

entrance in which she is depicted ‘helping’ a person remember by smacking their head. 

As I looked at it I remembered the word ‘manifest’ which is used to describe the 

appearance of an image to the mind, I had previously investigated its meaning which is 

literally struck with the hand – manu: hand, festus: struck. I connected the word to the 

picture and was ‘struck’ by its sense-making. Did Mnemosyne make images ‘manifest’? 

And what a fascinating word – it means to make evident, obvious, plain; to appear in 

visible form; to reveal or display; all this resonated with the action of the image in the 

Bakhtin-Ricoeur-Brockmeier meaning-making framework.  This sense-making has a 

different logic. Bakhtin (1981) refers to an ‘ocean of heteroglossia’ that includes the 

‘mythological, religious, socio-political, literary…along with all the other cultural-

ideological systems that belong to it’ (p. 368). Following a metaphoric process which 

included both word and image helped develop a sense of virtual ‘place’ for me and a 

way in to a different kind of understanding.  

The metaphor of the imaginAtrium dovetailed with the dimension of place in 

representing my narrative inquiry; the dimension of ‘time’ was satisfied too in that the 

imaginAtrium metaphor sequenced and structured my process – it brought a logic and 

scope that helped me form up my argument as a greater whole. The broad scope of 

heteroglossia (the dimension of ‘sociality’) was suggested to me through the virtual, 

inter-textual meeting space of my architectural metaphor. This was where I, my 

theorists, other scholars and the participants could come together. This gives some clues 

as to how specific ‘…dimensions of [the] inquiry space…’ (Clandinin, Pushor & Orr, 2007, 

p. 479) were established through the use of the metaphor.  

The metaphor also expressed dialogic imagination in action: I ‘saw’ the thesis ‘as’ an 

ancient Roman domus.  My meaning-making process, at both a macro and micro level, 

reflected this. Imagine, for example, my surprise when I subsequently read Bradley’s 

(2014) contention that metaphoric seeing: (this summarises the Bakhtin-Ricoeur-

Brockmeier framework) was how the ancients’ of classical times ‘saw’ the world! Then, 

through my reading of theory I learned that Ricoeur theorised imagination brought 

about this metaphoric seeing. I was impressed by this ‘serendipitous link’. Now I do not 
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see it this way: I understand it follows the logic of metaphor, a logic of leaps, not steps. 

And those leaps are not haphazard: they depend upon one’s personal experiences, and 

capacity for fluidity and imagination expressed in the making of dialogic associations. 

Intertextuality means the views of diverse scholars are brought together to bridge the 

meaning of different eras, and to marry scholarly disciplines.  

What is this metaphoric cognition or ‘seeing-as’? Watch what happens in your mind as 

you let go and rest in your imagination. Read the following words which were conveyed 

to me in a dream…      ‘Scotland - my wild, sweet homeland’.  

Play with these words in your mind. Do images arise? What images? Scotland as ‘wild’ 

led me to imagine great mountains swirling with clouds. ‘Sweet’ brought the scent of 

wild thyme, I found myself wandering across foothills in my imagination with a ‘sense’ of 

‘being’ within a romantic, poetic landscape. These brief words offered a narrative that 

created a vehicle for me to ‘see’ them ‘as’ image. Though I have never been to Scotland 

my cultural experiences include stories, poetry, song, pictures and paintings of its 

landscape. This is but one example – it certainly does not sum up the experience which 

is different in every instance.  

When the time to formally analyse the conversations arrived I stepped away from the 

metaphor. I was at that time too immersed in ancient times, the metaphor cluttered 

clear process: I struggled to keep to the study’s requirements because the field of 

meaning had become so capacious I had lost the boundaries necessary to my primary 

goals and a clear path toward my research mission. Once I stepped out of the metaphor I 

found I could systematically analyse to answer the narrative inquiry question.  

Theory and method for analysis – informal.  

In narrative inquiry methodology, as outlined above, meaning and understanding are the 

goals and writing is the method and expression of inquiry: the living researcher is the 

instrument of knowledge-gathering (Elliott, 2005) and knowledge generation. This 

means my own mental analysis is exercised and involved throughout: and the research 

process is about my learning: through it my ‘self’ is transformed. I listen to my 

participants’ words; I re-read our conversations multiple times (each has its own 
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‘character’); I absorb their meaning holistically. This is not formal analysis, it can’t be 

dissected or charted in detail, nevertheless it is substantial to my understanding. Elliott 

(2005) confirms that ‘the early or preliminary stage [of analysis] usually relies on the 

individual researcher’s intuition… [which, she says]…is much more difficult to document 

or explain’ (p. 157).  

My underlying research goal was to gain insight into imagination as a pedagogical 

strategy. Such insight primarily relies on the participants providing, ‘a relatively accurate 

description of events or experiences through time’ (Elliott 2005, p. 42). But what is this 

‘insight’? Alvesson and Skoldberg (2000) suggest that insight arrives, ‘…not by laborious 

pondering, but rather at a stroke, whereby patterns in complex wholes are illuminated 

by a kind of mental flashlight, giving an immediate and complete overview’ (p. 91).  As 

with my grasp of Mnemosyne and ‘manifest’ could this reflect a ‘seeing-as’ – a 

metaphoric seeing: the very kind portrayed in my thesis theoretical perspective? Woods 

(1996) proposes a similar view when he states that imagination can enable, ‘empathetic 

understanding, provide new insights, cause us to see things as not seen before, identify 

patterns that fit together in holistic ways [and] suggest general truths from particular 

situations…’ (p.92). These are dialogic understandings. As described above Bakhtin’s 

dialogism sees ‘self’ as the enactment of one’s own living centre of meaning-making 

which expresses (or manifests) dialogic power through ‘utterance’. By paying attention 

to my utterances I may chart ‘…how insight and understanding were revealed and 

conveyed…’ As I describe and express my process I may be able to dialogically arouse 

resonating thoughts or feelings in my readers. As it turned out the use of the ancient 

Roman domus metaphor – the imaginAtrium – turned out to be a great source of such 

insight.  

Theory and method for analysis – formal.  

My formal analytic goals were fourfold…  

1. To showcase the teachers’ unique, individual expressions and understandings so 

it became evident how imagination was, to each, a pedagogy in form and 

process.  
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2. To identify the teachers’ meanings for imagination.  

3. To make sense of their perception of imagination as of value: therefore potent 

for teaching and learning purposes.  

4. To apply the theoretical perspective: to compare and contrast the Bakhtin-

Brockmeier-Ricoeur framework to their narratives.  

Each goal builds toward the next.  

Goal One: is accomplished by sharing the teachers’ pedagogical expressions chosen to 

be shared via their artefacts. Above I have set out how I constructed these narratives.  

Goals Two and Three: analysis is accomplished by examining the content and semantics 

of the narrative in order to analyse each conversation for the meanings of imagination 

contained therein. I also identify and discuss themes that emerge and how these are 

distributed amongst the participants: this permits complexity. Polkinghorne (1988) 

indicates that analysis of a storied text such as this thesis is a process of deepening 

understanding. The purpose is not to reduce but to expand comprehension so that the 

social and cultural significance is grasped. 

My analytic process to identify the participants’ meanings involves systematically sifting 

each conversation to identify all passages that discuss imagination; then highlighting and 

organising them according to categories:  

a) references to imagination’s meaning in light of the artefact;  

b) to its nature,  

c) to how a participant construes and makes sense of it,  

d) references to its value or significance.  

Following this I identify specific themes that emerge from the collected meanings and 

discuss them in a narrative that summarises, compares and contrasts. I identify 

complexities, nuances, draw out generalisations and portray their distribution across 

participants while incorporating individual teacher quotations to illustrate themes. 

Where relevant I draw in context, pedagogical intent and the curriculum artefact.  
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Goal Four: Method of analysis for applying the theoretical framework  

A theoretical framework, according to Cameron (2003) is needed because it makes the 

research coherent and can help justify the questions asked. It also helps guide the 

research process along a logical pathway. This view marries well with Bakhtin’s 

understanding of the relationship between practice and theory. My rationale for 

carrying it out is set out below.  

I deliberately use Ricoeur’s (1991) and Hillman’s (1975) analytic process of ‘seeing 

through’ or ‘seeing-as’: a metaphoric process of insight, as appropriate to the theoretical 

perspective. Ideas are used to open the mind to greater depths. What I ‘see through to’ 

is the Bakhtin-Ricoeur-Brockmeier framework for dialogic imagination summarised in 

the theoretical chapter as four dimensions. ‘Seeing-through’ or ‘seeing-as’ is a process 

used to discern where the framework may be active in the participants’ narratives. 

Hillman states that ‘seeing-through’ depends on a ‘quality of reflection’ which is 

‘…conscious, intentional, subjective, signifying, interior, and deep… [it is also]…a process 

of deliteralising …a search for the imaginal in the heart of things by means of ideas’ 

(Hillman 1975, p. 136). To deliteralise is to dissolve fixed meanings (for example a firm, 

unitary, uncontested, statement such as a fact or stereotype). Deliteralisation facilitates 

opening to broader or deeper meanings. Accorinti (n.d.):  

Imagination is a way to construct pertinence…In the tension…a new meaning 

emerges…to imagine is, above all, to re-structure semantic fields. Metaphor is 

always the active resolution of an enigma, of a semantic dissonance… 

Translated to my research goals: I will allow the framework to manifest and then see 

through the participants’ words to the B-R-B framework and discern dialogic 

imagination: meaning-making that arises when image and word meet during dialogue.  

‘Seeing through’ can be understood as a series of steps – below I set them out and 

explain my rationale for each.  

Step 1.  I allow the participant’s words to ‘sound’ in my consciousness whilst I am 

dialogically open to anecdotes in the participants’ conversations that seem to ‘pattern’ 

and may thus be congruent with the B-R-B theorised framework of dialogic imagination 
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as metaphoric action. Through conscious alertness I discern the framework by allowing 

possibility to present itself, trusting and letting go. I allow all I have previously 

experienced of the theoretical background to the thesis to co-habit my attention. 

Hillman (1975) describes the process of seeing through as watching out for moments of 

puzzlement that open to depths. Such moments may arouse internal images in response 

to the teachers’ living words; I may become conscious of these. Then imagination may 

activate image and give a ‘face, a contour, a body’ to meaning as it is presented to my 

mind (Ricoeur, 1994): the image manifests. In applying concentrated alertness I also 

develop Bakhtin’s idea that practice opens doors for theory: both my own research 

practice and the teachers’ pedagogical practice.  

Step 2. I consciously interiorise/subjectivise so as to ‘see through’ to the framework: I 

reflect upon and speculate on ways the anecdotes may convey the B-R-B framework.  I 

here become the vehicle for witnessing the B-R-B framework. This form of analysis is 

consistent with the theoretical perspective itself: I analyse by using narrative and 

dialogic imagination, I use the framework to find the framework. I become aware of the 

dialogic space and hold the moment of puzzlement this calls up heteroglossia, 

interanimation can occur, insight is organised. Meaning can then be made (via 

imagination as the image). I consider what may be ‘behind’ what is immediately 

apparent. Hillman (1975) indicates that in consequence of the process what seems at 

first apparent, subsequently becomes less apparent – this alerts to the emergence of 

deeper insights. It is a process of descent: I penetrate (via interiorising/subjectivising) to 

‘see through’. The method is also congruent with dialogism leading on to an 

inexhaustible opening up (Bakhtin, 1981).  

Step 3. I let the vignette take my mind on a journey. This allows it to ‘open me up’ to 

greater heteroglossic conditions within. Hillman’s process invites me to a) consider 

image, likeness, metaphor; b) penetrate, expose, bring out; c) look for feelings, values, 

emotion, drama; d) elaborate further or retell; e) use ‘because’ or ‘as-if’ and metaphor. 

f) note what now seems ‘more real’; more powerful or valuable than what was 

previously superficially ‘evident’. It is a metaphoric process in which I allow my ‘world 

view’ to respond and helps me ‘see’ the teachers’ words ‘as’ the B. B. R. framework 

(Ricoeur’s phrase); or alternatively to ‘see through’ their words to the framework 
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(Hillman’s phrase). Metaphor is, according to Hillman (1975) is permanently ambiguous 

(p. 153) – this means it is never finalised – this casts light on what Bakhtin means when 

he talks of dialogic discourse as always unfinalised. Metaphor places us in ‘two 

ontological positions at once…’ This connects to Brockmeier’s (2009) narrative 

imagination theory we live in ‘…more than one reality…context of meaning…order of 

time…’ (p. 228) and Wegerif & Yang’s (2011) view that in the dialogic space, ‘two or 

more perspectives are held together in tension’ (p. 4). 

The next stage of my analytic process is to organise and prepare to compare and 

contrast the teachers’ examples of congruence with the B. B. R. frame. I draw up tables 

to detail individual teachers’ words that pattern specific aspects of the framework which 

accord with dimensions discussed in detail above. I later use the tables, drawing from 

them as I write narratives that set out my analytic observations; along the way I select 

particular quotations from the teachers’ words to illustrate how they interpret the 

dimensions.  

In this section I have summarised indicative conditions for inquiring into four dimensions 

that comprise the theoretical frame which are based on scholarly perspectives and the 

theoretical writings of Brockmeier, Bakhtin and Ricoeur, augmented by prior 

conceptualisations of imagination. Later I use these indicative conditions to compare 

and contrast the teachers’ research understandings so that, through them, we can 

discern whether their combined theory predicts the teachers’ pedagogy, meanings for 

imagination and perceptions of its potency.   

Criteria for narrative inquiry: ensuring research rigour.  

In the narrative inquiry approach, actual vicarious experience is valued: in my research I 

assume that teachers know. As mentioned previously such knowledge is understood to 

be constructed within local and specific contexts and truths that emerge come out of 

negotiation and dialogue. Knowledge thus coalesces around community consensus: 

multiple voices are invited as teachers share ‘what is “real,” what is useful, and what has 

meaning…for action and further steps…’ (Lincoln & Guba, 2000, p167).  
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Criteria for quality within narrative research arises from values like trustworthiness and 

authenticity. Others asserted by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) are for a narrative to 

have ‘…adequacy and plausibility,’ (p. 185). All four mentioned here are meaningful in 

the context of a ‘community narrative’ which is ‘itself subject to the temporal and 

historical conditions that give rise to the community…’ (p. 178). It is unlikely that fixed 

‘Truths’ could ever be established in relation to imagination: but to test a ‘framework’ is 

entirely consistent with social constructionism; such frameworks may also be 

transferable. Imagination is a topic in which the ‘…primary field of interest [is] precisely… 

subjective and intersubjective social knowledge and the active construction and 

cocreation of such knowledge by human/ agents…produced by human consciousness,’ 

(Lincoln & Guba, 2000 p. 176/177) – it exemplifies the kind of subject matter that is 

eminently suited to narrative inquiry.  

The goal of this thesis is to generate new meaning about imagination in teaching and 

learning. If words in Bakhtin’s sense are ‘alive’ they may ‘mean’ in many ways and will be 

available to be played with, negotiated and disputed within respondents’ minds. To do 

this they are experienced as ‘internally persuasive’, they express a ‘ring of truth’. Under 

such circumstances I do not have to ‘force them down anyone’s throat’: the words can 

‘speak for themselves’. I will express the thesis with sufficient clarity to afford meaning-

making between us. If my living discourse is centrifugal in action, the meaning I make 

here may go on to ‘dialogue’ further and be construed by others so it can become part 

of broader living discourse. If, however, I were to present it as ‘fact’, that is as a fixed 

unitary understanding with an unchangeable, intact and stable meaning, a different 

dynamic would have been expressed. As we saw above, Bakhtin (1981) declares 

undisputed facts to be barely alive. They bear little fertility for ongoing meaning but 

must be accepted and conformed to or rejected. He says: 

Understanding, so conceived, is inevitably abstract: it is completely separated from 

the living, ideological power of the word to mean - from its truth or falsity, its 

significance or insignificance, beauty or ugliness. Such a reified word-thing cannot 

be understood by attempts to penetrate its meaning dialogically: there can be no 

conversing with such a word. (p. 352) 
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In light of the making of meaning here I concur largely with Ricoeur’s (1991) view – in 

particular with his statement on how important it is to offer fullness of explanatory 

content. He says understanding is the outcome of all explanation that leads to it. I 

largely concur but in my view and experience a ‘feeling’ dimension can accompany 

understanding; it is not only a matter of linguistic explanation. When explanatory 

procedures satisfactorily mediate meaning, the ‘rightness’ of the argument, as proposed 

by Neisser (2003) is affirmed for a respondent. This ‘rightness’ is: 

something other than a truth value. Rightness is a feeling – how it sounds, which 

mood it evokes, what style it expresses. The feeling of rightness is…a judgment of fit 

between imaginal frameworks. Metaphoric “seeing as,” then, is a reflectively 

developed thought process that integrates semantic structures with sensory images 

and other embodied values, (p. 48)  

This ‘rightness’ to me is consistent with a sense of resonance a sense of harmonious 

‘vibration’ of the content with one’s sense of truth. What I present is a work of living 

discourse: all are invited to dispute, converse with, accept or deny the ideas – all are 

invited to make meaning from them. If I presented it as ‘fact’ none of the above could 

follow, including the construal of them as facts, by my readers. Facts, by definition 

supposedly indisputable, cannot be dialogued with (‘the facts are the facts’ as many a 

politician has been heard to state). As Bakhtin states, imagination as a set of facts could 

only be transmitted whole to your mind: in unitary, abstract statements. Such deposition 

would not, by definition be, a ‘thesis’.  

In this proposal I draw strength from Woods (1996, p. 92). He advocates for three 

criteria for quality, and all are pertinent to the idea of validity in relation to this thesis. 

All vindicate the choice of a reflexive methodology: all are dependent, at least partially, 

upon reflexivity. His criteria are:  

1. depth of insight and understanding.  

2. appositeness of representation to reflect faithfully… how the insight and 

understanding were revealed and conveyed.  
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3. ‘catalytic’ power to ‘move’…to increase understanding, arouse feeling, touch a 

nerve that starts new chains of thought or feeling…The ‘aesthetic, political, 

emotional link with those about whom they write…’ (p. 93)    

 

These criteria are consistent with a narrative inquiry methodology and Bakhtin’s 

ontology. While, as a structure the thesis needs to be cohesive, congruent, and an 

interconnected whole, what is also significant is the assumption that teachers know and 

their knowing leads them to act intentionally out of a personal understanding of how 

imagination works based on the honing of their art through practice over time. This 

contention is confirmed by McKernan (2007) when he says that teachers of imagination 

create a personal pedagogy which is expressed through the ‘art of their teaching’.  

Lincoln and Guba (2000) set out that a narrative research methodology supports 

research goals of ‘understanding’ and ‘reconstructing’ participants’ knowledge and their 

personal perspectives. Clarity, accuracy and authenticity in presenting each person’s 

story are significant.  They argue that a strong narrative inquiry has an explanatory, 

invitational quality; it is adequate and plausible.  The reflexivity and wakefulness 

supports researcher awareness during all research processes and puts narrative inquiry 

firmly into the present moment. Through keeping a reflexive research journal to 

document knowledge along the way I have scrutinised what I know and how I know it in 

the development of knowledge claims (Hertz 1997, p. viii). In my application of the 

theoretical perspective (the B-R-B framework) I have increased potential transferability 

as set out above.  

Reflections on my narrative process 

Every scholar whose work is discussed here has contributed an aspect of the brilliant 

puzzle that is imagination in life – a puzzle that beguiles, enlightens, engages and 

transports us with its bounty. This thesis began, as indicated in chapter one, in my own 

piloting of the experience of interviewing; my supervisor tried out my research questions 

on me. When we were about half way into the conversation she posed a question, ‘How 

do you understand imagination now? Really, in a nutshell, as promised earlier I will here 

reveal what I said. Imagination happens when: 
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your heart engages with your head…[with]…imagination you’ve got this…intuitive 

awareness of the life in a thing…you can empathise…put yourself in…play with it…  

You can have all these…dead facts…concepts…information but…it’s imagination 

[that]…puts …life into the room…[I]t…happens in your head but if your heart’s not 

engaged…you won’t go there… 

Imagination is…the imagining part of our mind…we take in [and]…play with pictures 

[that]…connect to our emotional being…it’s about the visual… [it’s] the way we 

connect…it operates through all of our senses… 

I began the thesis with this base level understanding which emerged when I was asked 

to voice my living meaning in an open discourse. While, at the time, I saw myself as a 

beginner in theory of imagination, now I see I did have a theory of my own – drawn from 

practice. This applies to all the research participants. It indicates that I was right to start 

from the presumption that teachers knew what they were doing. This supports Bakhtin’s 

proposal that practice extends and confirms theory; it is not the other way round.  

Back when I was asked this question I didn’t know it but I was identifying imagining as a 

living, active force in the classroom connected to image and stories via sensory 

experience. Like other participants I recognised that when the students’ own worlds 

were brought into the learning environment classroom management was improved (for 

younger children in particular these include worlds of imagination). I knew imagination 

connected to emotion and personal energy. I knew it generated connection to personal 

internal landscapes that could bridge identity and curriculum; I knew it brought 

curriculum to life and made it real: the students’ own. It therefore could personalise 

learning. I could also differentiate monologic (lifeless) from dialogic (living) dynamics and 

understood imagination’s multi-sensory dimensions. When I use the word ‘heart’ it 

shows I was aware that sense of self and connection to emotion were part of 

imagination. The really new learning started when I voiced the word ‘life’. With it a 

kernel of meaning was born, and, when I read Bakhtin’s essay and recognised that ‘life’ 

in his living discourse it sprouted. I am still in awe of the insight he has given me – an 

‘inside’ understanding of dialogic human interplay; one that I lacked when I first 
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interviewed these teachers. At the start I could hardly make sense of some of their 

ideas: now I really ‘get’ their ideas and thoughts.  

Later I sensed a fuller story waited to be told, because though Bakhtin spoke often 

of the image he did not speak of imagination in his discussions of living discourse. 

Upon reading Ricoeur’s (1994) philosophy of imagination, I recognised he had 

plumbed imagination’s action and described it accurately as, simultaneously, an 

‘emerging meaning’. I realised Thomas’s theorising was distinctly in sympathy. 

Early on in my literature search I’d come across an article, by Brockmeier (2009). I 

could hardly understand but sensed its significance: when I returned to it after 

reading Bakhtin and Ricoeur, I could understand his concept of narrative 

imagination and saw its place in their theory.  

Ethics  

The research was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee and was 

conducted in accordance with its requirements.  

The methodology of narrative inquiry is permeated with ethical consideration 

throughout. In particular, according to Connelly and Clandinin (2006), it is:  

the relational ethics of narrative inquiry [that] need special consideration…inquirers 

must deepen…what it means to live in relation in an ethical way…ends-in-view are 

imagined…inquirer-participant relationships unfold…[ethics clearly apply to how]… 

participants are represented in research texts.  (p. 483)  

Prioritisation of the relation speaks powerfully to the thesis’ overarching philosophy of 

constructionism and – within its field or purview – to the thesis theoretical perspective: 

dialogism. Dialogism is characterized by respectful inter-relation. I treat the other as a 

thou: respectfully; as an autonomous person with a will and mind of their own.  

Collegiality, listening attentively and responding with genuineness were kept at the 

forefront of my mind, before, during and following our conversational encounters. The 

interviews were held at the very beginning of the research process. While I had carried 

out a thorough review of literature for imagination and education to prepare for my 
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confirmation of candidature and I had settled on the methodology and method, I had 

not read broad philosophical literature about imagination. The participants and I were 

colleagues in education, in fact for many of the teacher interviews I felt very much the 

learner: I did not feel confident in my comprehension of what was being told to me; I 

stumbled along from word to word, grasping at meaning. I literally took them ‘at their 

word’; confident each person knew their own thinking. I focused on drawing out the 

ideas presented to me on face value. I took care that our meetings were held in the 

teachers’ own contexts where they could be at ease, at times which did not intrude on 

their schedules. I invited meaning-making through inquiring into their expressions and 

ideas: I did not try to push my own interpretation, by respecting their words; I trusted 

that over time I would come to penetrate their meanings. And this turned out to be true: 

it was via the B.B.R. that, in the end, I did make sense of their understandings of 

imagination, even though each person had their own ideas, language, style, emphasis, 

and phrasing.  

This educational research inquiry involved teacher professionals as equals and adults, 

and began with the participants’ voluntary and informed consent. Since I had no 

previous connection to any of the teachers there is no likelihood that our relationship 

was dependent or unequal.  A Plain Language Information Statement was prepared 

which contained all necessary information. The teachers identified themselves as 

teachers who used pedagogies of imagination. Participation was openly invited, but 

teachers were informed they could withdraw at any time without explanation, none did.  

It was expected that teachers would benefit through mutual reflection upon their ideas, 

meanings and practice as they shared their knowledge and experience. I certainly gained 

from their wisdom and insight. There was little likelihood of research burden in 

consequence of our discussions as it was about sharing professional practice: there was 

little potential for distress, issues of privacy or content that might give rise to legal 

vulnerability, to arise. While confidentiality was initially assured to all participants, each 

person verbally agreed for their names to be used in the research presentation. No 

student was named in any research record.   
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The research conversations were reflective and supportive – though they were tired 

after our long deep discussion most participants closed with statements of feeling 

grateful for the opportunity to clarify their own practice: by articulating it, they better 

understood their own rationales.  

Here I conclude the thesis methodology and epistemology. In the following chapter the 

six teachers’ expressions for their pedagogies of imagination are conveyed as narratives, 

along with their meanings and perceptions of imagination’s potency for teaching and 

learning.   
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Chapter Six: Displays of participant conversations.  

As I present the participants’ words I keep in mind that I am acting from constructionist 

and dialogic understandings: each person is understood to express a ‘self’ and to 

embody their own unique, life-long, dialogic, meaning-making idea-system which is 

updated through daily experiences; each also practises his or her art of teaching using 

autonomous judgment, agency and subjectivity. Each teacher is also assumed to apply 

their pedagogy of imagination in unique moments that are alive with heteroglossia 

which influence meaning-making. Being awake to the hints and expressions of that 

heteroglossia the teacher draws into their teaching process student needs; their own 

priorities and memories; their professional values and ethics; the emotions expressed as 

they engage students; the prior planning that has helped structure the learning event; 

their individual ‘art-form’; existing curriculum requirements; and a multitude of other 

pressures and influences (these could be personal, social, environmental and so on). 

Their ‘art of teaching’ adjusts in the living moment to these different pressures and 

influences which leverage current meaning-making. Bakhtin’s thought that heteroglossia 

is unlimited is credible when we consider that the teachers’ displays of their pedagogy 

constitute but a moment in time in each person’s life trajectory and that each is 

simultaneously drawing upon selected memories from many years of experience as they 

converse about their pedagogy.  

Three research participants are disciplinary specialists (in History, Science, Earth 

education); three are generalist teachers in the primary sector, and their work reflects 

this difference in teaching role. The generalists adapted their pedagogies of imagination 

(collectively) across general primary curriculum studies; however, one teacher had a 

particular interest in the thinking curriculum and integrated it into these general studies. 

One of the disciplinary specialists, the Earth educator also spoke about the teaching of 

mathematics to early primary children.  

Preliminary note - the teachers’ enthusiasms.  

Each person expressed certain enthusiasms which were interwoven with their 

curriculum and planning discussion. While all participants understood their professional 
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role as one of negotiating curriculum with students – in their research conversations 

each expresses their teaching ‘art’ individually. As we conversed I noticed that each 

person expressed these enthusiasms enthusiastically, portraying them as part of their 

professional role yet they also seemed inseparable from their personal identities: the 

saying ‘whatever floats your boat’ comes to mind. To differing degrees they were spoken 

of as overlapping both their professional and personal lives. It was apparent that the 

participants’ inclinations in their pedagogies of imagination were profoundly influenced 

by these enthusiasms and that they intermingled both with what each person loves 

about teaching and what they do in their teaching. This accords with Brockmeier’s 

(2009) understanding that: ‘…the conduct of action is under the sway of intentional 

states, such as beliefs, desires, emotions, and moral commitments, states which in turn 

are interwoven with culture, society, and history’. All participants furthermore talked of 

the importance of narrative, literature and/or storytelling to their curriculum but in 

different ways: for some the emphasis was upon fictional (Lynn’s Letter Lickers), for 

others it was non-fictional story: (Peter’s real-life ‘cutting-edge’ stories of science.) All 

used stories as prompts for their curriculum in different ways.  

I introduce each person’s pedagogy with a discussion of their enthusiasms.  

Narrative - Elisabeth May’s pedagogy of imagination.  

Elisabeth’s expressions of imagination in her curriculum 

Lis is a painter; she also says: ‘I am really fascinated by thinking. ’ These are what I 

understand as her enthusiasms. She began our conversation by showing me with 

watercolour paintings that showed rather than ‘told’ her understandings of imagination, 

explaining how tied up she felt when trying to write her random thoughts. When, 

instead, she painted - she could make sense of it. A painting of imagination is 

simultaneously a metaphor and a kind of embodied understanding (it is created through 

physical actions). She is being responsive to her own prompts about imagination by 

imagination. Her personal enjoyment of imagination as she paints shows her enthusiasm 

for it as an experience: ‘…painting or drawing …part of me…goes into pure imagination… 
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[it] isn’t about language or memory. . . I love it when you get there…it’s a different place 

altogether. ’   

Her pedagogy of imagination combines her enthusiasms: for example in the intriguing 

picture books she reads to her students which have artistic pictures and stories that 

evoke and carry imagination and also provoke thinking. As well, in her thinking 

curriculum as it relates to science, health and the humanities, Lis wants students to 

become aware of their own inner storying of the world by putting them into contact 

with their idea-systems. She gives them story trajectories that pose questions: ‘Who is a 

drug user’? or ‘How did space begin?’ How children learn to think is, as she sees it, a 

teacher’s core business and if teachers don’t take up their responsibility to help them 

understand thinking as a process the child may learn to think through haphazard means.  

In her learning event narrative imagination is adopted as a process of making thinking 

evident: the visual art constructs a narrative. She seeks to make students’ world-views 

evident to them through their own drawings: ‘my goal is to stir their imagination’. Their 

interplay with imagination, made visible, does the work: provoked by simple words. Lis’s 

imagination is clearly narrative but it is not linear; this is perhaps how she distinguishes it 

from thinking. It is like thinking-in-three-dimensions; it has ‘breadth, height and depth’; 

it is also holistic: ‘…there are things…inexpressible in language [that]…are… expressible 

in image and music. ’   

Through her thinking curriculum Lis provokes her students to update their ‘inner 

landscapes’ against reality but, she says, ‘I don’t try and dominate them, I just try and 

provide an environment where they learn to be who they are…where they have an 

opportunity to be the best ‘me’ that they can be. ’ She does not see it as necessary to 

‘enforce’ a student’s perception of what reality is (e. g. these are the facts), she leaves 

them free to decide for themselves (this maintains a dialogic stance). They do however, 

‘need to be challenged to think for themselves… [otherwise] they just go along like a 

little pudding…Are there aliens out there, what do you believe? Is there a god? What 

colour is that? How do you know it’s red?’ Lis encourages students to draw ‘as-if’ their 

inner idea-system is a living landscape of the mind so they can actually ‘see’ it in the 

drawings. This, to me, evokes Ricoeur’s theory. He, for example describes imagination as 
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referencing fiction (see her students’ sketches). When it does so, he says, it has a power 

to ‘redescribe reality’: this, to me, is precisely what Lis is attempting with her students: 

they witness and challenge their own fictions!  

Lis begins her conversation by saying:   

as a teacher one of my jobs is to find keys to unlock or stir imagination, and 

combine ideas in unexpected and unconventional ways…I’m thinking all the time of 

why you would do it as a teacher… What’s the outcome…you want…? Is it just a 

person developing their imagination or does it have social meaning as well? … I 

think it does.  

When Lis began teaching she was already mixing with young children and had watched 

them interacting. She says, ‘I think…children inhabit a different …mental landscape…I 

want them to hang onto that ability to imagine and create different things; see things 

from other people’s point of view…’ Imagination in the classroom, she says:  

needs a bit of care…there are probably people who have a…strong capacity for 

using their imagination but…others…get squished from the time they come to 

school… [In] schools…we have that privilege of nurturing their imagination, helping 

them to understand it and access it, helping them to grow it…That’s part of my job I 

suppose…stirring that imagination like lots of ‘What Ifs?’.  

Her professional intent includes the culture of her classroom and her broader goals: 

I decided that in my classroom I wanted…to enable kids to explore their imagination 

… I wanted to give them room to move so they could do that…I like an orderly 

thinking space. I wanted to stir their imagination. I wanted them to experience all 

the potential: what they could actually think of, what they could actually do… 

Let me…put it into context for you. Say we are all discussing something…lots of 

students …put their hand up…I ask someone to answer [and] I’ll ask the others to 

put their hand down…to give them thinking room…they haven’t got that pressure of 

‘quick you better hurry up’… I…want them to respect each other’s imagination and 

thinking…you want people to be mindful…and think about what they’re doing.  
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At the start of the year Lis strategically sets up a classroom culture in which students are 

supported so they feel free to express and share their ‘imaginative landscapes’. She says, 

‘I don’t try and dominate them, I…try and provide an environment where they learn to 

be who they are…where they have an opportunity to be the best me that they can be…’ 

She also uses carefully chosen picture story books that stimulate students to open up 

their thinking and imagine. These book activities say, ‘It’s okay to do that in here…Let’s 

loosen up. ’ It’s a culture of:  

‘Take me into your imaginative landscape. Tell me what’s happening in there. ’… You 

want the culture of the classroom…the learning environment, to be so strong that they 

become part of your culture whilst adding their own…bit… 

One of her favourite books is ‘The Rain Door’ by Russell Hoban.  

a…strange little…storybook with no practical ending…about a place that a little boy 

goes…I read to a certain point…and say, ‘So what happened next?’ [to]…start that 

whole process of…this is where…my imagination is telling me this story is going…[I 

want to show students]…there’s not necessarily one definite answer to everything. 

There are to some things…you know the periodic table of the elements…but there 

are other things and that’s the beautiful thing about being human… 

‘The Mysteries of Harris Burdick’ by Chris Van Allsburg (Van Allsburg, 1984), is another 

book that Lis employs to open up her students’ to storytelling as possibility. A series of 

posters is all that remains to hint at Harris Burdick’s intended stories. It’s ‘…a 

mystery…because nobody ever heard of him again. ’ Lis says: 

it sparks their imagination…I tell the kids exactly that story…It just opens up their 

mind to writing. You don’t have any stress about spelling and handwriting and how 

many pages you want. It just works to ignite something in them, the storyteller in 

them…kids write the most amazing stories and become storytellers in the process… 

You can’t unlock and free…children with creative writing…unless they have access 

to their imagination… 

Lis describes other ways imagination comes incidentally into her work with children. Her 

view of it has an energetic aspect that plays out in multiple ways. For example seems to 
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signal of an easy-going, open relationship between a teacher and her students when she 

says ‘it’s a playful thing isn’t it? It’s a little bit of whimsy and playfulness. ’ And it seems 

to be embedded in expressions of personal optimism and hopefulness; to be part of 

‘being a good person’ and a significant element when interpersonal affection and 

connection is expressed. She says imagination:  

has the future in it, it has a self-righting part to it as well, where if life knocks you 

down you have some resilience to get back up again. It’s joyful. It’s absolutely 

splendid especially when you manage to share it with someone else and they 

understand there’s a click between you, because it makes better people, makes the 

world go around nicer I think, and it’s fun.  

Imagining has a weighty, serious role to play to help: 

with big issues like sustainability…Well, let’s imagine…a solution to some of the 

human race’s problems. You’re using imagination differently there, as a tool isn’t it? 

But these are the people that will have to try and find solutions so we want them to 

use their imagination…  

Imagine we could. What would we do? What would happen then? And one…might 

actually find the solution to it…I have this fantastic group of kids who are willing to… 

go along and explore and think…and have a bit of a laugh about it as well.  

Further intimations of how Lis sees imagination being expressed in her teaching and 

learning context are suggested in the passage below – they suggest it assists students to 

break out of mental staleness and deadened aspects of thinking that have become 

neglected and cluttered so as to rejuvenate and stimulate the mind’s higher processes. 

She says, ‘I…want to breathe life into their imagination…blow away cobwebs – [to] 

create and generate and synthesise. ’ It is also given significance for developing social 

cohesion: ‘Part of using your imagination from a social point of view is building 

empathy…the ability to walk a mile in someone else’s shoes…’ In her classroom it’s also 

about, ‘developing imaginative muscles, feeding them and nurturing them, exercising 

them.’ She will often ask questions, especially, ‘…lots of What Ifs’…to access kid’s 

imagination you have to ask the question. ’  
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Lis describes in detail a particular teaching strategy in which the use of imagination 

features. At the beginning of a new unit of work, she will: 

give them…paper and… say, ‘Everything you know about the human body’… 

‘Everything you know about water’ - something like that…I want to engage with … 

what they already think. They…use their imagination…to create that piece of work 

…that tells me what they already know… I try to do this at the start of every new 

thing we do…  

Her intent is to ‘…give them licence to be telling me what they know, what they don’t 

know and what they think they’ve got wrong, in lots of different ways. ’ She shares with 

me the kind of talk she might have with students along the way.  

We were looking at Drug Ed. [I said]… imagine you were walking home from school 

and on the ground is a backpack…nobody around…It has…drugs spilling out of it. 

Draw for me what you see… 

That tells me huge amounts…you go around and talk… Somebody would be saying, 

‘Well that’s pot, here’s steroids’…I’d say: ‘You’re thinking they’re capsules?’… [One 

boy said], ‘I’m not sure what ice looks like.’ … [I asked the students to also]…write 

down… Whose bag was it? Who left it there? And what did you do?  

90% of them said it was a man… So then you can say ‘Are any dealers women? Are 

they all dealers?…Are all drugs capsules and steroids and ice and whatever? Or are 

some…medicine?’…One of them had a ventolin inhaler… [so] that’s how I would use 

it: to access what they’re already thinking.  

Through imagination the students bring to light their current view. In addition she 

can provoke students about their thinking and gently help them interrogate their 

current awareness and knowledge of a topic.  

Here is another example. She and her students:  

start[ed] doing an inquiry into Space…[a]unit of work…where they go on a 3 month 

journey to another planet because something has happened…The first thing I give 

them is a piece of black paper and bright pencils, and say, ‘How did it all begin?’ 

[that is space - the universe]...One…boy sat there for 20 minutes until I went up and 
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said, ‘Can I help you?’…He said, ‘Well there’s two theories isn’t there? There’s the 

big bang and then there’s religion.’ I said, ‘Can you show me…on the paper [how] 

you can fit both in?’ He…divided it in half…in one half Jesus [was] turning a light 

switch on in the dark…there were aliens as well…In that kid’s imaginative landscape 

all this stuff [was] floating around…Somehow the child…has to be [inwardly] making 

sense of this stuff…How do they go about that? How do they reconcile all this 

stuff?... What happens if you don’t ever ask them? What happens if it’s just there 

and they never…access their imagination, never think, ‘Oh hang on, that’s wrong,’… 

[and it could be] constraining them.  

Lis’ teaching approach, using imagination, helps students make their thinking visible so it 

becomes available to both themselves and their teacher: present in visual form. It also 

becomes accessible for interrogation, evaluation, and – depending upon what emerges – 

potential re-evaluation and reconciliation. The process, as Lis sees it offers opportunities 

for inner ‘sense-making’ of the outer world.  

Meanings Elisabeth brings to imagination -  

Imagination is our inner structures and mental landscape. It frames our view of the 

world and influences our thinking.  

Lis portrays imagination this way:  

There is an inner landscape in your mind that is your imagination…Memory and 

thought impact on it and it impacts on [them]…but it is an entity…a thing in itself… 

[It is]…bound with memory…thinking…perception…[the] senses…all those kinds of 

things…It exist[s] and can be blighted, can [also] be empowered and stretched… it 

has height, depth and breadth…and you can push the boundaries…If we only knew, 

if we could only imagine how we could use our imaginations… 

For Lis, this view of imagination as a landscape combines with the idea of an 

internally built structure: it is a personal architecture of the mind, she calls it 

‘cognitive architecture. ’ My understanding of this is that it describes a person’s 

ever-changing world view: one that alters through living encounters with the world 

and through learning. She speaks of students ‘adding rooms’ as they learn and 

grow.  
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I’m thinking adding rooms inside…if you’re building… [your] imaginative landscape 

you need…tools to be able to do that. . . I want kids to access their inner landscapes 

which are not dreams and not memory… [This brings] an inner expansion…it’s to do 

with them as a person and how they think…Teachers teach kids how to think, and if 

we don’t [realise] we’re doing that, then we are teaching them to think in ways that 

we…might not want… 

Lis says she would like to remembered by her students as a teacher who ‘taught me how 

to think and how to use my imagination. ’ She attaches a broad significance to 

imagination because, she says, we as human beings, ‘…create our own reality. We can 

find ways out of problems. We can make the world a better place. We can get on with 

each other better. We can understand on different levels…’ and imagination lends 

power to these activities. Thinking, she views as ‘too language based’ for them. She 

adds:  

we have a perception of ourselves as a single entity but in actual fact I don’t think 

we are because one of the things we get from different friends and families and 

contacts is always a new opportunity for a new sense of who we are: a new way of 

being…You imagine yourself differently…[and] that can be negative [or] 

positive…[For example]…part of the curriculum that we teach [is] about kids being 

aware of… negative self-talk…learning to use positive self-talk. That’s…imagining 

who you are: [that’s] creating your own reality…  

She does not view imagination as a singular phenomenon, instead people can 

‘interconnect’ imaginations and influence each other. She says: 

something wonderful happens when you spark imagination with somebody 

else…it’s like our conversation here. This is what we call substantive 

conversation…the sum of the conversation is more than what you’re saying or I’m 

saying. Together we build something else - because our minds interconnect and we 

go, ‘Oh yes, oh yes’… I think imagination does the same thing…could be a maths 

problem…a science experiment… trying to imagine what on earth happened there 

where that frothed up and went over the top… 

With interconnection a ‘climate’ may be created in which something new can occur 

‘…kids can re-imagine or imagine themselves succeeding at all kinds of things…especially 
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when you manage to share it with someone else and they understand…’ Is this what she 

means about building rooms? She points out that while teachers are expected to teach 

interpersonal development, ‘I don’t think you can do [that]…without imagination…’ 

because you can’t actually ‘go into someone else’s reality, … you can’t be them…’ She 

adds that this implies, ‘you can’t study history and pretend you’ve unlocked someone’s 

personality…you haven’t, you’re only imagining by their actions aren’t you? That’s all we 

can do…’ These examples point to how we can perceive other people’s internal 

landscapes.  

Lis suggests imagination’s meaning may have a deep connection to the sense of self 

through creating spaces in which we can generate a vision of our possible future. This 

articulates the idea that a mental landscape also ‘frames our view’. She says it is about: 

realizing potential…If I could imagine myself with a painting at the Archibald 

…maybe…I’ve chosen that path…If I don’t imagine am I ever going to make it?  No… 

you can’t, can you? Unless someone says, ‘You haven’t got a choice. Lis, go learn to 

play the piano’.  

Lis brings a ‘philosophical’ aspect to her meaning for imagination as an inner landscape 

that resonates with her possible intent in the drawing activities outlined above (how the 

universe began; the drugs spilling from the backpack). She says:  

they need to imagine…to have that inner consciousness of themselves and how this 

is all happening…they need to be challenged to think for themselves as well. 

[Otherwise]…they just go along like a little pudding… [I might ask] Are there aliens 

out there? What do you believe?…What colour is that? How do you know it’s red? 

How do you know that what I call red, is what you call red?  

She understands imagination to be strongly associated with image, saying, ‘That’s 

probably its strongest… [association. While] you can attach language to it and use 

language to describe it…it’s a lot about image. ’  
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Imagination is both ‘the edge of things’ and ‘the heart of the inside of it…’  

Lis makes it clear that, ‘imagination is a part of the self’. She also understands there to 

be interconnections between imagination, memory, thinking, the senses and perception. 

When I ask her to elaborate she says: 

Well, you have senses…ways of taking in information about the world you live in, 

consciously and unconsciously…[Imagination]… seems to be the edge of things and 

[also]… the heart of the inside of it, that’s kind of crazy isn’t it? …I’m wondering 

whether there’s a perceived kind of intuition in there… perception as being like 

grasping the senses and the moment - through a kind of intuition…through the 

imagination coming into it in some way…Yes, and working back the other way too. 

Your imagination would impact on your perceptions… 

My understanding of her words is that Lis is groping toward an understanding of 

imagination as part of a process here; a process of knowing.  

When she says imagination is ‘at the edge’ I interpret it as referring to the interface of 

one’s self and the world: the ‘edge’ rings true to ‘skin’ as a metaphor for all the many 

ways we receive the phenomena of the world at large through our senses. She may be 

saying we sense at that ‘edge’ and imagination comes to be part of that. She uses the 

words a ‘perceived kind of intuition’ to describe what goes on as imagination enters the 

equation. Perception is the grasping of the sensory meaning in the moment with the aid 

of imagination – we ‘grasp’ a cohesive meaning as imagination takes effect: it seems to 

‘clinch’ that meaning. It also ‘works back the other way too’, it’s a two way process. It 

both helps with the grasping and impacts the perception itself. If we organise her idea 

sequentially it could be seen as a process of perceiving via the senses to grasp meaning 

with the aid of imagination which brings a holistic intuition. Imagination then guides the 

process on to ‘the heart of it’: where as meaning is made, we ‘add rooms’.  

Where does thinking fit into this schema? Lis says: 

I guess if I was really trying to pin it down… if this was thinking here then 

imagination is bigger than thinking…I don’t know why…I think it’s infinite. [She goes 

on to say]…‘We express ourselves through language as human beings but language 
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isn’t infinite [it’s]… not big enough to encompass everything…We don’t have those 

words because we don’t have that experience…things which are inexpressible in 

language …are…expressible in image and music… [Language tries]…to control. It 

tries to make us think lineal…and we’re not. There’s nothing inherently wrong with 

thinking in a linear fashion when it suits what you are doing…a maths problem… 

you’ve got to do step 1, step 2, step 3…but…imagination…is so liberating and so 

exciting… I guess I am saying when language controls and makes us think in a linear 

fashion… we close out part of our imagination.  

She later speculates about how memory is strengthened via the development of neural 

pathways over time, and via practice:  

if that’s true for memory [could it be] true…in a different way for imagination… A lot 

of that [strengthening] is visual, a lot…is sound, some…is smell… I don’t know, I 

don’t know how all that works… 

She contemplates the notion that it: 

can be a bad thing as well…the worry I have with young kids watching…violent 

movies or…games…[is that] once that seeps into your imagination I think it is…hard 

to get…out…I can tell you the movies now that 15 years ago frightened me. It’s got 

stuck in there hasn’t it? [And] … if they never… question it…maybe their imagining is 

wrong or…hold[s] them back… 

Lis doesn’t imagine the brain as being like a computer, ‘A computer is a completely 

different thing…a system of zeros and ones…a mechanism… the human brain has some 

functions that are similar to a computer but it’s a whole other thing…’  

Elisabeth’s metaphors for imagination.  

The two metaphors Lis uses to describe imagination are alternatively as ‘architecture’ 

and as ‘landscape’. They are different – the former has athletic, active qualities; the 

latter is more contemplative and scenic. She seems to use the architectural metaphor 

when her theoretical or philosophical or cognitive understanding of imagination is 

addressed in the conversation. She says, ‘architecture …is basically human…[it 

is]…designed and built…it has to be imagined before it is designed…[she 
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continues]…it’s…that brain plasticity, stretching your imagination, developing 

imaginative muscles, feeding them and nurturing them, exercising them.’ I interpret her 

linking of this idea of imagination to this metaphor as expressing its mental power – 

perhaps for ‘construction’ purposes? Perhaps she implies we need effort and muscle to 

alter our ‘cognitive architecture’ and ‘add rooms’. Her ‘landscape’ metaphor is more 

pastoral in quality and she uses this vocabulary when inviting her students to participate 

in curriculum that involves imagination, to encourage students to mentally wander – to 

reflect and allow imagination to manifest. For example at the start of the year she 

establishes a culture in her classroom of ‘take me into your imaginative landscape, tell 

me what’s happening in there.’ She says, ‘As a teacher one of my jobs is to find keys to 

unlock or stir imagination and combine ideas in unexpected and unconventional ways’. 

Imagination, she seems to suggest, can be locked out of concrete situations, or become 

stagnant and congealed (it needs stirring).  

Elisabeth’s perceptions of imagination’s potency.  

As indicated in the section above Lis appears to understand imagination as having a part 

to play at the ‘edge’ of things and at the ‘heart’ of them. By ‘things’ I think she intends 

‘events of meaning-making’. While she doesn’t use the word ‘meaning’ it is implied in 

the way she delineates ‘perception’ and in her use of the word ‘intuition’. I understand 

perception as sense-making and as a prelude to meaning-making. Intuition, as she 

implies, is about ‘grasping’ meaning. When I asked her – ‘What is the power in the 

imagination side of it that is so important to you?’, as she replied she implied that 

imagination has a significant bearing upon human sense (meaning)-making as we 

perceive the world: 

Well, we create our own reality. We can find ways out of problems. We can make 

the world a better place. We can get on with each other better. We can understand 

on different levels.  

Following her logic of imagination as an aspect of perception: at the ‘edge’ of things, it 

may be part of the mix as we try to make sense of what is coming toward us. That could 

be physical, chemical, or psychological information from our all-encompassing social and 

natural world. (I note she also states that imagination may ‘impact on your perceptions’ 
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but do not comment upon that because she does not elaborate). If, as she sees it, 

imagination is at the ‘heart’ of things (our inner architecture, our inner landscape) it 

could be seen as a kind of mental space we retreat to in order to ‘create our reality’. And 

to problem solve how we might become active in improving our world and make it a 

better place; also to ‘understand on different levels’, that is, to transition between a 

literal and a metaphorical understanding.  

Out of Lis’s narrative I also interpret that she sees imagination as potent for a diverse 

range of aspects of children’s learning. Through imagination a child can ‘create’ and ‘see 

things from other people’s point of view’. It brings opportunities for children to, 

‘experience [their] potential: what they can actually think of, what they can actually do. ’ 

Imagination can also show a student that ‘there’s not necessarily one definite answer to 

everything’ and it provides a way to ignite and motivate action – ‘It…ignite[s]…the 

storyteller…kids write the most amazing stories. It positively affects the quality of the 

teacher-student relationship by bringing a little ‘whimsy and playfulness’ into the 

classroom.  

It has potency for instilling a capacity for resilience into an individual’s characterisation 

of their encounters with the world and can help a student imagine ‘solution[s] to some 

of the human race’s problems. . . What would we do?’ Lis sees her use of imagination as 

assisting students to break away from mental staleness and deadened aspects of 

thinking and she allocates it as having significance in the development of social cohesion 

by enabling empathy because it brings the potential to help us connect with another 

person and reach agreement on a more substantial view of reality. This happens 

because ‘our minds interconnect’ and it helps ‘build…empathy…the ability to walk a mile 

in someone else’s shoes…’ This also facilitates the study of history – its characters and 

stories.  

In addition it is a great alternative for KWL charts (charts used by students to organise 

their learning), ‘brainstorming’ and pre-testing; Lis uses their drawings as ‘ways in’ to 

establishing, ‘what they know, what they don’t know and what they think they’ve got 

wrong, in lots of different ways’. As an alternative activity it allows them to portray their 

existing learning via their own intuitive means – that is via drawing. Imagination as a 
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teaching and learning strategy enables Lis to make evident their current view and assists 

her as she gently provokes students’ thinking to help them interrogate their beliefs. 

Imagination thus has a profound impact upon human ‘sense-making’ of the outer world. 

In her estimation imagination helps teachers to ‘push the boundaries’ of student 

thinking: it enables them to provoke new learning by a process of expansion ‘…adding 

rooms inside… [it’s] to do with them as a person and how they think…Teachers teach 

kids how to think…’  

Imagination, as Lis sees it has a potency to affect a person’s capacity to ‘imagine’ their 

‘self’ ‘differently’. It also assists us to ‘realise our potential’ because it is involved in how 

we evaluate ‘who we are’ and how we may create our new reality. This occurs as 

students are ‘challenged to think for themselves’ and as they are guided to make 

decisions about what they believe. She sees the image is more closely connected to 

imagination in play because words lead us to follow a linear trajectory.  

Narrative - Peter Foord’s pedagogy of imagination.   

Peter’s expressions of imagination in curriculum.  

Peter’s artful science pedagogy connects to deep enthusiasms for ‘students becoming 

scientists’ and for ‘science at the cutting edge’. His joy in creating innovative curriculum 

around these enthusiasms then following through to watch his students engage with 

them is evident in his intonation, which intensified as he spoke of them. Together they 

‘float his teaching boat’ and steer his storying of curriculum (his expressions of narrative 

imagination in the classroom). Peter’s purpose is to ‘build a meaningful exploration of 

careers…’ into the students’ everyday work. This motivates his curriculum planning in 

which students become scientists. In his words: 

the ‘doing science’ is central…not girls learning science… [but] being scientists…with 

all the rough edges…to not just regurgitate a set of science facts [but]…‘You are a 

seismologist and your job is to set up the most sensitive seismograph you can 

make…Hundreds of thousands of lives, cities, towns will depend on whether you 

can give them…an accurate enough warning to evacuate’…they could…be employed 

in [that job].  
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Through his enthusiasms Peter influences his own students to become the next 

generation of scientists. He describes a student, who’d already completed year 10 in his 

science class, emailing to say: ‘I’ve kept thinking about this research project…What 

about this?...I’d like to try this!’ He ‘brought her back in as a year 11…to test her ideas 

with the current group of scientists…’ He says, ‘She hasn’t stopped researching and 

thinking about it. ’ Once the idea takes hold he says, though, ‘it might be…simple…it’s 

absolutely real right now… [It’s] a job…they could choose to do…it matters. ’ 

As they live ‘being a scientist’ he heightens the potential in imagining themselves doing 

the work at a future time:  

It’s not that airy-fairy, ‘I’m a scientist’… [that]…means nothing. I’m a biochemist, I’m 

an astronaut, I’m a geologist…I’m a reproductive scientist…that brings a degree of 

the real world in…I try to model all the stories on what I think a real job in this area 

would do. A story like this, with the astronaut and flying out of the solar system… 

takes you into science fiction, but it’s not inconceivable that within 50-100 years we 

will be doing that.  

Even if they do not become scientists, in the long run Peter sees himself as satisfying 

students who have to (but may not necessarily want to) do science as well as those with 

a genuine appetite for it. His approach to pedagogy is ‘imaginative in the sense that it 

requires the student to place themselves in a story…’ While they ‘might have fun along 

the way…the purpose is learning the science more effectively…’ it’s also to ‘better 

engage… students with science’ and to ‘minimise management issues. ’ 

He puts great commitment and effort in to creating carefully structured science 

scenarios with the help of his lab assistant. These draw in narrative conventions of a plot 

and story trajectory, a lead character who is also narrator, a climax that must be 

problem-solved by students in character; a destination and resolution. He wants 

curriculum to be in connection to the concurrently existing wider world, ‘part of my 

work as a teacher…to…ask, Why do we have it there?…Why should it matter?...Why is 

this important in the real world?’ He later comments, ‘I do think a lot of our teaching 

…tends to divorce itself from the real world, it…becomes an idea for an idea’s sake, a 

concept for a concept’s sake…we don’t…link…to what’s going on. ’  
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Peter begins by saying: 

I’ve always tried to do [things] a bit differently, I…prefer to work in a facilitative way 

rather than an instructive way, that’s just natural to me. . . there’s a certain 

sameness in the ways …teachers go about teaching…even across different subject 

areas…the same-old same-old…we’ve done this a million times. [But]…if somebody 

throws up an idea that’s…innately interesting, you prick up your ears…For me it 

should be something…deeper… [to be]…drawn into an imaginative construct… 

Upon reviewing the content of his secondary science curriculum, Peter saw his students 

might well ask why, for example, ‘something as tedious and meaningless as atomic 

structure …is…even important to me as a human being?’ While he was personally aware 

that, ‘atomic structure is… used …in a practical way in the community’ every day; he 

wanted to explore how he could, ‘bring this knowledge into the classroom, ’and how his 

students could step into a story.  

Peter was already familiar with simulation games, ‘a real world thing [with which] you 

become emotionally and intellectually engaged…’ through his previous teaching roles. 

He thought, ‘Why not make them a biochemist…an astronaut…? Why not make them a 

CSIRO scientist for three weeks while they…work on some aspect [of curriculum]?’ He 

was excited by the idea and took it up with his school’s laboratory technician:  

What I’ve tried to do…is… [to…] scaffold… pathways through…[it’s] not…just me 

standing up in front of you giving you all the necessary background, but me 

constructing something…to hang your processes and thinking on…It doesn’t just 

collapse into a…wasted space…there’s…a purpose, a way forward, a meaning. But 

not…necessarily…a defined ending…That makes these…exercises… more effective 

…What I call the scaffolding of an exercise is important…[it] allows…the possibility 

of learning what [students] might be able to imagine.  

While, he says, ‘I wouldn’t pretend for a minute that what excites me is…going to excite 

28 teenagers…’ he decided to give a different kind of curriculum delivery, ‘a shot [to] see 

what happens…’ He didn’t want his students, ‘saying science is really boring cause all we 

ever do is answer questions out of a text book…Who would be excited by that?’ He now 

trusts, ‘that the use of imagination…and practical engagement is a more effective, and 
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more engaging, and a deeper form of learning…’ Although ‘I…only [have] the evidence of 

the students…in front of me…’ he says, ‘for the majority it has paid out. ’   

He and his Lab Technician took time to, ‘build scenarios around open possibilities 

…carefully structured exercises without a defined ending’ and Peter understands 

imagination to be ‘in every aspect. ’ He describes two scenarios to me: both synthesised 

from scratch. The first is ‘The Great Space Adventure’ in which students find they are 

candidates for ‘Intergalactic Mining and Nebula Undergraduate Training’ (I’M-A-NUT). 

They are about to train to be astronauts in readiness for a space mission in which they 

will explore for minerals urgently needed on Earth. They will use spectral analysis to 

examine four new planets that are light years away and must beam their findings back to 

Earth. Prior to launching they will complete training modules to learn how to calculate 

distance in space; detect Ultra Violet light; how light travels as particles (photons) and 

waves; about polarisation and luminescence and how to do a light spectrum analysis.  

Out in deep space, just as they complete their analysis and are getting ready to beam 

their findings to Earth, their equipment breaks down and they must rebuild it using 

components to hand: an LED, mirrors, wiring, lenses, a speaker and so on. A schematic 

will assist their process. The instrument they make will convert sound (their voice) into 

light. The light will be detected by a receiver on Earth and it will be subsequently turned 

back to sound. Their challenge is to ‘transmit the data over the greatest distance 

possible… [with] one metre equivalent to 0. 1 light years…’ A prize is offered for the 

greatest distance attained.   

Peter describes a second scenario called: ‘Biomax – antifungal drug development 

research. ’ Students are employed as microbiologists by a ‘multibillion dollar drug 

company’. They will, ‘develop a drug that will inhibit the growth of a dangerous species 

of pathogenic yeast… [which] causes…nasty symptoms in humans. ’ He was also 

planning, ‘a unit on tectonic plates and volcanoes for year nine…’ but instead of building 

another volcano, ‘There are thousands of earthquakes every week around the 

world…[so] whether we can build [effective warning systems] matters a lot…it’s at the 

cutting edge of seismology. What if we could do that in the classroom…set that target?’ 
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While all three scenarios are referred to below, Peter mainly focused on ‘The Great 

Space Adventure’.  

The syllabus statement for this aeronautical scenario, Peter says, is simply:  

‘investigate the transfer of energy’…[it’s] a unit on light which you’d think could be… 

rather dreary…basic lenses, mirrors, reflection, refraction, that standard science 

stuff…I wanted to…bring the cutting edge of… light into a year 9 classroom …[so] we 

came up with the idea of: ‘How can we communicate with light?’…How we could 

turn sound into a light signal…then back to sound again…to employ not only my 

imagination, but their imagination…in year 9.  

In enacting the scenario he brings its story to life, so it presents as if it is happening in 

the moment. His students, he says, go along willingly. They stay within the story even 

when writing up reports: ‘…As we flew into space…’ The approach ‘sets it up as not just 

another class of science… [so] if a student says, ‘I can’t work this out’, I might respond, 

‘Well, if you can’t work out…an ultraviolet thing…now, how are you going to survive…in 

space?’ It’s about always drawing them back into the story. ’  

I ask Peter what he perceives as essential to engaging students with this teaching. He 

replies it is partly to do with believing in the capacity of his (female) students, that they: 

can be and do anything… [And it’s]…open-endedness… [it’s] open possibilities…we 

don’t… know the answers to…Though we structure the exercises carefully we 

don’t… necessarily have a defined ending…in this exercise it is as simple as - What is 

the greatest distance…you can get that light-sound transmitter to work?… [but] 

that’s [an] unknown [which] can stretch some girls to actually wanting to spend a 

whole lot of extra time trying to maximise that distance.  

Open-endedness allows students the genuine possibility of becoming explorers at the 

‘cutting edge’ of science: to discover something unknown in their world. Peter says: 

it’s partly constructed and it’s partly intrinsic…the very nature of imagination is… 

there’s no limits…By…definition [it is]…stuff not yet thought of… A girl at the end of 

the copper drug exercise said, ‘Rather than a chemical based drug, what if we 

looked at the inhibition of yeast by bacteria?’…I thought, ‘Of course, why wouldn’t 
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you use a[n]…alternative way of treating the yeast?’…The story itself…took some 

students’ imaginations in a direction that wasn’t…conceived of when I constructed 

the story.  

When I ask where the interest lies Peter answers that: 

it’s many elements…the story…the rapport you’ve spent time building up with the 

class…you can[‘t] just walk in and…dump this on them and expect…[a] magical 

cure…it’s who you are as a teacher; it’s how you relate to them…[and] it’s 

everything else you’ve set up beforehand…all [that] plays into it. The story is 

an…added dimension but it’s not the only one. I think…the problem-solving aspect 

of the science…grabs the curiosity of…some kids…it’s not just a case of…’we’re 

making a cake and this is how you do it’… [and there’s] a competitive element… 

[that] clearly innately engages a number of people…  

He sees imagination in these scenarios as beginning with the head and the senses – and 

then the ‘mini-drama’ of the story takes hold. He says, ‘…it’s not just something that 

you…stand and deliver emotionlessly…as if it’s just another exercise. This…comes out of 

my intention as a teacher to engage them…there’s an energy there, a passion, an 

emotion…I see myself as integral to the exercise, either I can sell them the idea or I 

can’t, just like in the real world I suppose. ’ As a scenario begins ‘I build myself into the 

exercise…I’m not the teacher … I walk in …‘Hello, I’m Mr Foord, I’m the chairman of the 

company…today we’re employing you as biochemists…We’re gonna pay you a big 

salary’…’  

His understanding of the discipline of science underlies this approach; he says: 

science is about curiosity, possibility…in the real world [it’s] about open-endedness 

…not…sitting at a text book and defining a set of words…in the real world… [it] is 

about investigating the unknown and coming up with theories and frameworks that 

explain it.  

He adds that ‘a lot of our teaching, not just in science…tends to divorce itself from the 

real world. It just becomes an idea for an idea’s sake, a concept for a concept’s sake…we 

don’t always…link…to what’s going on…’ As a teacher, he says, he can only ‘act out of 
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experience … [which] is connected to…memories of what… [he has]…lived and done… 

[these memories are]…brought to the present and on into the future. ’ 

Meanings Peter brings to imagination.  

Imagination is always about ‘the more’, it’s always about possibility.  

The words ‘what if?’ are highly significant to Peter’s meaning for imagination. At a 

memorable point in our conversation he says animatedly – ‘I don’t know! I don’t know 

how it works!....In the end perhaps imagination is nothing more than, ‘What if?. . . How 

come? Why?’ This stuck with me: I became a little prickly. I interpreted his words as 

belittling imagination – it was ‘nothing-but’. My personal inclination was to invest value 

in imagination – after all I was dedicating myself to its study. I did my best to hide my 

view but I felt it emotionally. Later I realised I was misjudging Peter’s words: analysis 

showed me how consistently he tied his meanings to the idea of imagination as ‘the 

more’, as always inviting further possibility. He says, ‘The very nature of imagination is 

that you can’t picture its limits. ’ I realised these words were actually guiding me toward 

a view of imagination as a trajectory toward what ‘possibly will be’ – toward a kind of 

‘cutting edge’ of thinking.  

This was affirmed when Peter quoted, ‘Carl Rader, the great Catholic theologian’ who 

says, ‘Imagination is that thing that allows us to transcend ourselves, to go beyond…our 

physical limits…’ In the course of later conversation Peter remarked:  

We can always imagine the more…it might be something as concrete as – ‘How do I 

survive out here? I’m trapped in the wild…how do I project my imagination into my 

need to survive? Or…imagining myself into a future career… [Its] very limitless 

nature …means…it’s always untapped. There’s always more…  

Peter also remarked that imagination is ‘difficult to pin down and describe…it is almost a 

deliberately vague term… something to do with the mind being able to see possibilities 

…’ Of the questions that generate possibilities the one he most cites is ‘What if?’ He 

says: 
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you can have a combined imagination. You can be working with somebody and…the 

two imaginations at work…combine to a greater imaginative trajectory: the what 

if?...what if?...what if? Can you imagine? Can you imagine? Can you imagine? …it 

almost becomes, for want of a philosophy term, a dialectic…  

Imagination is the source of one’s creative spark.  

Peter says imagination is ‘where your creative spark comes from…where creativity 

comes from…creativity is the fact that you can imagine possibilities that…you 

haven’t…thought of…As a teacher I’m trying to construct possibilities…but I don’t always 

know the outcome. ’ The meaning he expresses for creativity: ‘the fact that you can 

imagine possibilities’ is different to customary definitions of the word – usually it is tied 

to product creation, for example – the Oxford dictionary calls ‘creativity’ – ‘The use of 

imagination or original ideas to create something; inventiveness’ (Oxford Dictionaries, 

2016) Peter appears to link imagination to one’s creative spark but he puts in an 

essential step: what happens in the mind, the imagining of ‘possibilities. ’  

Peter’s words propose imagination as ignited, fired or sparked. Later he speaks of 

ignition process as a ‘hooking’ or ‘grabbing’ the student’s attention – here he does speak 

of products: 

the broad brush idea…will ignite or not ignite the imagination; the rest of it is 

a…way of working through that imaginative process… [Students] will be grabbed by 

the idea or not…or they may be grabbed…as you progress through the work, but I 

think the igniting of the imagination [happens]…by you coming in and selling 

it…that’s what salesmen do, they try to ignite your imagination about a product… 

Once sparked it acts as a dynamic to open minds toward possibility:  

my catchphrase for the last few years is…I try to design projects that 

fire…imagination …when someone’s imagination is ignited…all sorts of possibilities 

start to be generated in your own mind…‘what if’ and ‘how about’.  

The dynamic motivates and connects – it invites ideas and actions in relation to the living 

stimulus from their environment. The dynamic needs that stimulus from the 
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environment to get the process happening – such as a ‘What if?’ question, a ‘Can you 

imagine?’  

Something has to spark it, somebody has to ignite it. And that…could be a whole 

range of things…it could be just me saying something…something has to hook it and 

…it flickers into flame…a kid says ‘Oh!’ and it can take off.  

The energy creates a trajectory. Below he portrays it as a metaphoric living light that 

tends to travel on bringing possibilities for further conversations.  

If you…ignite the little flame there’s no reason the entire environment…won’t 

continue to kick it off in a range of other directions. Whether it’s the…students… 

other teachers…parents you might have a conversation with…it sows the seeds of… 

possibility of more conversations…it’s always leading to an opening up, not a closing 

down. Imagination is…always untapped…it is a limitless process.  

Later, when he talks about whether imagination can become evident and perceptible he 

says: 

I think people…betray…they’re imagining…by what they’re saying and doing… I like 

to think…you read a group: you look at their eyes: Are they focused on you? Are 

they lit up? …If they are it usually means that something up here [taps head] is 

going on… They’re hooked into something …whether that’s curiosity or their 

imagination, I don’t know…I do think that when your imagination is active your 

brain is engaged…  

He acknowledges that ‘…some kids…have that trajectory where…imagination can take 

them [while]…other kids have…a more limited imagination for possibilities. ’ 

Nevertheless, ‘you [can always] tap in and keep sparking their imagination…Can you 

imagine what it would look like if?... What if you used a mirror? …Can you imagine what 

you could do?...’ He says, ‘I do believe that if you…keep igniting those little sparks of the 

imagination, which is the ‘What if?’ ‘What are the possibilities beyond what I can already 

think of?’ then hopefully you keep drawing kids forward and deeper.  

In his learning scenarios he says, ‘I wouldn’t say that every human being in front of me is 

being sparked in some…magical way…if I…can come up with a novel enough, interesting 
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enough idea, an engaging enough story, that’s different enough – then…that’s going to 

do the job for me. ’ During his scenarios, even when not in immediate play, ‘imagination 

always sits in the background of the task…and…keeps them engaged’ – it burns a low 

flame. Peter reinforces his view of engagement as imagination acting as a ‘connector’ 

when he says ‘…it’s hard to say exactly what imagination is…it’s simply a tool, a tool to 

allow you to personally connect with something. ’  

Imagination is one way I plan - I visualise and imagine.  

When I ask Peter about his personal experience and use of imagination, he says: 

I can only talk about something I can see…and construct in my own head, when I 

imagine I visualise what I am thinking…the possibilities of stories…I project them 

into the future and say, ‘If I construct this, I can picture this happening’… I really 

visualise what I see happening in the story…It excites me.  

Imagination is associated with abstract thought 

Peter seems to understand the absence of imagination as associated with an inability to 

think in the abstract because he says its lack means people, ‘think in the concrete’:  

I know some people say ‘I’ve got no imagination’, maybe they think mostly in the 

concrete, I’ve got to be practical and pragmatic…I…find it…difficult to believe…it 

would mean that you were a completely thoughtless person…surely most people 

have some capacity for imagination. . .  

He later discriminates a sequence: imagination may be abstract but ‘the way we engage 

with it - [is] concrete:  

when I am imagining…it’s quite an abstract thing that I’m doing…[The way] you 

make sense of it…words like, What if?. . . possibility…curiosity…are all quite abstract 

…But the only way to…satisfy them is in the concrete…to work towards some 

imaginative possibility… [So while] I can picture…imagine my light beam bouncing 

20 times up and down the hall that doesn’t mean to say…I can make it happen…I 

have to work in the concrete towards an abstract possibility…it has to be [like that] 

…kids can’t work out of the abstract, in fact most adults can’t…they have to be 

doing stuff…  
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Peter’s metaphors for imagination 

Peter’s language is distinctive in his use of ‘fire’ as a metaphor for imagination. He refers 

variously to ignition, sparking, and the firing of imagination. Here are examples, ‘…the 

broad brush idea…will ignite or not ignite the imagination;’ ‘I try to design projects that 

fire…imagination…[and] when someone’s imagination is ignited…all sorts of possibilities 

start to be generated in your own mind…‘what if’ and ‘how about’. ’ Later he states: 

‘Something has to spark it, somebody has to ignite it…it flickers into flame…a kid says 

‘Oh!’ and it can take off… And furthermore, ‘If you…ignite the little flame there’s no 

reason the entire environment…won’t continue to kick it off in a range of other 

directions. ’ His view of imagination is active, dialogic and catalytic: it has an action that 

can be kick-started from human intervention, but also from:  

a range of other directions whether it’s the team of students you’re working with… 

other teachers…parents…you might be having a conversation with…wherever 

conversations are happening around this topic…there is always the possibility of 

more.   

As it manifests the mind seems to be lit up with a sudden vision or idea that motivates.  

Peter’s perceptions of imagination’s potency.  

Peter does not see imagination as ‘…essential for learning’ He says, ‘people will 

learn…in…dreary and unimaginative ways…but I don’t think that [learning] leads very 

far…’ Imagination as he sees it, ‘is an important ingredient for engaged learning…they 

will learn better and more effectively…it will be more meaningful and more lasting, 

that’s what I believe. ’ This statement of imagination’s potency will be extrapolated 

upon below.  

As ‘an important ingredient for engaged learning’ Peter says imagination brings a deeper 

engagement with curriculum content. As described above (p…) he understands various 

conditions to apply: the story’s ‘mini-drama’; the teacher’s passion for their subject; the 

rapport and quality of relationship; the teacher’s planning. He also understands the 

‘problem solving aspect of the science’ grabs their curiosity and says some respond to 

the competitive challenge of targets. These multiple ways of engaging mean the 
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imagination as a pedagogy appeals to a range of student appetite for learning. Peter 

indicates this appeal applies to both strong, keen students as well as students who at a 

more general level exhibit less interest and/or ability in schooling. Peter describes a time 

when students: 

had to develop an extension research activity…and write it up almost as a university 

level publishable journal article…They produced some quite spectacular and 

detailed work…I included…university literature to challenge those who wanted to 

read further and go deeper than a 15 year old would be expected to go… [and] 

many really did tap into that…almost [to] year 12 and beyond.  

As an example of its appeal to poorer students he says: 

I remember…three girls - who were…distracted through…ordinary classes – [They] 

got engaged in this exercise… [and] said ‘This is the best thing I’ve ever done, I love 

science. ’ …They were out in extra time, kneeling on…floors…trying to get their light 

beam to go further, totally engaged in an exercise that…was probably quite 

challenging…they were doing [and were also]…part of that story…I’ve seen that 

happen as well.  

Imagination’s potency is visible in Peter’s conscious planning intent – the attention he 

gives to constructing his scenarios out of deep consideration of what matters. He says 

‘I’m thinking: why is this important in the real world?’: this underpins his pedagogy. Its 

ability to make the content substantial depends upon the action of a student’s 

imagination. As head of the business or chief scientist for example he may consciously 

challenge a student in their new identity of seismologist, astronaut, or biochemist. This 

draws their identity into the real-world difficulties and complexities of the role. In the 

drug company scenario for example: 

Persistence…patience is important…not getting a clear answer…[it is] all…part of the 

complexity of being a[n]…everyday scientist…I remember one year 9 girl…going, 

‘Didn’t quite work as well as we’d hoped. ’…I said, ‘Well you’ve only done this once. 

[As] a… [scientist] you could…work…on this for 20 or 30 years…if you give up, these 

…issues will remain. ‘Yeah I get that; this could be really interesting work. ’  
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Later he explains ‘…Telling them or even reading about it is [not] enough. ’ With a 

scenario, ‘you’re almost giving them a taste of it…’ This suggests that imagining can offer 

a multi-sensory, personalised ‘flavour’ that ‘portrays’ significance. The outcome of 

specific study of a particular kind of scientist was, for some students a start: they could, 

‘begin to imagine…a goal worthy enough…to devote your working life to…’ Imagination’s 

potency was able to generate connection to the ‘real world’ and school became less 

about ‘an idea for an idea’s sake, a concept for a concept’s sake’; more about what’s 

really ‘going on. ’ The open-endedness of imagination, Peter says, can engage the 

student by carrying the learning on, out and into life ‘…there is no end point of learning 

because there’s always the more. ’  

‘They will learn better’. Peter’s meaning was disclosed as our conversation began when 

he explained his purposes: ‘How do I better engage our students’ and ‘…How do I make 

it better for me…enable better management [and] minimise management issues in the 

classroom’ (considered in relation to more and less able students, and the multiple ways 

students are engaged). Finally he stated that he trusts imagination brings a better:  

process…better than me standing up in front of the classroom for 50 minutes and 

giving them a whole lot of notes, or asking them to read the text book ad nauseum 

period after period after period, and writing answers to questions.  

I assume he is indicating that the process by which students learn using imagination is 

greatly improved upon compared to ‘same-old, same-old’ ways of delivering content. 

These add ‘nausea’ to the learning routine for students whereas imagination brings 

variety. As the story attached to the scenario unfolds it carries the imaginations of his 

students along a sequenced, unfolding trajectory that makes sense. Every story has a 

beginning, middle and end: as human beings we are comfortable with that. Every child 

ever read to or told a story comes understands that intuitively. Peter contrasts this 

storying approach to the idea of ‘stacking up’ a pile of ‘explicit learning content’ for 

students to ‘plough through’ and memorise.  

3. ‘Better’ also means ‘deeper’. An ‘imaginative construct’, Peter indicates, is multi-

sensory, connected to the world and practical: in other words what is imagined during 

the learning process arouses multiple senses, connects to the living world and involves 
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students in practical actions. Put together these qualities can enable curriculum content 

to become ‘memorable and engaging. ’ Meanwhile they still come to ‘…a defined end in 

an assessment task. ’ This means students, ‘learn…more effectively. ’ It augments 

abstract thought about possibilities and this guides toward action in the concrete.  

4. Peter suggests too that, ‘The learning will be more meaningful.’ How does this apply? 

He suggests a number of reasons. One is the ‘mini-drama’ of the story, ‘…Once they get 

caught up with it… it almost takes on a life of its own.’ I understand him to mean that 

the story as expressed through the scenario generates an internally logical rationale. 

Another reason is that they discover meaningful connections because they ‘get’ the 

personal relevance of the content to their own lives. This also a matter for their own 

unique stories and prior experiences. If such experiences are absent from their living 

histories perhaps empathy applies: I imagine this could play out in the scenarios of 

seismology or of disease prevention. Such personal relevance may also forge a 

connection between the student’s living understanding in the moment and the 

significance of what approaches them in terms of future employment: in teenage years, 

such necessity becomes more pressing from a variety of directions: family, school career 

officers, and so on.  

5. Peter adds that imagination’s potency brings ‘more lasting’ learning. This point comes 

from all discussed above. The multi-sensory quality of teaching that arouses imagination 

is more likely to embed ‘experiencing’ into the learning process – and ‘experience’ is, in 

effect, a multi-sensory knowing: defined as ‘practical contact with and observation of 

facts or events’ (Oxford Dictionaries, 2016). This takes place virtually during Peter’s 

scenarios.  

Narrative - Anna Schlooz’s pedagogy of imagination.  

Anna’s expressions of imagination in curriculum.  

Anna’s pedagogy for Earth education indicates her deep enthusiasm for involving the 

child’s embodied sense of self and their personal voice in learning events to develop a 

learning atmosphere that fosters experiencing. Movement, story, open-endedness and 

‘awakening the senses’ are aspects that are important to her as a teacher along with her 
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specialty subject area, Earth education. She also speaks of movement as a form of ‘risk-

taking’. She gives the example of a child putting on a neutral white mask to perform a 

silent mime for their fellow students: temporarily giving up their own identity to become 

a dragonfly or a snail. They’re: 

safe risks…in an imaginative way. They don’t need a pen and paper…this is through 

energy …what they bring physically to the moment…[T]he mask character can give 

them… permission to create whatever space they want…it’s the mask not the 

person…a prop…for  imagination to  expand… 

As they take physical and expressive risks students are encouraged to step beyond self-

perceived limitations and inhibitions. She says:  

they can express themselves beyond…speech…use their bodies to show it…they 

realise, ‘Hey, hang on a minute, no-one can see me being embarrassed’ …it’s what 

that person is bringing and then discovering…how they move and what they do… 

During our conversation Anna physically shows me her curriculum, presenting it through 

living movement as a ‘display’. Gesture is significant: her ‘mime’ learning event, she says, 

‘allows gesture to happen, gesture to make it work, to give it form…’ Embodiment, 

awakening the senses, attention, and story all interconnect with imagination and this 

applies when the child is outside in the grass watching bugs and ants crawling within 

their ribbon circle as much as when the child as performer/ enactor creates an insect as 

an audience watches on. The environment (whether outside or in) and its objects afford 

meaning-making. Anna wants this process to continue even when her students leave the 

classroom at the end of their session: ‘…for me rich learning is not just a closed 

experience to me rich learning has happened when kids can walk out the door asking 

another question or making a comment…’ In Anna’s view, ‘the intellectual realm and the 

imagination are intertwined, interlinked … [so] the curriculum I teach is not prescriptive 

it’s broad. ’  

Her teaching expressions for imagination arise in the context of what she understands as 

powerful learning and in her view, ‘…that personalised learning is…crucial. It just 

empowers the individual so much on their pathway…’ She views imagination as ‘all 
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intertwined’ with the senses and with intellectual cognition and she employs it to 

personalise learning for her students. She gives the example of inviting a child to put a 

blindfold on to simulate an experience of a bat at night (a core purpose of Earth 

Education is to teach about biodiversity). Once the child’s sense of sight is disabled Anna 

creates a sensory experience of a bat flying close by them through motion and sound: 

the idea is that their imagination is stimulated. As she describes it: ‘to be awake and to 

feel and hear the wings, and experience the fluttering…yes the senses just to waken…’ 

She gives another example involving a blindfold – she might, ‘spray water on you all of a 

sudden, you don’t know that it’s coming…’ She says that activities like these can help 

learning be memorable. ‘Past students come to me…they say, ‘You know Anna…when 

you did this…I remember saying, ‘That was really weird.’ But…I haven’t forgotten it.’ 

Personalisation of learning signals an emphasis on teaching holistically – she works with 

students as the unique persons they are, present within the living moments of her 

teaching activities. Each is assumed to have his or her own particular way of 

understanding the world; each is growing and developing along a lifelong journey of 

ever-enriching learning. She sums up personalisation as, ‘…that idea of bringing in the 

children’s…life…and thinking experience to what we’re doing…I go from where children 

are at…’ Rather than expecting closed ‘correct’ responses from her students Anna invites 

multiple responses. She gives an example of teaching about the number ten. She says 

let’s: 

compare a worksheet with set tasks…not…open ended…tied to the visual, [it] 

directs the student to learn about number ten. [Now] imagine there’s one cup here 

and asking the children to imagine there were ten cups of tea [and the teacher 

saying]… ‘What might be the story that might go with that situation?’ [A child might 

say] …there were 10 people coming for a tea party and the pot of tea was shared 

between the ten people,’ (so) we’re talking about division and all kinds of things 

happening there…[It’s] creating that workspace in a context that clearly is made up 

by the children, by the people that it’s being delivered to. Because another person 

might not think of a dinner party…[but] everyone would - given enough time – come 

up with an individual response to the cup…I would be listening very carefully 

[to]…provide another experience to extend what they’re all on about…to 
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understand the concept of ‘ten’. I’m confident that the kids and I would be able to 

form an amazing rubric that suits their learning path and their understandings, to 

find their common understandings about ten… 

She emphasises the use of simple materials that can be applied in multiple ways to 

support her teaching of Earth Education, and calls them universals. For example a length 

of ribbon can be taken:  

outside and put…in a circle on the grass… the children can sit inside it and…get up 

close with…the bugs and the grasses…exploring that space, that physical 

Earth…what also happens is they connect the bug to a story they may have heard…a 

fairy tale or…nature story…[in this way] they bring in their imagination to make it 

part of their real world…It’s really important to allow that to happen in Earth lesson 

…I believe what happens is that it becomes then part of…a bigger experience and 

they’re able to connect their view of it, their level of understanding of say the bug, 

into a bigger picture…a life-long [picture]…the Earth is changing all the time as a 

child grows, and their understanding is changing as they grow… making [the 

curriculum object] versatile enough to apply…to different experiences is really 

good…  

Anna is assuming certain processes to be unfolding here: the sensory experience of 

seeing ‘what is’ (the bug in the grass) comes to be guided by imagination on to connect 

to stories the student has heard, or to a range of possibilities from their life-long ‘bigger 

picture’. These become accessible to memory via the sensory interaction and the 

connecting. They lead on to allow changes of understanding to happen. Simple materials 

are understood to stimulate a student’s imagination as they interact and respond with 

them. ‘We had the Earth ball…we laid down and…passed [it] around the circle with our 

feet, to focus on us treading gently on the planet…it was so well received, they were so 

engaged… they’re using their…feet in a feeling sense, and their headspace. They’re 

applying all that into it too…’ It is interaction with the curriculum object that facilitates 

these changes. The flexible, transferable object allows interchange between these 

personal and Earth changes. Anna says, ‘The ball of string is connecting but it can also 

create the environment that these characters can move within [the bugs move within 

the circle of ribbon or string]. ’ The same length of ribbon or ball of string might be held 
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between students to show interconnection and interdependence in biodiversity. It can 

be versatile.  

The flip side of the coin to ‘personalising’ curriculum for her students through simple 

objects lies, in Anna’s view, in the importance of permitting and providing multiple 

means for children to express what they know and learn, ‘…the idea of giving kids 

opportunities to express themselves in a myriad ways rather than just one way.’ As she 

sees it ‘…if there’s an opportunity for the child to articulate their experience…then that 

needs to happen, [otherwise] how do we know what to offer next?’ This suggests that 

she ‘reads’ or registers the meanings a child articulates and identifies their personalised 

learning trajectory from this reading. By offering choices in how they articulate learning 

the child’s personal confidence is increased.  

[T]he audience … add … mystery…by watching… ‘Could this be about this? oh 

OoooH it’s about that!’… If they see the dragonfly they get a picture, ‘Ah yes, the 

last time I saw a dragonfly it was around the marigolds in my garden, or it was 

around the wattle tree’…it becomes then a negotiated experience… 

At the end of this passage Anna gives insight into her understanding of processes she 

sees as taking place within the imaginations of the persons responding to the enactment 

of the butterfly or snail. The students are absorbed in the mystery: anticipating the 

meaning then comes a moment of wonder. When it takes place they ‘get a picture’ 

which connects them to their own personal memories and stories. This process enriches 

the living experience.  

Another process Anna speaks of with the mask activity is about the relinquishing of 

identity to take on the identity of the butterfly or snail. She says, ‘They would put on the 

mask… [turns her back to put it on] and the mask becomes their new identity, [then] 

turning away [that is toward me] to let go of their own… At the end they just go [turns 

away again to resume personal identity].’ This indicates a process of relinquishing and 

readopting one’s identity. As she later puts it, identity can be flexible and transferable, 

mime: 
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allows the…child to separate from them as a person to become the character of 

the…neutral mask…it’s what the child brings…their life experience…the mask 

becomes their new identity…  

The simplicity of the mask and mime, she says, ‘allows gesture to happen, gesture to 

make it work, to give it form…’ So while imagination may be personal to the individual 

and hidden away, it can become evident: ‘given form’. In this instance the child’s gesture 

as a living expression is this ‘form’; it gives access to information about their feeling and 

knowledge state: ‘you see the child’s comfort and discomfort as well in their bodies… 

also their personal…relationship…with other beings beyond them.’ Given ‘form’ 

imagination becomes visible as an expression to learn from and wonder on from – for 

other students (the audience) and Anna as their teacher. Her imagination responds to 

the student’s expression ‘…you can just see the way their whole being is moved; it’s not 

just their eyes working, their whole body is working.’ This idea of imagination being 

given form through students’ expressions therefore making understanding available is 

affirmed when I later say, ‘You said that you could identify when [imagination] was in 

play?’ Anna replies yes, ‘…in the way that children were looking…moving… [and] through 

their drawing…what they did with the cloths, with the questions they ask on their way 

out, and things that they might relate to at home.’ Imagination is made visible in 

multiple ways.  

In her story of the children interacting with bugs in the grass above Anna’s 

understanding that the human senses are intertwined with imagination is evident. She 

sees the two as mutually interdependent and responsive: it’s ‘all in one’, and wants, ‘…to 

use the children’s senses…first… [because] kids learn…through a whole range of ways…I 

believe very strongly in the senses, to make sure that they’re awakened as often as 

possible.’ For Anna as the senses bring experience, they arouse the child’s intellect:  

it might be abstract but somewhere in all that there’s been experience. To be able 

to wonder, to be able to even think about it there has to have been experience… 

[And as they]…are shared it gets bigger and bigger…it may have started with one 

simple object…a movement, a question… It’s about us being part of a big picture… 

you know your place in it and how you encounter it, and your experience of it. Then 
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something happens to go in that direction or maybe not…and…you start 

wondering… 

Process is also alluded to in this passage: the senses that bring about an experience may 

also arouse abstract thinking. The process leads to wonder. As experiences are shared, it 

moves on to an expansion which involves both personal and mutual connection to a big 

picture. It has something to do with one’s ‘place’ in the world but also involves the ‘way’ 

that person encounters life. It’s also about the experience itself. The personalising 

process can lead off in different directions according to individual understanding.  

As she teaches, Anna waits. She says, ‘One of my big personal challenges and 

professional challenges…is to know when not to talk and to know when to wait.’ She 

also watches, listens, moves, questions, and she sometimes invites conversations: 

lengthy conversations that you could sit and talk for not just for 10 minutes, but for 

an hour and a half. With things that started with just one thing [and] went into so 

many other things…  

Anna sees herself as a risk-taker too:  

I do have situations where things may not work but I get excited because I think 

well I’ve gone outside the square, I’ve gone beyond… I like to try things out…I want 

to do it in an imaginative, in a creative way. I feel confined if I have to do things in a 

certain way…  

Meanings Anna brings to imagination.  

Imagination guides discovery: it is a dynamic, catalytic, ‘in-the-moment’ process.  

When a student is miming a ‘dragonfly’ or ‘snail’ wearing a neutral white mask ‘…it 

becomes discovery…it’s what that person is bringing and then discovering…’ first for the 

performer themselves and then their audience. What is discovered, Anna says, is ‘…an 

experience… [there’s] a prop to build that…imagination to expand it. Or…refocus and 

create something else. ’ The child is generating an experience of that creature in 

responding to the idea. Imagination guides the process. I interpret her meaning for 

discovery as an event in which the student finds out and organises their response 
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experientially in the moment and the form it takes (the gestures) depends on what 

arises in their mind (what they bring – their prior experiences and understandings). The 

audience is also ‘…discovering, HaaH (awe of surprise, intake of breath) - it’s not about 

this, it’s about this!. . . the audience gets that other view…they…connect the mystery…to 

it by watching it. ’  

Imagination, in the moment, draws in what the student understands already: ‘It’s what 

the child brings to that mask…it’s their level of experience that they apply to that mime… 

and how they make their body move, the identity they give to that mask’ to help create 

a learning experience. What is ‘brought’ could be from a living encounter with dragonfly 

in the flesh, or from a story read or heard. The experience that is created is versatile. It 

involves their changing self - they become part of a story, issue or conversation. Simple 

adaptable props contribute to this plasticity of identity.  

After discovery Anna says imagination guides the person on further. The words she uses 

are ‘…going through to the next stage. Through the mask they’re… going to become part 

of a story…an issue or …a conversation. ’ The discovery made comes to merge with a 

bigger picture. The role imagination plays is indicated when she says, ‘they bring in their 

imagination to make it part of their real world. ’ I understand her to be saying here that 

as a result of the sensory event (enacting a dragonfly) the child relates it inwardly to 

their real world, that is what they perceive as real: their world view. Meaning is made.  

Anna later observes that, ‘What makes this intrinsic is that it’s not something 

prescribed…it becomes then a negotiated experience.’ I understand her to be saying that 

instead of learning by prescription, directed by the teacher as a one-way process, 

learning is negotiated between teacher, performer and audience. Later she adds further 

thoughts on this:  

What the child brings to that experience becomes shared [it’s] not just their 

experience any more. The activity opens it up because of my input and other 

children’s input…Where they are at developmentally is influenced by what they 

bring and influences how they respond…  
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The ‘opening up’ action she speaks of here plays out in an activity that is guided by 

imagination. It is the reason I use the words ‘dynamic’ and ‘catalytic’ for her meaning in 

this section. Anna views imagination’s action as guiding a trajectory through a 

negotiated experience between teacher, creator and audience that influences the 

creator developmentally and has a flow-on effect upon the imaginations of onlookers, 

including that of the observing teacher. Later she says, ‘I want to make [my 

teaching]…open so that richness and open-endedness can come out of it …I don’t want 

to close it up. ’  

Imagination – an invitation to wonder.  

Anna speaks of a philosophical dimension to imagination. She says: 

that idea of the way we think…the questions one might have about a particular 

experience, the wonderings that we often have that we don’t share…to me that’s 

what makes this stuff really important because it brings that out, it…invites us to 

look for answers, for possibilities that can address our wonderings.  

When I ask what she understands to be happening when wonder is present she replies, 

‘…Probably experiences that are brought to the fore.’ I understand her to indicate here 

that prior experiences may be brought to the forefront of the mind as wonder plays out. 

She goes on to describe wondering as a sequence that involves questioning and seeking 

relations:  

It’s that idea of asking why something happens, how does it happen? … and then 

relating…then…to go beyond… To be able to wonder…there has to have been 

experience… [and] it gets bigger and bigger and bigger… [yet] it may have started 

with one simple object or it may have been a movement, a question.  

She also speaks to the hidden: 

wonderings that we often have that we don’t share…to me that’s what makes this 

stuff really important. Because it … invites us to look for answers, for possibilities, 

that can address our wonderings…there may not necessarily be answers but just to 

be able to experience that wonder, it’s so rich!…To feel okay about asking 

questions… 
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Anna’s metaphor for imagination 

Anna uses few metaphors to describe imagination: true to her passion for embodied 

understanding and mime she uses her body metaphorically. During our conversation for 

example she shows me the physical response of a child as she speaks, almost as though 

she relives her embodied understanding of them. Her words are sometimes spoken in 

concert with bodily movement ‘as if’ her imagination is acting as their go-between, 

‘Expands it…helps them to do that breathing in and breathing out, gives them power too 

to be able to contract it, you know bring it all in’ with these words her body echoed: she 

moved in sympathy. Embodiment extends to how she ‘sees’ the children in her care, 

‘you see the child’s comfort and discomfort as well, in their bodies…also their 

personal…relationship…with other beings beyond them. ’  

She does use one metaphor as she describes her enthusiastic response as a child gave 

form to their imagination: ‘To me that’s just “wow” it’s really energising…that challenges 

me then to think, now where can I take them next?’ I ask: is the child’s imagination 

sparking her own? She replies, ‘Ah yes definitely, most definitely… [like] ripples on the 

water. ’ She explains in greater depth: ‘If you imagine…an action…creates…ripples[on the 

water]…something…happens, then this is going to happen, then this means that…could 

happen…next time we come together…maybe we can make this happen…I don’t 

know…it depends on what the children are bringing. ’  

Anna’s perception of imagination’s potency.  

I will now amalgamate Anna’s meanings and expressions to generate a summary of her 

perceptions about why imagination is, to her, potent for learning.  

Imagination arouses individual and shared wonderings: as a child watches on during an 

enactment of imagination they ‘get that other view…that wonder…Could this be about 

this? Oh, Ooooh! It’s about that!’ During wondering personalised connections and links 

can be made between existing life experiences and broader understandings: imagination 

brings ‘a picture’: ‘…Ah yes the last time I saw a dragonfly it was around the marigolds in 

my garden, or it was around the wattle tree. ’ Through imagination therefore students 

come to ‘explore…their personal approach to…their relationship with that external 
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[world] … [and] with other beings beyond them’ they can thus draw on and expand their 

sense of meaning as they link present and past stories.  

Imagination happens in living events negotiated between the teacher, the student, and 

their peers. Such versatile experiences enable personalisation of learning: the student 

expresses ‘self’: ‘It’s for them to bring out.’ This is appropriate for Anna’s field of Earth 

education which is ‘about us as citizens on the Earth but it’s also how we live, how we 

breathe, how we do things, and what we do and how we perceive. ’ Through the 

employment of imagination opportunities are offered to students to express 

themselves, ‘in a myriad ways rather than just one way.’ In this way the child’s 

imagination takes form; it becomes visible and available. As it does so opportunities are 

offered for Anna to ‘read’ her students’ individual meanings, feelings and 

understandings.  

In the use of simple, adaptable objects with ‘universal’ application like a neutral mask, a 

ball of string, a piece of ribbon, a ball, imagination draws the child’s identity into the 

learning holistically – it becomes part of who they are. The child’s whole self comes to be 

immersed in the activity. Learning doesn’t just ‘happen’ to the child as if they are a brain 

on stilts; it involves the student as a whole person: their senses, emotions, intellect: 

their psychology, – ‘all at once’. As Anna says in relation to the mask activity, it’s, ‘the 

identity they give…the mask becomes their new identity.’ Such an approach also taps 

into the student’s ever-changing world view which adjusts as they grow – ‘Their… bigger 

picture…a lifelong [picture]…their understanding is changing as they grow. ’ This 

indicates she understands that a student’s world view is being updated along the way.  

Imagination is potent as a pedagogy for Anna because, as she sees it their personal 

senses, feelings and identity are drawn into the learning experience and are thus in 

direct contact with curriculum content: perhaps this is why it becomes an experience. 

Anna uses words like, ‘You…feel, you can just see the way their whole being is moved’ 

when describing their gestures using the mask, and with the Earth ball, ‘They’re using 

their feet in a feeling sense, and their headspace they’re applying all that into it too. ’ 

With the use of the blindfold she says it’s ‘…to feel and hear the wings and experience 

the fluttering and to use the sense of touch’ and when the water’s spray has its effect, 
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‘How you feel that water and how I feel that water, what picture I have in my mind, is 

going to be very different. ’ By ‘picture’ I understand her to mean an image that presents 

to the mind. Imagination’s special moments stick: ‘…That was really weird, but…I haven’t 

forgotten it’: it makes learning memorable.  

Imagination provides a rich form of learning because it opens things up. It is not a closed 

experience such as a worksheet – a directed and finite accomplishment by the student. 

For Anna the experience of learning from a piece of paper with a fixed use is poor by 

comparison to a real object from which a child can imagine on. Because it is: 

open ended, it allows big questions to happen, it invites conversation, play, 

wonderings…particularly if the props and the setting allows for and invites effective 

learning to happen – the questioning…  

Open-endedness, she says, leads to ‘rich’ learning which is ‘not just a closed experience; 

to me rich learning has happened when kids can walk out the door asking another 

question or making a comment…’ This suggests a trajectory is set up. Anna uses the 

analogy of ripples on water: ‘if you imagine…there’s an action…it creates the ripples… 

something…happens, then this is going to happen, then this means that this could 

happen…’ This ‘ripple effect’ extends into the child’s future: Anna says, ‘We tool them 

for life.’ By creating opportunities for imagination that are ‘open ended, it allows big 

questions to happen… [and] invites conversation, play, wonderings…’ This is also 

illustrated in her ‘learning about ten’ example.               

Anna adds that imagination is potent because:  

it’s open-ended, not inviting one answer; it’s inviting to explore other realms of 

their thinking, not to adopt one way of thinking. It’s asking the child to broaden 

themselves, it opens up possibilities. That moment might open up their way of 

approaching other things in life, other interactions they might have.  

It therefore invites students to broaden their world view – their personalised idea of 

what life is about.  
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The use of imagination in Anna’s teaching and learning, as she sees it, increases a 

student’s imaginative capacity and control: ‘…Expands it…gives them power too to be 

able to contract it… bring it all in…focus on something. ’ It thus can empower and allow a 

student to take control of their personal expression.  

Finally imagination facilitates increased risk taking which is associated with extending a 

student’s personal self-confidence: Anna says, ‘They’re safe risks but risk taking in an 

imaginative way…imagination can be…quite rich but also quite confronting.’ This also 

extends to a student garnering the confidence to be explicit about the questions they 

want to ask, ‘…they find out it’s okay to ask questions…to explore the how and why… 

[and] it gets bigger and bigger and bigger. ’ Imagination as a pedagogy can stimulate 

children to wonder out loud and pose questions: in its atmosphere they can develop the 

confidence to do so.  

Anna’s thoughts on assessment.  

In part two of Anna’s conversation she wanted to talk in more depth about the big 

picture of teaching and learning. The topic of assessment came up. She said:  

I’m opposed to measuring kids’ thinking…[In terms of]…focusing on assessment I 

just don’t want to…I just think it’s a waste of time…so when I am in a situation 

where I have to assess, after cringing and procrastinating I try…to think of a 

way…fits in with my thinking. The only assessment tasks that sit with me…would be 

rubrics…It’s a problem because it’s the time and I think it’s stifling. I’ve been in 

scenarios where I’ve watched a child hate the fact that where they’re at is not up to 

the higher standard…It’s unfair. It automatically says to them that they’re not up to 

‘a standard’ when do they have to be when it’s where they’re at?...I’m not against 

accountability…[I prefer to]…let the conversation happen between myself and the 

parent and the child.  

Narrative - Linda Borner’s pedagogy of imagination.  

Preface:  

The Ragged School children of goldfields history in Ballarat came from a variety of 

backgrounds. Some were the children of paupers…others were orphans or children of 
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the long-term unemployed. Also prostitutes’ children or the children of poorly paid dock 

workers, and of the chronically ill. Life on the goldfields was dangerous. Mining accidents 

were common and as the population grew the overcrowding created unsanitary 

conditions where diseases spread rapidly. Pneumonia, dysentery, scarlet fever, cholera, 

and typhoid claimed many lives and left a growing population of orphans to fend for 

themselves on the digging. For these children life on the diggings was precarious, 

dangerous and risky.  

Linda’s expressions of imagination in curriculum 

Linda’s enthusiasms are for drama and imagination. Her task is to portray history as an 

experience for the students who visit her at Sovereign Hill: they will ‘live’ it. My goal, she 

says, is to ‘…really make the make-believe real. ’ Her students visit the Ragged School for 

just two days: she only has a short time to instil and personalise that experience. She is 

assisted by the immersive 1850s atmosphere of the historical museum: its ‘fiction’ is 

established all around them: everywhere students go, in the classroom and outdoors. 

Within that atmosphere she admits, her role is:  

confronting…you’ve really got to have that balance of strict 1850s school ma’am 

and…‘come play along with me’…wink-wink, tongue-in-cheek… you’ve got to 

invite them and make them feel comfortable enough to do that.  

As Sovereign Hill’s Ragged School Ma’am, Linda invites students from schools across the 

country to imagine and play at school life that is historically authentic to 1850s 

Goldfields times in Central Victoria. She says… 

it’s the ultimate History lesson really…it’s tied into their curriculum…that’s why 

they’re coming here… [to learn] what Ballarat was like in the 1850s…the gold rush; 

all about Eureka…They come here and experience it… [that] gives [it a] deeper level 

of learning…  

As a Ragged School student their two day historical journey with Linda involves time at 

the School House and time learning work skills in the museum community.  
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Before they arrive these students send their teacher-to-be a letter that portrays a made-

up story of their historic family’s circumstances: why they have to come to the Ragged 

School and how they came to be orphaned. She says:  

You get these fabulous stories… ‘Oh my Mama, you know, was washed overboard’, 

and, ‘Oh my Papa…was killed in a fire or bushrangers got him…’ and they tell us all 

about their brothers and sisters, and what they like doing… [That gives] …us the 

template of their character to work with throughout the two day program. So…I’ll 

read all those letters and make notes on each individual child… I’ll get them to stand 

up and say, ‘Oh, now you wrote to me that your Mama was…killed in an oven. 

Goodness me she wasn’t a wicked woman was she?’…all of those references… that 

imaginative play…makes it such an effective tool… 

After drawing from, and memorising their fictions she watches for signs of what the 

child values (their hair, ‘good work’ and so on). Then she takes advantage of opportune 

moments to influence them with words and provoke a memorable image to take away 

with them: 

I’ll read all those letters and make notes on each individual child … then…I’ll get 

them to stand up… [I’ll] say ‘ooh, now you wrote to me that your Mama was you 

know killed in an oven, goodness me she wasn’t a wicked woman was she?...if I can 

make it as individual to each child as I can then they’ll go home with something.  

On arrival the first day Linda will, ‘go in hard and fast…it’s very much strict school ma’am 

…when I meet them straight off the bus I won’t look at them. I’ll just talk to the teachers 

…then I’ll be … ‘Right, two straight lines’…They’re like, ‘Oh, she’s really strict, oh what am 

I in for?’ She takes time at the start to sense their capability for play along with the 

dynamic of the class, ‘You can usually gauge…I can go a bit harder with this one…I can 

push it a bit further …or I need to back off with this one, they’re not really up for the 

play just yet.’ She observes that, ‘children from low socio-economic backgrounds 

[who]…have to grow up before their time find the imaginative stuff pretty difficult… 

you…have to work hard for that interaction…that engagement…’ but her program is 

‘responsive… [and] interactive … [so] whatever they give me I totally run with…the more 

they give, the more I’ve got to plot, to work with, and play with.’ There’s also a 
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trajectory that runs over their visit because students take time to warm up and get used 

to the play then they become confident: ‘Day 1 is a kind of a figuring out, Day 2 you 

can…go to town.’ 

The student is primed from before the time they arrive: they create their own story 

about their historical identity, and are thus emotionally invested even before they step 

into the Ragged School. They also: 

get told about the strap…you really keep them on the edge of their 

seats…they…don’t know what’s going to happen, but that’s where you want 

them…you come in your big dress and you go ‘Right: two straight lines, one of boys, 

one of girls, organise yourselves!’ And they go ‘Ooo right, okay.’  

The students willingly put themselves in Linda’s hands: they don’t know it but they are 

about to experience personalised comparisons which Linda prepares for them without 

their knowledge: ‘something that child will remember…unique to them’. Linda avidly 

watches for opportunities to personalise episodes of historical life so as to suddenly and 

acutely make them relevant to the story the student has willingly adopted. She 

consciously and strategically manipulates a specific provocation that is suited to each 

child’s personality. Her deliberate goal is to provoke the student to make comparisons 

between their cotemporary and historical selves – between the ‘fact’ and the ‘fiction’. 

She wants the child to ‘see’ themselves ‘as’ the historical child, to take their identity on 

‘as real’. She treats them as-if they are that child, through storying she impresses their 

mutual identities through coupling emotion to an individualised meaning-making event. 

As they ‘live through’ the experience over the two days they compare at every level of 

their being. The museum proposes a new ‘possible reality’ for their existing identity 

embedded in historical time. The child is purposely provoked to ‘be’ this different self 

and they feel, with their senses, the emotional belonging of that other identity. They 

play along with, enact and support each other as a community of colluders in this 

historical fiction.  

Linda estimates the readiness of the child to ‘play’ in this confronting way. If they are, 

‘not that ready we won’t push or pull…you get a good indication…early on. ’ If she 

decides they are ready, Linda inserts story-arrows which, she anticipates, will be felt ‘as 
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real’. They will ‘bridge’ the worlds so that the historical personality becomes ‘real’ for 

the contemporary child in a living moment.  

Linda refers to the connection between herself and her students as: 

an awakening of the senses… [without that]…there is no connectedness…if you are 

not relating to it…there’s no emotion…it’s water off a duck’s back. It’s…surface 

superficial learning it doesn’t go deeper…by awakening that imagination… 

In effect, she says, ‘…you’re leading; you’re directing the whole thing…’ 

At the beginning she takes time to sow seeds; she primes their imagination partly 

through expectancy by alerting students to things that ‘could’ happen: ‘I’ll say, ‘I’ve 

heard a rumour that Mrs. Jones from the Criterion Store is looking to employ someone, 

it’s just a rumour…’ Later, along comes Mrs. Jones, [who is actually] their classroom 

teacher.  

It all ties in together…when the girls write, ‘Oh I want to be a seamstress like my Mama 

was,’ I’ll think…the girls might…do sewing… I’ll try and put those children who’ve 

said…they want to do this kind of job into those sorts of roles…everyone goes home with 

a certificate… and there’s also a medallion… one student who…plays their role the best… 

it’s normally the student who wouldn’t get that kind of accolade at school…who falls 

through the cracks…this is an opportunity for them… 

Linda takes time to teach the students to play, she says:  

they need to play…to be completely engaged and get that experience…. I did this 

program when I was in grade five… I remember… specific things word for word…it’s 

stayed with me…It was such a great experience…I know that, if I can make it as 

individual to each child as I can, then they’ll go home with something as well… 

This ‘individualising’ of the students’ experience is made possible because of the 

Sovereign Hill teachers’ acute knowledge of the history. A School Ma’am or Master 

draws actual historical details in and inserts them into conversations with a student to 

provoke personal connection during the play. The intent is to create an experience they 

will remember: to ‘make the make-believe as real as possible’. By the time they leave 
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Sovereign Hill our School Ma’am’s intent is for each student’s historical character to 

experience something true to the times and tailor-made to appeal to a quality they 

already possess. It will become part of their own living story. Its detail will be chosen, ‘to 

show them those comparisons. ’  

Since the nature of 1850s teaching in rural Victoria was:  

we all put our pens up; we all put our pens down…in order to make it individual for 

one child I might choose them for the doctor. We have visiting people who play as 

well…the doctor will come and, given that they’re poor, orphaned children,…if I 

notice a girl plays with her hair a lot and loves her long hair, well I’ll give her lice…I’ll 

say ‘I’ve noticed this girl has been constantly scratching’…the doctor will come over 

and say, ‘Oh…shave her head, burn her clothes’… She’ll go home and say, ‘Oh they 

told me to do this!’…it makes it individual for her. . .  

She adds that she will: 

…always pick out the left handers… ‘Stand up child, why on earth are you writing 

with your left hand?’… ‘Because I’m left handed’… I’ll just laugh and say, ‘Bwah, 

there’s no such thing,’ and go on about [it] being a sign of the devil…But I’ll give 

them an out…I’ll say, ‘Could it be that you hurt your right hand last night?’…I’m 

nodding my head furiously…Most of them…pick it up straight away…If they’re not 

quite there, I’ll say, ‘Weren’t you the boy I had chop my wood for me last night? Did 

you hurt your hand that way?’…If they’re still saying no, I’ll say, ‘Now let me look at 

your right hand. Oh yes it’s terribly swollen…blah-blah-blah’…Some kids go, ‘Oh 

yes,’ [and give a] …crazy story about how they hurt their hands…which is brilliant, I 

really love that…another student…[might support the left-handed student and] say, 

‘Excuse me Ma’am but I saw Master Jack sleep walking last night’… 

Linda gives a personal example of this individualising strategy. As a young child she 

attended the Historical Museum herself. Always a tall girl, when she visited Sovereign 

Hill she was: 

put with the tall grade fives… [on arrival students were] ranked…in order of height… 

We were doing sewing [with]… ‘Old Sir’- he had a big white beard… [he was] quite 

an old man…I took my sewing up… [for him to] appraise…and he said, ‘Ooh, actually 
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this is quite good’… [then] he said, ‘Tell me child, can you cook?’ ‘Yes Sir, I can cook.’ 

‘Can you clean?’ ‘Yes Sir, I can clean.’ And he said, ‘Why if I were ten years younger 

I’d have you to be my wife.’…I mean I was eleven, ‘Oh my God, you know dirty old 

man…but …then I had that moment… ‘Oh God if we were in the 1850’s he really 

could have me for his wife if he wanted…it really emotionally put me in this time 

frame…[it] kind of connected everything else together through that emotion… 

It’s very effective, it’s deep…it works and it’s…much deeper learning, it’s not just 

surface…they connect with it…when you connect with something especially through 

experience…it’s an experience, it’s not an essay, it’s not a project, it’s an experience 

…that’s why it’s effective learning.  

The students are treated as equal and responsible players and participants in the 

museum community as it presents history to tourists and visitors. Linda will say: 

Remember…you are a child of the 1850s…So you’re in full costume and you’re 

eating your packet of Samboy chips, how do you think that looks? …visitors will be 

listening to you and…marvelling at you as a child of the 1850s. They’re not going to 

want that bubble broken by you telling your mate what score you got on…play 

station…  

She says when they are treated as, ‘little custodians of the history…they really take that 

role on and get into it…’ At the end of Day One Linda will gather her young History 

students together:  

Well done for surviving Day One in the 1850s…You can feel them relax…and…have a 

bit of a giggle…Then I say, ‘Now that you know what is expected, I expect even more 

from you tomorrow’ and I give them homework…the 17 times tables…the alphabet 

backwards…there is always the possibility of the strap…so they do it! 

The feedback from schools she has received includes:  

a lot of reports from teachers who…think this is so brilliant, because little Johnny 

who is usually not engaged in anything, is just sitting up straight…in character and 

…loving every second of it…he’s doffing his cap and…saying, Good Morning Ma’am, 

and ‘Sir’ to everyone …he meets… Because it’s so different I think they’re more 
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willing… and it’s outside their comfort zone: they’re outside of their school…they’re 

on camp, it’s exciting.  

Meanings Linda brings to imagination.  

The teacher awakens imagination in preparation for a learning event.  

Linda states that: for her teaching program at Sovereign Hill to ‘work’, a child ‘need[s] to 

play in order to be completely engaged and get that experience…’ The sequence of 

learning she sets out is first: entering the play; second: becoming ‘completely engaged’, 

third: an experience is made possible.  

The students are surrounded by the sensory reality of living and being in the 1850s. As a 

Ragged School child all their senses are ‘immersed’ in that historical time – they 

‘become’ a child of the times: an orphan or pauper who is living a dangerous life in 

which they have to ‘fend for themselves on the diggings’ (see preface above). In effect 

their entire surroundings produce the sensory effect of a lived ‘reality. ’ This enables 

their teacher to draw in specific circumstances of those times and personalise the 

history to the child. As the child lives through the unique circumstances presented in the 

moment (shave her head…burn her clothes; I’d have you to be my wife), they feel it as if 

it were real – and the experience of emotion brings the understanding home.  

The child is their own living contemporary self (their existing persona) and at the same 

time they are viewing historical life through their character; experiencing the character’s 

story. As I understand it the ‘experience’ arises because they feel the events that happen 

‘as if’ they are happening to their existing persona – rather than the character. If, as 

Linda did with her eleven-year-old’s experience with ‘Old Sir’, the child ‘gets it’ – that is 

they grasp that if they actually were a child of those times this really could happen to 

them.   

In summary, as I interpret Linda’s meaning, a child’s immersion in the museum 

experience and the invitation to play, leads to engagement in which they ‘invest’ identity 

in their character. Once the child accepts the invitation their ‘complete engagement’ 

leads to an openness to experiencing – a ‘readiness to receive. ’ At that point, Linda, 
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their School Ma’am seizes the opportunity to, ‘show them those comparisons’. She uses 

words to consciously personalise an imagining for them: a unique, living imagining.  

As Linda sees it:  

It has to be unique to each child. In my opinion no two people’s imaginations are 

the same, we all see the world very differently…That part is important to me: 

…trying to make that experience;…trying to have a one-on-one, or even just 

something that child will remember that is…unique to them…she’ll go home and 

say, ‘Oh they told me to do this’… Simply immersing the children into an 1850s 

lifestyle, what better way to show them what it was like?...You can read about it 

until the cows come home but once you’re in costume and you’re being treated as 

an 1850’s child in an 1850’s setting…there’s all your learning… 

Her last statement implies that as the child experiences a living ‘comparison’ meaning is 

made and learning happens. The child of the twenty-first century now ‘knows’ a 

particular aspect of life as a child of the nineteenth century. They have been led to see 

and know the times, through ‘feeling’ the times: ‘there’s always the possibility of the 

strap. ’ Their knowing comes from experiencing it in an acutely individual way. It 

emerges from sensory immersion, from strategic connection to a living story and from 

an experience of emotion that is felt while imagining happens in the moment. The 

observant teacher has the intent, and looks for opportunities to make the history ‘real’ 

for each child.  

Linda says it is an ‘awakening of imagination.’ During our conversation she showed me a 

quotation from Abrahamson (1998) which stated: ‘The best methodology for education 

is not simply the use of didactic instruction, for it needs to be an awakening and moving 

experience in order for the content to have meaning for the learner’ (p. 442). She 

elaborated on this quote, saying:  

An awakening of the senses that’s how I see it, absolutely…[if] there is no 

connectedness [and] you’re just doing as the teacher tells you to…if you are not 

relating to it in any way, shape or form…then there’s no emotion to it…it’s water off 

a duck’s back…It’s…surface, superficial learning, it doesn’t go deeper… 
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By awakening that imagination…it becomes about them…it’s the connectedness, it’s 

the relating to…Once you experience it…you relate to it…there is an emotion…It’s 

through that experience triggering the emotion that then becomes the deeper 

learning.  

Her understanding seems to be that a teacher seizes the moment to awaken imagination 

which interacts with the senses and the depth of a child’s capacity for play to arouse 

emotion through relationship and connection. The experience of learning is made 

memorable through such learning events: they ‘emotionally put me in this time frame 

[and that] connect[s] everything…together. ’ 

Later I asked Linda about ways she developed imagination as a strategy in her previous 

teaching roles. This led to her further elaborating on imagination as an ‘awakening of the 

senses’. She mentioned ‘…the blindfold…shut down one of the senses…activate the 

others…it’s much deeper than saying, ‘This is rough.’ Well, how is it rough? If I can’t see 

it let me feel how it’s rough.’ I responded with a question: ‘What’s happening in a child’s 

imagination…once you take away that visual sense? Do you see imagination as being 

about image, because it has that word ‘image’ in it?’ She replied, ‘No, no I don’t…a smell 

can evoke all sorts of memories… it depends on the individual…We all learn in different 

ways… I don’t think imagination just has to be visual.’ I asked: ‘How do you 

conceptualise it then?’ She replied:  

I’m a pretty visual learner…but…it can be a body experience as well… depending on 

what…style you prefer…that will come across stronger in that individual… look at 

dancers: I have a friend who closes his eyes and all of a sudden he’ll… be moving…to 

whatever’s going on in his head…friends who are artists…express themselves… 

though voice - who sing,… it’s really just taking those blinkers off and realising 

imagination can be whatever you want it to be in order to help the penny drop for 

that one student.  

Linda’s metaphor for imagination.  

Linda’s ‘awakening of the senses’, as described above, is the only metaphor she uses in 

relation to imagination. It implies that a heightening of the senses accompanies or 
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incites its living action and/or that a student’s senses are part of new meaning making. 

This interpretation is supported by her chosen pedagogy of imagination.  

Linda’s perceptions of imagination’s potency.  

Linda, as the School Ma’am of the Ragged School, has a brief window of opportunity to 

communicate with a large group of students she has never met before: it is but two 

days. Over forty-eight hours her goal is to invite them to play and, along the way, to gain 

their trust so she can strategically share understandings about history that she hopes 

will stick. She tailors her task to the situation, to the history, to the children and their 

capabilities ‘…think on your feet…it’s all completely ad lib…away we go. ’  

Imagination becomes a vehicle for learning when she awakens the child’s awareness of 

what ‘could’ happen to them as an 1850s child: she provokes them to imagine through 

providing them with a historical episode linked to their character. Emotion is aroused by 

the episode: emotion which ‘brings about a connectedness…it connects you to the 

situation so therefore the learning is deeper. ’ 

I interpret the situation as follows: imagination is potent for learning when a child 

simultaneously senses something real as a result of the tension between two co-existing 

time periods, and two identities. The time periods are the present and the 1850s. The 

two identities are me as a student at my existing school with my own name and life 

experience / and me temporarily an orphan attending the Ragged School: the identity of 

my historical character with their life experience as my own fiction. If the child grasps 

the tensions that play out between these dual factors they may develop insight. That 

insight could look something like: if I actually was a child living then, a whole different 

story (including physical conditions and relationships between people) could be playing 

out in my life. Put like this it seems almost self-evident; but what I think Linda is saying is 

that a child who ‘gets this’ knows it in their being. They have experienced it both 

physically and emotionally. They haven’t found it out intellectually because an adult told 

them so. They ‘real’-ise it. They can empathise with that historical period; it is not just a 

‘story’ like other fiction they have partaken of: it’s real for them. They know that living 

people made this history.  
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This explanation makes other statements Linda has made during her conversation more 

accessible; for example when she said of her own experience as a child attending 

Sovereign Hill, ‘I remember specific things word for word almost and it’s stayed with me. 

’ A sense of significance would seem to have led to the event sticking in her memory – 

significance brought through an event of meaning-making. Linda’s view – that when 

strategic imagining is provoked through a sensory encounter it arouses emotion which 

‘brings about a connectedness…it connects you to the situation so therefore the learning 

is deeper’ is a key insight that stays with me.  

Choice seems important to her in her work as the Ragged School mistress – the students’ 

preparation for their historical experience involves them choosing their character 

persona for example. Linda also indicates choice is significant when she talks about 

‘inviting’ them to ‘play’. Those who enter into the play and become engaged are more 

likely to have an experience and make that meaning. Linda says that without the 

receptivity and engagement, ‘it becomes…more teacher-driven… [and]…less interactive 

…more, ‘okay we’re going to do what I tell you to basically.’ If they don’t accept that 

invitation it’s a different kind of learning.  

As a more general reflection on current pedagogy – away from her work as a Sovereign 

Hill educator, Linda would like students to be able to make more choices in their 

classrooms. To choose: 

what they want to learn about and [how they] express…and validate that learning… 

they might …build something to show their learning, they might write…make up a 

song…do a powerpoint presentation…an essay…as long as they can…make a choice 

and have ownership over that choice…if students are given that freedom… 

[and]…the materials to… [they] find out what kind of learner they are.  

Throughout the conversation a major theme is imagination’s potency for 

individualisation of learning. When she reflects on current trends she says: 

It’s like we’re trying to make students average at everything…it’s the pressures and 

demands…you have to have your data…blah-blah-blah…Benchmarking can be a 

useful tool but…if your child is happy at school…learning and excited about what 

they are doing then, brilliant…I don’t want to see As and Bs and Cs on a page. I think 
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parents get really disillusioned…it’s not flexible enough…we are herding these 

children…like cattle: we all go through, we all come out.  

Narrative - Lynn Thorp’s pedagogy of imagination.  

Lynn’s expressions of imagination in curriculum.  

Lynn’s enthusiasms are multiple: amongst the most prominent in our conversation 

are story, dramatic performance and social cohesion.  She describes herself like 

this: 

I’m a kid at heart…I like…bringing…drama into the classroom…I love performing. If I 

had my way I’d be a Wiggle…That’s probably why I love teaching so much…Now I’m 

going to cry…It’s because I can be the performer, I can be the creator, I can be the 

admin/secretary type person …I love planning my lessons and seeing how they’re 

going to connect…when I say plan them I mean the beginnings of them… 

She is enthusiastic about her students working together as a family and mutually 

supporting each other in learning, ‘they’ve all got a little adventure to bring to it, and 

what part of the adventure are you going to bring today?’ At the heart of the interplay of 

her enthusiasms within the safe, strong culture she establishes, is the ‘common 

story…we… share … together’ and as this story plays out her students’ different ways of 

expressing their understandings are accepted. In this learning environment their 

imaginations can contribute unfettered.  

Lynn generates a storied world of make-believe in the living classroom, a world in which 

fictional Letter Lickers (Barber, 1999) come to life. Her students add to, innovate upon 

and co-construct that storied world. She eavesdrops and keeps note of their interests 

and understandings, then she deliberately weaves them into the curriculum at 

opportune moments, ‘It’s keeping your eyes open during class time and connecting it to 

what you’ve heard or had that conversation [about]. ’ She also does ‘…letter journals…I 

write them a letter…they write me back…we…have that communication: ‘What’d you do 

on the weekend?’ She then deliberately weaves their stories into the broader classroom 

story at opportune moments. The more they voice their meanings as personal 

expressions and as helpers of others the happier she is. The storying atmosphere can be 
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powerful she says, ‘they got to the point where they asked, ‘Are they really 

real?’…starting to question whether it was role play or reality…I said, ‘They’re just 

pretend, but in here they’re real’. That this ‘live’ experience is effective is portrayed in an 

anecdote involving a: 

little boy [who]…didn’t read, didn’t write…like the mentality of a three year old in a 

grade full of 9 and 10 year olds…he…loved the Letter Lickers…I said, ‘You have to 

feed the Letter Licker’; ‘What do I feed it?’ ‘Letters.’ So he wrote his name and was 

feeding the Letter Licker. I said, ‘You’d better feed him some more. ’ He started to 

write independently [when] he hadn’t…all his life…an integration aide…the whole 

time…To say ‘Write some letters, I’ll come  back…was a big step…He’s got his part in 

the story.   

Along the way her students are explicitly told the syllabus requirements that are being 

addressed and formal language is used quite explicitly, but those external benchmarks 

are simply matter of course, they are not the main game. That is the classroom story of 

the moment and the shared values that steer the learning culture: the importance of 

each child’s social and personal welfare, their sense of belonging, and their 

opportunities to learn. The social side of classroom life is: 

I would say…more important than the reading and writing…if we can get kids feeling 

comfortable about their social situation…and having a go, the academic (clicks 

fingers three times)…they’re ready to ask questions…. I don’t get this, it’s okay I can 

ask…I’m not going to be laughed at…I’m not going to be told…you didn’t listen…and 

everybody has the right to be here…to their say and  their view…I expect you all to 

be friends, you’re my family for the year.   

She wants them to know, ‘It’s okay to think like this whether it’s imaginative or any 

other way. If I’ve got these views [I can]…air them and not be knocked down. ’ No child 

needs to hide their level of ability: all are invited to be, ‘the best that you can be…at this 

point in time…You’ll be pushed… encouraged… [and]…helped…’ toward that. If a student 

sniggers at another’s idea, Lynn says: 

You’re on them like a ton of bricks. ‘That’s not acceptable…I think it’s a good idea’, I 

add…my weight… [It’s about] providing a listening, safe environment… There doesn’t 
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have to be a recipe for who you are…you can allow your imagination [free rein] 

…become who you want to be…explore [and]…celebrate it…We love you as you… 

It is a culture in which imagination can flourish, and in addition:  

hopefully you’re teaching them…life skills…thinking outside the box. Life isn’t going 

so crash hot at the moment: well let’s get creative…  

Lynn describes a child disconnected from school work but who was rich in the world of 

her imagination: 

in grade 2 she’d run down the street, out wherever…People say she’s naughty…as 

you get to know her she’s like a…frightened animal…She’ll…create…She’s built a 

cubbie house…When she’s not coping…she’ll disappear…out the back…with these 

boxes…She’s made…a computer…with slots…We’ll email each other…She’ll …write 

…how she’s feeling…I’ll email her back…[It’s] letting her…[instead of]…saying, ‘Get 

back here, I want you to do this.’…We’re all doing writing…she’s out…back writing 

emails…It’s writing, that’s the bottom line… 

[Using] a garbage bag she made…a beautiful big princess dress…I didn’t mind… she 

…joined us…did her maths and everything in this dress…Another teacher came in… 

‘Get that off, get it off’…I’m, ‘No, why?...She’s enjoying being in it…she’s doing her 

work. What’s the issue?’ … there’s times when I say, ‘Take someone with you! Go 

and enjoy it with somebody’ so it’s not isolated…They’re helping…teaching each 

other…build[ing] on each other’s knowledge…  

Lynn speaks of students who live with social and economic disadvantage saying: 

I was talking to…people…known as Westies. They’re segregated but do we help 

their cause? …They’ve got into that rut…we as a society keep them there too: ‘This 

is who I am…how I behave …how it’s going to be…’ It…perpetuates itself. 

But…somebody…will work at it…move out…They’ve got…imagination… 

perseverance…persistence…  

As her school year begins Lynn prioritises waiting to ‘…see…the dynamic…in that 

moment with those particular children…’ Their agency is important:  
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they’re interested in manga…we’ll put it in terms of a manga DVD…they’re only 9 

and 10 year olds…We’re talking about global issues…it’s too big…taking them from 

where they are…we might be able to go global. So-an-so’s house got flooded on the 

weekend…down the track, ‘Oh your house got flooded…you’re lucky you’ve still got 

your house, have you seen these people over in Africa? They have got nothing…’ It’s 

storing up those bits and pieces they tell you…and capitalising …at a later time.  

While over years she may teach the same content, the way it is taught always varies:  

I use…my imagination [to] connect…with the kids…You hear snippets…Having 

grasped [them it’s] how to teach…the dry stuff but have it so that it’s 

interesting…[so that] they get excited … [they] can see them[selves] in it…I have 

never done the same thing twice…I don’t think I could…I’d be bored, I’D be 

bored…It’s taking that cohort of kids…[and] capitalising on…those interests. [And 

that’s]…where …imagination…comes in.  

The principal curriculum work she describes for her pedagogy of imagination builds from 

a children’s storybook: ‘Eat my Words’ by Barber (1999). He writes of ‘Letter Lickers’ – 

little fictional creatures who lick letters from pages – letters are their food and once they 

have eaten, blank pages remain. For Lynn this was an ‘exciting, creative, 

imaginative…idea…There were lightbulbs…bing, bing, bing!’  

Lynn prepared a storyline, presented it, and then waited to see what happened. For the 

Letter Lickers she took a blank notebook that looked old into class. Her students already 

knew how much she loved music:  

On the weekend I found this old book…Let me tell you about Chopin…I opened it up 

and… there’s no letters… ‘Jolly Letter Lickers!…Oh it doesn’t matter’…By this time 

the kids are: ‘What’s a Letter Licker? What’s a Letter Licker?’… I said, ‘Oh…I’ll…look 

around home… see if I can find you one’…[meantime] I’d planted one in the roll…If 

you pick it up right…they pop up…[so] when I picked up the roll he jumped out…I 

caught him…[and] said, ‘This is a Letter Licker!’…They gradually bred around the 

classroom…I’d hide them…the kids’d come in… ‘There’s a Letter Licker, quick catch 

it!’… 
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[So] we…did our shared story writing… [around the Letter Lickers]…I’d given them 

the character … [then]…I said ‘Where do you think these Letter Lickers…come 

from… knowing [they]…love to eat letters?’…We [wrote]…a descriptive piece of 

writing… [and] …ended up creating a problem [for]…the Letter Licker… [T]hat’s how 

they wrote their stories: the best narratives I have ever had from grade threes…One 

little boy had him living in a post box…As the letters came in the Letter Licker licked 

off the letters…He got fatter and fatter…the problem was…[he] couldn’t get out of 

the post box. Absolutely brilliant…from a little boy who at the beginning of the 

year…couldn’t write creative stories…[they were] so stilted, ‘Once upon a time 

there were two cats’…I’ve got the same boy in grade 4 - his enthusiasm for writing 

has…absolutely flown!...[For] another little girl…selective[ly] mute…[the storyline] 

gave her a real structure [on which] to build…her stories… instead of rambling and 

having a hundred different story lines… 

Lynn’s ‘Letter-Licker’ world of make-believe brought an energy that helped carry her 

pedagogy. It was effective with students with academic or social-emotional difficulties. 

She says imagination: ‘help[s] with inclusiveness…’ She went with the flow as her 

students responded spontaneously and along the way strategically drew in the ‘dry 

stuff’: her English syllabus, mathematics, and technology and design: ‘It gave me 

the…platform…to teach things…an adverbial phrase…nouns, pronouns, verbs … chance 

and data…curriculum areas I knew I had to teach…’  

At one point the Letter Lickers: 

multiplied so much…the kids decided, ‘Maybe we could have one each!’ I said, 

‘Well, they’re an endangered species!’…All of a sudden…our Humanities…Civics and 

Citizenship: looking after the environment… ‘What happens to endangered 

species?...We [must get] a licence to look after [them] …You’ve got to…sit the 

licence test!’ …We had so much fun… [Here’s our] ‘Letter Licker Licence test…Letter 

Lickers need to eat a variety of words and letters…to maintain their health. To take 

care of them you…need to know…different types of words and letters…’ We’d 

already talked about these words…so [I made it] a…test…I’d never taught prefixes 

and suffixes [so well] …The kids…never remembered it so well…Kids…[from] last 

year can [still] tell me what a pronoun is… 
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What makes it work, Lynn says, is: 

There’s a purpose for it, you’re using your imaginativeness or the creativeness for 

the purpose…We want to look after our Letter Lickers… [So it’s]…linking to the real 

world: ‘We’re doing this because…’ and ‘Where in the world would you use this?’ 

The imagination side…has a purpose…a reason for doing it…I struggle with 

some…things we have to do…Next term [it’s]…exposition…We’ve got 

NAPLAN…[and] we want them to do well…It’s pretty dry…I’ll still do the formal 

lessons…how you teach an argument…but to get the kids engaged …it’s not just 

saying, ‘[Let’s have]…time on exposition…Why shouldn’t you have pocket money?’ 

You know, the ‘same-old-same’.     

With their classroom overrun by Letter Lickers, enthusiasm was running high and 

students from other grades grew interested. Lynn says she ‘felt for the other…grade 

threes. They saw the Letter Lickers…went home and designed and created their 

own…They wanted…to look after them and care for them too. ’ She describes the Letter 

Licker story as having a kind of energy that was ‘…full on for maybe two to three 

weeks…after that…the…wow factor…dissipated…’ 

While her Letter Lickers example shows how Lynn approaches planned curriculum using 

imagination as a pedagogy she also alerts me to times that imagination surfaces 

spontaneously; it enables links to be made: 

You could be sitting…talking about Maths [fractions]: very straight forward and 

structured… [and] someone will say, ‘That’s like an army!’…You say ‘What?’ [One 

day]…doing fractions…a [boy]…said, ‘I think of it as an army…He’s got his…eight 

squadrons …One…is an eighth of the lot…[He had that] imagination to connect it to 

something totally west of where we were thinking …But you’ve got to let them… 

articulate it and try and understand…even if it’s not how your brain works:…I would 

never have thought of an army…[but] as he was talking… ‘You’re right; I will let you 

have that… [and he] probably [had] a better understanding of what a fraction is…To 

me that’s imagination…they connect, they engage…in what they are doing… 

Lynn recognises that open-endedness allows imagination to enter in and this is 

significant to learning. As she puts it, it’s about:  
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how to get into open-endedness instead of… [the] closed questions…they grow up 

doing… cause they’re little… ‘What’s that mum?’… [they are] going from that 

reality…the responses are closed…You start to say, ‘Well, what do you think?’ 

…We’ve got to teach them to ask the what-ifs…the open-ended questions. Even 

adults… [after experiencing]…a closed education system have trouble [with]…open-

ended problems. We have parents…complaining about Maths homework, ‘We can’t 

do it,’ ‘Oh? Why not?’ … ‘We can’t get the answer’…. ‘Sorry, there’s lots of ways to 

do it’… ‘But I want THE answer…I want it right!’…So opening up… What if?...How 

about?...Could we try that? …Where are the scientists and the world problem 

solvers? Where do we go if they don’t know how to answer the open-ended 

questions? We’ll be stuck… [So] it’s getting more people to question…  

Lynn sees the cultivation of empathy ‘…that imagining and putting yourself in someone 

else’s… footsteps’ as another way imagination is present in her classroom. ‘I don’t think 

you could have empathy without imagination…The only way to get there is to 

imagine…because sometimes you’re never in that situation…’  

From Lynn’s perspective story offers a ‘platform’ for launching curriculum because it 

conveniently connects in and flows with it. When she talks of planning she describes two 

approaches: ‘thinking of the creative and going with the flow’ is one of them: it is active, 

on-the-spot planning. The Letter Licker story demonstrates it when she says, ‘The only 

thing I planned was bringing in the Letter Licker…From that it…compounded…That’s…the 

imagination of the teacher…I still knew I had…these curriculum areas…to teach. ’ 

Another planning technique is tapping into her own imagination at times of spontaneous 

mental flow. She describes working toward a concert item about ‘Cyclone Tracy’ – a 

student’s idea followed up by their suggestions. At first, she says, there were:  

little snippets…the wind, the storm…drifting…off to sleep, the whole item just 

before my eyes…[I] grabbed the phone…the next bit then was just [to] script…up 

and refine…everything just came together… I saw it performing…what was going to 

happen was there.  
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Meanings Lynn brings to imagination.  

Imagination and creativeness are intertwined, they start in reality.  

Lynn muses on the difference between imagination and ‘creativeness’ eleven times 

during our conversation. Mostly, when she speaks of imagination she brings creative or 

creativeness in: the terms seem almost interchangeable. She says it’s: 

that whole creative versus imagination…Is it being creative with their experiences 

and their interests, to develop an activity or a program or a series of lessons?...I 

don’t think I’ve…clarified the difference…you need imagination to be creative would 

be what it comes down to. The imagination comes first…that’s how I’m… viewing 

it…Imagination is the ‘what ifs,’…the creative part is when you start to design and 

create…but…at what point does it stop being imagination and start to be creative?  

Here she calls imagination the ‘What-ifs’ – I understand her as talking about the posing 

of a question to the mind: ‘What is possible here?’ – a process of provoking the mind to 

probe the potential of what is posed to it in the moment. It seems to me Lynn’s mind is 

finely tuned to that process and is primed to ‘answer. ’ I think Lynn comes close to 

defining her approach when she says, ‘it’s that thinking of the creative and going with 

the flow…you’re using your imaginativeness or the creativeness for the purpose of it… 

[and later]… I’ll try and get the response being creative…I’ve got to imagine – okay: 

character study – we could write an essay or…’ These words suggest she intentionally 

and consciously arouses imagination while initiating her planning process, then she 

‘watches’ where it takes her. This seems evident when she gives an instance. He is 

developing an idea for a class concert. First she remarks upon the: 

fine line between imagination and creation…The kids [asked]… ‘Can we do Cyclone 

Tracy?’…There’s little snippets…we could do the wind, the storm…One of the girls 

drew a costume: ‘How about this for…the storm people?’ ‘Yeah I like that.’…Then 

laying in bed…going off to sleep, [I saw] the whole item just before my eyes… [I] 

grabbed the phone…recorded what I saw…Everything just came together…I saw it 

performing…It was a combination: we’d read a story about ‘Cyclone Something’ … 

about the teacher being equally affected by the material and intrinsically 

frameworking a creative approach by genuinely getting involved…there was an 
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element of that, there was the element of the storm…of newsreel people… it just 

flipped through. It has refined since but the…sequence of what was going to happen 

was there… 

Lynn’s imagination appears to have, autonomously and vividly, answered a call to 

answer what is possible here? The idea is posed: prepare a plan for a concert item about 

Cyclone Tracy; as her mind relaxes into sleep she lets it probe the potential…what is 

possible? Imagination and creativeness blur together: her imagining becomes her 

creativeness and the various stimuli of her planning process cohere; as she says: 

‘everything just came together. ’ A moving imagining is presented to her mind from the 

‘combination’ of stimuli that had been aroused. That combination included a ‘teacher’s 

guide’ (a story we’d read … about a teacher); Cyclone Tracy’s notoriously wild wind and 

storms; her students’ plans for costumes; news items of the time, and so on.  

All of these stem from a reality of some sort. As she says: 

a lot of the imaginative work…we do comes from a reality of some sort, doesn’t it? 

…even composers…people like that: there’s been a reality…they’ve been through to 

create…They imagine how it might sound and try to put it into a… [form] 

I comment on how practised at using her imagination she has become…she immediately 

adds ‘…to create…But [she says], a lot of thinking has gone in ahead. ’ I ask about the 

kind of ‘thinking’ she refers to – and as she responds she relates to a current creative 

project: a painting: ‘It’s…waiting and thinking… [like] I’ve only just started with [my 

painting]: Okay I want to do the sky…to make it realistic…well is it darker at the top? 

Lighter at the bottom?’ She is focusing here upon comparing what she actually sees with 

what she views in the mind’s eye. When she talks of being creative with materials it’s 

more about multiple possibilities, ‘this thread…could be a scarf…a headband… a 

bracelet, or a blanket for my doll and it’s just a strip of …knitted yarn’.  

Imagination-as-creativeness is aroused by story, curiosity, open-endedness.  

Lynn describes a process she sees as happening when imagination is aroused. She says 

that, with her Letter Licker curriculum: 
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It was the curiosity…[brought by] the story line…the empty book…[and] setting up 

the drama: the situation as a reality for them…We actually started in reality…It 

wasn’t till we got to, ‘Now you tell me [where]…they belonged…that the 

imagination kicked in…The reality…is the story. [Then]…imagination started to go – 

what happens?...questioning - …the what ifs…And if that’s happened well what’s 

going to happen now?...Letting the kids ask those questions…What’s his enemy? Oh 

I’ve got to find out!  

I understand her to be describing a process: and explain it as follows. In place of what 

was expected (a book on Chopin) the students are faced with an empty book and this 

‘sets up the drama’: a situation which is, in that moment, ‘a reality for them’. They are 

dropped into the proposition that, right now, they are in a different world – one in which 

letters can be removed from the pages of a book. Tension is aroused, their minds must 

adjust, curiosity follows they are drawn into the intrigue. All of a sudden a solution 

appears: it was this cute little creature – a Letter Licker – who removed the letters. Here 

is one now! The tension is responded to and the students are drawn in to imagine along. 

They now make a choice to participate, if they do ‘the reality… [becomes] the story’. 

Once they enter the story their ‘…imagination start[s] to go – what happens?’ As they 

engage they switch between ordinary seeing and imagining. Lynn is aware that her 

‘proposition’ of a different world might flop. Her students might fail to respond – this is 

the reality of an open-ended ‘propositional’ process: ‘Sometimes they take off… 

sometimes they just flop…that’s okay…we move on…and …try that again with a different 

group…’ For example she tried the same formula as the Letter Lickers with different 

quirky characters. When the students said, ‘Can we write a story?’… I said, ‘Let’s write a 

story about eyeballs!’ ‘No…Can we…write our own imaginative stories?’ In the past if 

you’d said to these kids, ‘We’re going to write our own’ they’d say, ‘I don’t know what to 

write about. ’ After ‘…the Letter Lickers it’s not been a problem…there’s been 

a…transition into…imagination and how you make things up…’  

In Lynn’s pedagogy she uses story, characters, action and the energy of her students to 

tap into a world of ‘make believe’ where new realities can happen. The children’s 

imaginations are caught up and ignited by the imaginative idea.  
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Lynn’s metaphor for imagination 

Lynn’s metaphor for imagination is one of ignition: 

it’s like the students are the match, teachers are the box, you might get [a]…strike 

against the teacher…nothing…you [might] strike…there’s a spark but it dies out 

quickly…And there’s …ones  where you strike it and it burns…until it burns your 

fingers right off… [It]… comes back to personalities too. I don’t know…you’d have 

every teacher being imaginative, creative … ‘Give me the syllabus, tell me what I’ve 

got to teach…to the letter’…They do a good job…but when the kids…[say], ‘Oh I 

loved being in your grade…I want to come back’ … One [colleague said], ‘You’re a bit 

airy-fairy’...You go, ‘Hmm, it probably looks like that from the outside, but if 

you…talk[ed] to me and… saw…the planning …the focus and what the kids were 

actually learning, it mightn’t be as… [simple as that?]’ … 

This indicates a powerful potential in the coming together of teacher and student given 

the right living circumstances.   

Lynn’s perceptions of imagination’s potency.  

Lynn sees imagination as motivating and making exciting ‘dry’ syllabus content: ‘have it 

so that it’s interesting.’ It is content that otherwise might be taught through rote 

learning or ‘You know, the ‘same-old-same’. Imagination provides ‘a purpose for it…It 

also puts life and fun into the culture of the classroom…I can sense it…if I’m struggling 

teaching today …it’s dry…they pick up on it… [You hear yourself saying]: ‘Stop talking, 

get on with it…get back to your seats’…The more excitement and engagement we can 

have the easier it is to teach…that’s the bottom line. ’  

Empathy is embedded in this culture: ‘how would you feel?…putting yourself in 

someone else’s…footsteps. ’ As a shared creative adventure the Letter Lickers also gave 

students a sense of belonging, ‘He’s got his part in the story…they’ve all got a little 

adventure to bring to it…’ Lynn sees empathy as developing because the Letter Lickers 

were dependent upon the children: 
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everything… [is] brought from our world… [as] an endangered species…if it [were] a 

panda bear…there’s an organisation looking after them. But…no-one [looks]… after 

Letter Lickers… Google them!…They don’t come up…  

The Letter Lickers were special to this cohort of students and they made them special 

too: social cohesion and a sense of identity were forged; they became an in-group: ‘the 

other grade threes saw the Letter Lickers…went home…designed and created their own.  

The experience generated solidarity. Lynn explains: 

the grade was…so together…after the Letter Licker experience…The grade was… 

playing at recess…and these…bullies…took their ball. The whole grade stood up 

against [them, they]… stuck up for each other…It…was…amazing [how] they 

supported each other… [They found] the empathy and…compassion to support 

people when [it was] needed…   

Through imagination different disciplines were drawn together under the umbrella of an 

unfolding narrative. Lynn mostly discussed her English curriculum but mathematical 

operations and other subjects were also in the Letter Lickers’ living story: 

We weighed…measured them…date of birth…[We had] Letter Licker races…about 

the time of the Melbourne Cup…talked about the chances of them winning, rolling 

the 6 sided dice…well it’s a one in 6 chance… 

Inviting imagination, Lynn says, helped give children an opening to metaphoric thinking, 

‘I think of it as an army…He’s got his squadrons. ’ Children can integrate curriculum 

content into their individual meaning systems by drawing on existing personal 

understandings. This is of particular value for children with learning difficulties: a 

‘selective mute’, a boy who ‘didn’t read, didn’t write’, a girl ‘like a frightened animal. ’  

In a culture of imagination open-ended questions are welcome. Coincidentally this 

counters ‘closed’ mindedness and less expectation of having to ‘do it right’, or find the 

‘right’ answer arises. These can lead to frustration and to children resisting ‘having a try’ 

or learning new strategies. As Lynn says: ‘if [scientists and world problem solvers] don’t 

know how to answer…open-ended questions? We’ll be stuck…’ Imagination also is seen 

as potent for ‘life skills…thinking outside the box…Let’s get creative…’  
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Lynn is sometimes labelled as ‘airy-fairy’ but teaching is fulfilling work – it satisfies her 

many personal energies:  

I love teaching so much…I’m going to cry…I get…emotional…I can be the creator, I 

can be the admin/secretary type person…I love planning my lessons and seeing how 

they’re going to connect…Without it I’d be lost I think…[and] I figure if I’m not 

enjoying it the kids won’t be.   

One of her goals is to link student understanding from where they’re at, to ‘the real 

world’. ‘We’re doing this because…’ and ‘Where in the world would you use this?. . . ’ 

Imagination brings ‘a purpose…a reason for doing it…’ Students practise skills 

transferable to the world at large: a world they will belong within as adults: we saw how 

they sat for their Letter Licker License Test – an exercise directly transferable to owning 

an endangered species. Lynn draws attention to a student’s own local experiences and 

links them to the global via imagination: ‘have you seen these people over in Africa?’ To 

Lynn, ‘That’s imagination…they connect, they engage. ’ 

These advantages for imagination as a pedagogy ultimately connect back to the power 

of story which is behind the very first inklings of connection between students and the 

Letter Lickers. While keeping in mind the curriculum – the necessity to teach nouns, 

pronouns, verbs, and so on: Lynn is thinking on her feet: responding, listening, adding 

ideas as the lesson is happening. Students ‘ask those questions…a kid might say ‘We 

should give them names!’ and I’d say ‘Yes we should!’ At other times she will ask 

questions herself, ‘Well what’s going to happen now?’ That process continues and 

multiplies until the energy for the story dissipates.  

Narrative - Clarice Lisle’s pedagogy of imagination.  

Clarice’s expressions of imagination in curriculum  

Clarice’s enthusiasms are for imagination, life, and the living Earth. When we meet she 

introduces her curriculum by saying, ‘…I use imagination in everything I do…it’s basically 

embedded…imagination is the curriculum I teach…’ She concludes by responding to a 

question I ask about what has influenced her to use imagination in her classroom: 
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My intuition. My love of life - I have a really deep love of life: I’m a biophiliac. And 

I want children to enjoy that same…way of being…Imagination’s…exciting…it 

does have stars and rocket ships and explosions all around it…it opens up all 

these exciting doors… [t]hat’s who I am…I want…everyone to appreciate the 

planet: that would be my main motivator…I see imagination as a very powerful 

force for the future… 

The learning that happens as she connects these enthusiasms arises from her planning: 

Being able to set up those…situations in your classroom really nurtures… 

imagination …You get that curiosity that drives children…they…discover new things 

…making connections… opening…new doors… [It’s] really important to trigger that 

right environment [in which]…they can go off on their own tangents… 

In her conversation Clarice does not speak of being deliberately strategic with words in 

her pedagogy of imagination. Instead she takes a big picture approach: she sets up a 

positive environment both inside and outside the classroom, to make possible a culture 

of attentiveness and awareness. Children learn to ‘see’ things in the world around them 

‘as’ learning and as they change their world for the better, more of Earth’s stories arrive 

to be shared. Guinea pigs can be maths; standing barefoot outdoors can be history. As 

minds are quietened students’ imaginations start to be productive in multiple ways. Her 

curriculum may or may not be made explicit – but Clarice trusts the ever-enriching 

process that is imagination as pedagogy will bring its rewards to each individual child.   

She seeks to generate ‘an awareness… awakening an imaginative consciousness…’ She 

says, ‘You don’t say I’m going to teach imagination or I’m going to model 

imagination…it’s valuing it. ’ She trusts that learning will happen in the natural course of 

an open, imagination based curriculum. For this to happen she deliberately enriches the 

environment the students dwell within; introduces the natural world into curriculum 

wherever it is practical to do so (she has developed an outdoor ‘learning sanctuary’ and 

takes advantage of living stories that emerge within it); and she settles her students’ 

awareness through events that arouse a state of attentive ‘flow’. She trusts that when 

students have a rich environment to dialogue with, their imaginations will be stimulated. 

Her trust extends to required ‘benchmarks’:  
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I’m happy to be critiqued…and…to answer questions…but it’s such a strong 

knowing!...Yes I need to make sure they reach the benchmarks…I was recently 

asked how am I going to ensure that?…I said, ‘Well, I’ll just have to…but I’m sure 

they’ll go beyond’…they’re able to ask questions themselves…[and] 

think,…that…comes back to the attentiveness…they’ve learnt to attend to life and 

not just skim it…  

As is evident in these words, for her students to experience imagination, life, and the 

living Earth as well as succeeding with benchmarks Clarice works to remove certain 

barriers that affect the culture of learning in the classroom. Foremost are ‘busyness’ and 

distractibility which she sees as endemic to contemporary life. These thwart self-

awareness, and being present and fresh to new learning. The first curriculum event 

featuring imagination that Clarice shares with me is one in which students spend time, 

after lunch, in a peaceful outdoor area creating a personal ‘mandala’ – ‘an international 

symbol of wholeness. ’ They come to stillness, are attentive to self and nature, and 

sketch what occurs to them in the moment out of imagination: each school day they add 

to their artwork: 

students [with] behavioural difficulties… [have] embraced it the closest… [they get] 

lost into deep, deep states of flow…there was one boy I had to tap…on the shoulder 

… he looked like he was waking from a dream…Once you…break down that barrier… 

[which leads a child to believe they can’t draw] they surprise themselves. It’s a… 

satisfying experience to see a child just let go of all the limitations and think – ‘Well 

it’s my work, I’m not too bad at all really!. . .  

The activity arose from a professional goal Clarice set to bring about a ‘cultural change in 

attentiveness, being more attentive and aware’ and ‘getting [students] connected with 

the Earth…to notice the world, the colour and the beauty…’ At first her students ‘were 

wanting to rush ahead…slop it on the page and…I’m first finished…to please the 

teacher…’ but after five weeks the class culture did change. Improving her students’ 

capacity for attention is a significant interest for Clarice:  

the longest concentration time…used to be 20 minutes…now it’s around 3…with… 

social media popping up. So there’s a question…is that impacting on the…depth … 

they can think at? It’s sort of skimming life… 
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She and her students designed and created an area in the school grounds close to their 

classroom. She refers to it as a learning sanctuary. She says:  

it’s something that I had a dream to do, to make an area in the school yard…that 

replicated a natural setting…it’s got indigenous plants from Ballarat and a frog pond, 

and a learning area…We call it our outdoor classroom…when it’s cold wind chill out 

here…it’s protected…the frogs are croaking and it’s a nice place to be…It’s used 

quite heavily…You…take the children out with their maths…or they might write or 

just sit…I felt I want[ed] to really do this because I want[ed] the children to get 

connected…[to] a positive thing they enjoyed doing during their primary years… 

Clarice’s purpose was to ‘…share it as systemic learning. You can develop that sense of 

place in a nice natural area… [or] imagine…you’re…gold miners down at the pond…up 

the very end… [is] a storytelling area…’ in which she prompts creative engagement 

between the child and their world. Stories of the world arrive serendipitously in the 

learning sanctuary; they become opportunities for creative story-telling. In her view 

learning is an adventure waiting to happen and with settled minds students will tune in 

to the world to access that adventure:  

the colours…the little bit of moss or the tiny toadstools that are possibly a fairy 

garden over in the corner; there’s lots of stories that you can take from the 

earth…having them notice them…the fast life is producing a generation that’s not 

looking at anything in any depth. . .  

She gives examples of the storytelling that flowed from that sense of place created by 

the learning sanctuary – stories arose from objects that arrived as a simple consequence 

of enriching the biodiversity of the local area:  

We…found a half a guinea pig, the kids were horrified…I’d say a crow picked it up 

or…a cat? …they were telling [its]…story…We found…a quail egg floating in the 

pond…purple-bluey…the kids fished it out…‘Can we crack it open and see?’ It had a 

chick inside…it didn’t smell too badly…we felt it had been quite a recent event… 

what could have possibly done it?...That story-telling, it’s just rich…[A] mother duck 

…with her chicks came into the sanctuary… and we found a tawny frogmouth 

owl…blown in by a storm…[It] was taking refuge …the [local area is]…very barren on 
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the outside and they’ve got all this diversity inside…the pond is…full of dragonfly 

larvae at the moment and tadpoles… 

Clarice goes on to elaborate on an event of a child engaging with self, nature and 

imagination: 

one of the boys made a frog habitat…he…suddenly became lost in it…pulled…weeds 

up…a big meadow of weeds…a hollow log…the space was such a rich place…He was 

trying to explain…how we were connected to everything on Earth …how we were…a 

lot like frogs ourselves…‘Just have a look at the webbing in your finger!’… [and] ‘You 

do the frog kick when you’re swimming!’…Being able to set up those…situations in 

your classroom really nurtures… imagination…The way he perceived it…was…quite 

beautiful…  

She sees a child becoming absorbed by an activity like this as nourishing:  

My theory is that, deep within our psyche there lies a…primitive little area that 

belongs to the Earth…[it] feeds our well-being. . . to awaken that involves…getting 

out there, hands on…[it] runs from your mind…your heart or your soul into the 

Earth and it nourishes…But once you get disconnected…it can become dormant and 

the longer it’s dormant the more distant it becomes…sort of like a muscle that… 

dystrophies …fortunately I think it can be reawakened… 

I ask Clarice to give an example of story and imagination as her curriculum: 

We go out…take our shoes off and…stand on the Earth…think about what’s been on 

this place in history…you might have a story there…We went back…in time 

to…when Aboriginals were living here…growing their bush food and having their 

families…You were imagining [that] …then you go forward…and…think about…the 

moving on of a culture…Then the Eureka rebellion…an old miner…sitting there 

counting up his gold. …you’re using imagination heavily there…reflecting on the 

past [and meanwhile] establishing a sense of place…an awareness of where your 

roots are from…You might go right back …to the very creation of Earth…the 

supernovae explosion…the quantum wave of energy morphing into all these 

things…  
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Clarice continued on to share her curriculum that drew in story and imagination in an 

area of the curriculum that at first may seem remote from imagination – spelling. She 

said:  

Let’s say… there’s not much leeway to deviate…I quite often find those situations 

much harder to spur on that curiosity. Let’s say…we’re learning to spell some 

words… If you…look at the history of spelling and…tell a story that tweaks… 

curiosity… imagination takes hold of it…they run with it…You might have to go into 

the past…where this word originated…a little bit of…history…a bit of blood and gore 

and death …Through their imagination…they’re accessing in their mind…It opens 

new doors to new understandings: not just like a rote thing…it almost tags your 

memory…It becomes almost an experience.  

Clarice also spoke of, ‘Guinea Pig Maths. ’ At one time around 14 guinea pigs lived in her 

classroom, so she talked to her students about the different areas of maths then invited 

them to think up ideas for guinea pigs in each area. They created and shared 

worksheets: carried out their own and each other’s projects. ‘It’s moving away from that 

standard…and creating a situation’ she says, ‘If you [are] given a problem you’re 

immediately imagining…trying to imagine where to find the answer… getting pictures in 

your mind…I’m a highly visual person, in my mind’s eye, I’m seeing things. ’ It was, she 

says, ‘a very rich topic…we discovered that every single area in maths we could do with a 

guinea pig.’ One group: 

weighed the guinea pig…gave it lots and lots of food…weigh the food…weigh the 

guinea pigs…graphing the weight over a period of time…Then they got into…like if 

you had five guinea pigs and this is how much they ate each day - 500 grams…how 

much…over a [year?] a decade?…How far can a guinea pig run in three seconds? 

…They’d all be predicting…I was trying to get them to think outside the square and 

use their imagination…rather than…having to stick…with what I was expecting… 

They learn a lot more…through…their own topic… [and] you could always take them 

that little bit further: Is there another way you could look at that?...Purchasing the 

food was quite popular…[and] one child did how to build a guinea pig cage… a 

perimeter of X amount. It involved…costing of the materials…planning 

and…drawing. I could have taught guinea pig maths all year… 
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We had a wedding…If Berry and Swirly…averaged 3 babies…and it took 12 weeks to 

have [them]…over a five year period, a life span: How many?. . . What if they 

had…one female for every three babies? …You can get quite imaginative with what 

you’re doing…It doesn’t have to be that chalk and talk: experiential stuff is so rich… 

you can tick off many boxes with guinea pigs…  

As we talk about this curriculum work she is inspired to consider, ‘…the multiplication 

tables…you could turn it into something…interesting with guinea pigs…Its hard work for 

some kids…they’re not…built [for] that rote side but…[if you] put it into a context… 

where they can use their imagination it…has the ability to consolidate… 

She also acknowledges limitations that occur in her school context:  

I’ve actually felt quite constricted with my teaching…we’ve got bells going off and 

children are going off to [other] classes…wouldn’t it be lovely just to absorb yourself 

in something and see it through? Because it loses its momentum… [She 

adds]…there’s nothing worse than when you’re telling someone about something 

exciting…it’s illuminated something for you … changes the way you do things…but 

the other person hasn’t got the same knowledge… they’re looking at you blankly 

thinking, ‘What are you talking about?’  

Of her own propensity for imagining Clarice says, ‘the minute I imagine something, it 

happens. It does, it comes forth… I…have a vision in my mind, a mental image: whatever 

you do, don’t think of a white horse running across a paddock…’ 

Meanings Clarice brings to imagination.  

Imagination is ‘who we are as human beings’- both personal and socio-cultural.  

Clarice’s first articulation of the meaning of imagination in her professional work is to 

say:  

Imagination is the curriculum I teach… I’d like to say [it’s in] all subjects… it comes 

back to…the holistic, that wholeness of it all…generating an awareness…awakening 

an imaginative consciousness…you don’t say I’m going to teach imagination or I’m 

going to framework imagination…it’s valuing… a consciousness that we’re a part of. 

.  
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 She explains further as we go along. She talks about her studies in ‘applied imagination’ 

with a university in New South Wales and how her thinking was opened up: ‘My 

understanding of imagination has become heightened and deepened. I look at my 

class…and I’m constantly tapping into it…’ She says whereas once, ‘I had quite a separate 

view of imagination’ she now sees it as a field of awareness that hums along in the 

background – imagination lies both within us and beyond us during our daily lives: 

I’d actually see it as both…I’m in it: I’m sitting amongst imagination right here…[it’s 

in] everything that’s been imagined around me… but it’s also in me and…comes out 

in different ways… I suppose that’s what was happening with the mandala it was 

coming out according to your experiences… [and then]… when you move away from 

this right second that we’re in and you start either reflecting on the past or what 

you’re having for dinner…when your thoughts drift…you’re starting to use 

imagination …It’s just like imagination is everything, it’s who we are as human 

beings …The more we know, the more we bring forth new worlds through our 

imagination…  

As I understand her thoughts – most objects in the world around us in daily life are 

created by human beings: so they are evidence of someone’s imagining. In addition 

beyond all these human objects we may be concretely interacting with in any present 

moment of our lives, all mental activity involved with the past or future is imagining. This 

idea, of a larger personal and social context to imagination, gives rise to a rationale for 

her varying curriculum expressions.  

Imagination and perception are intertwined: they relate inner and outer.  

At one point Clarice says ‘imagination…is perception’. Based on the longer flow of our 

conversation: I understand her meaning to be that, as humans, when we open up our 

capacity to ‘attend’ – at the point of perception – other dimensions of ‘what is’ become 

available to our senses and lead us to ‘what might be’: it is an opening to possibility. 

Through attentiveness we discover wider internal or external dimensions of ‘what is’: 

this is how we ‘bring forth new worlds through our imagination. ’ It is a far broader 

notion of imagination than Clarice understood before the course she undertook and the 

one she was given for it as a child. She says:  
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When I was a child…my report would say…‘Clarice has a good imagination’…and I 

would think, ‘Oh, that’s good because my mum’s got none, she told me so!’ How 

many times do you hear people say, ‘I’ve got no imagination’, and it’s a genuine 

belief…it’s such a limiting thing…such a product of the Western culture…I remember 

as a child being in a classroom with 25 identical daffodils on the wall, or ‘This is how 

you draw a house or a tree!’  

Clarice’s mandala curriculum involves students accessing imagination to generate and 

add to a drawing based on what occurs to them during their quiet time in nature. She 

deliberately designed it as a way to change a classroom culture of inattention. How does 

this work using her idea of imagination as perception? It is a change brought about over 

time and through regular practice. Her students:  

participate in a practice every day…take the time to be attentive [and] to enhance 

their perception of the natural world…their connecting process with the world… 

you’re settling your mind and you’re allowing yourself to go into whatever world 

you’re drawn into…wherever your thoughts are going… 

That ‘world’ might be internal or external – it is the students’ accessing of imagination 

that is understood to make a difference. Clarice had attempted a mandala herself and 

had also read in depth about the benefits of this ‘practice’ (here Clarice is referencing C. 

G. Jung). In her view the process ‘helped [people] organise their thoughts better and 

brought everything into alignment… aligning your thoughts. ’ I understand her to mean 

the alignment of inner (thoughts and emotions) and outer (what lies beyond us – 

perhaps the outer manifestations of imagination). As she describes it, ‘It allows you – 

internally – to connect to the external …based on your own experiences and 

perceptions.’  

Clarice views imagination as assisting in congruence-making between inner and outer, 

because:  

With imagination attentiveness is essential - it’s perception and you can’t have 

perception without learning to be attentive…You’re settling your mind 

and…allowing yourself to go into whatever world you’re drawn into… 
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It’s unclear whether Clarice does equate imagination and perception. As I understand 

her pedagogical thinking: to access what is happening in one’s imagination requires such 

close attentiveness that the perceptual process naturally improves through regular 

practice. She adds that ‘…Imagination can also be your foe…when it gets out of 

hand…when it’s not being controlled…you’re thinking thoughts that aren’t necessarily 

healthy or good for you. ‘In this she is perhaps also speaking of her awareness of ‘the 

power of emotion’ in its relationship to imagination.  

Imagination is an antidote to perceptual habituation, it increases relatedness.  

She speaks of students’ habitual ways of engaging with the world and suggests habit 

comes to dominate their perceptual process – it conditions their view of their living 

circumstances. This, as she sees it, drives inattention. As their teacher her intent was to 

teach them to think ‘…beyond that habitual pattern of thinking…you come to class but 

you’re not…noticing everything around you…only…what you’re doing…’ She says, 

‘attentiveness…can be quite a channelled… narrow line of vision…’ 

This indicates sympathy between the customs of society and the habits of the child. The 

fast life and social media create a push factor that affects how a child comes to be 

accustomed to perceiving. The antidote is regular practice in connecting to imagination. 

This ‘sympathy’ as mentioned above is, Clarice believes, separating the child’s 

perception from the world: ‘In today’s…world everything is so fragmented…life is moving 

so quickly… children are learning not to be attentive…’ Habituation and fragmentation 

are ‘dampeners’ of perception - they inhibit students’ potential for experiencing what is 

in their world and this, as she sees it, may be impacting their capacity to learn. Opening 

up them up to imagination freshens this potential and arouses greater relatedness: 

they’re more empathic with the world… the colours or the little bit of moss…the 

tiny toadstools that are possibly a fairy garden over in the corner. There’s lots of 

stories that you can take from the Earth…The sensory is driving that empathic sort 

of intelligence…It’s [also] through story – any story will draw us into another 

world…When you can feel and imagine how someone else is feeling, that’s what it’s 

all about isn’t it? When you can relate…to the circumstances…around you at the 

time, or someone else’s circumstances.  
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When I ask Clarice if she understands imagination to be intimately connected with the 

power of emotion her reply also draws a connection to inner and outer perception: 

Absolutely…we feel the world…if I say… ‘I’m standing in the middle of a beautiful 

forest and there’s a mist hanging over the valleys below and the sun’s just rising… 

and you can smell that eucalyptus and you’re the only one there,’ - you can’t help 

but see that as imagination itself… [it’s] around you… that’s a real awakening… like a 

morphing…Then what happens when you see a cleared area of forest?  

Imagination, empathy and story are interlinked.  

Clarice explains this aspect of imagination as we talk about her teaching of English and 

how ‘…for story writing it’s just wonderful… [and it’s] in the empathy with the story that 

you’re being told…’ She says of the activity in which the children go outside and stand on 

the Earth and imagine their way back through history: 

the sensory is driving that empathic sort of intelligence… when you can feel and 

imagine how someone else is feeling, that’s what it’s all about isn’t it? When you 

can relate…to the circumstances that might be around you at the time, or someone 

else’s circumstances.  

Clarice’s perceptions of imagination’s potency.  

In the expressions of imagination and in her meanings Clarice understands it to have 

potency for learning. It has power to increase the student’s attentiveness and perceptual 

ability and guides toward greater confidence. It leads them to be less ‘separated’ and /or 

‘fragmented’ from life surrounding them. She says ‘…We’re just so used to thinking of 

ourselves as separate. There’s the planet, there’s me and there’s all my stuff. ’ Less 

separation equals more connection: more noticing of what’s happening in their learning 

world beyond habitual busyness. This means less of their attention is centred on the 

small bubble of the immediate self: instead attention is drawn toward curiosity about 

their environment whether indoors or outdoors. It’s ‘…having them notice…I think the 

results of the fast life is producing a generation that’s not looking at anything in any 

depth’. She sees altering this sense of separateness in children’s perception at this age 

as important because ‘…the neural connections for the future are being made… [as 
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well]…that shaping of the emotions is quite significant with who they are in the future… 

[these are]…the shaping years’.  

Clarice gives a personal example of how one’s perception can be lifted away from 

habituation: 

When I was out jogging…in the…forest… I was…really focusing on getting up this 

huge hill…I could hear the birds around me, but all of a sudden I let go of the actual 

focus of the jogging and started to really notice the birds…Then when I turned my 

head, there’s magnificent views over to my left…I opened up my own perceptions … 

[It’s about] allowing children to do that because then…it’s not about them, it’s 

about others around them… 

This also leads to a greater state of calm which I interpret to help with students’ 

receptiveness to new learning. Out of these activities interwoven with imagination, 

greater depth of thinking replaces a tendency to ‘skim’ life. ‘You’re settling your mind’ 

Clarice says:  

in a classroom children…are easily distracted cause they’re locked in this box all day 

with 10 minute breathers…if you take [them] outside they’re distracted by 

nature[’s] … calming presence…I will see my class immediately go into a different 

state outside.  

This particularly assists ‘students [with] behavioural difficulties [they can get] lost into 

deep, deep states of flow. ’ This helps students learn to be attentive and to extend their 

attention span through enhancing their perception of the natural world. In addition it 

can add to one’s sense of identity: give ‘you an awareness of where your roots are from. 

I will let Clarice’s words close this section on imagination’s potency from this point: 

They’re becoming aware…imagination is supporting the learning…It’s creating that 

…curiosity that drives children…they start to discover new things…. You’re bringing 

forth new worlds…putting things together and making connections… I think it drives 

… learning…and it’s opening the new doors…you’re discovering… the children…get 

the ‘aha’ moment.  
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Clarice’s is the final participant narrative display; with it I close this chapter. In the 

following chapter data analysis will take place: all displays will be compared, 

contrasted and discussed in light of the four dimensions of the theoretical 

framework which include dialogic imagination, an open, living discourse, the 

teacher’s art, and narrative imagination.  
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Chapter Seven: Discussion   

Out of the complexity that is imagination as described in the Literature Review, I now 

draw upon the thesis’ theoretical perspective drawn from the work of Brockmeier, 

Bakhtin and Ricoeur (the ‘BBR frame’) to compare and contrast the ways and the extent 

to which the philosophers’ theory is congruent or not congruent with the teachers’ 

meanings for imagination, their perceptions of its potency and the pedagogies they 

describe. The discussion is structured around four theoretical dimensions consolidated 

from the theory then applied to teaching and learning. These were identified in Chapter 

Four, they are:  

 dialogic imagination; 

 an open, living discourse;  

 the teacher’s art;  

 narrative imagination.  

These four dimensions are intertwined. In teaching and learning situations narrative 

imagination is provoked by the teacher’s art in the open, living context through their 

planned pedagogy building from the trust between teacher and student. Before 

anything new is learned to each learner it lies in the realm of the fictional. The teacher of 

imagination works with this to propose an ‘as-if’ circumstance that relates to and can 

structure the new syllabus content. As the student experiences it the ordinary classroom 

is there, and the fictional world generated by storying is there too. The fictionalising 

works in two ways. It arouses current sense-making of the topic and carries it from the 

child’s idea-system to the interpersonal context. This primes them to be receptive and 

new sense-making can thus be carried home to them. This is possible because students 

are temporarily living (during the learning event) in more than one reality, context of 

meaning or order of time. They can thus entertain both old and new ways of seeing. This 

is how narrative imagination nurtures dialogic events of metaphoric ‘seeing-as’, in which 

meaning is actually clinched. Each event is multi-faceted and experiential, drawing in 

embodiment, emotion, values, aesthetics, and so on. A forming mental image activates 

and organises this metaphoric seeing-as then catalyses the action: the image is an 
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‘emerging meaning’ (Ricoeur, 1994). While the image itself may or may not be witnessed 

internally, the meaning is likely to be registered and acknowledged.  

Bakhtin’s scholarship offers the foundational theorising for dialogic imagination, 

Brockmeier (2009) defines and articulates narrative imagination’s logic and process, 

Ricoeur (1994) elaborates upon the action of the image and substantiates dialogic 

imagination’s reference points in fiction. Ricoeur and Brockmeier link the two 

conceptualisations and bring deeper understanding of how imagination connects to 

practice, becoming the basis for thoughtful action carried forward. They articulate a 

theoretical basis for how teachers may imagine planning their work through intra-

personal play of ‘fictional representations’ in the internal dialogic space. Such ‘play’ (of 

the mind and within the living atmosphere) is, Ricoeur says, ‘part of the dynamics of 

action’: he describes how, ‘…in the anticipatory imagining of action… I ‘try out’ different 

possible courses of action… [and] ‘play’…with practical possibilities …’ (p. 126).  

In using the terms ‘narrative’ and ‘dialogic’ I may give the impression I understand them 

to be different conceptualisations of imagination, this is not so. I use them for clarity 

because at times I explore the ‘projective’ (storying, ‘reaching for meaning’, 

contextualising) aspect of imagination, at other times a catalytic, dialogic, ‘meaning-

making’ action (the ‘seeing-as’). I see both imaginations as mutually inclusive and 

constitutive: when narrative imagination nurtures dialogic meaning events these bring 

‘ever newer ways to mean’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 346) and thus go on to generate more 

narratives. Crucial to all set out here is the ‘sense of self’, the ‘I’  that manifests as we 

populate that word. ‘I’ is foundation and outcome to both conceptualisations of 

imagination because they are both the result of actions that arise via subjective intent 

and experiencing. These presuppose a ‘sense of self’ and this includes pre-predicative 

awareness as supported by Frie (2003) and Frederickson (2003) and Geniusas (2015) 

above. Dialogic imagination’s events of meaning-making bring change to this sense of ‘I’.  

Below I compare and contrast each insight to the content of each participant’s 

conversation to evaluate congruence with the philosophers thought. I begin with 

consideration of dialogic imagination, proceed to open living discourse: within which the 
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teacher’s art flourishes; and conclude with narrative imagination.  At the start of each 

section insight I summarise the particular BBR frame insight.    

Dimension one - Dialogic imagination 

Bakhtin’s metaphor presents how dialogic imagination could look were it a visible 

model, using the exemplar of speaker and respondent. A speaker (teacher) utters living 

words with intent to negotiate new meaning within the mind of a respondent (student) 

whose apperceptive background is attentive. In the living context the teacher has 

primed the student to fictionalise through setting them in more than one reality, time or 

meaning context. Narrative imagination is provoked to carry meaning-making. Influential 

heteroglossia (expressions inherent in the context, both intrapersonal and interpersonal, 

with different ‘weights’ in the living moment) leverage meaning. If we now step inside 

the dialogic space we see a teacher and student’s minds meet and an invitation to ‘see-

as’: to grasp each other’s meanings: the eyes see: the mind sees too. As words and 

image come together, their different languages interanimate and are relativised. A 

multi-faceted mental image forms, activating internal heteroglossia (what is already 

known) and organising the new meaning or ‘idea’, as that image manifests an internal 

event of ‘seeing-as’ is catalysed. This is the metaphoric ‘shift’, imaginative leap, or new 

act of consciousness. One thing is understood in light of another and the utterance and 

its intended idea become intelligible. The construal is intrinsically enlivening; self is 

charged and changed in the living experience. Through this event, furthered by the 

teacher’s narrative and spoken art, an abstract syllabus statement may be brought ‘to 

life’ and monologic, theoretical, unitary, authorised discourse stepped down to everyday 

consciousness to become meaningful. The learning event is registered as an experience.  

 I next set out thesis conclusions that may be drawn from this congruence.  

The clearest examples of dialogic imagination, an activation of and event of ‘seeing-as’ 

to provoke new knowing, come from Linda’s deliberate provocation of a personal story 

for her students (I’ll give her lice); and Peter’s persuasion of his student as to the 

worthiness of science (if you give up, these …issues will remain). However their general 

understanding of ‘seeing-as’ is evident, to different degrees, for all research participants. 

It is there when Lynn provokes student empathy by encouraging a student to see the 
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world through the eyes of others (the people in Africa); when she recognises her 

student’s comprehension of fractions as squadrons. It is there when Anna’s students are 

deeply involved in enacting and responding to mime, connecting to their bigger picture; 

and when Clarice’s student tells his story that links humans to frogs. It is also there when 

Lis’ student includes Jesus and alien beings in her understanding of ‘how it all began’.     

The events of dialogic imagination identified by the teachers show they perceive and 

understand conceptual changes to be taking place for students as a consequence of their 

pedagogy. Through dialogic activation and metaphoric meaning-making (‘seeing-as’) 

supported by narrative imagination, students made metaphoric leaps. These conceptual 

changes could be termed ‘synthetic acts of knowing’: in ‘seeing-as’ the synthesis helps to 

articulate what is relevant and held in common. As most teachers are aware synthesis is 

identified in Bloom’s Taxonomy as a higher order mental capability: in the revised 

taxonomy the word ‘creating’ replaces it (Forehand, 2005).  

Through these teachers’ practice we see narrative imagination and dialogic imagination 

are structured by, and are expressions of, the teachers’ art. Both forms of imagination 

are clearly understood by all participants as a form of pedagogy which brings about 

cognition. The teachers prepare for, and therefore predict their unique enactments of 

curriculum through their planning (which also employs both dialogic and narrative 

imagination). In the teachers’ responses we find substantiated an alternative perspective 

to the prevailing view that imagination is an optional ‘frill’ that engages students but is 

not central to learning itself.    

The utterance and living response, heteroglossia  

Below I identify five selected examples of a dialogic imagination event within the 

teachers’ narratives in which a new position of understanding is reached after the 

teacher-student meeting-of-minds in the dialogic space. A sixth example shows a 

blockage to dialogic imagination (Lis). I discuss each example in light of the BBR frame by 

identifying the dialogic utterance, the apperceptive background, the living response, 

whether and how narrative imagination has carried meaning, heteroglossia and the 

‘seeing-as’.  
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The dialogic utterance for Linda’s student is the doctor’s call to ‘…shave her head…’ She 

is in dual realities, as herself and an 1850s ragged child: the storied situation carries the 

narrative meaning. Her apperceptive background is acutely tuned in because Linda 

keeps her, ‘on the edge…where you want them…’ While unsure about what will happen 

the student hears her head is to be shaved (Linda has noted how she loves her hair). The 

shock momentarily breaks the wall between her everyday self and her enacted 

character. Heteroglossia leverages the meaning of ‘being’ an 1850’s Ragged School and 

she momentarily ‘sees’ herself as ‘actually’ that character. Linda’s understanding that 

this takes place builds from her own catalysing experience with ‘Old Sir’. (This was also 

my daughter’s acute experience with a different story at Sovereign Hill’s Ragged School!)  

Lynn’s student’s apperceptive background is primed to listen through the teacher-

student encounter as she describes fractions: the dialogic utterance. The boy stories 

what he hears by accessing his own idea system: he is interested in armies. Lynn’s 

explanation inclines him to ‘see’ fractions ‘as’ an army through a catalysing event of 

dialogic imagination. When Lynn hears his audible response she wonders whether he 

totally misunderstands but she dialogically makes sense of his statement: she too can 

then ‘see’ fractions ‘as’ an army. ‘You’re right’, she says.  

Peter’s student utters disappointment: she is unhappy with her result while roleplaying a 

reproductive scientist; her apperceptive background (attention) is focused toward Peter. 

Recognising her feeling Peter steps out of role and invites her to consider the situation 

by comparing to the experience of a ‘real’ scientist in that field. The wider societal story 

he tells carries the meaning to her. Under its living heteroglossia she ‘sees’ herself ‘as’ a 

‘real’ scientist. She grasps his meaning and bounces back from despondency, ‘this could 

be really interesting work’.  

Clarice’s student, intent on making a frog habitat, disappears into his own idea-system 

as he creates. His apperceptive background is ‘lost’ in the activity of ‘storying’ the 

ground to carry frogs. This activity is the utterance that engenders narrative imagination; 

within it heteroglossia: a broad mix of nature, his idea-system, his shaping intent and 

changes he is making, provoke a responsive storying. His meaning-making, arising from a 
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blend of the intra-personal and interaction with nature, guides him to ‘see’ humans ‘as’ 

frogs. Clarice responds by ‘picturing’ his meaning.   

Anna’s student mimes a dragonfly: the utterance is physical mime. The audience are 

unaware – what is this insect they are witnessing? Narrative imagination is awakened, 

what is this story? They are curious and intrigued. Having to guess heightens their 

apperceptive backgrounds. They ‘see’ the student’s gestures ‘as’ dragonfly. The external 

‘seeing-as’ activates internal ‘seeing-as’: they ‘get a picture’, the dialogic image and 

grasp meaning through accessing past experience (it has retained potential to bring ‘ever 

newer ways to mean’). Heteroglossia here is all potential meanings embodied in the 

mime expression, suspense, guessing, past memories. Anna calls this ‘. . . a negotiated 

experience’ showing intuitive understanding of dialogic imagination.  

In contrast to the above examples when Lis’s student attempts to make sense of space it 

shows a blockage of dialogic imagination. His apperceptive background is perplexed: she 

responds, ‘Can I help you?’ The student shares his complicated idea system with ideas of 

the big bang and religion so she invites a storying: ‘Can you…fit both in?’ Narrative 

imagination fails to carry meaning, the ideas cannot be reconciled. The boy decides to 

divide (creates a wall between) the page into halves. One side has Jesus but ‘aliens as 

well. ’ Lis describes this as ‘…all this stuff floating around’ a great description of inner 

heteroglossia. A ‘seeing-as’ does not eventuate.  

Above I have identified examples of the dialogic utterance and the living response in the 

apperceptive background accompanying a leveraging of a ‘seeing-as’ (an event of 

dialogic imagination or its blockage) for each research participant, amidst the 

heteroglossia of storied meaning-conditions. In the next section I will consider how the 

dialogic space is understood by the teachers in relation to their chosen pedagogies.  In 

this space minds interanimate: this is the arena in which an event of dialogic imagination 

is negotiated.  

The dialogic space 

As identified in the BBR frame, the dialogic space is a mediating arena where minds (and 

separate languages) meet, interanimate and are relativised. Emotion, the senses, the ‘I’ 
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are aroused. As dialogic imagination manifests an idea becomes intelligible (student 

‘gets’ the meaning). It is not a neutral space within which meaning is magically conveyed 

from mind to mind: it is a space for meaning negotiation in which a tension or clash 

triggers Ricoeur’s (1994) neutralised atmosphere (the looping to distal consciousness), 

then ‘seeing-as’ can manifest. The teacher proposes a storying of syllabus to the 

student’s apperceptive background in a complex encounter which Bakhtin (1981)  

describes as the utterance weaving ‘in and out of complex interrelationships, merges 

with some, recoils from others, intersects with yet a third’. Some of the teachers’ 

understandings agree with this: for example, Peter describes the space as ‘possibility’ 

emerging in the mind sparked by his What ifs? How abouts? in the student’s mind. This 

involves not just word negotiations, Anna’s students puzzling over the mime (Could this 

be about this?) are also in the dialogic space. It seems that when the event involves 

intrapersonal dialogic imagination the space becomes more contemplative: for example, 

Clarice’s students creating their mandalas in nature; Lis’s students sketching their 

landscapes of imagination; and Lynn’s imagining of the concert item. The space can also 

be a ‘creative space’, for example, when Lynn thinks of the creative and goes with the 

flow to improvise her teaching on the spot, and when Linda creatively inserts a historical 

story. There is no definitive characterisation of the dialogic space and each teacher 

interprets it in various ways. In Peter’s dialogic imagination example the dialogic space is 

interpersonal yet also contemplative, yet throughout his conversation the space he 

predominantly refers to is a vigorous negotiating space of sparks and ignition.   

Below I consider the dialogic space for each of the participants’ dialogic imagination 

examples set out in the previous section.  

The dialogic space opens for Linda’s student when she and the doctor, in cahoots, 

declare the student to have lice. The student realises the history for a child like herself. 

Her mind meets and interanimates with the adults’ minds as they ‘story’ new meaning: a 

shattering of historical distance evokes mixed emotions. Dialogic imagination is invited 

and as she ‘sees’ her own life ‘as’ her character’s life, the ‘languages’ of now and then 

collide: history is stepped down to her everyday world. Linda’s and the doctor’s words 

provoke the dialogic image, touching her sense of self.  
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The dialogic space for Lynn’s student lies simultaneously within his idea-system and 

between himself and his teacher as she teaches fractions. The meeting of minds occurs 

as her words and his understanding of an army interanimate. When he calls out and she 

negotiates a meaning their languages are relativised. His own storying steps fractions 

down to become intelligible (this may rub off on others participating in the session). 

Lynn’s words, sounding in his apperceptive background, have provoked the dialogic 

image. Emotions evoked are Lynn’s initial puzzlement and doubt; for her student, 

excitement.  

I discuss Peter’s example in detail because the actual detail of the negotiation is visible 

as his mind meets his unhappy student’s mind in the dialogic space. When she says, 

‘didn’t work…as we’d hoped’ it is hard to discern whether she speaks from inside or 

outside the role: it appears to be both. Peter steps out of role to give an outside view, 

‘you’ve done this once…’ then challenges her in both roles simultaneously, ‘are you 

going to give up?’ She then joins him to take an outside view, ‘Yeah I get that…this could 

be interesting work. ’ In the midst of all the roleplay’s heteroglossia: its content, its 

contingencies, and all the associated personal feelings – how new meaning is leveraged 

whilst both players ‘live’ in these dual contexts of meaning. Their exchange shows the 

interanimation as a deft stepping into and out of roles by Peter. His challenge 

(simultaneous with the outside view) brings a shift in dynamics. The moment relativises 

them: they speak scientist to scientist. He lifts her beyond the disappointing proximal to 

envision the distal (imagine you really are a scientist, realise how important your work 

is) and she ‘sees’ her result in light of scientists working away over years around the 

world. Now she can ‘see’ a goal worthy enough ‘…to devote… working life to…’ – it 

matters. The emotion, first despondency, changes as she is inspired and rises to his 

challenge.  

The dialogic event arose from a highly embodied, active storying involving Clarice’s 

student’s sense of ‘I’. The dialogic space is the actual earth and plant-life he shifts while 

generating the frog habitat together with his own mind-space on an internal journey. In 

telling Clarice his insight the space occurs dialogically between them. When Clarice 

grasps his meaning via an image: he succeeds in stepping her down to his understanding 

of how alike are humans and frogs: an age-old mythological insight (Wanner, n. d.) The 
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emotions expressed are both dreamy and excited. Clarice’s bigger picture is of the 

dialogic space as the human relationship to life that encircles, enriches and empowers 

them.   

Anna sets up her own physical dialogic space, and creates a specific process for the 

dialogic encounter: her ribbon circles. The student steps inside, moves to consciously 

relinquish their usual identity while putting on the mask: then becomes the insect. 

During our conversation Anna enacts many animals through silent, amazingly expressive 

movement in these ribbon circles. In class the minds of student-as-mime-artist and of 

audience meet in this dialogic space. Once recognised the creature is relativised to the 

students’ lives to become intelligible, ‘Ah yes…the marigolds in my garden. . . ’ The 

emotions aroused are suspense, awe, and satisfaction when recognition and 

connections are made. Her dialogic space is one of mystery and meaningful gesture in 

which the mind is just as alive as the body.    

For Lis’s student the empty piece of paper is the dialogic space, a space of ‘potential’. 

Their challenge is to bring forth from their intrapersonal dialogic space and project what 

they ‘see’ internally onto the physical page. The already-experienced memories 

intermingle with ‘the possible’. When Lis arrives to assist the space becomes 

interpersonal. The student’s different ideas of space are relativised each to the other; 

being so different they cannot interanimate. The emotion is bewilderment. Lis respects 

the student’s autonomy, encourages him and leaves things open. It is not for her to 

close meaning down: she allows him to witness and work out for himself what is 

intelligible.  

The teachers take varying stances toward emotion in these dialogic events. Anna and Lis 

and Linda understand learning to necessarily sometimes involve unsettling emotions 

(Ricoeur discusses a shattering of existing mind-sets). Anna sees risk-taking as necessary 

because it builds self-confidence: an element of anticipatory fear is part of the event. 

Peter deliberately draws challenge and incentive into his teaching scenarios (can you 

beat last year’s students? Do you want to earn that bag of M and Ms?). All associate 

excitement to their pedagogy and individually express it: for Clarice it is imagination’s 

rocket ships and stars; Lynn speaks of ‘lightbulbs… bing, bing, bing’. Peter keep igniting 
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sparks of imagination while Anna has a rich appetite for learning: to ‘sit and talk…for an 

hour and a half…’ ending up with ‘global philosophers like Aristotle…’ The participants all 

seek to generate an immersive atmosphere in which students become deeply engaged 

in learning events through storying.  

Each teacher has a view about what successful pedagogy hinges upon particular to their 

teaching content, its purposes, and what each ‘counts’ as success. Linda sees success 

arising through a strategic capacity to engage a child with a personally pertinent story of 

goldfields’ life this enables her to provoke personalised events of dialogic imagination. 

For Lis success comes from her open, caring culture that invites them to explore their 

thinking: the inner stories that are outcomes of prior dialogic imagination events. For 

Clarice in providing a learning environment in which students are attentive: this nurtures 

conditions that foster dialogic imagination. For Lynn success comes from her strategic 

creativity, her capacity to generate a storying that enriches narrative imagination which 

will carry dialogic imagination. Anna sees her capacity to keep a balance and tension 

between teacher strategy and student expression as of pivotal significance, 

‘my…challenge…when not to talk…when to wait…’ she keeps her finger on the dialogic 

pulse. Peter elaborates on many conditions for success and coincidentally lists many 

aspects of the BBR frame: it’s the story, the rapport with the class, who you are, how 

you relate, what is set up beforehand, the problem-solving science, the competitive 

challenge, the involvement, doing science, being scientists. He sums all up as a power of 

‘salesmanship’, that is a function of his intent, his energy and his emotion as expressed 

in the moment, ‘I…sell…. the idea or…can’t, just like in the real world…’ He identifies the 

dialogic encounter – mind to mind – as the source, ‘it’s growing out of the interaction’ 

and finishes by contrasting to a monologic approach: it’s not just regurgitating ‘a set of 

science facts…’  

Peter also precisely describes a successful dialogic space: it is open, provides pathways 

to hang processes and thinking spaces on, gives a sense of purpose, a way forward, and 

meaning, but there is not necessarily ‘a defined ending’. An unsuccessful dialogic space 

is, by contrast a ‘disaster’: this is an unstructured space, in which a teacher sends 

students away to ‘find out what they think’, leaving them without direction or shape to 

their learning and with no ‘background to decide what’s important. ’ He demonstrates 
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that living discourse must have both monologic and dialogic dynamics with these words: 

‘open-ended spaces don’t always produce good outcomes. ’ 

In comparing and contrasting the teachers’ events of dialogic imagination I acknowledge 

these are tiny examples arising in conversation. Since all these teachers have their own 

unique intuitions about teaching and learning in the living moments of their work and 

adjust their approach according to contingencies (Bakhtin’s, 1981 ‘heteroglossia’). I 

cannot draw general assumptions about the teacher’s teaching approaches from them, 

nor make assumptions about the frequency of such events on this basis. Some are ‘set 

up’ by the teacher (Linda’s and Anna’s), some arise serendipitously from a storying 

atmosphere (Peter’s and Lis’s); one is initiated by the student in response to a direct 

teaching event (Lynn’s); one is the student’s own, spontaneously developed in an open 

atmosphere that welcomes meaning-making (Clarice’s). Not all are aligned to the 

syllabus: Peter’s is more about his enthusiasm for students to ‘taste’ the working life of a 

scientist. Some participants apparently put their trust in a rich atmosphere of narrative 

imagination, seeming to understand it will carry learning into being in concert with their 

creative in-the-moment teaching events (Clarice, Lynn) – perhaps it is no coincidence 

that these are generalist teachers always on the lookout to adapt an ‘overcrowded 

curriculum’ (Australian Primary Principals Association, 2014). Other teachers are 

deliberate and precise: they carefully plan to set up specific teaching opportunities for 

dialogic imagination through their art (Linda, Peter, Anna, Lis) – perhaps it is no 

coincidence they are disciplinary teachers (History, Science, Earth education, Thinking).  

In this section I have drawn out events of dialogic imagination from the participants’ 

conversations. Some show speaker and respondent, for others the utterance is gesture 

and respondent. The dialogic space is variously interpreted according to the learning 

event. In each we see attentive apperceptive backgrounds actively making meaning: 

either the teacher’s or their students’. Within a fiction (dual realities, times, meaning 

contexts) narrative imagination carries meaning-making by ‘storying’. During 

interanimation a relativising or equalising occurs – this could also be called a 

‘neutralisation’. The boundaries between realities are dissolved: then is seen as now 

(Linda’s student); fractions are armies (Lynn’s); my disappointment is a future career 

(Peter’s); a frog, or dragonfly is ‘seen-as’ a human being (Clarice’s, Anna’s). For Lis’s 
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student neutralisation did not occur: he could not dissolve the boundaries to ‘see’ one 

view ‘as’ the other. But for other students, presumably, a metaphoric ‘shift’ or new act 

of consciousness arose. Lis’s teaching goal was to provoke deeper thinking in 

preparation for teaching new content: dialogic imagination may well have occurred in 

later negotiations. Some examples show abstract syllabus statements ‘brought to life’ 

and ‘stepped down’ to the student’s consciousness.  

Dimension two - an open living discourse 

Within the BBR frame, informed by the literature more broadly, an open living discourse 

brings a mix of authority and play (both monologic and dialogic) to meaning-making.  

Teachers offer an open, responsive atmosphere with space for the play of voluntary, 

creative meaning-making that invites ‘ever newer ways to mean’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 346). 

Students experience content in an ‘as-if’ narrative way as ‘events’ of learning. The 

teacher draws students into connection with the concurrently existing wider world and 

its living discourses: curriculum is brought to life. The culture of the classroom invites 

students to spontaneously bring personal understandings (from their own idea-systems) 

to these meaning-making events. The teacher discriminates a ‘living’ from a ‘lifeless’ 

discourse.  

The research participants all clearly identify the significance of open, living discourse, 

and all consciously develop pedagogy that works to keep the atmosphere open while 

ensuring that the meaning-forming, monologic dynamic is strategically scaffolded and 

encouraged into expression along the way. A copy of the survey used can be found in 

Appendix A. That dynamic comes into play whenever a student articulates syllabus 

meaning but does not necessarily occur through words: Lis’s students draw; Anna’s 

perform mime. But words are the medium for many students: Clarice’s, for example 

create worksheets for mathematics, while Linda’s students articulate the history syllabus 

as they sustain their living roles at the museum. While testing is also involved it is 

embedded in roleplay action, for example as Peter’s astronauts-in-training and Lynn’s 

Letter Licker License test.  
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A mix of authority and play; connects to life; open, responsive, meaning-making.  

Analysis of the teacher narratives indicates that all participants generated an opening 

up, ‘as-if, atmosphere through their pedagogies. While syllabus requirements were 

closed and unitary the teacher adapted their form in the classroom to invite students to 

experience, speculate and play with them. The three who created role-plays constructed 

an immersive atmosphere in which students were inside an open story. Peter’s and 

Linda’s had a predetermined but open-ended script. Lynn launched an open story thread 

and used it as a platform for syllabus requirements (Letter Lickers have come to life in 

the classroom). She invited story ideas from students and along the way strategically 

seized opportunities to introduce curriculum that naturally dovetailed. When her 

students said, ‘Maybe we could have one each!’ Lynn, thinking on the spot, said ‘… 

they’re an endangered species!’ then strategically introduced a ‘License test’ to assess 

students on English syllabus requirements.  Her storied atmosphere was the most open 

of the teachers.  

Within the open atmosphere all role-players (teacher and student) were (willingly) 

constrained by the limitations of the story. Peter and Linda were simultaneously a 

leading character with authority and teacher in behind. At the start of his roleplay Peter 

establishes his (play) authority, ‘Hello, I’m Mr Foord…chairman of the company…’ Linda 

comes in her, ‘big dress…organise yourselves!’…’ The teachers joined their students 

inside the story so their ‘authority’ appeared natural: they defended it within the story’s 

constraints. Peter and Lynn strategically stepped in and out of role (see Peter’s example, 

previous section). Lynn did not adopt a lead ‘character’ role, she offered a variety of 

‘support’ roles to further the story’s action: directing the action as teacher, initiating and 

giving ideas, encouraging co-creation, teaching specific skills, accessing relevant 

research, making props – multiple roles that accord with her love of teaching.  

The new ‘reality’ students ‘lived’ in their roleplays was carefully structured to blend 

authority and play. Linda says her goal is to balance her role of ‘strict 1850s school 

Ma’am’ with ‘come play along with me. ’ She reinforces that atmosphere at other 

strategic point such as when she farewells the students for the day, after her goodbyes 

and congratulations she gives them ‘…the 17 times tables’. Lynn’s roleplay is more ‘play’ 
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than authority; after launching the idea she invites co-construction of the learning story. 

She also gives her students teaching authority, ‘…you be the teacher too, not just me’; 

she enjoys them teaching each other and building on each other’s understandings, 

which invite ‘ever newer ways to mean’ (Bakhtin, 1981 p. 346).  

Responsibility for keeping the story alive rested with all participants in the learning 

milieu to varying degrees, all contributed to the living action. Bakhtin’s (1990) words, 

‘there is no alibi for existence’, come to mind here. Student roles were dual, while 

overtly playing a fictional scientist or Ragged School character in behind they were their 

own ‘self’. Linda’s students openly chose their identity and sent a letter portraying it to 

her after researching Goldfields history. Once the roleplay began she encouraged open 

expression, mutual support and co-construction: each child could insert their ‘ways to 

mean’. Peter scaffolded students through syllabus requirements in their preliminary 

work as astronauts in training; once they took off into space their learning outcome was 

open-ended. Each student was invited to make open, individual meaning within the 

constraints of ‘being’ that scientist.  

In all roleplays the classroom became a fiction or metaphoric ‘reality’, its emerging story 

carried and provoked classroom events, inviting ever newer ways for the syllabus ‘to 

mean’ in the story’s flow. Peter provoked awareness of the work of a particular scientist 

such as a seismologist; Linda strategically provoked comparisons between historic eras. 

In sharing the different reality the teacher-student relationship was always dual-storied: 

this extended openness to each person’s ‘sense of self’ as well as to the work at hand. 

Enactment, always in present moments, meant this discourse was truly ‘living’.  

In non-roleplay learning events teachers adapted a storying approach to syllabus 

learning events. Teachers invited students to voice their ideas and understandings 

within a story, and as they shared they consolidated learning goals. A variety of roles 

were offered and students flexibly become different characters in the bigger story of life: 

for Anna’s older students, living creatures; for younger students, open mathematical 

tea-party stories. She also gave children storied experiences such as the bat at night. 

Clarice invited students to tell open stories for real creatures and for natural artefacts 

appearing in their world. Her students journeyed back to stand barefoot as an open-
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ended historical imagining was evoked: ‘…an old miner’. When Lis’s students drew their 

drugs, and origins of space understandings they shared their interpretations of society’s 

stories  

Despite learning occurring in playful, storied milieus the outcomes were beyond 

teachers’ expectations. Lynn’s spoke of her students’ story creation in response to the 

Letter Licker roleplay as ‘the best narratives…ever…from grade threes…’ through the 

activity many students grasped independent story writing and subsequently expressed 

their desire to write their own rather than looking to her for ideas. The Letter Licker 

License test similarly led students to remember prefixes and suffixes extraordinarily well. 

Peter discussed the way some students were inspired and motivated to carry out 

‘…spectacular…detailed work…’ through his roleplays, he introduced them to more 

advanced academic work even to university level in some cases. He claims that a 

pedagogy of imagination is more ‘effective…meaningful and…lasting. ’ Clarice, who 

surprised herself with her artistic attainment when she created her own mandala, found 

her students able to similarly break through barriers to self-confidence, ‘…they surprise 

themselves. ’ As her students developed their own maths worksheets to share about 

guinea pigs, she could always ‘…take them that little bit further…’ Anna and Lis did not 

comment on this aspect, they drew attention more to quality of engagement than 

attainment of intellectual or aesthetic standards. Linda commented on improvements in 

behavioural expectations through her work in the Ragged School: ‘little Johnny…loving 

every second…’   

All participants independently and spontaneously spoke of the value of openness in their 

classrooms, each coloured it through their individual sensibilities.  Anna and Lis wanted 

to open students to wonder. Anna invited students into a rich, open-ended space as big 

as the sky: ‘wonder’: a philosophical place of the mind leading to long conversations 

about the world. For Lis this was an opening to a ‘landscape of imagination’: the goal 

was to tune in and make available an encounter with one’s idea-system. Clarice’s 

openness was focused toward the outer world but in a meditative way: to encourage 

observation and sharpen attention (this also calls to mind Anna’s students observing 

bugs in the grass). Peter’s showed a desire for ‘open-endedness’: that the destination of 

learning would always open further upon approach. His view was that curiosity and 
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possibility always open us to ‘the more’; the act of imagining invites into the idea-system 

what you, ‘haven’t yet thought of’. This implies that without an open atmosphere 

imagination cannot be ignited in the classroom, in agreement with Bakhtin’s theory that 

imagination is closed down in a monologic atmosphere. Both Lynn and Lis wanted 

students to ask ‘open-ended questions’: Lynn thought ahead to the future society in 

which these students would become our scientists and problem-solvers, expected to 

respond to and ask open questions. Lis wanted students to be aware there’s not ‘… one 

definite answer to everything’ echoing her view of imagination as a knowing beyond 

words. Linda doesn’t use the word open per se: it is in her frequent reference to ‘play’ 

that her valuing of openness emerges: she is always on the lookout for another creative 

response.  

Although imagination is stereotyped as children running wild, Lis specifies that the 

openness she encourages is not ‘laissez-faire’: when they imagine she prefers, ‘an 

orderly thinking space…’ Clarice also says that to experience imagination ‘…attentiveness 

is essential…’ In her open-ended learning events she purposely uses the imagining 

process to settle students’ minds: as a positive strategy to help students learn more 

effectively. She does not speak of ‘openness’ per se but throughout her conversation she 

discusses the inherent openness of both life and imagination as simply the reality of her 

world, ‘I’m sitting amongst imagination … [it’s all] around me…’  

Students connect with the wider world; curriculum is brought to life.  

All of the research participants relate curriculum to broader cultural life for their 

students. The role-plays may be fictional but the teachers intend to link students to the 

‘real world’ as they play out. This means classroom learning is contextualised in their 

culture and in their world. Peter’s real world is the ‘cutting edge of science’: which he 

brings to life as chairman. The real world for Linda is the experiences she provokes that 

are true to the living history of the Goldfields. While Lynn’s roleplay takes students into a 

fictional world its attraction for her as teacher is that it is ‘totally not of this world’. 

Because of that her students must generate all the Letter Lickers’ needs and wants 

which becomes the perfect platform ‘…to teach…that dry stuff’ that is syllabus 

requirements. For example they need homes so Lynn constructs an English learning 
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event in which students imagine and story a home, then they design and build a replica 

for another syllabus requirement (technology and design). Letter Lickers are rare and 

endangered – that means students must sit a License test on types of words to ‘own’ 

one. Lynn is fierce in defending ‘a listening, safe environment’ that sees students feeling 

free to think, imagine and experience learning in their own ways. Within that culture she 

invites students’ links to broader society: ‘where in the world would you use this?’ 

Anna’s students observe the existing wider world as they view insects in the grass: and 

out of real observation she develops her mime learning events. Virtual events, complete 

with sensory ‘effects’, are added to the mix (the bat experience). The broader real life of 

the child, already part of their own imaginative play, is used to develop mathematical 

situations in the tea-party. Clarice invites connection to real life as students join her in 

planning, and constructing, a learning sanctuary: here they share ideas about nature’s 

‘gifts’. When they stand barefoot real feet touch real ground to journey back in time: 

historical stories come to life. Lis’s students explore their own understandings of what is 

‘real’ in the wider world of drug education and the origins of space: as a result they don’t 

have to go through life like ‘little puddings. ’  

Students are invited to spontaneously bring personal understandings.  

Each teacher consciously encouraged students to bring their own understandings and 

idea-systems to the learning events set up in their classroom. Linda stressed 

personalising for students passing through her program. She engaged with each child’s 

preparatory story. In the role-play she says, ‘…you’re leading…directing the whole 

thing…’ but during its course students are given responsibility to co-construct. She 

coaxed, provoked and supported their play. Depending on her assessment of the 

student’s capacity to cope she strategically provoked personal confrontation with the 

reality of life for a poor child of Goldfields history. Through study of the history she has 

developed a range of emotionally arousing events to help with this personalisation to 

the living roleplay context to bring history home.  

Storying of imagination in teaching and learning is generally dismissed as predominantly 

about ‘fun’ but Linda, Anna, Peter, and Lis consciously introduce challenge and/or 
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confrontation to their pedagogies to provoke personal understandings and consciously 

bring them to learning situations. Anna and Linda both spoke of ‘confronting’ students 

to bring their ‘senses’ alive through their teaching events: implying the physical senses 

and imagination are two ‘sides’ of a coin. Anna and Linda both spoke of awakening the 

senses in parallel to awakening imagination. For Linda this was what triggered ‘those 

comparisons’ and enabled her to ‘make the make-believe real…’ This indicates how for 

these teachers the senses are significant for bringing learning to life.  

Such confrontation inspired Linda to teach at Sovereign Hill through the powerful 

learning event with ‘Old Sir’ with his ‘big white beard…’ and her subsequent realisation 

which placed her ‘emotionally…in this time frame…’ it ‘connected everything… together. 

’ As a Sovereign Hill teacher she now seizes the same opportunities to awaken 

imagination and the senses to arouse emotion in a living relationship. The learning 

becomes memorable: each student leaves with a story. They might arrive home with 

lice, a wicked mother, a drunken father. What a motley collection of happenstance! 

Personalisation, Linda says, is essential because, ‘no two people’s imaginations are the 

same…’ Egan (2007) also contends that, ‘Each mind is different…has a different 

perspective on the world…[a] student has to fit whatever is to be learned into his or her 

unique complex of meaning-structures…This requires restructuring, composing, and 

reassessing of meanings…’ (p. 13). Linda says they do this restructuring by shifting 

between the person they are in the 21st century and their 1850s character: ‘There’s all 

your learning. ’ 

Anna described confrontation as a kind of ‘risk taking’ but ‘in an imaginative way…’ 

When a student, wearing a blindfold, receives a sudden spray of water she understands 

a mental picture to be aroused that opens them up to possible stories. Her learning 

experiences are designed to be memorable and this is confirmed for her by past 

students: ‘…that was…weird …I haven’t forgotten. ’ She overtly states her goal is for 

imagination to help her students make learning content, ‘part of their real world’. This 

suggests they access and connect learning content to their existing idea-systems. As she 

sees it the stories a child experiences during their youth – whether fictional or factual – 

become part of a larger story or bigger picture and imagination mediates connection to 

and from them. Imagination also mediates retrieval: Anna states that as learning is 
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personalised: their ‘…life…and thinking experience [is brought] to what we’re doing…’ 

This suggests their idea-systems are updated as they articulate, express in mime, or tell a 

story.  

Peter discusses his own idea-system and how he brings it to his work: he says he can 

only, ‘act out of experience…connected to…memories…brought to the present…on into 

the future. ’ He describes a student doing so during the anti-fungal drug development 

study, ‘…what if we looked at the inhibition of yeast by bacteria?’ this was a new idea for 

Peter. When he asks ‘what if?’ questions – he constantly provokes his students’ broader 

idea-systems. Lynn’s dialogic imagination example: fractions are armies, shows a student 

accessing their broader idea-system. She says, ‘you’ve got to let them articulate it…’ and 

admits that the teacher’s brain can work differently to a student’s. This acknowledges 

that, particularly for younger students, what adults consider to be ‘the real world’ is 

largely matter of imagination for a child. They mostly cannot experience it, being so 

young they may rarely encounter it as such so they must imagine to learn syllabus 

content. Here is the value of Lynn’s assiduous storing up of ‘bits and pieces’ of stories 

from their experiences, such as their home getting flooded to get the student to 

connect, engage and form an image.  

Clarice trusts that when she helps settle their minds and students become attentive the 

world around each student will provoke wonder and interest, this situation will then 

guide them toward accessing their own personal idea-system, and invite it into the 

existing situation. She says it makes sense to move away from, ‘that standard…’ By 

generating a situation or problem she provokes students to imagine (‘get pictures’ in 

their ‘minds’). As she invites responses to Guinea Pig Mathematics at a time 14 guinea 

pigs were living in her classroom, she is creating such a situation. Lis identified 

imagination as a gateway to students’ idea-systems – these form its ‘height, depth and 

breadth’. She viewed it as an entity that teachers could ‘blight’, ‘empower’ or ‘stretch’, 

quite different to language and thought which she saw as more two-dimensional, linear 

and sequential. One valuable aspect of imagination was how it allowed aspects of life 

otherwise inexpressible in words into the learning context. Lis set up opportunities to 

interact with her students’ imaginations through their drawings. In these learning events 

the drawings were created in response to a scenario constructed to provoke expression 
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of their idea-system on a curriculum topic (backpack with drugs ‘spilling out’). Through 

their drawings she found out ‘what they know…don’t know…think they’ve got wrong’ – 

and could probe their idea systems, ‘You’re thinking they’re capsules?’ She wanted them 

to individually witness, confront and weigh up their own thinking. She saw this as 

essential to her work as a teacher, otherwise her students could end up thinking in 

undesirable ways: perhaps closed-minded, illogical or other.  

This completes my comparison and contrast for the ways each participant develops an 

open living discourse within their pedagogy, and indications of when students may tap 

into their broader cultural idea-systems. The actual degree of discourse openness was 

relative to the teachers’ educational purposes, their enthusiasms and the form of 

pedagogy they felt comfortable with. Each blended authority and play via story; all 

connected in some way to life beyond the classroom. All students were encouraged to 

generate ‘ever newer ways to mean’ in learning events constructed for them; all were 

invited to bring personal understandings to meaning-making events.  

Living dialogic discourse contrasts to lifeless monologic discourse.  

Most teachers differentiated their pedagogy from a kind of teaching they saw as less 

desirable. A copy of the survey used can be found in Appendix B. Four teachers indicated 

that was monologic, lifeless discourse; Anna and Clarice did not differentiate or critique 

other teaching approaches. Lynn characterised her living discourse saying even though 

she has taught grades 3 and 4 for twenty years she has ‘never done the same thing 

twice. ’ When a role-play idea catches them up and comes to life in her classroom they 

are highly engaged. By contrast it is when ‘struggling…because it’s dry…’ that she’s more 

likely to be out of sorts with her students, more likely to say, ‘…get back to your seats. ’ 

The kind of teaching she rejects is that, ‘same-old-same’ teaching and Peter uses similar 

words but adds other adjectives like, ‘dreary’, ‘unimaginative’. He identifies the 

difference from imagination as pedagogy as due to its dialogic openness, ‘we’re never 

finished, real learning never stops’.  Linda speaks of wanting to avoid teaching in which 

there is, ‘no connectedness…no emotion…’ teaching that is, ‘water off a duck’s back…’ 

because all the student is doing is what the teacher tells them to.  
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Lis and Peter discriminate subtle differences for what undesirable ‘kinds’ of teaching 

look like. They go beyond the merely ‘lifeless’. Lis refers to actively monologic teaching 

in which teachers, ‘so dominate[s] children out of ego… [or] power struggles…’ they fail 

to invite any expression of what the student thinks. In her view such teachers often 

worry about what might happen if they ‘let go of…boundaries?’ She wants them to 

discover, by letting go a little, all that their students are actually capable of in their 

thinking, knowing and imagining. She implies here that the closed mind of a teacher can 

prevent them from actually understanding what their students are capable of. Peter 

discusses teachers who fail to provide structure and control, whose teaching is too open: 

‘messy…unstructured’ so it fails to give students purpose and direction: too often, he 

says, it collapses ‘into…a wasted [dialogic] space’.  

Above I have compared and contrasted the teachers’ thoughts, ideas and pedagogical 

expressions with the theory expressed in the BBR frame regarding an open living 

discourse that combines authority and playfulness. The combination, Peter says is 

significant, he strategically weaves a monologic dynamic through his open discourse as 

scaffolding: that is preferable to leaving things too open. Anna’s challenge ‘…to know 

when not to talk…when to wait’ may resonate with his meaning. She comments on how 

important it is to allow students ‘…to articulate’ (a monologic dynamic) because when 

they do so she as their teacher knows ‘what to offer next?’ – this implies that without 

‘evidence’ of the child’s learning the teacher is left directionless: this does not have to be 

done through testing or assessment if the right learning event can be developed. Lynn is 

pragmatic: the monologic (the securing of a syllabus statement in student learning) is 

the goal: but the open, storying atmosphere brings the fun and that means purpose and 

motivation are established. She has students talking the vocabulary of the syllabus 

statements; she inserts episodes of direct teaching strategically into the roleplay. She 

acknowledges and celebrates these in the course of her teaching: they too motivate 

students’ skills improvement to build confidence: after a direct teaching session ‘…he 

felt good about it…’  

For Lis and Linda the inclusion of the monologic dynamic is deliberate and strategic. Lis 

wants students to sketch their ideas (monologic) and weigh them up, so they learn to 

challenge their own thinking which means fixed mind-sets are open to revision. Linda 
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strategically exploits a monologic dynamic when she shows students their episodes of 

‘real life’ in the 1860s. Rather than ‘fixing’ a pre-determined narrative of history, 

however, she brings it to life with a vivid image. How close to the ancient ekphrastic 

historical approach she is here! Clarice is quietly confident in imagination – that it will 

generate the student’s capabilities. In relation to those ‘benchmarks’ she says it ‘is such 

a strong knowing…I’m sure they’ll go beyond. . . ’  

I now transition from discussions of an open living discourse into consideration of the 

teachers’ art.   

Dimension three: - The teacher’s art 

Each teacher in this study practises their work as an art and as an ‘authoring’, using 

different narrative conventions. Out of the teachers’ art’s intent narrative imagination 

blossoms to help carry meaning to and from their students in the living learning 

environment: both narrative and dialogic imaginations are products of teacher 

‘authoring’; they are outcomes of their professional art. While some developed their art 

to deliberately structure opportunities for imagination’s action; others placed their 

emphasis and trust in narrative imagination per se – they understood their students 

would learn more effectively within a storied atmosphere. A copy of the survey used to 

detail each teacher’s art can be found at Appendix C. Relationship is powerful for each 

participant: as is the involvement and expression of ‘self’. This extends to 

encouragement of student autonomy (as essential for a dialogic relation).  

I understand each teacher’s ‘art’ as combining planning and enactment of curriculum: as 

planning it expresses Brockmeier’s (2009) theory, as enactment it draws more on 

Bakhtin’s (1990) answerability in which a teacher-as-artist answers to their concrete 

professional responsibility by meeting their students as they are with who they are. This 

does not minimise theory but prioritises personally responsive practice: a lovingly 

interested attention in their students’ lives is part of the teacher’s aesthetic task. 

Teachers make meaning of their work, develop understanding of how children learn, 

forge a rationale for their pedagogy, and shape and enact practice to test and extend 

their position, but theoretism does not dictate their practice. The teacher’s living 
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expressions which Brockmeier (2009) calls ‘verbal activeness’ include articulation, 

gesture, facial expression, and values (together they unify expression) are significant to 

the practice of their art.   

According to the BBR frame, the teacher’s art is an authoring. This incorporates 

Brockmeier’s theory of narrative imagination: teachers creatively develop a narrative 

form to their curriculum so story carries meaning. It may involve narrative conventions 

such as plot, character, point of view, and so on. Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogic philosophy 

suggests teachers structure their art by orchestrating curriculum to facilitate multiple 

voices (polyphony); they strategically shift between ‘seeing’ and ‘hearing’ (which enables 

the ‘sounding’ of those voices and potentially nurtures events of dialogic imagination). In 

creating pedagogy to give form to their students’ emergent learning they ‘bring dry 

curriculum statements ‘to life. ’ Answerability brings ‘integrity’ of meaning-making to 

their task (they are therefore convincing) and as the teacher freely ‘authors’ their 

pedagogy he or she ‘finds themselves’ in it. For both teacher and respondent the sense 

of self is active: the ‘ideological becoming’ of both may be heightened and touched. 

Positive realisation releases creative energies and feeling; for an actively participating 

student the world may be given form; vivified through their senses; and humanized, that 

is connected to their own feelings and values and made humanly comprehensible. This 

brings about ‘personalisation’ (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 317). The form which arises from the 

teacher’s art is creatively expressed via the living relation between teacher and student 

and permits the living expression of both the teacher’s and student’s ‘I’. The former does 

not exercise power over the student, snuffing out their ‘I’; the latter learns ‘in light of 

the other’, and expresses their own ‘voice’. The teacher’s culture (with its syllabus-

conveying purposes) and the student’s personal culture come together and 

‘interanimate’. Sound, image and feeling interplay; meaning-making is embodied in this 

living ‘experience’.  

The teachers of this study described to me in the course of our conversations how they 

as autonomous agents, actively integrate their own lives into their work. They also 

brought into the open the kinds of changes they observed in students in response to 

their ‘art’ (their pedagogy). In their enactments of curriculum they variously reported 

holding awareness of students’ intra-personal, personal, social, physical, knowledge, 
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skill, values and action qualities in mind. This demonstrates answerability. Only some of 

these relate to curriculum standards and their accomplishment but all involve student 

identity – who they are as evolving people.  

An authoring, a narrative atmosphere, orchestration brings to life.  

All participants authored their own curriculum and structured their work through 

narrative conventions. Three teachers deliberately provoked a dramatic, narrative 

atmosphere through character (Linda’s destitute 1850’s children; Peter’s scientists, 

Anna’s miming of insects); while three teachers had students being their own ‘selves’ 

but viewing a new setting: a different world (a world of bugs in grasses, a world with 

Letter Lickers; the world of their own ideas about drugs and space). In all these teachers’ 

pedagogy learning events put across the idea that life was a strange but wonderful thing. 

Anna emphasised this with her blindfolding and mime activities that emphasised the 

senses; Clarice with engaging her students in telling stories of the strange objects that 

wandered in from the wider world; Peter with his strange and wonderful stories of the 

cutting edge of science; Lis with the wonders of the mind; Lynn with the joy of fiction; 

Linda with the wonder of the historical differences between social times.  

The teachers all used story as a platform for teaching. For Lis a range of children’s 

literature fuelled her students to become storytellers; and their drawing events revealed 

in-the-moment ‘storyings’ of personal meaning. In Peter’s curriculum students placed 

themselves in a story as a way to more effectively learn their year level science. He 

engaged their imaginations on multiple levels: a) with a larger societal story of science in 

the real world while ‘taking them to its limits’; b) with a particular science – seismology, 

reproductive science, aeronautical science, biomedical, and so on, c) to bring the science 

syllabus to life by having them imagine ‘they are…part of the very story. . . ’ Clarice 

guides her students to story their world and imagine other worlds: her students also 

story through observing and responding to nature in the learning sanctuary. The storying 

of Lynn’s ‘Letter Lickers’; Linda’s ‘Ragged School’ stories, and Anna’s ‘tea-party’ and 

mime events is evident.  

Every teacher developed narrative point of view. In Linda’s work students compared 

contemporary and Goldfields’ narrative points of view. Peter’s students took up the 
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narratives perspectives of different scientists: a seismologist, an aeronautical engineer, a 

biochemist and so on. Lis’s students compared narrative points of view about drugs and 

space with their peers. Through Lynn’s and Linda’s pedagogies students’ narrative point 

of view alternated between the factual (in the now of the real world) and the fictional 

(while thrown into a story). That of Clarice’s students depended on where attention was 

creatively directed through the storied learning activity: this could variously be the point 

of view of a guinea pig (as maths), an old miner, a mother duck and chicks who’d 

wandered into the learning sanctuary, and so on.  

Setting was a narrative element each teacher took advantage of: this is self-evident for 

the three roleplay teachers. For Lis’s students ‘setting’ is the student’s own ‘landscape of 

imagination’ which she invites them to become acquainted with; and the settings of 

story books. For Anna the ‘setting’ is nature and the Earth beyond the classroom with all 

its living creatures, or any setting that can strategically evoke curriculum she is ‘calling 

up’: a ‘tea party about ten’. Clarice co-created setting with her students and watched as 

it grew, changed and enriched their school lives: the outdoor learning sanctuary they 

planned together. The narrative element of plot was an essential structural ingredient 

for the three role-plays: Lynn’s and Linda’s students adaptively co-created it; Peter’s 

students accomplished this through their schoolwork. As Anna’s students enacted their 

insects’ story in mime, or made up stories about their tea parties, they revealed plot to 

their audience; whereas in the ‘bat’ experience it was provoked for them. Lis brought 

her students’ plots for a ‘typical’ drug user’s story out in the open and gently questioned 

their validity.   

Some teachers introduced narrative tension. Linda’s students experienced the scary fun 

of generating a story together when times were far stricter for children; she also 

increased their sense of responsibility: reminding them they were actors and custodians 

of history. Peter increased tension by introducing the challenge to extend on last year’s 

distance. He also built in tensions associated with science that ‘matters’ – that may 

‘virtually’ affect millions of peoples’ lives. Lynn’s role-play is fictional: not ‘of this world’: 

she builds narrative tension by throwing students into the unexpected; delivering an 

engaging beginning to sweep them into a story with her blank book: from that point she 

creatively directs the action and calls on her students to generate the plot.  
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The narrative conventions set out above show that all the participants generated a 

‘storying’ of meaning for and with their students while generating the sense that 

students are ‘living’ the story. While Linda’s work is scripted, she adapts the, ‘fabulous 

stories…’ her students send in. On arrival the suspenseful, responsive interaction begins, 

they ‘live’ their storied events as if they are real and the more they give, ‘the more I’ve 

got to plot…and play with’. Her plotting and playing gives an example of Bakhtin’s 

‘orchestration’. Linda sets the narrative up to transition from what is ‘seen’: themselves 

in 1850s life; to what is heard (their special story). The hearing is also of multiple 

historical voices around them in the museum (a polyphony), as well as Linda’s voice as 

School Ma’am. This orchestration helps her individualise: ‘this girl [is] constantly 

scratching’ the doctor replies, ‘Shave her head!’ Such words may ring in the student’s 

ears for years to come as they did for Linda. The shifting of narrative significance from 

seeing to hearing is evident too when Peter says, ‘If you give up these health issues will 

remain’ and in Lis’s thinking and drawing event when she asks: ‘Can I help you?’ Anna 

provides an opportunity for the sounding in her tea-party for ten through students’ 

stories. Clarice’s students see their place but the focus shifts to hearing as they stand 

with eyes closed listening to historical stories. The shift makes sense in my experience: 

hearing is a more personal, intimate sense. Through the teacher’s art as students come 

to recognize form, they find their world is vivified or humanized.  

The teacher integrates their life and sense of self into their work.  

To identify how the teachers integrate their ‘art’ with their life and sense of self I turn to 

descriptions of planning. Imagining is an action of self and planning occurs away from 

classroom enactment. Three participants, Lynn, Peter and Linda, conversed about this 

and both described vivid use of their imaginations. Peter said, ‘I…construct…in my own 

head…It excites me. ’ Imagination seems to offer him a kind of inner, virtual work-space: 

a ‘screen’ of the mind on which to project possibility; I identify this as my experience 

too. The integration of self is indicated for Peter in the way he has taken time to shape 

his unique pedagogy, refining it to a high level in collaboration with his lab assistant. He 

researches the ‘cutting edge’ work of each kind of scientist to excite students with the 

latest. In his display we see Peter’s answerability: his deep understanding of science is 
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evident in his enthusiasm for students ‘becoming scientists’ and his dialogic imagination 

example shows his compassion for the despondent student.   

The planning Lynn speaks of is largely serendipitous. She describes a ‘lightbulb moment 

reading the Letter Lickers picture book, ‘I could see the potential. ’ We see an active 

heightening here as she sees links between the book and the curriculum. In another 

anecdote, with pressure to generate a school concert item: she describes, ‘drifting…off 

to sleep…I saw it performing…’ She is planning via imagination as a spontaneous event 

initiated out of her unconscious mind. Another example of planning is when she thinks 

of the creative and goes with the flow, allowing her imagination’s spontaneous activity 

to drive her capacity to improvise during the classroom action (and to link to syllabus). 

Lynn was the only teacher who, trusting in an engaging starter idea, allowed a story to 

unfold spontaneously in interaction with student input: she drew in their motivation 

while adjusting and adapting the story, balancing their needs to the living situation and 

curriculum requirements. In this we see her ‘living’ her teaching. Her degree of 

adaptation to students’ needs is shown when they ask, ‘Can we write…our own… 

stories?’ after the Letter Licker experience. Though she has prepared a new story writing 

idea (Eyeballs) she willingly accedes because she sees they are stepping toward 

independence: the Letter Lickers experience has scaffolded change: ‘In the past if you’d 

said…we’re going to write our own, they’d say, ‘I don’t know what to write…’ At one 

stage Lynn expresses emotion (‘now I’m going to cry’) – her sense of self is active, she 

demonstrates personal investment. The moment is a positive realisation of how much 

she loves teaching: a creative release of energy and feeling. Teaching, for Lynn, activates 

and heightens her sense of ideological becoming; as she freely ‘authors’ her art form she 

finds ‘herself’ in it. She answers her role as a teacher with her own living meaning and 

integrity.  

Planning for Linda’s overall school day happens through a largely repeated but always 

improvised pattern as steps up to be Ragged School Ma’am at Sovereign Hill: this is her 

‘script’. The real planning work is immersing herself in the students’ letter each student 

to familiarise herself with their characters to whom she must adapt the history of the 

time. To improvise she must be convincing and have a thorough knowledge of life back 

then. She describes the learning using the analogy of purchasing a mattress, with 
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‘experience…I know what you’re talking about…’ The students’ experience, in her view, 

triggers emotion and ‘that then becomes the deeper learning’: here we see how 

significant she understands activating, heightening and touching a student’s sense of 

self.  

The living ‘I’ and student ‘voice’ is permitted during the relation.  

All research participants spoke of the importance of a living relation with their students 

and of creatively negotiating and personalising curriculum learning events through that 

relation in opportune moments. For Lynn the living relation is highly significant: at year’s 

beginning she tells students, ‘…you’re my family for the year’. She strongly defends a 

culture of acceptance in her classroom. If there are sniggers as a person expresses their 

thoughts, ‘You’re on them like a ton of bricks…’ When she describes the boy responding 

to fractions she tried to grasp his meaning through their relation and her anecdote 

about the ‘…little boy… [who] didn’t read, didn’t write…’ shows how a productive 

teaching/learning relation is allowing form to be given to the world.  

All other teachers discuss the significance of the living creative relation. Anna’s teacup 

and teapot curriculum shows her inviting original, creative stories through teacher-

student relation. As Lis’s students sketch their understandings about drugs and space 

their individual, original work is subsequently sifted through the teacher-student 

relation. After student thinking is revealed Lis goes on to question gaps, and prompt 

stereotypes and assumptions while respectfully provoking awareness of greater 

complexity. She says, ‘I don’t try and dominate…’ Clarice’s ‘guinea pig maths’ shows 

curriculum being provoked, negotiated and personalised via creative, living, teacher-

student relation.  

Peter directly articulates teacher-student relation when he says his teaching success 

depends upon ‘…how you relate…my intention…to engage…an energy…a passion, an 

emotion…’ Linda describes her program as, ‘responsive… [and] interactive…’ She 

indicates her relationship with students is pivotal even though she only has two days to 

get to know them, ‘whatever they give me I totally run with…’ Through relationship she 

personalises and creatively expresses curriculum: when students don’t respond, ‘it 

becomes…more teacher driven…less interactive…’ It’s fascinating to find that a 
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monologic atmosphere can be about both teachers’ and students’ intent: without 

receptive students the monologic becomes the default position. This confirms Bakhtin’s 

theory that the power of the respondent is greater than that of the utterer: respondents 

shape that utterance according to their readiness or ability to receive. Clarice’s shaping 

of her students’ attentiveness starts to take on significance in this light.   

All the learning events described by participants demand student contribution and 

student autonomy. The dialogic relation is not fundamentally about what the teacher 

gives the student but the living negotiation person to person. Not one of the teachers’ 

pedagogies of imagination involves the teacher simply telling students ‘what is’. In 

Lynn’s, Peter’s and Linda’s living collaborations in roleplay students must think on their 

feet and respond in the moment: ‘response-ability’ is at the heart of their dialogic 

teaching and learning relation. Peter further encourages student autonomy (and 

motivates effort, ethical engagement and thought) by appealing to students to weigh up 

‘what matters’ and why it matters in the science they enact. He also adds context-driven 

incentives appropriate to their youth: the opportunity to trounce last year’s record; and 

‘a bag of M and M’s…your salary…’  

Lynn supports students’ right to autonomy too: we see her defending a student’s right to 

wear, while doing her schoolwork, a ‘beautiful big princess dress’ made from newspaper 

when another teacher enters the room and says, ‘Get that off…’ This girl, who Lynn 

describes as ‘like a frightened animal’, often previously ran away from school but in 

Lynn’s grade she is permitted to retreat to a cubbie house when she is not coping. She 

likes to make things. Lynn watches what she makes and relates it to the curriculum: she 

creates a cardboard box computer so Lynn sends ‘sticky note’ emails and asks her to 

write back. Student autonomy in important to Lynn: she consciously empowers student 

‘voice’: and wants them to be who they are without fear: ‘we love you as you’. She gives 

imagination meaning when she refers to its capacity to lift people out of difficulties, ‘Life 

isn’t going so crash hot…let’s get creative’.  

Student autonomy, in particular with reference to ongoing learning is a powerful, 

desirable aspect of learning for Anna: ‘when kids…walk out the door asking another 

question. ’ Clarice’s respect for autonomy is apparent in her listening receptivity when a 
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boy enthusiastically describes how human beings are like frogs as he emerges from 

absorbed, reflective play in which he’s made lively meaning through interaction with 

nature. It is so easy for teachers to miss such moments, if they go unshared or fall flat 

when a child wants to communicate deflation and loss of motivation can follow. Clarice 

is sensitive to this, she says there’s ‘nothing worse’ than sharing your excitement while 

feeling ‘illuminated’ but the other looks ‘blank’. We also see her kind awareness and 

care when students are absorbed in imagination: a child with behavioural difficulties, ‘…I 

had to tap him on the shoulder…’ Lis expresses a similar compassion, but for students 

whose imaginations are, ‘squished’. She sees human autonomy as powered by 

imagination because it has ‘the future in it…’ students develop the resilience ‘to get…up 

again. ’ 

Verbal activeness – the teacher’s valuing of articulation, gesture, facial expression, and 

values (as a unity of expression) is difficult to be definitive about without research that 

includes observing teachers in action with students. There are hints some teachers 

acknowledge its significance. It may be there in Clarice’s enthusiasm, her infectious ‘love 

of life’ which came through in her words like fascinating, exciting, wonderful, beautiful, 

and amazing. And I can imagine how surprised Lynn’s students were when she engaged 

them, while everything was supposedly normal, by opening a book that mysteriously has 

no letters, followed by a Letter Licker popping up from the class roll! I can also just ‘see’ 

Linda’s demeanour as she imposes discipline on those ragamuffins in her big dress, 

barking ‘Stand up child! Peter says that his roleplay pedagogy cannot succeed if it is 

delivered ‘emotionlessly…’ in his demeanour as chairman of the company he keeps: 

‘drawing them back into the story. ’ It is clear that Anna values gesture highly as a way 

humans give form to the world: her articulation of her curriculum for me through living 

movement drove that home. For Lis the emphasis is less on physical activeness, more on 

deep values that permeate her words throughout her conversation, her intent to, 

‘breathe life into their imagination…’ to help her students, ‘walk a mile in someone else’s 

shoes. ’  

Teacher, student and the world are vivified, humanized, personalized.   

A copy of the survey for this aspect can be found at Appendix D. Overall, five of the six 

teachers provoked a ‘heightening’ of emotion in their pedagogy, only Clarice did not 
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heighten the living atmosphere: in the example she showcased she purposefully calmed 

and centred her students to increase their attentiveness. She did express a heightening 

in relation to imagination, however, for its capacity to ‘open…up… exciting doors’ and is 

clearly enthusiastic about the creative relationship with her students as they generated 

Guinea pig maths and planned the sanctuary together. At the close of her conversation 

she says, ‘I’m a biophiliac…that’s who I am…’ which indicates both humanizing and 

vivification. For Lis personal investment and sense of self are not revealed in emotion, 

but in the depth of thought she invests in the thinking curriculum: her broad reading and 

the care she applies as students probe their thinking processes. In this complex aspect of 

teaching she goes the extra mile. Anna shows a sense of personal investment in her 

work: her emotion heightens when her work moves into new territory, when ‘…I’ve gone 

beyond…’ Her emotion is opposite when she discusses assessment: the measurement of 

student thinking is to her, ‘stifling. . . It’s unfair…’ She prefers to sensitively ‘let the 

conversation happen between myself…the parent and the child. ’  

In many of the examples given here values, aesthetics, emotion, empathy, the physical 

senses are deeply imbued in the work; alternative perspectives are gently provoked. This 

is the case when Lynn draws attention to the ‘people…in Africa that have got nothing’; 

and when Anna’s and Clarice’s students express the perspectives of creatures in nature. 

Linda’s work is to develop awareness and empathy with a ‘Ragged School’ student’s life; 

while Peter wants his students to be given a ‘taste’ of the work of a particular scientist 

whose work makes a difference in the world. All give examples of students finding ‘form’ 

in their world, its vivification or humanising.  

The world (as curriculum) is humanised when Anna’s student enters the dialogic circle 

and expresses an insect through mime; when Lis provokes her students to consider 

whether drug education is only about ‘bad’ drug dealers, asking: ‘Are…dealers women? 

Are drugs also medicine?; when Clarice listens as her student relays the many ways 

human beings and frogs are similar; and when Linda avows that, ‘treated as an 1850’s 

child…there’s all your learning. ’ Vivification is displayed when Peter’s students’ parents 

say, ‘My daughter…loves science this year’. When Lynn’s student asks, ‘Are they really 

real?’ and she replies…‘in here they’re real. ’ For this child the fictional world has truly 

come to life.   
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Creativity 

Each of the teachers makes meaning of creativity alongside imagination: five of the six 

participants spoke of it as an outcome of imagination. In some ways the concept of 

creativity draws together the themes of this discussion of the teacher’ art. The teachers 

in this study all indicated that both their professional and personal worlds are enriched 

and vivified through the creative outcomes of imagination in their pedagogy. They take 

joy in creating curriculum using imagination: this aspect of her work brought tears to 

Lynn’s eyes, for Clarice imagination has ‘…rocket ships and explosions’ through the 

creative aspect. Pleasure is associated to creative ideas generation: Clarice says, ‘I’m 

renowned for good ideas’ and Lynn is always on the lookout for them, ‘Oh that’s a great 

idea…’ Peter too feels excited by the creativity associated to his work and identifies the 

idea as crucial: the idea of the ‘cutting edge’ for example drives his roleplay pedagogy. 

His goal with each scenario is to come up with a novel, different, engaging idea that will 

fire imagination. Anna’s understanding of the creative gives students permission to, 

‘express themselves in a myriad ways’ she thus links creativity to the dialogic dynamic. 

Linda does not discuss creativity per se but brings imagination and creativity together as 

the idea of ‘imaginative play. ’ For Lis creativity’s significance goes beyond things, 

designs, expressions and even ideas, when she says, ‘we create our own reality. ’   

The teacher’s ‘art’ connects to ‘the arts’.  

The observations I share next are not directly reflected in the theoretical perspective, 

however, they are significant to the enactment of the BBR frame in these teachers’ living 

contexts and to discussions about creativity. I refer to how each participant’s ‘art’ of 

teaching connected to and expressed a creative or performing ‘art’ which motivated, 

influenced, and infused their intention. For some this art was also an ‘enthusiasm’ of 

theirs (as set out in the introduction to the displays) that engaged them professionally 

and personally. The three role-play/scenario teachers all had drama in their 

backgrounds: for example, Peter’s facility with simulation games was scaffolded earlier 

in his career when he ran retreats and youth groups for years as a religious educator. 

Linda’s dramatic roleplays emerged from her previous work at Sovereign Hill in 

pantomime and street theatre. Beyond her teacher role Lynn loves music, craft and she 
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also took up painting recently; her love for dramatic play shines brightest, ‘I’m a kid at 

heart…’ Lynn expresses her feeling for liveliness, social connection and rich enjoyment of 

life in her art: the Letter Lickers roleplay combines craft (making the little critters) with 

drama.  

Anna, Lis and Clarice – the teachers who chose pedagogies other than role-play, 

expressed their art through self-generated, discreet, exploratory, creative events guided 

into being by responses to curriculum requirements. They often expressed their 

favoured creative ‘art’. Anna demonstrated her teaching and meanings largely through 

embodiment: a whole language of learning was available to her through mime; no other 

teacher spoke of an awareness of the language of gesture (this may also resonate with 

her work in a Steiner school). Her students’ physical expression informs Anna’s response 

as a teacher, ‘you see the child’s comfort…their…relationship…’ a response that interacts 

with her aim to increase students’ physical and mental confidence through risk-taking. 

The learning event provokes meaning-making in which students connect to their ‘bigger 

picture’ of life that is constantly forming. Lis paints in her private life she says she loves it 

when she goes into ‘…pure imagination…a different place…’ At the start of our 

conversation she showed me her ‘meanings’ for imagination through paintings which, 

she said, helped her make sense of imagination: as against the two ‘pages of…random 

thoughts’ she’d written previously. The examples of curriculum she showed me were 

visual arts-based: her students sketched their ideas of reality; the empty page opened 

up their idea-systems.  

Clarice did not speak of proficiency in a particular art but she did refer to her 

contemplative visual artwork and began our conversation discussing it: creating it 

helped settle her mind. That experience inspired a unit of work in imagination and 

attentiveness with her students. She applied the same expectation of patience and 

persistence that had worked for her to her students: to start with, being accustomed to 

a culture of first finished pleases the teacher, she noticed they rushed. After her ‘cultural 

change’ instilled over five weeks they were ‘attentive and aware. ’ Clarice also 

strategically prompted and encouraged imagining in her students: she gathered objects 

and ephemera that appeared in the children’s real world to encourage storytelling. All 

this happened in concert with her enthusiasm: her love of life. I draw attention to this to 
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demonstrate that when the BBR frame talks of the significance of ‘intention’ – which in 

this case means the teachers’ professional intention – for these teachers that seems 

inseparable from a) their enthusiasms and b) their favoured ‘art’.   

Toward the end of each conversation as participants summed up, we can see active 

integration of teaching into life, teaching practice that gives an answer to life, integrity 

of meaning, words shaping the ‘I’, personal investment, an active sense of self, 

ideological becoming, finding oneself; ethics, feeling, values. Lynn was grateful the 

conversation had stimulated her to think, while Clarice closed with the insight of 

imagination as a ‘…powerful force for the future. ’ Linda spoke of more personal 

commitment to imagination and a need to express it tangibly ‘…that’s my personal 

challenge. ’ Anna was grateful for the opportunity to articulate her thoughts and Peter 

reiterated that this kind of teaching is about, ‘who you are as a teacher’. As Lis’s 

conversation came to a close she commented on how interconnected our world is right 

now and of the teacher’s role of ‘stewardship’ ‘…to nurture people and to nurture the 

world. . . ’ It took me months to find these willing, busy teachers: their responsive 

gratitude was all the more remarkable for that.  

In this section I have demonstrated the teachers’ development of narrative art ‘forms’ as 

learning events that occurred in their classrooms. The living relation between 

themselves and their students (who are understood to be autonomous, self-motivated 

and intentional) is significant for each, whether direct or indirect. In all these learning 

events a holistic knowing was the goal. The teachers brought curriculum ‘to life’ by 

translating syllabus statements through a changed classroom context: the events arouse 

values, aesthetics, empathy and the physical senses to different degrees for each 

teacher. None of the pedagogies shared showed a simplistic, unitary or monologic 

approach to teaching. Explicit teaching still occurred but it happened within the living, 

narrative context of their ‘art’: Lynn overtly teaches that ‘dry stuff’ within her Letter 

Licker roleplay; Peter’s students address explicit teaching requirements by completing 

an aeronautical training certificate before they launch into space; Clarice’s students 

collaborate to generate their own maths work using guinea pigs. Lis’s students are 

challenged in Health Education to examine their thinking processes, and Anna’s Earth 

education is learned at the deep level of their embodied relationship to the world. 
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Wherever learning occurs in their teaching the monologic dynamic is in operation within 

a living discourse (both monologic and dialogic discourse dynamic are present). The ‘dry 

stuff’ enters the classroom discourse seamlessly, learning it happens naturally and 

voluntarily. As a result the students’ new learning can go on finding ‘ever newer ways to 

mean’.  

Dimension four - Develops narrative imagination 

The teacher’s art expressed in a storying of living discourse in interaction with 

responsive students generates an atmosphere conducive to narrative imagination. A 

copy of the survey used can be found at Appendix E. Through their art they augment or 

heighten it. The storying acts as a vehicle for meaning from within the student and 

connects them to the context. Meaning can be made in a variety of ways when the 

atmosphere is living; as Peter indicates, connection is not restricted to what goes on 

between teacher and student: ‘there’s no reason why the entire environment…won’t… 

kick it off’. This indicates cultural ‘object affordance’ as discussed in the theory chapter.  

Narrative imagination’s ‘action potence’ provides the vehicle for a ‘reaching’ for 

meaning in living moments. It mediates the student and their exterior world via the 

‘storying’ pathways of the teacher’s art form. The student ‘lives’ it – their ‘I’ is involved, 

vivid imagery may be aroused. The narrative facilitates an opening to the fictional: the 

respondent is invited, ‘to live in more than one reality…context of meaning…order of 

time…’ Narrative imagination also facilitates a ‘reach’ for intra-personal meaning: such 

as when a person mentally projects in order to plan, visualise and so on.  

An opening to the fictional; more than one reality, meaning context, order of time.  

All the teachers’ narrative curricular projects facilitate an opening to the fictional 

through storying. Clarice’s students engage with narrative imagination when she 

prompts creative engagement with their wider world: then, lo and behold, stories arrive 

serendipitously after she and her students create an outdoor sanctuary in this deeply 

suburban locality – a duck wanders in, a half-hatched egg is found, a dead guinea pig, an 

owl blown in on a storm. With so many opportunities for creative story-telling learning 

becomes an adventure waiting to happen. Minds are quietened, students’ imaginations 
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become productive (see Clarice’s mandala exercise). Students are more likely to tune in 

and access life’s adventures: ‘the little bit of moss…possibly a fairy garden…’ they learn 

to ‘see’ things in the world around them ‘as’ learning. By gardening their world (creating 

the sanctuary), more of Earth’s stories become available to be told: now students are 

capable of seeing guinea pigs as maths; as they stand barefoot outdoors they can ‘see’ 

history as an imagining. Clarice’s students open to the stories that are contained and 

expressed in words in her ‘spelling’ activity; they open to historical fiction as they 

imagine their living place over different eras.  

Peter’s storying of the world enables his students to see it through a particular scientist’s 

eyes and to ‘feel’ the work. As they open to the fiction that they ‘are’ that scientist, their 

work matters: Peter notes that when they write up their final report they write ‘as’ the 

scientist even though this is never specified as a requirement, and this ‘fiction’ could be 

real in future for some students. Linda’s students ‘live’ stories of history through their 

own unique characters. As students open to the fiction that surrounds them as Ragged 

School children in the living museum they come to see the make-believe as real for the 

character they chose. Lynn constantly adapts and changes her living scenarios, her 

fictionalising is always one-off. In summary, students open to the fictional in a variety of 

ways through these teachers’ storying of curriculum. Anna’s students see themselves as 

an insect during their mime experiences and then connect to other stories they have 

encountered; when they pass the Earth ball using their feet they see themselves as a 

giant who can potentially have a big effect on the environment. Through the fiction of 

the tea party her students see a possible way that ‘ten’ can be expressed in the wider 

world. In Lis’s classroom both teacher and student ‘see’ an individual interpretation (e. 

g. of drugs) ‘as’ a knowledge assumption that may or may not be fictional: the challenge 

in terms of the thinking curriculum is to evaluate it as an understanding of the world. 

When they engage with Harris Burdick’s mysteries they let the picture’s fiction ignite 

their imagination and ‘see’ the mystery as a potential story they can tell. Lynn’s students 

open to the fiction of the Letter Lickers to the point where at least one student sees 

them ‘as real’.   

Lynn’s and Anna’s students participate in (‘live’) more than one reality – Lynn’s ordinary 

classroom also becomes ‘the land of the Letter Lickers’; in Anna’s classroom insects 
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come to life. Lis’s students live in different contexts of meaning (interpersonal and 

intrapersonal) as they draw their understandings of drugs and space: these meaning 

systems are juxtaposed to enable students to weigh them up.  Peter’s students live in 

different orders of time and meaning contexts: the now becomes the cutting edge of 

scientific future time: I am student and biochemist; as do Linda’s students: the now is 

simultaneously 1850s Goldfields’, I am student and ragamuffin. As Clarice’s student 

stand in the learning sanctuary to travel back through history, they travel back through a 

range of times and contexts. Some categories overlap: changes of historical time can 

constitute all three.  

The existence of vivid imagery cannot be discussed definitively: imagery is an intensely 

personal event about which no assumptions can be made. Some people do not 

experience imagery (Gallagher, 2015) despite REM sleep being established by science 

since 1937 (Wikipedia, 2016b). As Peter puts it, ‘I can only talk about something 

I…construct in my own head. ’ Clarice describes a strong propensity for imagining – don’t 

think of a ‘white horse running across a paddock…’ She assumes most people see in the 

‘mind’s eye. ’ Anna assumes ‘pictures’ to be aroused in her students’ minds during her 

learning events: ‘…they get a picture…’  

As indicated earlier Peter and Lynn value their capacity to imagine for its usefulness in 

both planning and in teaching enactment. Peter projects ‘…into the future…’ They both 

view their own imaginations as equally significant to their teaching as those of their 

students. For Lynn imagination is alive both in planning and when she enacts curriculum, 

‘going with the flow…’ Planning-as-imagining may happen, ‘just before my eyes…’ Linda 

speaks of images being aroused by different senses, she does not believe they are 

restricted to the visual – they can be ‘a body experience…’  

From this collection of responses we see that no explicit links between the storying of 

curriculum and the generation of vivid imagery are available, the obtaining of images is 

simply ‘assumed’ to take place (for some) on the basis of their own experience. When a 

student asks Lynn: ‘Are they really real?’ - I assume his imagining of Letter Lickers has 

become so vivid and real he is struggling to separate fiction from reality. And when Linda 

says she wants to ‘make the make-believe real’ I assume her goal is precisely to stitch 
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the fictional to the real: she wants the historical story to come ‘to life’ for her students. 

It will not necessarily be seen as ‘true’ but will be understood as ‘real’ via the getting of 

an image. Peter likewise speaks of an idea he wishes to convey to students as, 

‘simple…but… absolutely real right now. ’ And when Clarice says that when, during her 

pedagogy her students allow themselves to ‘…go into whatever world’ they are ‘drawn 

into’ we surmise that her expectation is that they integrate their self with what is seen 

inwardly via imagination. This suggests active imagery at play. Both Anna and Lis allocate 

a greater reality to imagination: it is a ‘place’ that is part of our human ‘being’: for 

example, Anna says, ‘their bigger picture…is…lifelong’ and Lis speaks of ‘adding rooms’ 

to inner landscapes of imagination.  

There is a discussion to be had about ekphrastic images here: the vivid images that come 

to life in the mind’s eye in which the word is ‘seen’ with the sensory/metaphoric vision 

of the ancients outlined by Bradley (2014). They seem to me the result of a fine tuning of 

narrative imagination in the mind where the vivid seeing of a story becomes its own 

meaning: that is, it is understood directly. This would seem logical when for the ancients 

the capacity to provoke such seeing was understood to be a fine rhetorical art. I wonder 

whether dialogic catalysis of meaning is less the goal in such circumstance; whether it is 

more about pure enjoyment of the experience (Lis’s ‘pure imagination…’)? This may be 

what applies for Lynn’s student who asks, ‘Are they really real?’ and what underlies 

Linda’s contention that once in costume, living the life of an 1850’s child ‘there’s all your 

learning’; and for Clarice’s students as they create their mandalas. This idea sees 

learning as the outcome of a direct living of life: curriculum does not have to ‘brought to 

life’ it is that life: ‘when you experience the bed…you relate’ and that ‘becomes the 

deeper learning. ’ There may be a discussion to be had about imagination in quick time 

versus its occurrence in slow time: while interesting, this goes beyond my remit.  

Narrative imagination: a vehicle for meaning with ‘action potence’.  

Brockmeier sets out the theory that storying (for example of curriculum) mediates 

meaning-making between the student’s interior world (through engaging their idea-

system) to the living context. The teacher’s fiction, played out in service of learning 

fosters this process. In this section I will investigate and look for evidence of this.  
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Much of what has already been set out in the participant displays about the teachers’ 

interpretation of imagination’s potency applies here as I consider how narrative 

imagination becomes a vehicle for meaning: I will not repeat what is apparent there. Of 

relevance is how students make meaning by seeing things empathically: from another 

person’s point of view. Lis indicates agreement with this idea, ‘…it’s about…the world 

you live in…’ and meaning also arrives for Lis, Lynn’s, Anna’s and Clarice’s students as 

‘…the storyteller’ is ignited in them. Anna describes her view of narrative imagination’s 

action potence when she says, ‘that story-telling, it’s just rich!’ One of her goals is to see 

students, as a result of her storied teaching and discussions walking out the door asking 

more questions. She values life-long learning: the ever-enriching process of connecting 

stories of experience together as learning. For Peter’s students motivation and 

engagement (that is meaning) arises through their ‘doing’ and through being ‘part of 

that story’: he points to students who were generally disengaged in ordinary classes, 

‘kneeling…trying to get their light beam to go further on the floor’ and clearly links 

storying to this kind of meaning making. For Linda the story conveys meaning when the 

senses are awakened in concert with imagination: this is the ‘action potence’, for 

example when students are keen and involved in telling their own historical story she is 

acutely aware of a priming to make meaning. As Anna’s students verbalise their stories 

of ten cups they create links from inner to outer: as she says it’s about ‘creating that 

workspace in a context…made up by the…people…it’s being delivered to…’ 

Narrative imagination facilitates reaching for intra and inter-personal meaning.  

A reaching within was described above in relation to those teachers (Lynn and Peter) 

who use imagining as their planning process (section on the teacher’s art). Imagination, 

for these participants almost became an ‘inner screen’ on which to visualise and/or 

project their ideas. They might follow up by manipulating, trying out, playing on. This is 

also my own planning process. In Lis’s learning events for the thinking curriculum her 

students are explicitly reaching within to make meaning of their ideas on her curriculum 

topics; and this is the case too when Clarice’s students generate their beautiful pictures 

in interaction with nature: working dialogically between inner and outer in a responsive 

process of artistic construction. Peter’s goal that students live and work as particular 

scientists is an example of storying moving the other way: from outer to inner. As a 
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result of their efforts in the classroom they generate an inner imagining of whether this 

could be work they might envisage themselves as doing later in life as an adult.  

In all kinds of ways and for every teacher, storying is understood to ‘carry’ meaning-

making between the external context and inner meaning-making for their students. 

Lynn’s Letter Licker scenario is interpersonal co-construction as is Clarice’s guinea-pig 

maths. Through them story carries the meaning of multiple syllabus statements to their 

students who also originate ideas (dialogically from within, out to the context). Linda’s 

living story, enacted in her Ragged School classroom interpersonally carries the reality of 

1850s life to bring it home to her students. Inside they are their everyday selves – it’s 

‘just pretend’; while in the classroom context they play their historical personality. Here 

outer and inner correspond simultaneously, as is the case with Peter’s role-plays. Their 

syllabus stories are designed for students grasp in a living context of ‘playing scientists’. 

In Clarice’s outdoor sanctuary, responsive storied interconnections with nature carry 

meaning out to the world (the boy’s connections between humans and frogs, which can 

also be seen as intra-personal); and the other way (they make up stories about how the 

owl was blown in on the storm).  

Above I discussed the teachers’ art of storying curriculum to heighten narrative 

imagination and facilitate an opening to the fictional. We saw how respondents were 

invited, ‘to live in more than one reality…context of meaning…order of time…’ in the 

living classroom discourse. As they ‘reach’ for meaning, storying is a vehicle that 

connects the student to the context and/or draws meaning from the context to the idea 

system. This takes place between teacher and student for all participants and through 

strategic objects in the context for Anna, Lynn, Peter and Clarice. For some teachers ‘the 

entire environment… kick[s] it off’ (Peter, Clarice, Linda, Lynn). This ‘object affordance’ 

was discussed by Brockmeier (2009) in the BBR frame.  Instances of planning (Lynn and 

Peter) and meaning-making involving a ‘reach’ for intra-personal meaning (Lis and 

Clarice) were also articulated.  

The teachers in this study perceive narrative imagination to manifest an action potence: 

they see stories as offering a vehicle for students to reach for new meaning and 

understand them to mediate new learning between the student and their exterior 
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world. Their students ‘live’ the curriculum they teach in present moments: their ‘I’ is 

involved. There is little evidence available of the ways that vivid imagery may be 

involved though it may be surmised as part of the whole context of learning. As teachers 

describe their learning events we see that narrative facilitates an opening to the fictional 

and their students are invited to multiple realities, meanings and time scales which 

offers multiple ‘seeing’ (the eyes see, the mind sees too). This may potentially invite 

dialogic imagination to manifest and catalyse a meaning-making action.  

The narrative teaching/learning events that these teachers describe as examples of their 

pedagogies of imagination go further than the ‘bottom line’ expected of them in their 

profession. While all they have to do to get their job done is address and scaffold 

syllabus statements and outcomes through explicit curriculum activities according to 

government mandated standards, these teachers do more. The more they collectively 

do includes (but is not restricted to) the following: they personalise learning; model and 

enthuse students with a love of learning; show how learning relates to the wider world, 

the relevance – including to students in their future adult lives; they also show students 

that learning and life are less about meeting standards with accompanying anxieties, 

pressures, drudgery and dreariness, and more about collaboration, mutual respect, a 

teacher’s appreciation of themselves as a person, and joyful engagement. I note 

politicians these days using the phrase: ‘you can walk and chew gum at the same time’ – 

applied to these teachers of imagination: you can teach and learn in both breadth and 

depth and enjoy it at the same time.    

Apart from their intent to teach, teachers may be simultaneously aware of each 

students’ ‘I’ and their needs: we see this in Lynn’s defence of her young student who is 

‘like a wild animal’. Their philosophical and/or teaching theories may also be kept ‘in 

mind’ (Linda reads Sir Ken Robinson; Clarice reads Humberto Maturana, Peter mentions 

Carl Rader, Lis refers to Jack Dann, Anna: Shaun MacNiff). Their personal and 

professional value systems (what matters to them: their enthusiasms, their favoured art) 

may all influence the teacher’s intentions depending on the living context. All of this may 

be hovering when the dialogic space presents a doorway between theory and practice 

and as what is known opens to what is possible. In valuing their art of teaching teachers 
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enjoy reflecting on practice to test their theory. All this, and more, is potential 

heteroglossia of pedagogy.  

Narrative imagination is actively potent in these teachers’ classrooms. It permeates their 

work with students through the living atmosphere they intentionally provoke which is an 

expression of their art. It brings about a heightening of all participants’ sense of self: 

curriculum is no longer the dry words of a syllabus – it is humanised and vivified, storied 

into life. This gives it a living context in which meaning can be made in present moments, 

sometimes through direct teacher-student negotiation, sometimes through object 

affordance via objects (Lynn’s crafted Letter Lickers, Anna’s ribbon circles). As they open 

to the fictional students also open their minds to the dialogic dynamic. Fictional 

readiness primes them to see more than one reality, meaning and/or time context. It 

sets them up to grasp the learning through the manifesting of the dialogic image – the 

‘seeing-as. ’  

Conclusion of discussion of comparisons and contrasts.  

When Lis and Anna speak of imagination’s potency for teaching and learning, they 

express constructionist meaning-making. Lis’s reference to imagination as both at the 

‘edge’ and the ‘heart’ rings true to Gillespie and Zittoun’s (2016) articulation of proximal 

and distal consciousness. This is Anna’s potency too when she describes students linking 

to and broadening their ‘bigger picture’ or changing world view via imagination. Peter, 

Linda, Anna, Clarice and Lynn see imagination as potent for anchoring learning: it 

engages student more deeply with curriculum content, helps them link to the real world 

and in consequence the learning becomes more meaningful and lasting. Peter and Lynn 

speak of imagination as bringing context to learning which increases coherence, internal 

logic and relevance. The ‘dreary’ learning that Peter avoids has less of these qualities. 

Linda’s view of potency emphasises the emotion that imagination arouses which brings 

about connectivity: it becomes an experience that hits home personally. Imagination’s 

potency for Clarice, Lynn, and Peter concerns its creative capacity to motivate learning: 

it becomes exciting for both teacher and students; learning is an adventure that 

generates a strong sense of belonging. The flexibility of a pedagogy of imagination 

allows them to integrate and improvise on their presentations of syllabus content, to ‘go 
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with the flow’ – along the direction of students’ current interest.  For Clarice imagination 

also brings a potency to fine-tune her learning culture to improve student attentiveness 

and to lift students out of perceptual habits so they could be more aware and open ‘new 

doors’.  

As was demonstrated in this chapter, all participants’ narratives showed congruence 

with each insight of the theoretical frame. In closing I offer my personal observations on 

how individual teachers’ thinking resonates more with and aligns in emphasis to the 

thought of certain theorists. Lis’s view of imagination as our ‘inner landscapes’ which 

presents the power of imagination to frame how we as humans view and construct our 

world; her pedagogy expresses this: she stimulates students to directly access and 

express their individual idea-systems. This emphasis draws her closest to Ricoeur’s 

thought in this thesis. Peter’s active storying and questioning (the What-ifs) to keep 

‘drawing kids forward and deeper’ and open up their imaginations to ‘the more’ 

resonates with Brockmeier’s theory in its emphasis on narrative agency and intention. 

When Anna presents imagination as a dynamic, catalytic, ‘in-the-moment’ process, 

closely tied to observation and the arousal of students’ senses: her ideas ring true to 

Bakhtin’s dialogic metaphor of the utterance and response in the apperceptive 

background; she even actively sets up a physical representation of the dialogic space. 

Linda’s personalisation of history which deliberately rouses the catalytic action of 

dialogic imagination to bring about storied ‘being-events’ (Bakhtin, 1981) resonates 

profoundly with Ricoeur’s sense of the ‘seeing-as’). She also therefore picks up a 

resonance with the many scholars who similarly identify this action: Brockmeier’s 

‘seeing-the-difference’ (2009); Thomas’s ‘non-literal sense of ‘seeing’’ (1999); Eisner’s 

(1993) eye as ‘part of the mind’ – the capacity of both eye and mind to ‘see’ 

simultaneously but in different senses; Shulman’s (2012) dual awareness that precedes 

‘sphota’, a bursting through of life and meaning; and Hillman’s (1975) ‘seeing-through’: 

the insight which opens us to penetrating more and more deeply into ideas. Lynn’s 

emphasis on imagination as dialogic ‘creativeness’ aroused by story, curiosity, open-

endedness comes closest to Stokes’(2016) theory. As she improvises the Letter Lickers 

story with her students, by thinking of the creative and going with the flow; her work is 

‘shot through’ with the flow of her ‘creative will’ (Stokes, 2016 p. 251). By 
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communicating her ideas and stirring her students to access their living imaginations in 

concert with hers, she provokes her students’ own creativity.  

Lynn’s approach also strongly emphasised the teacher-student relation, teaching as an 

art and personal agency which are expressed in Bakhtin’s aesthetic theory. Clarice’s 

observation of a ‘channelled…habitual way of thinking’ in her students and the effort she 

makes to awaken her students to imagination as the antidote to such thinking, show her 

pedagogy resonates with Maxine Greene’s theory. Greene, too, spoke often of 

imagination as the antidote for minds that are ‘closed to alternative possibilities’ (1988a 

p. 45). This may apply too, to Lis’s desire to ‘blow away’ the ‘cobwebs’ of her students’ 

imaginations. Clarice was also close to Brockmeier when she posited that imagination, 

empathy and story are interlinked and ‘any story will draw us into another world’.  

It is evident that imagination, exercised in an open discourse atmosphere through each 

person’s art, forges opportunities to contextualise and frame learning through story and 

to activate meaning-making processes. It is a positive choice for teachers who seek to 

individualise learning. In addition, because both dialogic and narrative imagination 

express self, they help develop personal identity and student autonomy; they also 

facilitate living relationship, empathy and belonging.  

Dialogic imagination enters into the negotiation between utterance and living response 

and calls up heteroglossia, but only in an atmosphere that allows for an open living 

discourse that invites open, responsive, meaning-making. Students are invited to 

spontaneously bring their own personal understandings. Living dialogic discourse 

introduces a mix of authority and play, and connections to life and the wider world. In 

the living classroom, for students, curriculum is brought to life. Living dialogic discourse 

contrasts to lifeless, literal – possessing singular meaning – ‘monologic’ discourse 

(Bakhtin, 1981). The teacher’s art brings about this dialogic discourse, their pedagogy of 

imagination may connect to the creative arts. Their curriculum is an authoring and an 

orchestration; it often develops a narrative atmosphere within which narrative 

imagination is fostered. Students are invited to ‘live’ in more than one reality, meaning 

context, order of time and open to the fictional. Narrative imagination’s ‘action potence’ 

facilitates a reaching for intra and inter-personal meaning.  
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In the following chapter I draw from the thesis to make conclusions on the basis of data 

analysis. Comparison and contrast of the ways and extent to which the B. B. R frame is 

congruent with the teachers’ narratives data permits these conclusions to be drawn. I 

also consider contemporary Australian policy in light of the thesis findings and weigh up 

implications of these conclusions to recommend future directions.   
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Chapter Eight: Conclusions and Implications.  

Nine interrelated conceptualisations of imagination are offered in this thesis. Their 

culmination is the combined theory of Bakhtin (1981), Brockmeier (2009) and Ricoeur 

(1991) which offers a sophisticated, deep framework through which to understand 

imagination’s action in ‘metaphoric’ meaning-making. The new clarity of this framework 

substantiates imagination’s value for teaching and learning. In the previous chapter, 

comparison and contrast of the teachers’ narratives to the four dimensions of the 

framework shows that these teachers express imagination in their classrooms as a 

pedagogy, and they not only view it as potent for student learning, but can also explain 

it as such. Their narrative meanings are demonstrably congruent with the theoretical 

framework which conceptualises narrative imagination and dialogic imagination.  

In this chapter I conclude the thesis by answering its driving questions and discussing the 

implications that arise from them. As is evident from earlier discussions of the policy 

context, the participants whose work is represented here bring imagination as pedagogy 

to their classroom curriculum in spite of, rather than because of, policy directives. 

Recent government policy intent reported by Savage (2016) suggests the teaching 

approaches of these teachers may soon be actively discouraged by policy-makers due to 

being characterised as facilitation, as against activation. Given this situation I discuss 

implications of broader historical, Australian educational policy and the literature review 

as pertinent. As I do so I answer the fifth thesis question to complete my work.  

How do teachers express imagination in their classroom curricula? 

In summary the participants’ narratives indicate that imagination is expressed in 

classroom curricula when teachers present a fictional living context within which 

students are guided to grasp and make meaning of syllabus content. Their 

pedagogies generate an atmosphere that combines teacher authority and play: 

this allows flexibility and the capacity to invite meaning-making. In chapter three 

we saw that Luke (2010) defined teaching as a ‘remaking’: the teacher ‘digests’ 

syllabus content and meaning then plans to bring their understanding to life. They 

try to relate the content to students’ own background understandings in their 
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living cultural context. That ‘bringing to life’ of the teachers in this study was 

accomplished through their ‘authoring’ of storied forms. The teachers mentioned 

factors that inclined their choice of pedagogy: collectively these included: 

a) personal knowledge of their students’ lives and interests;  

b) the subject discipline or syllabus choice: perhaps in intersection with a 

captivating idea or story;  

c) their knowledge base;  

d) their professional understandings of teaching and learning;  

e) their personal and social values;  

f) contemporary events; 

g) their desire to connect learning to life; and other leveraging influences.  

These factors concur with Luke’s (2010) characterisation of the background 

understanding that contributes to teaching generally.  

These teachers’ decisions about how they storied their curricula were often 

influenced by an enthusiasm and/or creative art that overlapped with their lives 

beyond school. Different forms included: separate learning events in which the 

teachers strategically constructed specific narrative experiences to bring particular 

syllabus learning to life; and roleplay: in which both teacher and students became 

characters in a continuously evolving, open narrative event. Teachers and students 

shared responsibility for maintaining and developing those storied forms albeit to 

different degrees.  In many cases students and teacher were involved in co-

construction of the storyline – and they took responsibility for their own character 

together with the evolving plot. Some contributed to the setting (Anna’s tea-

party). Teachers sought to encourage students’ verbal expressions: for example 

through strategically confronting them; one, alternatively, emphasised embodied 

gesture (mime performance); and another – the visual expression of ideas. Some 

expressive forms deliberately provoked risk-taking for the purpose of building 
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students’ personal confidence; one was purposely devised to improve the 

classroom culture for learning. Most teachers expressed the importance of an 

open, challenging, but safe, kind and supportive classroom culture that would 

foster imagination and encourage personal expression.  

Some teachers reported high quality of student work as an outflow of their storying of 

curriculum and reported student enjoyment of their teaching forms; some teachers also 

shared positive student feedback, including for example, that learning was highly 

memorable, that sense of belonging was strong, and that enthusiasm for learning was 

high. Many teachers spoke of students extending their capabilities beyond expectations.  

What meanings do the teachers bring to imagination as a pedagogy?  

For some teachers imagination was understood to directly relate to the human personal 

worldview: these teachers referred to ‘inner landscapes’ and ‘bigger pictures’ that were 

frames for student understanding and presented their current perspectives on the 

world. They suggest a philosophy of constructionism/intrapersonal constructivism. As 

these teachers see it, imagination gives access to that world view. Some indicated the 

world view was added to/updated through imagination: this led to changes of 

conceptual awareness (Bakhtin, 1981; Ricoeur, 1994; Gillespie & Zittoun, 2016). Other 

meanings were of imagination as an intrapersonal realm which invites contemplation of 

the wonders and stories of the outer – actual – world (Brann, 1991); or of inner worlds: 

and this brought the allure of internal fictionalising (Stokes, 2016), an impetus to the 

writing of stories. In its creative/productive meaning imagination was understood to be 

the source of one’s creative spark, of great ideas and possible associated projects. Some 

teachers’ meanings were of imagination drawing out curiosity, and exciting the mind 

with ‘the possible’: ‘the more’ (this is Bakhtin’s boundless dialogism; Bakhtin, 1981). This 

was seen to motivate ongoing external exploration and enable access to societal 

understandings from other discourses.  

The teachers’ meanings also indicated imagination to be part of a cognitive process 

which is fired, or ignited by ‘what-if?’ ‘how come?’ questions that teachers pose: 

through these discovery of the new was made possible. This meaning presented 

imagining as a catalytic, dynamic, ‘in-the-moment’ provocation of ideas and possibilities. 
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In this capacity some teachers viewed it as a positive counter to stale perceptual habits, 

student distractedness and mental fixity – it was thus seen to be valuable for lifting 

students out of mental grooves (monologic tendencies such as stereotyping or habitual 

thinking). It could thus facilitate openness to alternative ways to view life (Greene, 1978 

& 1995). Imagination understood as an antidote could re-connect students to their living 

world and wake them up to life and the senses (Eisner, 1993); as well as increasing 

students’ relatedness and capacity to attend when participating in school learning 

activities. Some teachers remarked on imagination’s representational aspect (Egan, n. d. 

1; O’Gorman, 2005; Bradley, 2014): they did this through reports of their own 

experiences of imagery during planning and in response to students’ words (ekphrastic 

imagery, see Webb, 2009). Every teacher reported an event that can be understood as 

dialogic imagination: a metaphoric seeing (Ricoeur, 1991, 1994).  Some teachers 

deliberately provoked it; others acknowledged it as the outcome of circumstances that 

arose in the course of their pedagogy. In addition all referred to imagination as 

increasing vitality and liveliness (Shulman, 2012): in particular how their own sense of 

excitement about their work was stimulated.  

How do teachers perceive imagination as potent for teaching and learning?  

The potency of imagination for learning flows from its involvement in moments of 

teaching and learning as mind meets mind in the dialogic space (Bakhtin, 1981) and as 

one’s own mind accesses one’s internal world view (Gillespie & Zittoun, 2016). This may 

be deliberately and strategically manoeuvred by the teacher or simply assumed as an 

outcome of imagination as a pedagogy: there is no recipe. Imagination is expressed as 

contributing to teacher planning for two participants. It is also seen to be in play as 

teaching is enacted for all teachers in their living, storied classroom atmospheres: it 

serves to spark new in-the-moment ideas for activity that draws in curriculum, to 

provoke meaning-making events for particular students in context; to enable the teacher 

to draw student interests into the work and to enable the teacher to empathise with a 

student’s situation. The student’s apperceptive background, their attention, is primed to 

be receptive by the background storying which sets up conditions for mind to meet mind 

(not necessarily uncritically however: the living ‘self’ of both players is presumed to be 

awake to the interaction; this is certainly the intent of the participants of this study). 
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Teacher-to-student direction of utterance-and-response is no hard and fast rule: a 

dialogic process involves equality and respect for the other; it is just as important that a 

teacher is attentive to their students as the other way round. Hattie (2013) rightly states 

that the capacity of a teacher to listen is crucial to effective teaching.   

These teachers show that imagination’s living potency is of ‘the now’, just as Bakhtin’s 

(1981) is a philosophy of the present. When a living discourse is expressed imagination is 

invited in. These teachers intelligently weave its potential into learning events; they 

respect its potency so it can live in their classrooms. Their understanding is that the 

whole milieu is ‘live’ for learning: Peter’s little flame continues to kick off; Lynn confides 

to her student, ‘in here they’re real’. Linda wants to, ‘make the make-believe real’; 

Clarice knows imagination as ‘who we are.’ Lis watches imagination open up her 

students’ minds; Anna sees their ‘whole being’ moved. All know that imagination is 

always and only an event that has an essential vitality (Coleridge, 2013). This brings to 

mind Bakhtin’s (1981) ‘prosvescenie’: one learns in the ‘light’ of the other, out of the 

living flame of their ‘being’ in present moments (p. 430). Holquist notes Bakhtin’s 

attraction to metaphors of light: in education it could also refer to illumination when a 

different perspective is offered; when complexity is taken into account; when there is 

attention to nuance. Light is about brightness, clarity and motivation: these teachers 

kindle, spark, and ignite. It associates to bright eyes and active bodies. Peter says, ‘look 

at their eyes…are they lit up?’ Light is also ‘light’ as in weight: imagination brings 

moments of fun and pleasure: room for a light heart: ‘a little bit of whimsy’, as Lis says; 

while Clarice refers to awakening an ‘imaginative consciousness’. 

If imagination is not invited in, learning’s ‘living’ potency is diminished. Lis knows, ‘you 

can shut it down’. Bakhtin would agree. Imagination is shut down when the atmosphere 

is monologic: the teaching-learning relationship is dominated by the teacher’s version of 

what constitutes learning over the possibility for students to interpret in their own ways. 

Lynn knows, ‘You’ve got to let them… articulate it.’ Imagination is shut down too if 

teachers do not activate theirs, that is they do not digest learning content and put 

themselves in their students’ shoes. This is the teacher who views their work as primarily 

about managing students; who dutifully gathers appropriate material and assumes that 

when they bring students into proximity with it learning will happen (see Peter’s 
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teachers’ library research). The material used in classrooms is often authored by others 

(Luke, 2010): textbooks, practice tests, websites, videos, lesson plans and so on. Do the 

teachers assume student responses to this material ‘does the teaching’ for them? Many 

participants referred to ‘same-old-same’ teaching: stale teaching methods without inner 

life. All participants of this study (along with educational philosopher Maxine Greene), 

refer in one way or another to a form of ‘deadened’ teaching. Concomitantly they 

acknowledge imagination’s importance for helping break people away from mental 

rigidity (monologic thinking patterns), and the significance of a teacher-student meeting 

of minds. 

It is when these notions are brought together that we can start to grasp prosvescenie: 

whether at year nine level for science with Peter or as students investigate thinking at 

year five with Lis; or via maths in the early years through a tea-party with Anna. We see 

that the teachers of this study perceive imagination to have narrative ‘action potence’: 

stories are a vehicle to reach for new meaning. As teachers describe their pedagogy, 

narrative opens students to living ‘in more than one reality…context of meaning… order 

of time…’ It is a multiple ‘seeing’ (the eyes see, the mind sees too) that sets up 

opportunities for dialogic imagination to manifest and catalysis of meaning-making to 

occur.  

At this point I return to Shulman’s (2012) bhavana: an intralinguistic imagination which 

comes to life when the recipient’s mind feels an appetite for knowing. Here word and 

image come to be intermingled (Bakhtin’s term: interanimation) as minds meet in the 

dialogic space. The pleasure that results as self is made through new knowing sees 

bhavana become cintai: the student’s senses and feeling are activated. As this happens 

imagination’s image crystallises: becomes detailed, concrete, and focused (ekphrastic). It 

may be experienced as internally real (Lynn’s student: ‘Are they really real?’). The image 

brings a ‘seeing-as’ when live phonic energy (the word) and imagination (the image) 

come together. ‘Sphota’ is experienced: a bursting open of meaning. It is simultaneously, 

a sense of life illuminated. Learning is aglow with depth and complexity. This, to me 

explains Bakhtin’s prosvescenie.  
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This may appear fanciful however it is congruent with imagination’s potency as 

perceived by these teachers and the scholarly theory of imagination expressed in this 

thesis. All participants understood the potency of narrative imagination: the storying 

process was seen as potent for giving learning a living, breathing context that made it 

more relatable, memorable and engaging. This increased curriculum coherence, its 

internal logic and provoked student understanding of the learning content’s relevance. 

Two teachers used it to synthesise curriculum: they improvised on from the classroom 

story to pick up other syllabus content. Their motto was ‘go with the flow’ of student 

interest and motivations.  

Five of six teachers linked imagination to emotion and/or embodiment and said it 

increased personal connectivity which led to learning becoming more of an experience, 

an event of the self. As such it was more likely to home meaning in to the person. 

Emotion also deepened understanding and opened up a path toward insight. Related to 

this point, some teachers saw imagination as a potent connector overall: internally it 

connected students to their overarching, constantly changing, world view; externally it 

opened students’ minds and primed their attention toward connection to the existing 

world. For one teacher imagination’s potency was expressed through this capacity to 

fine-tune attentiveness toward the real world over time: students in consequence 

developed a greater sense of settled personal awareness and were more receptive to 

new understandings. This teacher deliberately set up activities to provoke these 

potencies.  

Four of the teachers viewed imagination as potent for classroom management: it was 

seen to be effective for improving everyday classroom behaviours. This was 

accomplished, according to one teacher, through its influence on a stronger sense of 

belonging within the class; in this case it even extended beyond the cohort to other 

school levels. Teachers said that with imagination there was less call to bring distracted 

students back to the learning fold; they were also freed up to assist low achieving 

students. Every teacher spoke of class time as more spontaneous, lively, and exciting: 

more like a shared adventure. Such enjoyment intrinsically reduced student distraction 

and dissatisfaction.  
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The implications of teacher congruence with the theoretical framework.  

In comparing and contrasting the teachers’ narratives to the Bakhtin-Brockmeier-Ricoeur 

framework (B. B. R. frame) I found that the understandings and expressions of the 

participants in this study were, despite individual, contextually-based divergences, 

largely congruent with Bakhtin’s understanding of living discourse and his metaphor of 

dialogic imagination; Ricoeur’s description of metaphoric meaning-making as an action 

of imagination; and Brockmeier’s narrative imagination (along with its intra-personal 

planning function).  

My understanding is that a congruence between the B.B.R. and the teachers’ meanings 

for imagination and perceptions of its potency gives ground for the claim that the 

teachers’ perception of value in narrative and dialogic imagination for teaching and 

learning is theoretically well founded. It also strengthens contentions that the 

framework has relevance and potential. It may be reasonable in such circumstance to 

state that teaching with imagination is not lightweight ‘window dressing’ for learning – it 

has substance, action and weight within learning negotiations. Furthermore the 

teacher’s art may be more than a personal expression of an artistic individual who is 

strategically adapting their pedagogy; since the exercise of this art is supported by 

Bakhtin’s philosophy of discourse; along with Ricoeur and Brockmeier’s philosophies of 

imagination, their work may be said to be rational, consistent with theory, and possibly 

expressive of a durable principle of teaching and learning. The congruence of the 

framework may confirm that as curriculum is processed as learning (during its 

enactment between teacher and students), imagination has an ‘action’ that contributes 

to cognition. The interpretation of such an action may be different for each teacher and 

there may be degrees of difference; the framework may or may not transfer, the action 

may or may not be successful in accomplishing the ‘seeing-as or metaphoric leap. If it is 

confirmed it could be worthwhile to further examine it through observations made 

within living classrooms.  

The B. B. R. frame, anchored philosophically in Bakhtin’s dialogism, proposes that 

imagination manifests as a living meaning-making action when linguistic and social 

conditions are dynamically open (Bakhtin, 1981). The teachers in this study use 
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pedagogies of imagination in the practise of their professional art to set up a storying of 

curriculum that stimulates narrative imagination which is the vehicle for dialogic 

imagination’s action. They author, contextualise and frame learning events that ‘bring 

syllabus to life’. Some teachers deliberately and consciously provoke dialogic 

imagination through orchestration: they strategically shift the experience from ‘seeing’ 

to ‘hearing’: they may say a word, or ask a question at just the right moment.  

The teachers’ work is closely linked to, and expressive of, their own, and their students’ 

sense of self and personal identity; and as they implement their pedagogies teachers 

individualise teaching and learning to students’ particular needs. The implementation of 

imagination as a pedagogy can thus be understood as teaching as a subjective art as 

against teaching as an objective science, but this is not to say that any pedagogy – 

scientifically supported or otherwise – is excluded. It is, however, to say that the 

teacher’s person is paramount to the act of teaching. In this I concur with Woods (1996) 

who asserts that while science and art are both ‘…concerned primarily with reality and 

with understanding… [and] both depend upon detachment…it is the artist, or the artist 

in the scientist, that provides the ‘leap of the imagination’ (p. 30).  

The pedagogy of these teachers is not always ‘visible’: they may use subtle, indirect and 

implicit teaching methods in combination with and alongside ‘direct’, ‘evident’ and 

‘explicit’ approaches. A straight cause/effect trajectory between syllabus and its 

attainment is not always fully stated; and yet, as we have seen, via metaphoric, ‘seeing-

as’ provocations, primed through narrative imagination, these teachers do understand 

conceptual learning to be instigated and consolidated in specific events set up through 

planning and artful delivery. The teachers all give examples of students making those 

mental leaps. They report the learning that eventuates is more long-lasting, effective, 

connected to life, coherent, intra-personally logical and relevant to their students. This 

suggests they are therefore facilitators and activators: and their narratives also indicate 

that both forms of teaching approach are in play in their pedagogies. In consequence a 

conclusion of this thesis is that the polarising rhetoric which pits teachers-as-activators 

as superior to teachers-as-facilitators (see Hattie & Yates, 2013a; Gregory, 2016) may be 

questionable as far as teachers of imagination are concerned. The B.B.R. serves as a 

guide: in the living classrooms of these teachers, facilitation means ‘storying’ curriculum 
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that is giving syllabus learning a narrative. Under the umbrella of story their art blends 

authority and play to maintain a living discourse, and this prepares students for 

meaning-making by arousing the fictionalising, dual-seeing action of narrative 

imagination which provokes dialogic imagination. Facilitation thus supports activation. 

As is seen here teachers strategically combine dialogic and monologic dynamics to 

develop a learning culture that bring theirs and their students’ languages into proximity.  

It is thus clear - teachers who use pedagogies of imagination bring both facilitation and 

activation to aid learning. In light of the findings of the research presented here, the 

claim made in the present Australian context of teaching and learning (Hattie & Yates, 

2013a; Gregory, 2016) that these are opposing binaries, needs rethinking. A related 

dichotomy is Donnelly’s (2014) direct instruction (implied as a synonym for activation) as 

opposed to inquiry/discovery learning (implied as a synonym for facilitation). I use the B. 

B. R frame to guide my assessment: ‘direct’ instruction may be effective if the learning 

discourse is emphatically ‘living’ (see ‘Ten steps to a living discourse’, above); but if a 

‘direct instructor’ positions him or herself as an overbearing authority in the classroom 

(therefore developing a predominantly monologic atmosphere) the resulting power 

imbalance could inhibit all possibility of equalising understanding between them. In such 

an environment students are unlikely to make meaning for themselves. According to 

Bakhtin’s theory, equalising (as interanimation) is the precursor to a meeting of a 

teacher and their students’ minds. With little opportunity to voice understandings, and 

with a requirement rather than an invitation to learn, it is unlikely (Bakhtin would say 

impossible) for events of dialogic imagination to occur.  

The difference between the learning in these different atmospheres is the crux. As I see 

it, in a dialogic living discourse students’ appetite for learning is a key driver. In a 

monologic atmosphere it is more likely to be the teacher’s need to ‘cover’ curriculum to 

satisfy external requirements. To paraphrase and apply Holquist’s (2002) term: the 

learning that follows from a monologic or ‘deadened’ atmosphere could be called 

‘formulaic pseudo’-learning (p. 34); so little recognition of a student’s own initiative is 

involved in it. They are not treated as a dialogic partner. And since the student’s own 

voice and subjectivity are minimally invited to the learning it is unlikely to matter to 

them; it does not ‘touch’ who they are – this teaching is inert. Genuine learning, by 
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contrast, awakens the student’s consciousness and helps them develop their own 

‘voice’. It permits them to articulate their own ideas and the learning that results is ‘their 

own’: they can take it forward, transfer it and use it in life.  

In light of the centralising trends in the Australian context as described earlier, it is 

possible that the effects of formulaic pseudo-learning are resulting in more able 

students being pulled toward the mean, lowering the PISA testing outcomes. PISA tests 

supposedly test students’ transfer knowledge: their power to meet everyday life 

challenges (OECD, 2014). Such transfer knowledge is forged when learning becomes 

one’s own – as for example with Lynn’s students. If the overall decline of Australian 

students’ test results is even possibly due to this it seems sensible to question, and, if 

necessary, to revise the imposition of policies to centralise control as the only reform 

dynamic that needs to be applied. In this thesis I suggest the centripetal dynamic 

leveraged by successive governments over two decades may have, inadvertently, 

deadened the teaching and learning atmosphere at play in our classrooms through 

increasing pressure upon teachers, through reduction of joy in learning, and through 

tying it constantly to fixed outcomes. I note that the OECD’s education chief Andreas 

Schleicher recently described Australia’s learning decline as due to our classrooms being 

led by ‘…“robotic widgets”, forced into delivering a rigid curriculum…’ (Bagshaw & Smith, 

2016). Schleicher calls for greater teacher autonomy, and, as Bakhtin’s theory shows, 

autonomy unfolds from a living discourse. Politicians need to ask themselves whether 

their centralising policy direction now acts to the detriment of student attainment and 

teachers’ professional expertise. Though imagination has often been mentioned as a 

solution (Hattie, 1993; Whitehead 2007), before now little precision could be brought to 

what that means.  

This is not to say that the PISA (OECD, 2014) results have nothing to do with teacher’s 

choices. Another question that may well be asked is whether Peter’s reference to 

ineffective ‘open’ teaching, where students are sent off, for example, to do unstructured 

library research, may also be leveraging reduced effectiveness. Luke’s (2010) 

identification that a ‘curriculum of small bites’ (Thomson et al, 2012) is now prevalent in 

Australian classrooms is also likely to be bringing consequences of reduced teacher-

student contact particularly through over-use of externally authored texts. The closed 
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responses that are often expected, particularly in preparation for tests, would add to the 

development of a monologic atmosphere. Though one kind of teaching seems too open 

(disconnected from teacher contact and guidance), and the other too closed (restricted 

by excessive teacher control), in both styles of teaching students fail to connect to a 

teacher’s narrative intention; few opportunities for a dialogic meeting-of-minds arise. 

The atmosphere is either so wide open that students swim in an ocean of possible 

meaning-making, or it is so narrowly conceived it becomes like ‘concrete’. In these 

classrooms an appropriate mix of monologic and dialogic discourse fails to be provided; 

in consequence, structure, purpose and pleasure in attainment are lacking.  

In this research each teacher’s perspective on the practice of their art is unique. Though 

they are but six, each offers powerful and valuable insight into how they, as individuals, 

personally interpret the complex professional task of teaching, in response to a range of 

pressures and influences at this point in Australia’s history. Their thorough, rigorous 

work brings a critical human balance to debates about effective teaching. Perhaps 

fortuitously, it arrives just as policy-makers prepare to directly leverage classroom 

practice with evidence-based theoretism under the banner of teaching as a ‘science’. 

This is taking place before we have made sense of teaching as an art. If politicians 

leverage the ousting of teacher ‘facilitation’ in favour of a blanket policy for ‘activation’ 

the baby may be thrown away with the bathwater because such a move may bring 

about a loss of imagination’s educational potency that could take decades to recover 

from.  

What is clear is that the push toward evidence-based methods adds further monologism 

to an already over-centralised policy atmosphere. While the best of the activator’s 

methods may be culturally responsive and dialogic, the enforcement of them will further 

close teaching down and potentially bring more ‘widgets’ to our classrooms (Schleicher, 

2016). It will ‘fix’ Australian education even further – and I do not mean it will improve it.  

We saw earlier Karabenick and Watts’ (2014) conclusion that contemporary policy 

contexts bring about schooling conditions that conflict with teachers’ original 

motivations in adopting the profession; teacher positivity and health is diminishing, 

teacher dissatisfaction and attrition are high (Milburn, 2011; Mason and Matas, 2015). 
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The situation for principals is also poor as reported by the Independent Education Union 

(2016). When students are standardised teachers are too: their individual art is 

undermined. Furthermore Hardy (2015) described how a healthy communal relationship 

between teachers, students, parents and the educational community comes to be 

disturbed when it is ‘infused with [the] power relations’ of government policy’ (p. 336). 

National testing is not benign: it exerts a dynamic that influences school and classroom.  

In contrast, as we see from the participants’ narratives above, all these teachers enjoy 

their professional activity with students: at the same time high quality of student work 

was seen as an outflow of their pedagogies of imagination.  

The tendency on the part of policy-makers to polarise and be satisfied with simplistic 

answers to complex human work is dangerous for teaching. It constitutes a reactive not 

responsive policy atmosphere. A considered description of effective teaching, one that 

makes clear the significance of a living discourse, comes from AITSL (2007a): within it we 

can see both dialogic and monologic dynamics in play:       

 successful teachers…use a broad repertoire of approaches…to fit the needs of… 

 students… [their] goals [and]…contexts…[They] use explicit, direct teaching but also 

 give students a substantial role in…knowledge [creation]…negotiation of  learning 

 tasks and student-led questioning…[they] make…links between student effort and 

 accomplishment…[their] environments and relationships are supportive,  inclusive 

 and ‘owned’ by teachers and students. (page v) 

Australian educational professionals at the highest level define effective teaching and 

learning here; much that is identified overlaps with Bakhtin’s framework: it is clearly 

dialogic, and this definition has been in place for almost a decade. If it is not being 

translated to our living classrooms we need to ask whether invasive policy pressures are 

actually preventing it from happening. This seems likely due to politicians leveraging a 

powerful shift in dynamics from dialogic to monologic. Luke put his finger on it in 2010; 

and Thomson et al (2012) named it a curriculum of ‘small bites’. Schools reputations’ 

and viability now depend on attaining to highly desirable benchmarks. Teachers are 

pressured to alter their curricular approach toward requirements which brings a closing 

of classroom culture. There is pressure to be efficient, direct, monologic: this is 
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leveraged by competition, extrinsic reward and penalties when a school’s standards are 

not up to the mark. Dialogic learning requires attentiveness, invitation, and depth of 

preparation and, above all, time: in such a climate less time is made available to artfully 

clinch learning events in living discourse.  

Dichotomies prove unhelpful when imagination’s value for teaching and learning is the 

central issue. The views of practising teachers in Ballarat and AITSL are complementary 

on what makes effective teaching, but policy leaders, particularly at the federal level, are 

out of step. They now apparently intend to further tighten the vicelike, centralising 

policy directions that already exist. A recent Australian productivity commission draft 

report (Australian Government Productivity Commission, 2016) on education states that:  

 Monitoring outcomes, performance benchmarking and competition between schools alone 

 are insufficient to achieve gains in education outcomes. They must be complemented by the 

 use of data and evidence to identify, and then apply, the most effective programs, policies 

 and teaching practices… (p. 2, my emphasis)  

This drivenness in Australian policy-making shows a refusal to pay attention to abundant 

signals of counter-productivity appearing across the board: perhaps it’s a case of, ‘be 

careful what you wish for’. Those signals now include test results of NAPLAN and PISA; 

research by numerous qualitative investigators such as Thomson, Lingard and Wrigley 

(2012); Polesel, Rice, and Dulfer, (2012, 2013); Lobascher (2011); Mills and McGregor 

(2016); Hardy (2015); Thompson and Harbaugh (2013); Reid (2009); Ryan and Weinstein 

(2009); Richardson, Karabenick and Watt (2014); Milburn (2011); Luke (2010) and many 

others. Now, as we see from the research presented here, we can add signals from 

policy history.  

We saw above that the Karmel Report (Karmel, 1973) arguably brought Australian 

students to bask in the international top ten. Over the two decades since 2000 the 

adoption of simplistic, monologic policy out of touch with the dialogic nature of effective 

schooling has likely had major impacts in diminishing teaching and learning effectiveness 

in Australian education. This was predicted by Hattie (1993). Hempenstall (2016), an 

advocate for evidence-based practice for teachers blames stagnation on a ‘science-

aversive culture…endemic among education policymakers and teacher education 
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faculties’ (p. 1). This implies that only the people in higher positions matter for change 

and negates teacher voice. It also belittles the quality of mind of those engaged in 

scholarly teacher education endeavour. In this thesis I have purposely incorporated 

scientific understandings to substantiate imagination’s action potence and its 

significance for learning.  

Earlier this year (2016) I saw thousands of teachers at a conference who were thirsty to 

improve their practice: to me it is their voices, expressed in living classrooms, that make 

the difference.  If they are to be heard we need more research like this. And we need to 

pay attention to Terhart’s (2011) argument that teachers do not want to see their 

creativity and individual teaching practice, their imagination, squeezed out. A teacher 

who proudly and professionally ‘owns’ their teaching, who takes responsibility for it and 

carries it out thoughtfully and autonomously, is far more likely to be teaching dialogically 

and with imagination.  

The centripetal, monologic demands of politicians who control and specify the ‘what’ 

(national curriculum), the ‘why’ (for economic reasons) and now propose to control the 

‘how’ of teaching and learning (visible, evidence-based learning) create a stranglehold 

for teachers. Too many of them may, in reaction, be delivering a ‘curriculum of small 

bites’ (Thomson et al, 2012; Luke, 2010). Alongside this circumstance we have the 

lifeless (same-old-same) teaching and the overly controlled teaching that teachers of this 

study identify in which students are not permitted a voice. In such a culture learning is 

more likely to be ‘set up’ to happen between a student and a learning object authored 

by a faceless person beyond the classroom: that person has the ‘real’ curriculum 

because they know what will be tested. In light of these dynamics it is time for a rethink: 

is a culture of testing inadvertently pressuring teachers to finalise and close learning 

down instead of opening it up for Australian students?  

We can’t turn the clock back but we can pay heed to a different direction. Fortunately 

we have a precedent in Karmel (1973) which, in summary, recommended emphasising 

schooling as a social not an economic endeavour; encouraging student equity, identity, 

and belonging; and promoting mutual care alongside intellectual attainment in 

classrooms. That report also recommended developing opportunities for self-initiated, 
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creative learning that allows daily experiences of personal satisfaction – that is, 

imagination as a pedagogy; and strong connection between schools and their own wider 

communities which can bring genuine accountability. The authors also wanted schools 

to show they value intellectual and cultural life in and of it and to particularly encourage 

the arts. In sum, the policy recommended was: affirm learning as the basis for ‘a more 

generous and fulfilling life’ (Karmel, 1973, p. 14).  

Other conclusions of this study that may contribute to a revised policy direction include 

the significance of listening to teachers and acknowledgement of their work as a 

professional art.  As outlined above policy-makers need to open their minds to the 

possibility that the centralising controls inflicted on Australian schools since the early 

1990’s are counter-productive. While scientific understanding may assist in identifying 

effective teaching it will never supersede the holistic effectiveness of an experienced 

teacher.  If influential commentators like Hattie successfully frame teaching as a science 

we may end up with one-size-fits-all practice. With this approach monologic dependency 

is only more likely to increase and we will lose the potential of teaching as an art, which 

presupposes autonomous, self-directed acts of creativity and means teachers must 

imagine, think and plan to teach their students. Living discourse involves both monologic 

and dialogic dynamics, and effective teaching is both a science and an art. Teachers are 

in classrooms for the purpose of providing professional judgement. It is time to re-

balance the debate so that the work of those who are doing the teaching is understood 

and valued. It’s also time for broader society to respect teachers’ professionalism again.  

Overarching conclusion 

A new framework for comprehending imagination in living discourse is, in this thesis, 

carefully mapped to the meanings and practice of a cohort of contemporary teachers 

who report on their self-authored pedagogies of imagination. After comparison and 

contrast with the framework, their enactments of curriculum, which otherwise might 

have been passed over as lightweight, ‘facilitative’ teaching by current commentators, is 

substantiated. The teachers understand their practice to be negotiation of conceptual 

learning with students. The displays provided illustrate how these teachers personalise 

imagination as a pedagogy, how imagination is meaningful for them, also how 
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they theorise and justify their practice. In some cases the displays show the teachers’ 

planning: how they ‘author’ their teaching work and practise their work as a professional 

art. These teachers show the importance of keeping imagination alive in classrooms as a 

verb with verve: an action. Imagination is ‘living’ in the sense that it is ignited in present 

moments, part of learning's life and expression and also deeply involved in a students' 

responses. Imagination is the puzzlement that comes between: the dialogic moment 

with its sense of openness and possibility.  

I have presented imagination as wholesome and desirable for teaching and learning. 

Geniusas (2015) qualifies my enthusiasm. This scholar of Paul Ricoeur states that our 

human appetite for imagination arises because it frees us from everyday confines of 

reality and empowers us to break from our limitations: the actual, the real. Imagination, 

he says has ‘tremendous force... [to] put...into question what presently exists…’ for us 

and it ‘strives to be realized…’ It is through imagination that we ‘re-constitute’ and ‘re-

shape’ our everyday world, it can change ‘our...actions, feelings and thoughts’ (p. 

225).  Imagination is thus both constitutive and utopian: it is paradoxical; it brings both 

danger and a profound sense of freedom. Through these words I recognise teachers may 

need to bear the paradox in mind in choosing a pedagogy of imagination. In 

unleashing the appetite for imagination in their students teachers have a responsibility 

to ensure their content knowledge and their holistic grasp of curriculum is thorough and 

reliable. Imagination is a powerful way to learn; it is hard to unlearn: teachers 

must weigh up and apply critical attention to their content and present it as far as 

possible without false dichotomies, stereotyping or bias. The re-shaping of the student’s 

very self and their world is at stake, and an opening to the fictional guides to 

that reshaping. A teachers’ work must always be one of responsible professional service.  

This research, as could be anticipated, shows that the matter of effective teaching is 

neither blunt, nor black and white. Quantitative research, such as Hattie’s, needs to be 

done in partnership with carefully constructed qualitative research into the enacted 

curriculum. To ensure balance, teachers’ understanding of their work as an art – from an 

insider’s perspective – must help inform the ‘science’ of teaching. The B.B.R. suggests a 

model of effective teaching that is intrinsically dialogic: it relies on the establishment of 

a living discourse alongside moments of the monologic which secure the learning along 
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the way. If we take Hattie’s science on face value we endorse the assertion that a 

‘correct’ set of methods is what is needed. Under this regime who a teacher ‘is’ – their 

personal living identity – seems to hardly matter. The B.B.R. shows this to be false. 

Teaching is a digestion and translation by the teacher’s living ‘self’. We must be wary of 

removing the personal, of ‘de’-humanising teaching. Every one of the subtle human 

qualities Whitehead (2007) discussed earlier is rendered insignificant by a science of 

teaching: yet when we consider his list collectively we see dialogism at play.  

Blenkinsop (2009) wisely states that, ‘The challenge of making sense of the imagination 

has always been like trying to catch smoke with one’s bare hands. ’ He says we need to 

ask the question, ‘How does one define it such that it isn’t so amorphous as to slip 

through one’s grasp? or so rigid as to become simplistic to the point of uselessness?’ (p. 

Blenkinsop, 2009, p. ix/x). This thesis answers that question through the collective 

philosophies of Bakhtin (1981, 1984, 1990) Brockmeier (2009) and Ricoeur (1994); and 

through the generosity and wisdom of the teachers who participated in this research 

study. So while humans love closure, steps and systematic checklists for the explanatory 

comfort they bring we must be always ever-ready to let them and their monologic 

assertions go. For teaching and learning to be real we must always face and meet 

students as they are, with who we are: dialogically, equally.     

Imagination is a boundless phenomenon that thrives in a boundless living atmosphere. 

In this thesis I have drawn upon the thinking of cognitive scientists (Thomas, 1997, 1999, 

2004, 2009; Neisser, 2003), psychologists (Brockmeier, 2009; Citron et al, 2016; Hillman 

1975; Lockhart, 1983); philosophers (Frie, 2003; Frederickson, 2003; Stokes, 2016; 

Gillespie & Zittoun, 2016; Thomson, 1989) and philologists (Bakhtin , 1981; Ricoeur, 

1991 & 1994; Shulman, 2012); classical scholars (O’Gorman, 2005; Rapp, 2010; Scheiter, 

2012; Shepard, 2015; Webb, 2009), poets (Blake, 1807; James, 2016); philosophers of art 

and artists (Haynes, 1995), and of education (Vygotsky, 2003; Egan & Nadaner, 1988; 

Egan,  1997, 2001, 2007, 2014; Greene, 1978, 1985, 1988a & b, 1995; Eisner, 1993; 

Higgins, 2009; Matusov, 2010; Monteagudo, 2011, Nadaner, 1988); educational 

researchers (Hattie, 2009; McKernan, 2007; MacKnight, 2009; Stenton, 2010; Thomson, 

Lingard, Wrigley, 2012) and commentators (Lobascher, 2011; Luke, 2010; Milburn, 2011; 

Polesel, Rice & Dulfer, 2013; Terhart, 2011; Whitehead, 2007). The discussion is and will 
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remain rich and dialogic because imagination’s potency is to always open outward and 

inward, ever deeper, ever higher.  

New knowledge  

The research presented here has addressed a decades-long call to bring greater clarity to 

the meaning of imagination for teaching and learning so its value may be consolidated 

and established (Blenkinsop, 2009; Dart, 2001; Eckhoff & Urbach, 2008; Egan, 1997, 

2007; Fettes, 2005; Gadjamaschko, 2005; Greene, 1988; Egan & Nadaner, 1988; Takaya, 

2007). By allowing the voices of teachers who use pedagogies of imagination to be 

heard, in depth, in this research new light has been shed on imagination’s meanings in 

practice: this redresses an imbalance that has run over a long period in which 

educational philosophy and theory has been given far more weight than practical 

experience. This narrative inquiry thus answers Dinham’s (2013) call, for teachers to 

speak up and, ‘question from a basis of evidence the externally proposed remedies to 

the perceived problems of teachers, teaching and schools in Australia’ (p. 103). It gives 

ground for recognising imagination as a valuable pedagogy and substantiates the 

decisions made by teachers who use it as a pedagogy, first as a means to order, organise 

and activate narrative knowing (Bruner, 1985, cited in Monteagudo, 2011); second as an 

opportunity for facilitating learning events of dialogic imagination which catalyse a 

certain kind of meaning-making: ‘seeing-as’; third as a way to bring structure, 

engagement and a sense of belonging into our classrooms.  

This thesis brings broad theoretical contemplation of imagination together with teacher 

practice: such research scope has not been previously accomplished. Eisner (1993) states 

‘It’s one thing to speculate about the validity of an idea. It’s another to demonstrate it 

empirically. What kind of empiricism would be required to identify the different ways in 

which students come to understand the world?’ (p.10). I respond to this question with 

this thesis in relation to imagination as a pedagogy. It has introduced clarity and 

meaningfulness to teachers’ work and substantiates their pedagogical intent in using 

imagination. The nexus revealed between theory and practice shows the participants 

possess a clear rationale and criteria for their pedagogies of imagination. The 

participants of this study report that the exercise of their art has positive effects on their 
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enthusiasm for their work and on their students’ well-being and sense of belonging; they 

see it as effective for classroom management. This is new knowledge that is needed to 

address the issue identified as most pressing by evidence-based advocates: the 

improvement of teacher-student relations.   

There are few precedents for the research presented here, and the emphasis and 

methodology differs for those that do exist. Yet while my focus has been on practice I 

have taken care to match it to theory so that prior scholarly estimations of imagination’s 

value are substantiated. I have also shown that teacher’s professional work can extend 

theory: in this I refer to teachers whose understanding of dialogic imagination goes 

beyond language (Anna’s students’ mime work; Lis’s students’ drawings). While this 

aspect of teachers’ work is supported by the broader epistemology of dialogism 

(Holquist, 1990) and educational philosophy (Eisner, 1993), and is also consistent with 

cognitive science (Thomas, date), it is not directly mentioned in the B. B. R. frame. To be 

part of dialogic interaction, theory must remain answerable in practice, it should not 

dictate it.   

The new knowledge of this thesis is substantially expressed in the theoretical 

framework, the B. B. R. frame: which ‘frames’ new understanding through four clear 

dimensions and gives indicative conditions for each. These can inform future research 

and teacher practice because they give subtle signals to aid observations about 

imagination when it is in operation and to aid in estimating when it is having an impact 

to support meaning-making. These dimensions provide parameters: for example we can 

now identify a discourse atmosphere in which imagination is unlikely to manifest. The 

frame reconceptualises Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogic imagination and augments his theory 

with Paul Ricoeur’s philosophy of imagination; Jens Brockmeier’s narrative imagination is 

complementary to both: it is imagination’s vehicle. From this theory-amalgamation one 

can identify a rationale and clear criteria as well as underpinning conditions that support 

them in living classrooms. This is significant for increasing awareness of the value of 

imagination for teaching and learning and for clarifying how teachers can use it to 

effectively provoke and catalyse learning events.  
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The frame brings an enhanced understanding of the respective processes and 

expressions of these imaginations and helps teachers grasp how imagination contributes 

to learning and cognition: this informs teacher practice. As we have seen in this thesis, a 

number of great theorists highly value imagination, in particular Vygotsky (1994, 2004) 

whose in-depth theory informs current constructionist understandings about learning. 

Mikhail Bakhtin was Lev Vygotsky’s contemporary. His philosophy of discourse, along 

with influential theory from other great philosophers: Paolo Freire, Hannah Arendt and 

Martin Buber amongst others, is recognised as powerful for education. A rapidly growing 

body of literature has emerged since the early 2000’s through the concept of a ‘dialogic 

pedagogy’ (Alexander, 2015; Matusov, 2010; Stewart, 2010). The potential contribution 

of a ‘dialogic imagination’ to that pedagogy, as delivered by this thesis, is 

unprecedented. In this way the thesis’ exploration of imagination may add greater 

clarity to constructionist meaning-making processes overall.  Stewart points out that ‘a 

growing body of research supports the notion that a dialogic pedagogy can be highly 

effective’ (p. 15). Alexander (2015) adds that the academically productive talk that 

accompanies a dialogic pedagogy: 

Provides tool for student engagement, learning and cognitive advancement of 

unique and undeniable power…the resulting cognitive and communicative gains 

transfer [between] … curriculum domain[s]…and offer larger benefits for social 

cohesion, cultural engagement and democratic vitality… (p. 413)   

The thesis analysis and discussion, which demonstrate the value and application of 

imagination as expressed in six contemporary teachers’ pedagogies offers new 

knowledge in the form of examples to inform learning theory and practice. The teachers’ 

displays offer informative detail about their expressions, meanings for imagination and 

their strategic use of it for teaching and learning. By bringing philosophical theory and 

teacher practice for imagination close, each has enlightened the other. This thesis offers 

new knowledge about how to connect theory and practice - in particular the value of 

using a curriculum artefact as a focus to anchor research so that questioning retains a 

practical scope; this has helped to address the issue of imagination’s invisibility (Egan, 

2007).  
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The gap in the literature that has arisen due to a lack of clarity about imagination is of 

urgent concern at this point in time. Current circumstances, as set out above – due in 

particular to government policy attempts to ‘fix’ education – are influencing trends that 

downgrade imagination for learning so it is now in danger of being actively discouraged. 

The ramifications of amending this situation extend internationally. This thesis could 

contribute new practical knowledge for teaching and learning theory. Am I too bold? 

Illeris (2017), in his very recent encapsulation of current learning theory sums up current 

knowledge about the science of learning. Despite caveats – it is inconclusive and 

radically simplified, brains are fantastically complex, this is his own selection of the 

science – it resonates well with the theory expressed by Bakhtin, Brockmeier and 

Ricoeur. Illeris (2017) begins by confidently assuring that reason cannot ‘function 

independently of…emotions’ (p. 13). In the human brain reason and knowledge, feelings 

and emotions are inseparable. As learning takes place initial sensory impulses from the 

environment travel through centres for emotion and long term memory, garnering what 

is relevant on their journey to the short term memory, working memory or ‘executive 

brain’ (they travel alternative pathways too, so the original sensory information is also 

received). He says learning begins when a student’s senses are stimulated in the living 

environment, with the main sensory sources (usually simultaneous) seeing and hearing. 

He says each sense forms images (sense and image accord: there are sight images, but 

also ‘sound images’). These different images are deliberated upon in the executive brain 

along with re-activated information from long term memory. Illeris says ‘a print of the 

event with…associated emotions and reactions’ is then fixed in long term memory. It 

constitutes an ‘impulse to…learning that can later be recalled and activated in 

connection with relevant new events or situations’ (p. 14). I see Bakhtin’s heteroglossia: 

emotions, prior impressions, environmental conditions here. I see his words that 

‘sound’, his images that activate and organise here. I see Brockmeier’s intent, human 

agency and the semantic field of a living classroom. I see Ricoeur’s philosophy further 

enriching all this. These philosophers extend upon the science with their theorisation of 

the whole dialogic interaction between student and teacher: they describe what 

happens in both their brains! How precious is that?       
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This thesis re-balances a substantial bias in Australian educational discourse which has 

seen policy-makers for decades leveraging centralising policies to take increasing control 

of practice while overlooking the thoughts of practitioners themselves. The new 

knowledge demonstrated suggest such policies may be counter-productive: they may 

also be leveraging imagination’s inhibition in living classroom discourse. Narrative and 

dialogic imagination rely on perceptive delivery and teachers’ preparation of students to 

be receptive in an open living discourse. Far from being a catalyst for students to run 

amok, these teachers show that when imagination is used skilfully it is a powerful means 

for classroom control: teachers can retain authority while leading students toward 

enjoyable learning and self-responsibility. It shows how teachers work toward 

attainment of one of education’s highest goals for their students – the capacity to be an 

autonomous thinker (Egan, 2007, p. 10; Bakhtin, 1981). 

The thesis fills a gap in the literature by garnering holistic depth of insight from thinkers 

of diverse times and nationalities, to construct a nine-tiered, multi-dimensional review 

of meaning for imagination. The new amalgamation expressed by the theoretical 

framework (the philological thought of our three philosophers) brings together discourse 

(the word) and imagination (the image), so we can see how they dialogically intertwine 

to provoke events of ‘seeing-as’, or dialogic imagination. This has not been done before. 

Egan (2007) states, while ‘implications from research on… logical skills and rational 

capacities [are] fed into education…’ due to the difficulties in investigating it, ‘no 

equivalent implications from research into imagination…’ (p. 9) have been available to 

match them.  

Through this thesis we can now see how and why imagination is of value for learning 

based on the thought of respected international philosophers brought into contact with 

the practice and theory of contemporary Australian teachers. Their pedagogies reveal 

that imagination is more than a way to engage students – it is a way to engage them in 

learning: it provides a milieu to convey learning, a catalytic process by which to learn, 

and a structuring narrative within which to manage the learning environment.  
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Appendix A:  Living discourse in an open, ‘as-if’ atmosphere 

Name What is brought to life? 
How is this  ‘as-if’? 

How does openness 
manifest? 

Meaning is more 
metaphoric (fictional) less 
literal 

Invitation to access idea-
systems 

Both monologic and 
dialogic? 

Anna # I view living insects - I can 
move as if one.  
# As if I am at a ‘tea-party’. 
# I tread on the Earth as if it 
is a ball. 

- Student openly interprets 
insect in mime.  
 

- Tells own 10 cups story  
 
- Not open. 

# I tell a story using my body: 
I am an insect 
 

# imagining a tea-party 
 

# self is larger than Earth: a 
fiction   

Student is invited to draw on 
existing understandings 
about insects, tea parties, 
treading the Earth  

In the three generalists’ 
classrooms the exercise of 
their authority as a teacher is 
a basic assumption of their 
profession.  
 
 
 
 
None chose to discuss this: if 
anything they played down 
their authority.  
 
 

Lis  # As if I found a lost 
backpack of drugs. 
 

# As if I know the beginning 
of the universe. 
 

# As if I can solve the Harris 
Burdick mystery 

- Openly interprets the scene 
and the drugs involved. 
 

- Openly draws 
understanding. 
 
 

- Openly tells story of their 
imagining 

# I did not literally find a 
backpack, nor do I actually 
know       
 
# how the universe began. 
 
# No-one knows what 
happened to Harris Burdick. 

Student is invited to draw on 
existing understandings 
about drugs, space and what 
could happen in a mystery 

Clarice # As if a word has a story. 
 

# As if I can view the history 
of a place over time. 
 

# As if I can guess the stories 
behind artefacts from 
natural events.  
 

# As if I myself am a frog.  

- Open inquiry into word 
 

- Student opens to own 
imaginings as teacher 
describes 
 

- Open to ideas on the story 
behind the egg and other 
artefacts 
 

- Open individual 
interpretation 

# A word’s history is a matter 
of cultural interpretation 
 

# I cannot literally see history 
over time 
 

# I don’t literally know the 
story of these artefacts 
 
 

# I am not literally a frog 

Student is invited to draw on 
societal sources to learn a 
word’s history, and their 
own understandings in 
interaction with artefacts 
and place 

Linda  # As if I can be a deprived 
child of the 1850s. 

- Student openly chooses 
their identity and character 
in the role-play 

The classroom is a fictional, 
metaphoric ‘reality’; history 
is understood as true but 
open to change. 

Student invited to compare 
their contemporary life & 
historical character’s. 

Linda is a gruff school Ma’am 
but also ‘invites’ students to 
play along ‘wink-wink’. 
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Peter # As if I can become a 
particular scientist 

- Learning event is open-
ended; meaning of self as 
scientist is open. 

The whole classroom 
becomes a fiction or 
metaphoric ‘reality’  the 
science is understood as true 
but open to change. 

Student is invited to draw on 
their ideas for future work as 
an adult. 

Students roleplay  
authoritative scientists. 
Peter is authority as lead 
employer in an open-ended 
setting 

Lynn # As if I can be in a living 
fiction inhabited by Letter 
Lickers. 

- Curriculum story and 
learning events open to 
student ideas/input. 

The classroom becomes a 
fiction or metaphoric 
‘reality’;  the story is a lived 
fiction that feels true. 

Student is invited to draw on 
their creative ideas and add 
them to the class story 

Lynn sets out requirements 
of higher authorities in 
curriculum. She adapts them 
to a fictional scenario.  
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Appendix B: Teachers’ views on desirable and undesirable teaching 

Name  Teaching to be avoided Teaching that is desirable 
Anna Teaching that ‘measures children’s thinking’ and judges them as ‘not 

up to the higher standard’. 
Teaching that promotes confidence building and risk-taking; that 
gives children permission to create their own spaces and stories and 
articulate them. 

Lis  Teaching in which imagination is ‘shut down’. In which students are 
not ‘challenged to think for themselves…they just go along like a 
little pudding’. 

Teaching that can ‘bring it to life, make it joyful and wonderful and 
exciting…’ 

Clarice  Teaching that maintains ‘habitual pattern of thinking.’ Teaching that ‘feeds our wellbeing’: students learn to notice and pay 
attention to life 

Linda Teaching with no connectedness or emotion: ‘you’re just doing as 
the teacher tells you to’. Teaching that tries ‘to make students 
average at everything’, that is not ‘flexible’; that herds ‘children…like 
cattle: we all go through, we all come out.’ 

Teaching that can be related to. More interactive. Child is ‘happy at 
school…learning and excited about what they are doing’ 

Peter Teaching that is ‘boring’, ‘dreary’, ‘text book’, same-old same-old’ 
we’ve done this a million times teaching which has students 
answering questions ad nauseum. 

‘Cutting edge’, storied, innately interesting, exciting, engaged 
teaching. 

Lynn Teaching that is ‘the ‘same-old-same.’ Teaching ‘the dry stuff...so….it’s interesting…they get excited…can 
see them[selves] in it’. Teaching that puts life and fun into the 
culture of the classroom. 
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Appendix C: The details of each teacher’s art 

Name Style of 
learning event 

Class-room 
Role 

Creative Art  Teacher’s 
enthusiasm 

Objects 
used 

Structure Narrative 
conven- 
tions 

Planning 
style 

Anna Exploratory/ 
creative events, 
self-generated: 
‘on the spot’ 

Teacher Creative move-
ment 

Movement, Earth 
education 

Simple symbolic 
objects 

Adaptive, 
versatile, 
structured, 
co-created.  

Point of view, 
setting, plot 

Cache of ideas to 
build from: go 
with the flow, 
open-ended. 

Lis Exploratory & 
creative events, 
self-generated  

Teacher Visual arts Visual arts, 
thinking, 
imagination 

Writing & 
drawing 

Versatile, 
structured. 

Character, point 
of view, setting, 
plot 

Planned  
open-ended 
events 

Claric
e 

Exploratory & 
creative events, 
self-generated: 
‘on the spot’  

Teacher Visual arts Imagination life, 
the planet 

The body, 
outdoors, pets, 
drawing. 

Adaptive, 
versatile, 
structured,  co-
created  

Point of view, 
setting, plot 

Mix of planned 
and go with the 
flow 

Linda Scripted living 
History 
Museum  
roleplay  

Lead character 
‘in role’  

Drama History, 
imagination, 
drama 

The living 
museum. 
Pens paper.   

Highly 
structured. 
Adaptive, 
versatile. 

Characters, 
point of view, 
plot, setting. 

Tightly scripted, 
tailored to 
students  

Peter Science scenario 
roleplay 
self-generated 
with lab 
technician 

Lead character 
‘in role’ & 
teacher 

Drama Students- 
become - 
scientists; 
cutting edge 
science; 
philosophy 

Scenario starter 
story. Scientific 
equip -ment  

Highly 
structured, 
Competi- 
tive. Level is set 
by last year’s 
students. 

Characters, 
point of view, 
setting, plot 

Scripted, 
scaffolded, open-
ended 

Lynn Whole class  
story 
roleplay, 
generated on the 
spot 

Creative director 
in role & teacher 

Drama, crafts, 
visual arts 

Story; social 
cohesion; 
dramatic 
performing  

Crafted soft toys 
‘Letter Lickers’ 

Students 
co-create  
curriculum 

Characters, 
point of view, 
setting, plot 

Open starter idea 
then go with the 
flow 
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Appendix D: Students find ‘form’; learning is vivified or humanised  

Name The world is given form. The world is vivified or humanised. 
Anna A student tells the story of ten cups at a tea party: her teacher 

responds - this is division. 
Humanised: a student enters the dialogic circle and expresses an 
insect through mime. 

Lis A student draws their idea of ‘how it all began’ but can’t reconcile the 
‘Big Bang’ with Jesus. Lis helps them include both.  

Humanised: Lis provokes preconceptions of ‘drug education as 
simply about ‘bad’ drug dealers: ‘Are…dealers women? Are drugs also 
medicine? 

Peter Student: ‘Didn’t…work as well as we’d hoped’. Peter: ‘you’ve…done 
this once [as]…a pharmaceutical chemist you could …work…on this 
for 20 or 30 years…Are you going to give up?...’ Student, ‘I get 
that...this could be… interesting work… [T]hey…begin to imagine…a 
goal worthy …to devote your working life to…this … could be a… 
career.’ 

Vivified: In parent-teacher interviews Peter notes, 
‘parents…who…sa[y], ‘My daughter …loves science this year, she was 
talking about the stuff you are doing…round the table… wherever 
conversations… happen… around this topic… there is always the 
possibility of more. 

Clarice A student who creates a portrayal of himself in nature ‘at first drew… 
a pizza oven…[but] by the end his work was just beautiful…he realised 
he was thinking there was some sort of set rule…he must follow.  

Humanised: Anecdote of the student who grasps how human beings 
and frogs are similar. 

Lynn The student who sees fractions as an army and its squadrons.  Vivified: A student asked, ‘Are they really real?’…[asking was]it…role play 
or reality…I said, ‘They’re just pretend, but in here they’re real.’ 

Linda She personally grasps historical significance ‘…that moment…if we were 
in the 1850’s he really could have me for his wife … it… emotionally put 
me in this time frame… connected everything else together.’   

Humanised: ‘Once you’re in costume… you’re being treated as an 1850’s 
child in an 1850’s setting…there’s all your learning. 
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Appendix E: Expressions of narrative imagination in the participants’ curriculum  

 Name  Narrative plan 
for storying curriculum 

Open to fictional / ‘seeing-
as’ 

Planning  Enactment Inter/intra-personal 
relation 

Anna Students observe insects’ 
story in life. They later 
‘become’ an insect via 
mime. 

See self / other as insect; 
connect to own 
experiences /stories about 
insects.  

Simple versatile props 
provide a variety of 
planned starter events; the 
prop is responded to in the 
moment.  
 

Become a living insect and 
portray its ‘story’ to an 
audience in a heightened 
dramatic atmosphere.  

Dialogic: self is expressed 
through embodied 
performance – audience 
responds to the mystery; 
all connect to nature. 

Students tiptoe space to 
space.  
 
Earth ball activity 

See self as giant person 
who has a big effect on the 
environment.  

As one’s self –do whole 
body: movement  
a) tiptoe 
b) pass Earth Ball gently 

Dialogic/symbolic Students 
interact with the ‘idea’ of 
treading ‘lightly’ on the 
Earth to become more 
sustainably aware. 

Students tell stories of 
‘ten’ 

See a possible i.e. fictional 
story of ‘ten’ in the wider 
world.  

Simple versatile props used 
in planned event – student 
responds with own stories. 

As one’s self - verbalise a 
story to share their ideas 
on possibilities. 

Dialogic – interpersonal. 
Self as utterer, able to voice 
my own meaning for a 
number: maths  thinking 
skills.  

Lis Students sketch a lost  
drug-spilling backpack   
 

Teacher and student ‘see’ 
an individual 
interpretation as a 
knowledge assumption: it 
is made evident.  
It can then be evaluated as 
an understanding of the 
world. 

Planned idea: to 
interrogate curriculum 
content /prior 
understandings and 
mentally engage with them. 
 

As one’s self: think 
critically about and 
evaluate assumptions/ 
stereotypes and consider 
gaps of understanding.   

Dialogic – intrapersonal 
then inter-personal. 
Opens living personal 
world view for 
understanding and 
evaluation.  

Students sketch their 
ideas of space ‘How did it 
all begin?’  

 Students are shown a 
series of pictures - they 
are asked to tell the story 
of the mystery they see 
there.  

The fiction of the picture 
ignites their imagination. 
The ‘see’ the mystery as a 
potential story they can 
tell. 

Planned use of a prepared 
curriculum object: posters 
for ‘The Mysteries of Harris 
Burdick’. 

As one’s self see a mystery: 
(heightened atmosphere) 
Posters hint at intended 
stories that will never be 
solved.  

Dialogic with art works– 
intra-personal relation 
with imagination followed 
by written expression. 
Brings holistic literacy 
development. 
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Clarice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students look into the 
history of a word to find 
its stories. 

See words in a new light: 
they contain and express a 
story. 

Planned starter idea: 
‘words can tell stories’ – 
this helps them to be 
memorable 

As one’s self, research and  
develop an interest in 
words, stories and history.   

Dialogic with words and 
their stories, inter-personal 
and collaborative. 

Barefoot students stand 
and imagine a scene back 
through history: it is 
‘brought to life’ in words.  

Open to ‘seeing’ their living 
place over different eras as 
a storied representation of 
shared historical 
perspectives. 

Planned idea:   interpret 
history in the living 
moment; engage with its 
possibilities. 

As one’s ‘self’ experience a 
range of historical eras and 
stories that have occurred 
in this place.  

Dialogic between self, 
history and place. Brings 
actors of history to life. The 
place symbolises time past. 

Outdoor learning 
sanctuary is created. 
Nature wanders – or is 
blown - in. Students tell  
stories about these 
events. A student 
spontaneously creates a 
‘frog habitat.’ 

They open to ‘seeing’ the 
particularities of wider 
nature as part of a big story 
that they also belong 
within.   

No concerted plan is made. 
Serendipity is relied upon. 
The environment and life 
are trusted to be dialogic 
with the place, and with 
students who are in touch 
with their imaginations. 

As one’s self.  When 
students’ minds are settled 
they become alert and 
attentive to life. Some 
students are autonomously 
motivated toward story 
telling. Life itself is 
creative.   

Dialogic between self and 
life.  

Linda Students, while immersed 
in living history, are told 
a confronting story of 
their character in role.  

They are opened to the 
shock of personal 
possibility - if they were a 
child of that time. The 
make-believe could have 
been real in the past for this 
student.   

Tightly scripted scenario 
of; teacher is an old 
fashioned school ma’am; 
students are destitute 
children of the 1850s in a 
Ragged School. 

Heightened dramatic 
atmosphere; silence and 
strict requirements; 
Strategic interactions of 
teacher to ‘insert’ a story. 

Inter-personal scenario, 
with dialogic engagement – 
some structured 
collaborative co-
construction. Leads to 
intra-personal changes in 
awareness through 
experiential understanding 
of historical relevance.  

Peter Students enact being a 
particular scientist: an 
astronaut, a biochemist; 
to complete their 
ordinary curriculum 
requirements.  

They are opened to ‘seeing’ 
themselves in the role of 
that scientist and must take 
on its  responsibilities; 
their work ‘matters.’ The 
make-believe  could be real 
in future for this student.   

Highly ordered and 
prepared: formal 
presentation in role; clear 
stepped process and 
trajectory. The learning 
event itself is open-ended: 
the ‘possible’ is the focus.  

Become a scientist: 
heightened dramatic 
atmosphere. Strategic 
interactions take place as 
roleplay is enacted.  

Inter-personal scenarios 
with dialogic engagement 
leading to intra-personal 
awareness. 
Skills and knowledge 
accomplishment. 
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Lynn Students are caught up in 
a surprising and 
unexpected fiction. They 
are swept into its story.  

They open to the 
possibility this could be 
real. 
The make-believe is ‘made 
real’ in the moment to 
enliven imagination. It 
remains fiction.    

Planning is intra-personal – 
engagement with a great 
idea and its possibilities 
which the teacher expects 
her students will love. 

As one’s self life is made 
strange; heightened 
dramatic atmosphere: a 
surprise triggers 
engagement.  

Inter-personal, dialogic and 
collaborative co-
construction leading to 
literacy/ maths/social 
studies skills and 
knowledge 
accomplishment. 

Student calls out during 
fractions lesson – ‘I think 
of it as an army.’ 

Student ‘sees’ the idea of 
fractions ‘as’ expressed in 
the ‘real’ world. 

Spontaneous, happens out 
of a living dialogic 
atmosphere. 

As one’s self - be 
responsive and open: listen 
well during curriculum 
event. 

Dialogic, intra-personal 
event expressed inter-
personally. 

 


